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Abstract
Despite decades of research into human social behavior, mechanisms that allow col-
laborations between scientists to form and thrive are not well understood. Surveys,
interviews, and studies of laboratories inform most of what is known about collab-
oration; yet each method has limited scalability. Studies of extensive co-authorship
networks offer an alternative approach; yet they tend to focus on only a few fea-
tures or features of a certain type. Our understanding of collaboration has thus
been muddled by two oversights. First, limited, biased samples (those restricted by
size, scope, or dimension) lead to conclusions that might not generalize. Second,
surveys and interviews do not necessarily capture reality, because people do not
always do what they say they do.
The present study overcomes these problems using an approach complementary to
field study. First-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive publishing histories) re-
flect collaborative formation at scale—represented herein by ≈ 1.4 million papers
in PubMed® in the period 1988 to 2009. With these data, collaborative formation
and its “success” are modeled to assess the influence of several explanatory factors,
including topics, personal characteristics, affiliations, citations (direct and indi-
rect), and co-authorship network. Similarity, nearness, and complementarity are
encoded in 30 base features that capture obvious as well as indirect connections
between people.
Results show that all the factors influence collaborative formation to varying de-
grees. Topical similarities dominate. Scientists rarely (2%) form collaborations
with people who have never published on the same or similar topics or journals.
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Personal characteristics are second in influence; but their effect is more complex,
because they combine elements that are similar (such as ethnicity and gender)
with those that are complementary and change over time (such as professional
age). Affiliation is third, for which the effect of shared institution type and ge-
olocation (city, US state, or country) is positive. Citation is fourth. Direct cita-
tion (citation of one author by another) and indirect citation (in the form of co-
citation) both have positive influence on collaborative formation. The co-authorship
network is last; and its overall effect is minuscule. Scientists are more likely to
form collaborations with others outside their overlapping co-authorship networks.
Even when collaborations form within a co-authorship network (with the friend
of a friend), other factors (such as topical and personal characteristics) are more
influential in co-author selection.
“Success” about a newly formed collaboration is coded in two different ways in
this study: by relative impact of a paper (whether it has an above-average num-
ber of citations for its journal and year of publication) and by the longevity of the
collaboration (whether the collaborators have at least one future paper together).
The models of collaborative success show that all factors influence success and that
the co-authorship network is the least explanatory. However, the factors behave
differently than collaborative formation; the patterns are more complex. For exam-
ple, personal characteristics are more complementary than similar, suggesting that
what people tend to do is not necessarily what they should do.
The foregoing casts new light on collaboration. The lessons are manyfold; but at
least two deserve mention. First, topical, cultural, and geographical silos exist in
science; yet “success” favors those willing and able to reach beyond those silos to
embrace some diversity and complementarity. Second, the co-authorship network
alone fails to capture almost everything that matters in predicting future links be-
tween people.
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Glossary
bibliometrics “the application of mathematics and statistical methods to books
and other media of communication” (Pritchard, 1969).
descriptive metadata “structured information that . . . describes a resource for
purposes such as discovery and identification. It can include elements such as
title, abstract, author, and keywords” (Understanding Metadata, 2004, p. 1;
see also Gill, Gilliland, Whalen, & Woodley, 2008).
event observation for which the outcome is true or equal to one; also known as a
“case”.
input the data (information) from which one or more predictors are derived (effec-
tively, a single column of a table).
journal a periodical, a serial publication, a title; refers to scholarly journals pri-
marily, and in the case of PubMed® also subsumes magazines, newsletters,
and newspapers as well as manuscripts, books, and book chapters (U.S. Na-
tional Library of Medicine, 2014b, 2014d).
non-event observation for which the outcome is false or equal to zero.
observation the set of units attributable to a single entry in a regression (an “in-
stance”; effectively, a single row of a table).
x
outcome the y-variable in a regression (often called the “response” or “response
variable”).
paper a [published] manifestation of authorship [to which a PubMed® identifier
(PMID) has been assigned by the National Library of Medicine®[US]].
predictor an x -variable in a regression (often called the “explanatory variable” or
“predictor variable”).
semantic warrant principles governing the collection and organization of knowl-
edge (Beghtol, 1986, pp. 110–111).
unit a single data point (effectively, the value at the intersection of a row and col-
umn of a table).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Collaborative work increasingly dominates high-impact research across almost all
areas of scholarly activity (Coile, 1977; Laughlin, Bonner, & Miner, 2002; Wuchty,
Jones, & Uzzi, 2007; Bozeman, Fay, & Slade, 2013). The rise of funding opportu-
nities for collaborative work within and across disciplines is correlated with this
trend (Hall et al., 2012; Rimer & Abrams, 2012). Yet despite decades of research
into human social behavior, little is understood about the mechanisms that cause
collaborations between scientists to form and thrive. A variety of mechanisms of
collaboration have been offered via interviews, surveys, and laboratory-specific
studies; but the accounts are anecdotal and among the circumstantial evidence
upon which science policy and its administration continues to rely (Melin & Pers-
son, 1996; National Science and Technology Council (NSTC), 2008; Z.-L. He, Geng,
& Campbell-Hunt, 2009; Rivera, Soderstrom, & Uzzi, 2010; Olson & Merrill, 2011).
Complex social, cultural, and institutional forces continue to foil complete un-
derstanding of collaboration (National Academies (US) Committee on Measuring
Economic and Other Returns on Federal Research Investments, 2011, Chapter
9). Modern bibliographic databases offer assistance in this regard. Collaboration
may be understood as never before through the lens of co-authorship; this time, at
scale.
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Co-authorship challenges the traditional notion of authorship as an act of individ-
ual genius. Its existence also raises practical questions of allocation of credit, au-
thor order, even the meaning of authorship itself. Understanding who co-authors
with whom may help explain some of the puzzling socio-cultural dynamics noted in
other studies of large-scale scientific collaboration networks (Baraba´si et al., 2002;
Newman, 2004). It may also encourage (or discourage) certain patterns of research
funding and competition for funding, perhaps even identify opportunities for col-
laboration or unexpected alliances.
Two research questions occupy the present study: What factors lead scientists to
strike up new collaborations? What factors drive the formation of “successful” col-
laborations? In seeking answers, this study combines two approaches to collabora-
tive research that have not been attempted before at scale: (a) analysis of a large,
disambiguated, under-explored bibliographic database using (b) a substantial num-
ber of diverse inputs.
In this study, the collaborative behavior of over a million authors in PubMed® in
the period [1988,2009] is examined by building statistical models that predict (a)
who will pair up for the first time given past “similarities”, and (b) of those pairs,
which ones “succeed” given two different measures of success: relative impact, based
on the number of citations a pair’s first co-authored paper receives, and longevity,
based on the number of a pair’s future papers together. By examining publications
only, this study sets aside science that does not exist in the public record. The in-
puts are organized about five factors that reflect different aspects of interpersonal
interaction about research: Topical, Personal, Affiliation, Citation, and Network
(Table 1.1).
Structuralist arguments are often used to explain the connections and interactions
among people—weak ties (Wolff, 1950; M. S. Granovetter, 1973; M. Granovetter,
1983), preferential attachment (Baraba´si et al., 2002), and small-world phenom-
ena (Watts, 2004), for example. What remains unclear from related research is
the extent of the network’s contribution among other factors. This can be tested
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by building statistical models whose terms represent one or more of the aforemen-
tioned factors. Predicting collaborative formation is easier than predicting collab-
orative success, because people paired at random are unlikely to have as much in
common. Predicting “success” is made intentionally difficult in this study, because
the models of “success” do not use information from the papers that mark collab-
orative formation. Despite such difficulty, as results will show, scientists behave
predictably, and the network is not a driving force after all.
1.1 Materials and Methods
The scope of study is constrained to pairs of authors (specifically first and last au-
thors of papers with 2, 3, 4, or 5 authors) who have mutually exclusive publishing
histories in biomedical science (biomedicine) in the period [1988,2009]. These con-
straints were applied due to tractability, resource availability, and interestingness:
 The dyad is the minimum possible unit of analysis for collaboration and,
therefore, a logical point of departure. Dyadic co-authorship is known to
have high frequency in biomedical literature and may represent a special case
of co-authorship as well (Price, 1963/1986, pp. 77–79; Beaver, 2001, pp. 367
and 371).
 First and last author positions are special, because they enhance the visibil-
ity of the authors who occupy them (Zuckerman, 1968).
 Biomedicine has a varied history and heterogeneous composition. Biomedicine
evolved from its beginnings in the early 1900s as “an amorphous amalgam
of biology and medicine” to “a way of referring to any biologically-oriented
‘basic’ or ‘applied’ research deemed relevant to understanding, treating, or
preventing disease” in the early 1950s (Krieger, 2011, pp. 129–130). Chap-
ter 2 construes biomedicine broadly in contemplating the culture and evolu-
tion of biomedical science; but the scope of biomedicine narrows elsewhere to
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the papers indexed in PubMed® and, where indicated, to the journals classi-
fied as “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, or “Medicine and
Health” in Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory® .
 The NLM®’s indexing policies about PubMed®have variously limited the
capture of information based on author count. Papers with up to 5 authors
published on or after 1988 have the most complete information.
Collaborations are conceived in the way represented in Figure 1.1. Although only
two individuals appear in the diagram, a first collaboration may occur between
these and many other individuals over time. Understanding what drives two peo-
ple to publish their first paper together (formation), to succeed in accumulating
an above-average number of citations for the effort (relative impact), and to pub-
lish even more papers together (longevity) is facilitated by probabilistic models;
but the preservation of individual identities makes understanding possible. Predic-
tions about formation and success in this study are about the types of things peo-
ple have in common (Table 1.1). These predictions depend on multidimensional,
time-dependent profiles of each individual. The paper marking the formation of a
collaboration is the event that unites these profiles and permits their comparison.
Ambiguous naming jeopardizes the construction, analysis, and conclusions drawn
from the study of collaboration networks, and the scale of the network only exac-
erbates the matter (Diesner & Carley, 2009; Fegley & Torvik, 2013). In particular,
the effect of treating similarly-named authors as the same person based on name
attributes alone (for convenience) risks altering characteristics (such as affiliation
and co-authorships) that could be defining characteristics in the final analysis.
Thus, a bibliographic resource constructed with the driving principle of resolv-
ing the name variants of individual authors is a valuable resource. The database
called Author-ity (Torvik, Weeber, Swanson, & Smalheiser, 2005; Torvik & Smal-
heiser, 2009) is such a database; it is unique, rare, under-explored, and at the scale
of PubMed® itself (as of 2009). It is among few publicly-available, large-scale, bib-
liographic databases to have disambiguated author names with a high degree of
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accuracy (others include Levin, Krawczyk, Bethard, & Jurafsky, 2012; Li et al.,
2014). Author-ity, along with PubMed® and a few supplementary resources, were
used to construct the primary dataset and are explored in detail in Chapter 3.
1.2 Ensuring Robustness of Models
A bibliometric study of collaboration via scientific co-authorship is hampered by
its own support, the bibliographic database. A bibliographic database may handi-
cap such study in at least three ways: by (a) necessitating proxies, (b) being defi-
cient, or (c) lacking representativeness.
First, bibliographic databases typically track documents, not collaborations. A co-
authored entry in a bibliographic database may evidence collective achievement,
for example; but the year associated with such an entry belies the time and effort
involved in research, writing, and peer-review, among other things. Moreover, true
motives to collaborate are latent—likely multiple in number, ill-defined, and a re-
sult of subconscious decision-making. Elucidating motives to collaborate from de-
scriptive metadata alone means having to identify and operationalize a diverse set
of inputs. All of this means that mechanisms driving the formation and success of
a collaboration depend on how one defines “collaboration”. In this study, collabo-
ration means co-authorship, co-authorship means collaboration.
Second, missing, incomplete, or corrupt data are common in most database sys-
tems. The primary dataset used for this study is no exception. For example, sev-
eral features are incomplete before 1988 (notably affiliation information); some
(like grant information) are too sparse or ambiguous to use; and some (like cita-
tions) regard only one possible source. Missing, incomplete, or corrupt data can be
handled in many ways—manual correction, filtering, imputation, and more data
collecting among them. The identification and management of these deficiencies
will be explained in due course. In the interim, for all the features used in this
study, the data are complete enough when limited to years [1988,2009]. Moreover,
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the models are robust in being unaffected by the foregoing issues—as example ev-
idence: some of the least likely collaborations were found to have been caused by
disambiguation errors.
Third, bibliographic databases typically contain references to published material
only. Presently, this means an inherent bias in favor of persons (perhaps not all
of them scientists) who manage to co-author a paper and succeed in publishing
it. Publications represent the most visible and enduring evidence of collaborative
activity. Yet much of that activity is never published, due in part to pressure to
report only significant or positive results (Ioannidis, 2011; Jones, 2013). Regard-
less, not all co-authorships (collaborations) need to be observed to give weight to
analysis; but observations need to be representative to generalize results. Rep-
resentativeness of the supporting data is assessed and tested in this study in two
ways: (a) by situating the data in the context of similar, published scholarly works
and (b) by accounting for multiple dimensions in statistical modeling (for example,
publication year, as well as the number of authors on a paper).
1.3 Notation and Terminology
Standardized notation and common terminology have been employed throughout
the current document whenever possible and practicable. Symbols and terms likely
to appear more idiosyncratic than others are described below.
Dates are represented herein using the extended format of ISO 8601 (ISO/IEC,
2004): YYYY-MM-DD, where YYYY represents a four-digit year, MM, a two-digit
month, and DD, a two-digit day of the month. Periods and other intervals are rep-
resented herein using the interval notation of ISO 80000-2 (ISO/IEC, 2009), where:
 (a, b) = x ∈ R|a < x < b,
 [a, b) = x ∈ R|a ≤ x < b,
 (a, b] = x ∈ R|a < x ≤ b,
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 [a, b] = x ∈ R|a ≤ x ≤ b.
Unless noted otherwise, the Glossary prefacing this work governs the meaning of
certain words and phrases herein. The terms input, unit, outcome, and predictor
are adopted from Gelman and Hill (2007, p. 37). Predictors are labeled using the
simplistic scheme described in Table 1.2.
Due to typographical challenges, the abbreviation “inf” substitutes for the symbol
∞ in some figures.
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1.4 Tables and Figures
Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of a scientific collaboration. Two authors with mutually
exclusive publishing histories signify the formation of their collaboration by publishing a
paper together for the first time. Their individual histories provide a basis for measuring
the extent of their similarity, nearness, or complementarity. The pair’s “success” as col-
laborators is coded in two different ways: (a) the paper marking the formation of their
collaboration receives an above-average number of citations relative to journal and year
(relative impact) or (b) the pair continues co-authoring papers together (longevity).
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Table 1.1: Inputs calculated or determined for a pair of authors given the authors’
mutually exclusive prior publication histories about their first paper together. With the
exception of professional age and dimensions of “Other”, the inputs express the similar-
ity or nearness of the pair about particular aspects (factors) of collaboration.
Affiliation
 Whether the co-authors match on city (or US state or country).
 Minimum geodesic distance (in miles) between co-authors.
 Institution type (for example, commercial, educational, governmental, hospital, military).
Citation
 Number of identical papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling).
 Number of times each co-author cited the other (direct citation).
 Number of times a paper by each co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation).
 Cumulative frequency of citations to the papers coupled by both co-authors before the
year of collaborative formation.
 Cumulative frequency of direct citations before the year of collaborative formation.
 Cumulative frequency of citations received by each co-author before the year of collabora-
tive formation.
 Cumulative frequency of references given by each co-author before the year of collabora-
tive formation.
Network
 Number of common co-authors.
Personal
 Whether one or both authors were ever first authors.
 Professional age, by number of papers (a proxy for experience).
 Gender, based on first name.
 Ethnicity, based on full name.
Topical
 Implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the two authors.
 Implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two authors.
 Whether both authors share at least one MeSH® term.
 Cumulative frequency of MeSH® terms in common.
 Whether both authors have at least one journal title in common.
 Cumulative frequency of journal titles in common.
Other (information from current paper)
 Author count.
 Author position.
 Publication year.
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Table 1.2: Nomenclature for transformed or expanded predictors.
Name Suffix Description or Transformation
z log10(. . .)
zp log10(1 + . . .)
^2 Second-degree polynomial.
[0 or 1][TRUE] Control of a specific value (0 or 1) within a
range of other values. “TRUE” is an artifact of
the software used for regression; if not given, it
is implied.
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Chapter 2
Collaboration and Co-authorship
in Science: A Backstory
Published research on collaboration and co-authorship in science is about a cen-
tury old; it is vast, multi-faceted, fragmented, sometimes conflicting, often an in-
tradisciplinary endeavor, and always dependent on discipline, culture, or context,
all of which makes findings difficult to generalize. This result is not surprising. The
conduct of science is messy and, at its best, anarchic (Feyerabend, 1993). Many at-
tempts have been made to compile and review this literature over the years, each
with a particular emphasis and with bibliographies that are overlapping and ac-
cretive. The most comprehensive of these reviews are Harsanyi (1993), Katz and
Martin (1997), and Bozeman et al. (2013). Other noteworthy accounts occur in
Stevens (1939), Subramanyam (1983), Speck, Johnson, Dice, and Heaton (1999),
Bordons and Go´mez (2000), Beaver (2001), Rumsey-Wairepo (2006), Sonnenwald
(2007), Stokols, Hall, Taylor, and Moser (2008), de Souza Vanz and Chitto Stumpf
(2010), Kuzhabekova (2011), and Perc, Go´mez-Garden˜es, Szolnoki, Flor´ıa, and
Moreno (2013). What follows is an attempt to distill the enormity of the litera-
ture and its review to date, though in aspects pertinent to the present study and
with selective citation. Many of the questions presented herein have been asked
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numerous times before; most are unanswerable due to the epistemic dilemmas they
pose.
2.1 Terminology
What is [scientific] authorship?
An author is said to be the creator of something—and authorship, indisputable
evidence of that association (“Oxford English Dictionary,” n.d., s.v. “author, n.,
II.4.” and “authorship, n., 2.a.”). Who counts as an author of scientific litera-
ture? The most obvious answer is that it is any individual or entity named on the
byline of a paper. Reality is not so clear-cut, however; and such a posture becomes
a simplifying assumption when more than one name appears on a byline. Consider:
in what way are the contributions of each named author equal?
The “standard model” of genuine scholarly authorship conceives the act of writing
as authorship itself. In this model, authorship is “originary” (non-derivative); it is
an act of “individual genius”, a Romantic notion that appears “to have fostered
and been fostered by modern intellectual property law” (Jaszi & Woodmansee,
2003, pp. 195–197); it is solitary and intimate; it implies a willingness of the au-
thor to accept accolades as well as sanctions; the named is accountable for the
product and its integrity; further, the pursuit of a work’s publication in an accred-
ited peer-reviewed forum signifies the work’s trustworthiness (Cronin, 2001, pp.
562, 565, and 567). The model operates within the supposed “gift economy” of
science wherein authorship is an altruistic behavior—a matter of propriety, not of
property rights (Biagioli, 2003, pp. 254–255; Chartier, 2003, p. 22).
Co-authorship as well as the rewards for innovation or claim-staking have “un-
hinged this unstable but plausible-looking conceptualization” (Biagioli, 2003, p.
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261). Co-authorship is discussed separately in paragraphs below. For now, fail-
ure of the standard model is illustrated by a simple fact: those who receive credit
for authorship and those who benefit from authorship may be two different peo-
ple or entities entirely. Authorial credit for discovery typically follows the innova-
tor, the entrepreneur, not the source of knowledge. For example, “ethnobotanical
prospecting” (the appropriation of bioknowledge of indigenous peoples) has bene-
fited “northern pharmaceutical, biotech, agricultural, and personal care industries”
economically; but the benefits of “discovery” have not accrued to primary sources
of the bioknowledge (Jaszi & Woodmansee, 2003, pp. 199–201). Ghost authorship
(ghost writing; speech writing; authorship without official credit) and honorary au-
thorship (the erroneous attribution of authorship to someone senior—a sponsor,
supervisor, or manager perhaps) are other cases wherein the named author is not
the person who wrote a work or even contributed to it intellectually (Buranen &
Stephenson, 2009, p. 64). The present rush to publish papers online, the accep-
tance of personal communication as authorial, and the loss of originary citations
challenges the credibility of peer-review and begs at least two questions: (a) what
is authorial anymore? and (b) who owns what? (Buranen & Stephenson, 2009, p.
78).
What is [scientific] collaboration?
Collaboration takes multiple forms, many of them opaque and ephemeral. Collabo-
ration may be inter-group, intra- or inter-departmental, intra- or inter-institutional,
or inter-sector (span industry, government, and academe); it may be local, na-
tional, or international; it may be homogeneous or heterogeneous; it may be a
horizontal and/or vertical mash-up of all the foregoing and more (Katz & Martin,
1997, p. 13). It is facilitated by partnerships, not simply co-location. Regardless,
collaboration is distinguished by two features: (a) ultimately, it occurs between
people; and (b) it is “largely a matter of social convention among scientists” (Katz
& Martin, 1997, pp. 9 and 16). Analysis of collaboration is complicated by sev-
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eral factors, among them: the bounds of group membership; the extent of cooper-
ation between members (or groups); formal as well as informal agreements; group
size (for example, one member may work part-time at two or more institutions in-
volved in a collaboration); member attrition and/or addition. Additionally, some
scientists use the term “collaboration” to indicate social distance—one collaborates
with peers, not subordinates (Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 5). Who collaborates with
whom is not always obvious (Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 9).
Evidence of the formation and success of a collaboration is perhaps most easily ob-
served via knowledge production, particularly through the publication of research
(Stevens, 1939). The term “publication” deserves clarification here. The term does
not mean that published research must be exclusively “open access”, as in freely
available and without restrictions to its use; and it does not mean that such re-
search must be exclusively “public” either. Access to scientific work is often sub-
ject to barriers of both price and permission; and access may be mediated formally
by research libraries as well as informally by other scientists (Buranen & Stephen-
son, 2009, p. 54, n. 5). In practice, bibliographic evidence has been sufficient evi-
dence of “publication” due to peer-review, because “the unanimously professional
nature of the scientist’s clientele helps discourage the evaluation of his work by
‘non-professional’ criteria” (Beaver & Rosen, 1978, p. 82, n. 7).
2.2 Birth and Evolution
The story of scientific collaboration in modern times begins concretely in Paris,
France, in 1665 (toward the end of the scientific revolution in Europe). It was
the year Le Journal des Sc¸avans appeared—the first “periodical directed to the
learned public, the virtuosi and curiosi, the professionals and amateurs of eru-
dition and science” (Brown, 1972, p. 370). Philosophical Transactions followed
in London, England, that same year with a similar bent. Philosophical Transac-
tions now stands as the oldest scientific journal in continuous publication (Beaver
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& Rosen, 1978; Price, 1963/1986; Cronin, 2001; Jinha, 2010; “History of the Royal
Society — Royal Society,” n.d.). These early journals were each products of an
“invisible college”—a term coined by Robert Boyle in 1647 and since extended to
mean a close-knit community of scientists operating within a particular epistemic
paradigm, critically, without institutional or doctrinal constraints (“Oxford English
Dictionary,” n.d., s.v. “invisible, A.1.d.”; Price & Beaver, 1966; Price, 1963/1986,
p. 119ff.; Harvey, n.d., s.v. “Invisible college”).
The epistemic paradigm in this early age is typified by the enduring motto of the
Royal Society of London: nullius in verba (loosely translated, “take nobody’s word
for it”; Brown, 1972, p. 377; “History of the Royal Society — Royal Society,” n.d.).
Ironically, the journals were intended to monitor and digest scientific output for in-
dividuals who did not have the luxury of time to attend to the same (Price, 1963/
1986, pp. 13 and 56–58). Reuss (1801/1961) chronicles the papers in these and
other journals before 1800. Many other comprehensive bibliographies of scientific
work followed until information needs and the mass of papers necessitated separate
subject-specific yearly indexes, some of which persist to this day (Martins, 2003).
Within the last several decades, application of computer technology has changed
the way bibliographic records of scientific literature are collected, preserved, and
accessed. Services such as Google Scholar, Elsevier’s Scopus® and EMBASE®,
Thomson Reuters’ Web of Knowledge®, and NLM®’s PubMed®, to name a few
only, have facilitated syndetic search (through end-user aids such as facets and rec-
ommenders, “related works”) as well as intra- and inter-disciplinary communica-
tion among scientists.
Studying scientific behavior for the sake of science was first articulated by Fran-
cis Bacon in books published in the early 1600s. Bacon identified three different
aspects of what would become the “science of science”: (a) mechanisms driving
scientific discovery; (b) effects of scientific discovery on society; and (c) promotion
and application of the sciences (Dedijer, 1966, p. 489). The term “science of sci-
ence” (or metascience) does not enter the English vocabulary until around 1936
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when an attempt that began in the US was made to advance a multidisciplinary
approach to the study of science, ostensibly with footing in the nascent field of so-
cial psychology (Ossowska & Ossowski, 1936/1964; Dedijer, 1966, p. 498). While
the products (specifically papers or “finished propositions”) of science may have
seemed “a sensible place to begin” investigation (Stevens, 1939, p. 250), a signif-
icant amount of the scholarly activity in the study of science has involved field-
work via interviews, surveys, and observation (notable examples include Latour &
Woolgar, 1986, which mentions other “laboratory studies” on p. 285, n. 4; Kraut,
Egido, & Galegher, 1990; Cetina, 1999). The creation and promotion of electronic
citation indexes—notably the Science Citation Index® in 1955 (Garfield, 2007)—
fostered an era of exploration and experimentation at scale (using bibliometric
methods) that continues to this day.
Although the phenomenon of co-authorship is in evidence from the very beginning
of modern science (Beaver & Rosen, 1978, p. 73), it does not arouse scholarly in-
terest until the early 1950s when the dramatic increase in authors per paper elicits
concerns about the attribution of credit and allocation of responsibility. Among
typical criticisms: “how often does the basic design of an experiment represent the
product of six to eight individuals thinking in unison?” (Alexander, 1953, p. 281).
If the answer is “not often”, then perhaps scientific authorship is nothing more
than “a form of menial patronage” (Alexander, 1953, p. 283) and “is losing (or has
already lost) its role as the containment vessel for credit and responsibility” (Bi-
agioli, 2003, p. 274). Credit and responsibility remain thorny issues for scientific
authorship. This is especially true for biomedicine, whose culture favors “heteroge-
neous and socially diffuse” collaborations not subject to “the same degree of mul-
tilayered, internal review” as those in high-energy physics, for example (Cronin,
2001, p. 567). Under pressure to reform, and for the sake of their own credibility,
many scientific journals now require explicit identification of author contributions.
In more recent years, increased specialization and the effects of funding (both di-
rect and indirect) have fueled interest in transdisciplinary efforts. These efforts are
characterized by researchers relaxing disciplinary constraints and working together
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within a common conceptual framework to develop new approaches to potentially
old problems (Rosenfield, 1992, p. 1351; Klein, 2008). The organization and co-
location of scientists around research themes at the Institute for Genomic Biology1
and the Beckman Institute for Advanced Science and Technology2, both situated
at UIUC, are notable examples of this trend. Additionally, the “science of team
science”, a nascent field of research, has galvanized researchers from traditional dis-
ciplines as well as network sciences (physics, social network analysis) and business
management (Stokols et al., 2008).
In rough cut, the foregoing historical account suggests a 30-to-45-year cycle of re-
construction exemplified by the following commitments:
1. “Unity of Science Movement” of the late 1920s; (Morris, 1938); “in this strange
harmony [among ‘philosophers, mathematicians, and scientists’] we are wit-
nessing the birth of a new discipline: the Science of Science” (Stevens, 1939,
p. 223);
2. creation of computerized citation indexes in the mid-1950s and early 1960s
(Garfield, 1955; “History of Citation Indexing - IP & Science - Thomson
Reuters,” n.d.); founding of the Science of Science Foundation in 1964, with
Derek Price among members of the Advisory Committee (Goldsmith, 1965);
3. NIH science of team science conferences, the first in 2006 (Hall, Feng, Moser,
Stokols, & Taylor, 2008).
The temporal distance between these events may not be coincidental. Derek Price
asserted the existence of two fundamental laws of “the analysis of science”:
1. “if any sufficiently large segment of science is measured in a reasonable way,
the normal mode of growth is exponential”—this “holds true with high ac-
curacy over long periods of time....[and] is surprisingly rapid however it is
measured” (Price, 1963/1986, pp. 4–5).
1http://www.igb.illinois.edu/about/research
2http://beckman.illinois.edu/about
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2. “all the apparently exponential laws of growth must ultimately be logistic,
and this implies a period of crisis extending on either side of the date of mid-
point for about a generation. The outcome of the battle at the point of no
return is complete reorganization or violent fluctuation or death of the vari-
able” (Price, 1963/1986, p. 25).
Crucially, for present purposes and about the second law, Price further states that
as soon as one enters the midregion near the inflection—that period of
secession from accustomed conditions of exponential growth—then an-
other 30 to 45 years will elapse before the exact midpoint between floor
and ceiling is reached. An equal period thereafter, the curve will ef-
fectively have reached its limit. Thus, without reference to the present
state of affairs or any estimate of just when and where the ceiling is to
be imposed, it is apparent that over a period of one human generation
science will suffer a loss of its traditional exponential growth and ap-
proach the critical point marking its senile limit. (Price, 1963/1986, p.
21)
If these laws hold, then each of the aforementioned commitments lie in the midre-
gion of separate exponential growth curves—each curve indicative of a “revolution”
or “self-correction” of sorts (Kuhn, 1996, pp. 180–181)—each heralding advances
in theory and/or technique and perhaps a change of the scientific guard. Thus, at
the time of this writing, we are likely near the threshold of yet another period of
exponential growth about the study of scientific behavior.
Why does the foregoing discussion matter? It matters because, in recorded human
existence, collaboration among individuals engaged in scientific research is a rela-
tively recent phenomenon (only 350 years old). Its study is even more recent and
confounded by conflicting viewpoints, as attempts to create rubrics and disciplines
imply. The cyclicality of revolution in science—witness the aforementioned peri-
ods of reconstruction about the “science of science” in the 1930s, 1960s, and late
2000s—suggests ongoing opportunity for advances in scientific knowledge. After
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all, hallmarks of scientific practice include unabated curiosity and appreciation of
subtlety.
2.3 Cultural Ecology
Issues
The conceptual and technical problems posed by co-authorship are not new. Some
of the conceptual problems have been mentioned already. For example, co-authorship
is not necessarily a byproduct of collaboration. Even when co-authorship might be
such a byproduct, the list of visible authorial affiliations on a paper does not imply
inter-institutional collaboration. Moreover, some collaborators publish separately
in the journals of their respective fields (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, p. 200). Addi-
tionally, how does one “attribute a persona to an ensemble of putative authors/
collaborators, or even imagine how such a confederacy might establish an ethos”
(Cronin, 2001, p. 561)? The conceptual (and practical) problem here is that indi-
vidual contributions in team effort are rarely weighted equally (Alexander, 1953).
Who is the responsible party among multiple authors of a paper? Are authorship,
responsibility, and credit shared (Cronin, 2001, pp. 559 and 562)? Are authorship
and responsibility the same thing or merely “a set of relations among colleagues”
(Biagioli, 2003, p. 274)?
The technical problems of co-authorship and its analysis are manifest in the limi-
tations of print publication and its descriptive metadata. For example, descriptive
metadata typically varies within and across bibliographic databases due to lack
of authority control and the partial declaration and/or extraction of certain infor-
mation (particularly the byline) within and from a paper—the effect: analysis of
co-authorship must rely on smaller sample sizes for complete observations and is
complicated, even jeopardized, by ambiguity given variant names for authors and
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their affiliations (institution, country) (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, pp. 200–201; Feg-
ley & Torvik, 2013). Furthermore, the order of authors on a paper belies the signif-
icance of individual contributions and may vary by collaboration and local practice
as well as by discipline (for example, the tendency toward alphabetical ordering
in economics and merit-based ordering in biology; Zuckerman, 1968; Over, 1982;
Laband & Tollison, 2000).
The attribution, assignment, or allocation of authorial credit remains a hazard
about co-authored papers, particularly in biomedicine. Ghost authorship and hon-
orary authorship were mentioned previously about authorship itself but apply
equally to co-authorship. Other ethical issues of co-authorship, some of which im-
ply misconduct, include (a) surprise authorship (a form of “inverse plagiarism”
wherein named authors receive credit for words or ideas that are not their own);
(b) gift authorship (attribution of authorship to a supplier of materials necessary
to the research, for example); (c) omitted, denied, or disavowed authorship (re-
flecting the absence of collective agreement and possibly the piracy of ideas); and
(d) subauthorship (the relegation of someone who should have received authorial
credit to “acknowledgments” only). Interpersonal dynamics among collaborators
(such as disputes, competition, or reciprocal altruism) may underlie some of this
aberrant behavior (Cronin, 2001, p. 565; Anderson, Kot, Shaw, Lepkowski, & De
Vries, 2011). Nevertheless, even without questionable conduct, determining who
should be a co-author may be complicated by the roles or contributions of vari-
ous participants in research. These are among the problems prompting issuance of
guidelines for authorship by some organizations and journals, for example, “JAMA
Network — JAMA — Instructions For Authors” (n.d.), “Research Conduct and
Ethics Instruction Materials” (n.d.). The hazards of co-authorship and its abuse
are twofold: (a) misconduct undermines the credibility of science; and (b) autho-
rial credit may accrue disproportionately to certain co-authors due simply to their
perceived status (“cumulative advantage” or the so-called “Matthew effect”; Mer-
ton, 1988). One consequence of the latter is that the reward for receiving authorial
credit on prior work (deserved or not) may include the allocation of future research
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funds (Alexander, 1953; Anderson et al., 2011).
Motivations
A litany of motives exist for pursuing collaboration in research. Among non-speculative
motives, collaboration (and co-authorship by extension) divides the labor; may
increase professional rewards (reputation, credibility, salary, promotion, tenure,
honors), particularly within academe; may decrease the costs of conducting re-
search by pooling funds and resources; facilitates interdisciplinarity (broadening
understanding); promotes acquisition of skills (such as writing and methodologies)
and tacit knowledge; provides companionship (intellectual and otherwise); affords
shared responsibility; is more fun than working alone; improves the quality of the
research product due to the potential for mutual feedback and presubmission cross-
checking of manuscripts; maintains personal relationships (especially those threat-
ened by geographical separation); engenders above-average productivity and visi-
bility, particularly when the co-author is highly-productive (Beaver & Rosen, 1979,
p. 148; Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 5); may garner full (rather than fractional) pro-
fessional credit, which, paradoxically, may have a perceived value greater than the
credit accorded sole authorship (Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 6); provides career ad-
vantage in facilitating or extending access to people (contacts) and resources oth-
erwise unavailable, particularly to a junior scientist; enables a “senior member of
the collaboration [to] retain ... ‘rights’ to an idea while...[simultaneously] advanc-
ing its position” (Beaver & Rosen, 1979, p. 138-198); may increase the chance of a
manuscript’s acceptance for publication due to the internal vetting implied (Katz
& Martin, 1997, p. 6); may increase citations (impact) of a paper, particularly for
international co-authorships; may be synergistic in generating new ideas or under-
standing, despite complementary skill sets (Hudson, 1996, p. 157; Katz & Martin,
1997, p. 15). Many of these motives are offered as singular causes in interviews
and surveys. (See also Kraut et al. (1990); Melin (2000); Beaver (2001); Bozeman
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and Corley (2004); Buranen and Stephenson (2009); Kuzhabekova (2011); Boze-
man et al. (2013); and Freeman, Ganguli, and Murciano-Goroff (2014).)
Not all papers are co-authored, suggesting that collaboration (and by extension,
scientific co-authorship) may be disadvantageous in certain circumstances. Col-
laboration may decrease the quality or impact of the research product when, for
example, a paper becomes disjointed (lacks cohesion or coherence) under the care
of too many authors (Biagioli, 2003, p. 255; Corley & Sabharwal, 2010). Profes-
sional rewards (such as reputation) may decrease due to perceptible pursuit of
quantity over quality (Hudson, 1996, p. 158). The allocation of authorial credit
and responsibility is not necessarily proportional (Biagioli, 2003, p. 255-256). Pro-
ductivity may decrease due to increased coordination costs, among other things.
Additionally, groups are not necessarily better at problem-solving than individu-
als, and they encourage social loafing (Kraut et al., 1990, p. 152; for a conflicting
view, see also Laughlin et al., 2002). Collaboration may increase the costs of or-
ganization, management, and communication, all of which require time (directly
and indirectly) through attendant costs such as relationship-building and recovery
time from travel. These costs may be more important than funding itself (Hudson,
1996, p. 157; Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 15). Collaboration also involves compro-
mise, which may lead to less risk-taking (ergo, less innovation; Hudson, 1996, p.
157).
Incentives (as well as disincentives) for collaboration may be explained by individ-
ual effects as well as group effects. About individuals, collaboration reflects the
pursuit of economic gain or maximization thereof, whether expressed in terms of
(a) accumulated wealth (material, social, or intellectual capital) or (b) cost reduc-
tion (efficiency) (Katz & Martin, 1997, p. 14; Melin, 2000, p. 38; Bozeman et al.,
2013, p. 38). About groups of individuals, collaboration reflects self-organization
in which the group (or scientific community) itself defines the rules and rights of
membership in subtle or implied negotiation with society at large (“professional-
ization”; Beaver & Rosen, 1978, pp. 66–67). Individual incentives do not cease to
exist in this case; they become part of the negotiation.
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While professionalization may account for scientific co-authorship in the early
years of scientific collaboration, professionalization does not explain the dramatic
increase in authors per paper witnessed in the 1950s. A few causes have been of-
fered for this increase (in no particular order). The increase of co-authorship is due
to. . .
 intra-disciplinary growth in both size (potential number of collaborators) and
technical aspect (theoretical and quantitative; Hudson, 1996, p. 155).
 economics: (a) in the US, government projects during war years (particularly
during World War II and the subsequent Cold War) required big machines,
the collective effort of large numbers of scientists, and a lot of money, all of
which established behaviors of funding and operating that continue to this
day (M. Smith, 1958, p. 599); (b) later, in Western Europe, the European
Commission and others, such as the European Molecular Biology Organisa-
tion (EMBO) and the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN),
funded research as one way to strengthen ties between nations (Katz & Mar-
tin, 1997, p. 9).
 specialization and the rising complexity and scale of projects and their in-
strumentation, all of which necessitate a larger labor pool (Katz & Martin,
1997, pp. 8–9).
 nature itself. The exponential growth of scientific productivity follows a Pareto
distribution. As the number of prolific authors increases, so too does the
number of authors who are not prolific, thus increasing the incidence of frac-
tional authorship (Price, 1963/1986, pp. 15 and 79).
Regardless which explanation or combination thereof is more the complete, ap-
propriate, or compelling, co-authorship is no longer a phenomenon, but a reality
of scientific activity (Wuchty et al., 2007; Mali, Kronegger, Doreian, & Ferligoj,
2012, p. 203).
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Dynamics
The formation and survival of collaborations (and co-authorship networks) have
been linked to a number of factors (in random order):
 the raw (ostensibly higher) intellect of participants (Price, 1963/1986, pp.
95–96); more charitably, the competition for talent (Z.-L. He et al., 2009;
Kuzhabekova, 2011, p. 22);
 a modicum of diversity (asymmetry, disciplinary and otherwise) among par-
ticipants (Bordons, Aparicio, & Costas, 2013; Bidault & Hildebrand, 2014;
Freeman & Huang, 2014);
 flexibility and adaptability despite organizational and/or environmental con-
straints or changes thereto (Demirkan, Deeds, & Demirkan, 2013, p. 1463-
1464);
 prior direct or indirect ties with one or more participants (M. S. Granovet-
ter, 1973; M. Granovetter, 1983; Katz & Martin, 1997; Acedo, Barroso,
Casanueva, & Gala´n, 2006; Cummings & Kiesler, 2008, p. 443);
 frequency of communication, typified by brief messages and facilitated by
(a) close physical proximity, enabling “spontaneous interaction” (Kraut et
al., 1990, pp. 159–161 and 163), and (b) “coordination mechanisms” such as
“email, meetings, student exchanges, [and] seminars” (Cummings & Kiesler,
2008, pp. 438–439);
 quality of communication, specifically “two-way interactions involving more
than one sensory channel” (Kraut et al., 1990, p. 161);
 cost of communication (Kraut et al., 1990, pp. 162–163); increased by phys-
ical distance, but regarded as a weak indicator because, among other things,
“scientists may be more concerned with seeking the most appropriate expert
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partners, even if they have to travel some distance to find them” (Katz &
Martin, 1997, p. 5);
 institutional rewards (such as salary, promotion, tenure)—the more (or higher)
the better to promote co-authorship (Petry & Kerr, 1982);
 nature of the discipline—for example, papers in educational theory jour-
nals for years [≈ 1955,1994] are largely sole-authored (Patrick O’Neill, 1998),
those in high-energy physics, observational astronomy, and oceanography are
largely co-authored (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, p. 199);
 nature of the research—research that is applied or experimental, rather than
basic or theoretical, tends to be more interdisciplinary (Katz & Martin, 1997);
but basic or theoretical research achieves higher rates of international collab-
oration (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, p. 206);
 overspecialization of individuals within a discipline or research area, the lat-
ter likely requiring international collaboration (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, pp.
199 and 206); collaboration itself may behave as a positive feedback loop, in-
creasing the likelihood of specialization and geographic distribution, given
the increasing burden of knowledge and decreasing communication costs
(Agrawal, Goldfarb, & Teodoridis, 2013; Agrawal, McHale, & Oettl, 2013);
 administration of science policy about the allocation of funds (Bordons &
Go´mez, 2000, p. 197); the number of co-authors on a paper implies the de-
gree of subsidy (Price, 1963/1986, pp. 123 and 160);
 internationalization and/or globalization of effort for scientific, political, and/
or economic reasons (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, pp. 204–205; Bozeman & Cor-
ley, 2004, p. 600);
 common language and/or geographic proximity, particularly about interna-
tional collaboration, and especially when one of the countries is relatively
small and underdeveloped (Bordons & Go´mez, 2000, p. 205);
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 years spent in administrative capacities (for example, department chairman-
ships) tend to decrease one’s publication count, but increase one’s co-author
count per paper (Shulkin, Goin, & Rennie, 1993);
These factors are not mutually exclusive; some are interdependent and also depend
on the motivations described previously; most do not appear in quantitative anal-
yses, suggesting that they are not easily operationalized; and some have greater
applicability to traditional forms of collaboration than to those of the modern era
(period since ≈ 1950), the era of “big science”. Of motives and factors, only divi-
sion of labor and overspecialization appear to have a direct cause/effect relation-
ship with co-authorship, perhaps because they demand satisfaction of the most
conditions (Laudel, 2002, p. 13).
The term “big science” applies to scientific research that, among other things, (a)
requires significant public support and, hence, effective marketing; (b) emphasizes
expenditure for large-scale experiments over deliberation and small-scale model
building; (c) has a high proportion of administrative staff; (d) favors reusable in-
frastructure and standardization over scaffolding and ad hoc processes; and (e)
demands collaborative effort with division of labor (within-group specialization)
and a corresponding loss of independence among participants (Weinberg, 1961, pp.
161–162; Hagstrom, 1964, p. 251; Price, 1963/1986; Borgman, Wallis, & Enyedy,
2007, p. 18). High-energy (or particle) physics, space sciences (such as observa-
tional astronomy), and oceanography are the usual referents for “big science”. Un-
surprisingly, “little science” (traditional science) is the term applied to everything
else. Furthermore, collaborations in “little science” are akin to familiar economic
alliances: they may be formal (such as apprenticeships, wherein the projects are
limited in scope due to the short lifespan of the apprentice) or informal (wherein
the motivations itemized above become particularly relevant; Hagstrom, 1964, p.
243).
Despite the increasing amount of collaboration among its researchers, biomedicine
is not among the disciplines typically considered “big science” (note Cronin, 2001).
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Recall from above that biomedical culture is more distributed, less structured, less
hierarchical, and less cohesive than high-energy physics, against which it is often
contrasted (Biagioli, 2003, p. 272; Newman, 2004). Authorship represents “a strug-
gle for professional life” (and the vitae, a “professional passport”) in biomedicine,
whereas in high-energy physics, authorship is a “fact of life” (Biagioli, 2003, p.
272). The distinction between “big science” and “little science” becomes mean-
ingful here, because the individuality and interpersonal dynamics characteristic of
“little science” are likely to achieve greater expression and perhaps greater visibil-
ity in published research.
Group size effects
Collaboration requires more than one participant; but at what point does the col-
lective constitute a group? Is it two (a dyad) or three (a triad)? Researchers (par-
ticularly social psychologists) remain divided on the matter. The question and the
concern are not without merit, because the dynamics of interpersonal behavior
may be different in either case (Arrow, McGrath, & Berdahl, 2000). This difference
can be illustrated with a simple thought experiment. Imagine a graph wherein
each vertex (node) represents a collaborator, and each edge (tie or link), a chan-
nel of communication between two vertices. A dyad must share an edge, because
the collaboration could not exist otherwise; a triad, in contrast, may have two or
three links, suggesting the potential for dissimilar or even non-existent channels
of communication. Thus, dyads are special: they require trust; they avoid collu-
sion among subgroups of collaborators; and they are (more likely to be) intolerant
of social loafing (Wolff, 1950). To treat dyads as groups is to invite mistakes into
analysis; and to analyze groups “one dyad at a time” is to ignore within-group in-
teractions (Moreland, 2010, pp. 261–263). Additionally, some phenomena of group
behavior are undefined for dyads; for example: “relational demography” (the sim-
ilarity or difference between one participant and the group itself); socialization;
“coalition formation” (for dyads, results in stalemate if participants have compa-
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rable power); and “majority/minority influence” (Moreland, 2010, pp. 256–258).
Even the same phenomena may be expressed differently in groups of three or more
than in dyads, sometimes fundamentally—for example: negotiation (more compli-
cated for groups due to “greater demands on information processing, a need for
social decision rules, and more complex social processes”); ostracism (complete or
partial; requires coordination for groups); self-disclosure (the fewer the number of
participants, the less frequent and less intimate the disclosure; the most dramatic
difference occurring between dyads and triads) (Moreland, 2010, pp. 258–259; see
also K. D. Williams, 2010).
Size effects have been observed in co-author counts as well, particularly the dis-
continuity between the distribution of papers with [2,4] authors, which is Poisson-
like, versus the distribution of papers with [5,+∞) authors, which is unclassifiable,
but favors the negative binomial. This discontinuity has been offered as evidence
of the transition from “little science” to “big science” (“teamwork”) that began
in the 1950s. (See Beaver, 1984, pp. 450–451; Beaver, 2001, p. 368.) Two items
are worth note here. First, the distributional shapes (Poisson and negative bino-
mial) are employed to characterize effects, not to explain mechanisms driving co-
authorship activity. Second, the notion of “teamwork” is compatible with the no-
tion of “hyperauthorship” advanced by Cronin (2001). Although Cronin was care-
ful not to impose a finite minimum co-author count on “hyperauthorship”, a lower
bound of 5 co-authors seems appropriate, given the discontinuity of distributions
observed by Beaver (1984). Regardless, dyadic co-authorship has been the mode
of co-authorship since the beginning of collaboration (Beaver, 2001, pp. 367 and
371). Perhaps not coincidentally, dyadic co-authorship is also idiosyncratic. For
example, the incidence of papers with [1,2] authors was observed to decrease for
academic chemists over their careers, such that by mid-career most of their papers
had [3,+∞) authors (Bayer & Smart, 1991, p. 629; Mali et al., 2012, pp. 207–208).
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Quantitative study
Collaboration is about relationships. These relationships may be expressed in many
different ways and at various scales. Bibliometric studies of scientific authorship of-
ten represent (or conceptualize) these relationships graphically as edges (links, ties,
or connections) between vertices (nodes, units, or actors) where vertices may repre-
sent individuals, papers, institutions, or even countries (Mali et al., 2012, p. 198).
The relationships are typically the aspects of greatest interest. Symbolic links in a
co-authorship network are often papers, which makes link counts indicators of the
strength of association (tie strength) between two authors. Link counts represent-
ing the citation of one paper (as vertex) by another are used routinely to measure
the impact of co-authorship—the more citations a paper receives, the greater the
supposed influence of the underlying research or collaboration (see for example,
Gla¨nzel & Schubert, 2001; Bidault & Hildebrand, 2014). Additionally, links can be
formed by bibliographic coupling (two or more papers citing a third paper) or co-
citation (two or more papers cited together in a single work) and have been used
to delineate fields of research; their count becomes a measure of cohesiveness (note
Boyack & Klavans, 2010; Bo¨rner et al., 2012).
Links support an array of statistical measures and classifications that have been
applied in analyses of co-authorship networks (Newman, 2001; Baraba´si et al.,
2002; Girvan & Newman, 2002; Newman, 2004). For example, a network exhibiting
short average path length (average distance in edges between any two vertices) and
a high clustering coefficient (proportion of transitive links in the network) indicates
a “small-world” of well-connected groups of vertices (cliques) with relatively few
interconnections (Watts, 2004, pp. 244–248). Where link counts exhibit a skewed
distribution, a scale-free network may exist with preferential attachment as the
driving, evolutionary force (that is, the tendency of vertices with an already higher
number of links to attract even more links; Baraba´si et al., 2002). Where a link
appears multiple times in the shortest path between any two vertices (that is, has
high “edge betweenness”), its removal, and the successive removal of others like it,
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gradually reveals community structure (Girvan & Newman, 2002, p. 7822; Watts,
2004, p. 254).
Despite their utility, link counts and purely structural measures of networks fail to
account adequately, or at all, for the complex dynamics of human social interaction
and influence (which may be social as well as intellectual). For example, because
the accrual of citations is a reward in science (recognition from peers), even cita-
tion as a form of censure has value, a fact obscured by counting alone (Ioannidis,
2005a). Furthermore, citations given (as opposed to citations received) represent
only a small, and possibly inaccurate, set of influences on a paper, and thus only
one possible set of relations (Stokes & Hartley, 1989, pp. 104–105). Moreover, due
in part to difficulties in data gathering, analyses of large-scale co-authorship net-
works generally rely on (a) authorial relations as the only mode of interaction, (b)
cross-sectional (as opposed to longitudinal) snapshots of activity (meaning loss of
information about individual activity over time), and (c) simplifying assumptions
about author identity due to name variants. These conditions have prompted some
researchers to explore multi-modality (co-evolution of authors and topics) and/or
temporal aspects of interaction (notably Roth, 2008; Z.-L. He et al., 2009; B. He,
Ding, & Ni, 2011; Roth & Cointet, 2010) as well as efforts to educate researchers
about the perils of name ambiguity in author attribution (Fegley & Torvik, 2013;
J. Kim, Kim, & Diesner, 2014; J. Kim, Diesner, Kim, Aleyasen, & Kim, 2014; J.
Kim & Diesner, 2015). Studies of smaller co-authorship networks are not immune
to these problems. Although such studies tend to be specific to country, institu-
tion, and/or discipline, they also miss opportunities to explore (or have difficulty
operationalizing) motives of the kind that may lead to co-authorship (for example
Kronegger, Mali, Ferligoj, & Doreian, 2012; Yu, Shao, He, & Duan, 2012; Bordons
et al., 2013); but exceptions do exist (for example Cohen, 1991; Lee & Bozeman,
2005; Rumsey-Wairepo, 2006).
The difficulty in operationalizing qualitative aspects of human social interaction
and influence has been addressed in network analysis to some degree. Vertices
may be assigned properties that function as proxies for latent behavior. For exam-
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ple, small-scale studies (such as those among the aforementioned exceptions) have
considered a number of properties of vertices in the analysis of relations: age, gen-
der, marital status, and the extent of brokerage in an ego-centric network, among
others (Burt, 1992, 2001; Lee & Bozeman, 2005; Rumsey-Wairepo, 2006). Large-
scale studies of co-authorship tend toward properties of the vertex such as ge-
ographic distribution (by country name, not great circle distance) and citation-
weighted ranking of output (number of papers) per department and per institution
(Agrawal, McHale, & Oettl, 2013). They also tend to include statistical measures
of centrality such as degree centrality (the number of links incident to a vertex),
closeness centrality (the distance in links of a vertex to all other vertices), and be-
tweenness centrality (the number of shortest paths between to vertices that pass
through a third vertex) (for example, Abbasi, Hossain, Uddin, & Rasmussen, 2011;
Abbasi, Hossain, & Leydesdorff, 2012).
The challenge for bibliometric research of co-authorship lies not only in how mo-
tives are operationalized, but in how they are modeled. Stochastic actor-based
models (for longitudinal network data) and Exponential Random Graph Models
(ERGMs or p* [p-star] models; for cross-sectional network data) are models of net-
works. They are fit by computer simulation—that is, by randomly sampling dyads
in a network many times to determine the relative effect of specified vertex and
link properties. The size of the networks that can be modeled are limited due to
a design matrix in which all configurations of the network must be realized.3 The
limit depends in part on model specification, the number of values per term spec-
ified, and computing resources; but it is purportedly on the order of ≈ [100,200]
actors for both stochastic actor-based models—in the case of SIENA4 (Mali et al.,
2012, p. 223) and ERGMs (Cranmer & Desmarais, 2011, pp. 74–75), although
anecdotally, ERGMs have been observed to scale to thousands of actors. In con-
3The design matrix encodes the conditional dependence assumptions that explain links between
two or more vertices in the network. The links may be conditioned on endogenous features
(characteristics of the network itself) and/or exogenous features (such as properties of a ver-
tex).
4http://www.stats.ox.ac.uk/∼snijders/siena/
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trast, regression modeling can handle millions of vertices and millions more edges
without difficulty; but it cannot model a network directly due to the assumption
of independence among observations (Cranmer & Desmarais, 2011).5 Regardless,
missing data and misspecification, among other maladies, can impair the utility of
any of these models.
The ties that bind
Researchers have pursued at least three different lines of inquiry to explain the “fa-
miliar chaos” of human social behavior: (a) assortative mixing (assortativity); (b)
role-based relations; and (c) proximity in time and space (Rivera et al., 2010). De-
spite the categorical distinction, these aspects of behavior are understood to in-
teract in complex ways and are treated that way in the following discussion. Each
have been studied at the level of the dyad, typically about edge formation in social
networks.
Assortativity regards the similarities and dissimilarities (complementarities) be-
tween individuals that encourage those individuals to connect with one another.
Homophily (the principle that “like seeks like”, “birds of a feather flock together”)
is the dominant organizing principle of human social behavior in this regard. Peo-
ple generally seek out others like themselves. The attractiveness of one person over
another increases with the rarity of an attribute relative to others (such as skin
color, age, language). Homophily tends to bind people together for longer peri-
ods of time. (See Rivera et al., 2010, p. 95.) In contrast, heterophily (the principle
that “opposites attract”) is influential about tasks. Here, people tend to seek out
others with skills complementary to their own for support or assistance (Casciaro
& Lobo, 2008; Rivera et al., 2010, p. 96). Heterophilous connections are more
5For the present study, the underlying co-authorship network is expressed by the count of co-
authors a pair of authors have in common. This property of conditional dependence is in-
cluded as a predictor in logistic regression. The selection of logistic regression as the modeling
framework was driven by several factors, scalability being the most relevant here, because all
the data could be modeled, not a sample. See Section C.1.
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likely to disintegrate due to conflicts arising from differences of opinion (Lazarsfeld
& Merton, 1954).
Interpersonal relations are both complex and stratified; humans exhibit both ho-
mophilous and heterophilous behavior in their social dealings. Blau (1974) labeled
this behavior “multiform heterogeneity”; and Casciaro and Lobo (2008) observed it
in the preference of people toward others with similar demographic characteristics
but dissimilar specializations. (See Rivera et al., 2010, p. 97.)
In an extensive review of the literature, McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook (2001)
found that homophily in human social networks has a cumulative effect—it is strength-
ened about the types and number of relations two people have in common. Two
types of homophily are distinguished: baseline (global) and “inbreeding” (local);
these types are disjoint. Baseline homophily is induced “by the demography of the
potential tie pool”. Inbreeding homophily is induced by “social structures below
the population level” (“organizational foci” such as work environments and “vol-
untary organizations”) as well as by “personal preferences”. (See McPherson et al.,
2001, p. 419.)
Both types of homophily can be measured about the same aspects; but some as-
pects are more applicable to one type than the other, and they may also have a
temporal component. For example, race and ethnicity tend toward baseline ho-
mophily in helping to organize “ethnically-diverse societies”. Education tends to-
ward inbreeding homophily due to self-selection about level of education and aca-
demic achievements. Gender exhibits both types of homophily: gender relations
are established in youth about “households and kinship networks” (inbreeding ho-
mophily); but the ties in adulthood are established by a gender-segregated work-
force (baseline homophily). Age has a “powerful baseline component” evidenced
by the grouping of school children by age; but age also has a powerful inbreeding
component: “ties tend to be more close, longer lived (often reflecting the persever-
ance of ties formed in childhood), to involve a larger number of exchanges, and to
be more personal”. The effect of age homophily is so strong that it has been ob-
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served to decrease the likelihood of tie dissolution, especially for “those who are
either unusually young or unusually old within their occupational structures”. (See
McPherson et al., 2001, pp. 420–436; Villanueva-Felez, Woolley, and Can˜ibano,
2015, pp. 121–123.)
Several mechanisms are known to facilitate homophily, among the most relevant
to the current study are geography, organizational foci, and role. First, geographic
proximity increases the likelihood of collaboration as a function of effort: the greater
the physical distance between two people, the more effort each must expend to
connect with the other. Advances in telecommunication have “lowered the effort
in contact”; but they have “not eliminated the old pattern”, as demonstrated by a
study of instant-messaging among 180 million people across the planet (Leskovec
& Horvitz, 2007). Nevertheless, if geography is less important to tie formation now
than it used to be, perhaps “the new technologies have allowed people greater lati-
tude to create ties that are homophilous on other dimensions”. Second, work envi-
ronments tend to segregate people by gender and education, encouraging ties that
are homophilous along those dimensions and strengthening baseline homophily in
the resulting networks. Third, people with structurally equivalent roles in a net-
work are more likely to form ties with each other than with others of different
roles. (See McPherson et al., 2001, p. 429–433.)
The literature is unclear about whether the cumulative effect of homophily is addi-
tive or multiplicative (due to interaction among inputs); but the present study pro-
vides an answer. The model of collaborative formation built in Chapter 4 includes
many inputs, each representing a single factor, each capturing an aspect of “sim-
ilarity” or nearness between two authors (excepting professional age and features
of the formation paper). By pairing authors randomly, the experimental setup on
which the model is based eliminates homophily as a constraint. Results will show
that the effect is additive—each factor increases the likelihood of collaborative for-
mation, some factors more than others. This effect was not known at the outset of
this study.
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2.4 Conclusion
Scientists seek the truth, and they need (or see value in) collaboration to get to
the truth. However, scientists are also subject to influence and constraints (insti-
tutional and professional, among others), suggesting that the motivations for col-
laboration in science are not always obvious. Collaboration has evolved over time
from the “professionalization” of “little science” to the business of “big science”—a
development consonant with major changes in technology and data collection.
What factors are most likely to encourage or enable collaborations? The answer
seems to depend on the type of science. For “little science”, the factors are un-
abashedly personal, career-oriented, and economic; the dynamics are interpersonal.
For “big science”, funding, infrastructure, interdisciplinarity, overspecialization,
and possibly geographic dispersion are among the more important factors. In this
study, discerning “type of science” is impractical due to the limit on author count
and the absence of information about funding—it is a distraction in any case, be-
cause specialization, affiliation, and geography are important to both types of sci-
ence and are among the “factors” defined for this study (Table 1.1). Biomedicine
spans both types of science, which means that individuality and independence
remain significant aspects of its culture. This also implies that group dynamics
within biomedical practice remains a relevant focus of research.
From the perspective of data collection, the state of descriptive metadata and the
availability of content continues to improve in bibliographic databases—witness
changes in NLM®’s indexing policy to accommodate author affiliations (U.S. Na-
tional Center for Biotechnology Information, 2014) and Elsevier’s commitment to
index book titles in Scopus®6. Given the laws of exponential growth and the cur-
rent rally around the “science of team science”, analysis of scientific behavior ap-
pears to be at the threshold of another period of significant advances in theory,
6http://www.elsevier.com/about/press-releases/science-and-technology/elsevier-announces-its-
scopus-book-titles-expansion-program
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methodology, and technology. Hence, opportunities exist for contributions to the
“science of science” from all fields.
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Chapter 3
Primary Dataset, Analyzed
The data for this study derives from a subset of Author-ity, a database of authors
of papers from PubMed® (most from MEDLINE®) whose names have been disam-
biguated probabilistically and algorithmically with a high degree of accuracy (98%;
Torvik et al., 2005; Torvik and Smalheiser, 2009). The data reflect the semantic
warrant and time-varying indexing practices of the NLM®, the editorial warrant
and practices of journal editors, and the behavior of scientists themselves (Kotzin,
2005; Cross, 2006; U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014c).
3.1 Overview
The snapshot of Author-ity obtained for this study covers the period [1865,2009]
and comprises ≈ 9 million disambiguated authors linked to ≈ 19 million papers and
≈ 24 thousand journals in PubMed®. The distributions of authors, papers, and
journals by year each reveal a dramatic increase in 1947 and a dramatic decrease
beginning in 2009 (Figure 3.1). The increase is due to the back-filling of titles in
MEDLINE®with publication years beginning in 1946 (Table 3.1); the decrease is
due to the systematic end of data collection for Author-ity in mid-2009.
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MEDLINE® is anything but a static repository (Table 3.2). The account of index-
ing policy changes only hints at possible discontinuities in the data. For example,
the year of a paper’s publication does not necessarily correspond to the year of its
indexing (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014e). Thus, despite a policy limit
on the number of authors indexed per paper, the number of papers with more than
10 authors in the period [1984,1995] does not remain zero for long (Figure 3.2).
For the period [1865,2009], the average number of authors per paper, irrespective
of field or discipline, is 3.32 (SD 3.86) overall. When restricted to papers with [1,4]
authors, the average is 2.19 (SD 1.09)—a number consistent with the observations
of Beaver (1984) and Price (1963/1986), among others. The overall distribution
is highly skewed (Table 3.3; the maximum number of authors on any one paper
is 743 in 2001, PMID 11289970). In this period, papers with [2,5] authors repre-
sent ≈ 58% of all papers (10,715,492 of 18,551,640); papers with (5,+∞) authors,
≈ 16%. Papers published before 1988 do not have affiliation strings, generally, and
are excluded for modeling. For the period [1988,2009], papers with [2,5] authors
represent ≈ 59% of all papers (6,398,502 of 10,928,028); papers with (5,+∞) au-
thors, ≈ 23%. Thus, papers with [2,5] authors represent the majority.
The distribution of co-authors per author for the same period is also highly skewed
(Table 3.4). (Co-authors are the other authors listed on the byline of a paper.)
Most authors have only one unique co-author if they have any at all. (In contrast,
Eric Lander, Author-ity identifier 2876423 1, has the highest number of co-authors
at 3,220.)
Figure 3.3 considers author count categories about first-time co-authors with pre-
vious publishing history for years [1865,2004]. The cutoff at year 2004 allows for
publishing activity before the edge at year 2009. The Figure addresses the ques-
tion: How likely is an author to publish in one authorship category after having
published in another? For author counts in the range [1,10] during this period,
an author is overwhelmingly likely to have published one previous paper individ-
ually or with the same number of authors. Afterward, without discrimination, he
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or she publishes in other authorship categories, though output seems to favor sole-
authorship and papers with (5,10] authors. Dyadic co-authorship appears unre-
markable in this regard. Contrast papers having [1,10] authors with papers hav-
ing (10,+∞) authors (hyperauthorship, for present purposes) and the publishing
behavior changes. In the latter case, authors are likely to have published many
papers to-date with author counts in the range [1,4] before hyperauthorship. The
plots suggest that authoring with [1,4] authors is often a precursor to hyperauthor-
ship.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 consider the effect of period on authorship patterns. The ques-
tion remains the same as in the previous paragraph; only the temporal bounds
have changed. Figure 3.4 shows that hyperauthorship was uncommon in the period
[1950,1954]; otherwise, publishing behavior is similar to that during [1865,2004].
For example, an author is still overwhelmingly likely to have published one pre-
vious paper with the same number of authors. Curiously, though, authors with
two-author papers to-date appear more likely than others to publish papers with
(15,20] authors. In Figure 3.5, representing the period [2000,2004], hyperauthor-
ship abounds. Here, among papers with [2,10] authors, an author is more likely
to have published many papers in authorship categories other than [2,2] before
publishing a two-author paper. This is not apparent from Figure 3.3, indicating
again the importance of time in any calculus of co-authorship and that dyadic co-
authorship may have its own dynamic.
Figure 3.6 shows which authorship categories garner the most citations. Here, per-
centile rank is based on the distribution of citation counts that accrued to papers
published in a given year (the present meaning of “vintage-adjusted”). The pro-
portions correlate with the high frequency of papers in certain authorship cate-
gories observed in Figure 3.2. Citations to two-author papers are highest among
co-authorship categories. This is not an obvious result, because an author’s deci-
sion to cite a paper is not solely (or at all) dependent on authorship category. The
number of publications in any one authorship category appears to increase the like-
lihood of citation within that category.
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Figure 3.7 shows not only the effect of NLM®’s indexing policy changes about
funding but a curious lack of acknowledgment thereof. That is, regardless of au-
thor count, papers that acknowledge funding represent only ≈ 11% of all papers,
on average, in the period [1981,2009]. The lack of acknowledgment is curious, be-
cause subsidy is one of the factors driving author count (see Chapter 2). Thus,
the more authors on a paper, the more likely the authors benefited from funding.
Yet this is not clearly the case with the data; and the causes are opaque. Papers
with [2,5] authors tend to acknowledge funding in nearly equal proportions, and in
higher proportions than other groups in recent years. Papers with (5,10] authors
are clearly exceptional in volume; but papers with (10,∞) authors lag noticeably.
Additionally, the data do not contain information on actual amounts of funding;
but even if such information were readily available, its use is not clear. For exam-
ple, in what way is the amount of funding related to the publication of papers? Is
not some understanding of how money is divided and applied a prerequisite to an
answer? Such information is beyond what the data can provide.
To facilitate discovery, the NLM® endeavors to tag papers in PubMed® expertly
with terms (descriptors, vocabulary terms) from the Medical Subject Headings
Vocabulary File (MeSH®). The terms in MeSH® are organized in a tree struc-
ture.1 Different trees and different levels thereof may be represented simultane-
ously within a single paper and without an apparent limit on their number. Of the
MeSH® terms assigned to papers, Author-ity preserves main headings only, not
subheadings or main topic indicators. The pattern of term assignment coincides
with the number of papers per year and grant acknowledgment (Table 3.5 and Fig-
ure 3.8).
1http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/intro trees.html
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3.2 Representativeness
To what extent is PubMed® representative of biomedical literature in general? Be-
fore attempting to answer this question, consider that representativeness is an in-
herently subjective matter. Representativeness may be viewed from two different
perspectives relevant to this study: (a) semantic warrant; and (b) straight count.
Semantic warrant depends upon human judgment and, implicitly, trust for those
executing the warrant. For example, journals are selected for abstracting/indexing
in MEDLINE®by perceived quality, relevance, and/or import by subject experts.
Any journal that fails to satisfy the selection criteria simply does not matter, at
least for the audience intended. If the only literature collected is the only litera-
ture that matters, then the collection itself becomes a population. (Regarding jour-
nal selection for MEDLINE®, among other databases, see Blanken and Vinken,
2001; Kotzin, 2005; Cross, 2006; and U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014c.)
Straight count depends upon tallies of related items. For example, coverage may
be assessed by comparing the counts of all journals indexed versus all journals
available. Straight count is potentially biased as well, because bounding a set of
related items often necessitates human judgment (in defining the bounds and in
handling overlap, for example). Nevertheless, straight count provides a means to
understand PubMed® in a broader context of biomedical knowledge production
and is used in the following exposition.
The number of papers worldwide for the period [1726,2009] has been estimated
to be ≈ 50 million, based on journals in Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory® , without
restriction to discipline or language (Jinha, 2010). The lower bound on the num-
ber of English-language papers available publicly on the Web as of mid 2013-01
has been estimated to be ≈ 114 million, of which ≈ 50 million (44%) are associated
with the Microsoft Academic Search categories “Agricultural Science”, “Biology”,
“Chemistry”, “Environmental Sciences”, and “Medicine” (Khabsa & Giles, 2014).
Although these estimates are imperfect and, the sets on which they are based,
overlapping, they hint that PubMed® captures [16,38]% of all papers and ≈ 38%
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of all papers that are biomedical. Further insight into this matter may be gained
from Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory® , a prominent and comprehensive resource
of information on serial publications over centuries (Jacso´, 2012), particularly its
descriptive metadata on serials indexed by other databases, notably PubMed®,
MEDLINE®, and EMBASE®, a commercial competitor of PubMed®. For pur-
poses of the following discussion, Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory® represents the
reference by which abstracting/indexing databases are measured.
Using Ulrichsweb.com2 (an interface to Ulrich’s Periodicals Directory® ), a con-
servative search restricted to the subject areas “Biological Sciences and Agricul-
ture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and Health” with a status of “Active”, “Ceased”,
“Merged/Incorporated”, or “Suspended” returned ≈ 97 thousand journals dating
from the 1600s.3 When additionally restricted to “Journal”, the count returned
was ≈ 43 thousand. In contrast, PubMed® contains ≈ 24 thousand journals, or
roughly [25,56]% of the estimated general population. As before, the estimate is
imperfect. While PubMed®’s holdings regard life sciences primarily, the semantic
warrant is not exclusive; and the boundaries defined by the subject categories of
Ulrichsweb.comand PubMed®are presently unclear and likely overlapping.
Figure 3.9 shows the representation of PubMed®, MEDLINE®, and EMBASE® in
the descriptive metadata of Ulrichsweb.com. The plots suggest that the effort of
abstracting/indexing journals is resource-constrained (a fact implied by the afore-
mentioned journal selection policies). Even PubMed®, the most prominent among
the databases here, captures only [23,27]% of all serial publications in the filter.
Figures 3.10 to 3.12 show the extent of selection bias in terms of serial type, con-
tent type, and publication frequency. Topical analysis via Dewey Decimal Classification®
(DDC) provides another perhaps more compelling descriptive angle.
2ulrichsweb.serialssolutions.com
3Results reported about Ulrichsweb.comwere obtained within a 24-hour period between 2014-
08-24 and 2014-08-25. The number and order of search results did not change during that
period. Whether descriptive metadata for individual records changed during the period of
collection is unknown; but any such change is a lesser concern for present purposes than the
risk of an incomplete or corrupted dataset.
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Although DDC is non-discriminating in many ways, its coverage is complete in the
data obtained from Ulrichsweb.com (unlike coverage of the Library of Congress
Classification, LCC). Prominent classifications appear in Figure 3.13, with illu-
mination in Table 3.6.4 Unsurprisingly, “Medicine & health” (DDC number 610)
dominates all categories in volume; “Agriculture & related technologies” (DDC
number 630) trails for all but Ulrichsweb.com, the reference. The picture changes
about coverage, however. Here, over 50% of all serials have been indexed for PubMed® for
“Nursing. . . ” (DDC number 610.73) through 2003, “Diseases of nervous system &
mental disorders” (DDC number 616.8) through 1984, “Surgery. . . ” (DDC num-
ber 617) through 1980, and “Surgery. . . Dentistry” (DDC number 617.6) through
1993. Coverage of “Philosophy & psychology” (DDC number 150), “Medicine &
health”, and “Biology” (DDC number 570) serials is also substantially higher in
PubMed® than EMBASE®.
The foregoing comparisons are not without error. Table 3.7 shows the extent of
over- and under-counting, at least about PubMed® and MEDLINE®. Regardless,
at least two general observations may be made: (a) EMBASE® and MEDLINE® appear
to be similarly situated and cover the same top topics consistently; and (b) the
prominence of PubMed® reflects the broader goals outlined for that service (U.S.
National Library of Medicine, 2014d).
[Although not directly related to representativeness, Figures 3.14 to 3.16 show the
coverage of Ulrichsweb.com about arbitrary categories of authorship in Author-
ity. The filtering criteria as well as the limitations regarding over- and under-counting
discussed above apply here as well (see Table 3.7). Although unremarkable in gen-
eral, at least two results warrant mention: (a) the high percentage of corporate
4The determination of “top 10” DDC numbers depends on the Dewey number appearing in the
descriptive metadata for a serial in Ulrichsweb.com. In actuality, the Dewey numbers ap-
pearing in Ulrichsweb.commay not exist in DDC Edition 23 (2011), the latest unabridged
edition. Dewey numbers may be discontinued, relocated, or reused over time, and the descrip-
tive metadata provided by Ulrichsweb.com likely reflects the DDC edition in use at the time
of original cataloging. Additionally, no automated means exists for obtaining an historical ac-
count of such changes before DDC Edition 21 (1996). Nevertheless, Dewey numbers identified
herein are current, implying long-lived classifications.
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publications with [1,3] authors into the early 1990s, and (b) the higher-than-average
percentage of certain serial types in certain periods for papers with one author
(Abstract/Index, Bulletin, Directory, Magazine, Monographic series, Newsletter,
Newspaper, Proceedings, Yearbook), two authors (Database, Yearbook), or three
authors (Abstract/Index).]
The representativeness of PubMed®may be assessed by the straight count of au-
thors too. The maximum number of unique “active” authors in any given year in
Author-ity occurs in 2008 with 310,189 such authors. (Here, “active” means au-
thors whose published papers span the year 2008.) Papers in PubMed®with affil-
iations in the United States of America (US) that year represent ≈ 47% of all pa-
pers. This suggests that ≈ 145, 000 authors in PubMed® in 2008 (310, 189× 0.47)
are US-based “biomedical” scientists. An estimated 1,296,840 people were em-
ployed in “Life, Physical, and Social Science Occupations” in the US in 2008 (U.S.
Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2009). The classification is broad—including, but not
limited to, occupation titles such as “Atmospheric and Space Scientists”, “Market
Research Analysts”, and “Historians”, as well as technicians of many kinds. Not
all those so employed are likely to be authors, nor are all likely to be engaged fully
in biomedicine. As a conservative estimate, however, the employment number sug-
gests that at worst PubMed® in 2008 captures output from ≈ 11% (145, 142 / 1, 296, 840)
of all possible authors in biomedicine in the US. The capture rate is surely higher
than that in reality.
Are the contents of PubMed® (and Author-ity by extension) representative of
biomedical literature in general? Yes. PubMed® captures the most important liter-
ature in biomedicine, and it covers biomedicine broadly. Although the coverage of
MEDLINE® is known to vary by topic and discipline, the size, growth, and disci-
plinary interest in MEDLINE® and PubMed® ensure that both remain influential
resources for a variety of information-seeking behavior (a fact illustrated by stud-
ies such as Falagas, Pitsouni, Malietzis, and Pappas, 2008; Kelly and St Pierre-
Hansen, 2008; Bramer, Giustini, Kramer, and Anderson, 2013). In measuring what
scientists have in common, the present study focuses on features that are universal
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(such as citations) rather than specific (such as cancer, as a topic). It thus departs
from the bias inherent in other studies of the kind.
3.3 Dyads
First-time dyadic co-authorships (two-author papers) whose authors have mutually
exclusive prior publishing histories occur 754,390 times in Author-ity in the period
[1870,2009]. To clarify: the earliest publication year of any paper represented in
Author-ity is 1865; the first two-author papers appear in 1867; the first two-author
papers to satisfy the foregoing criterion (mutually exclusive publishing histories)
appear in 1870.
How prominent are particular co-authorship categories (groupings by number of
authors per paper) in individual journals over time? Figure 3.17 tallies journals
whose co-authorship categories represent a particular proportion of all co-authorship
categories for a journal in a given year. For example, in 1980, dyadic co-authorships
appear (90,100]% of the time in 114 journals, (30,40]% in 634, and (20,30]% in 992.
The cumulative effect of this tally is that dyadic co-authorships appear in a total
of 3,163 out of 11,910 journals in 1980 (27%; median paper count, 9), more than
any other category of co-authorship. The case is similar in 2000, where dyadic co-
authorships appear in 4,307 out of 19,165 journals (22%; median paper count, 11).
The plots show that some proportions are fairly stable for dyadic co-authorships,
in contrast to other co-authorship categories.
Figure 3.18 considers the proportion of co-authorship categories over all years in
the range (1947,2009]. It shows that dyadic co-authorships are more common than
other forms of co-authorship. (Co-authorship categories in the range (10,+∞) are
not shown due to relatively low frequency among journals and within journals.)
What contributes more to the prominence of an authorship category: indexing
practice, editorial practice, scholarly behavior? The answer is ambiguous from the
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current data; but Figures 3.17 and 3.18 indicate that dyadic co-authorships have a
different pattern of publication than other co-authorship categories.
Dyadic co-authorships historically have the highest frequency of all authorship cat-
egories in the data, second only to single-author papers (Figure 3.2; see also Chap-
ter 2). While the frequency of papers with (5,+∞) authors has increased dramati-
cally and at a different rate since the 1970s, the frequency of dyadic co-authorships
continues to rise, eclipsing even single-author papers after 2004.
The asymmetry between authors shown in Figures 3.19 and 3.20, particularly about
the group “only one has history”, suggests a seniority differential as a driving mech-
anism of dyadic co-authorship formation (perhaps an informal mentor-mentee rela-
tionship or formal apprenticeship). The dramatic rise of “previous co-authorship”,
particularly in later years, suggests the added effect of hyperauthorship, which
causes an immediate reduction in social distance among authors otherwise discon-
nected, leading to triadic closure. Repeat performances are infrequent, however.
For example, for the period period [2000,2008], no more than 3% of the dyadic co-
authorships whose authors have mutually exclusive prior publishing histories pub-
lish a future paper together (Figure 3.21).
Among co-authorship categories, dyadic co-authorships are at once ubiquitous and
unique. They continue to increase in number, albeit asymptotically; they appear to
be treated differently, editorially; and their authors appear to behave in a manner
slightly different from other authors at different periods in time.
3.4 Supplements
The research questions of the present study demand data not directly available
from PubMed® or Author-ity. Some features, such as gender and ethnicity must be
inferred; and named entities (for geolocation and identification of institution type)
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must be extracted from affiliations that are non-uniform and sometimes ambigu-
ous. Fortunately, other researchers have found some success in attending to each
of these difficult matters; and patterns of behavior can be seen in the present data
when their methods are applied.
The inferences are not definitive; they serve as a guide. Inference of gender is pos-
sible only where an author’s first name appears in the descriptive metadata. B. N.
Smith, Singh, and Torvik (2013) provides the basis for inferring gender here, al-
though ethnicity could have been used as well. Inference of ethnicity depends on
the full name of an author for present purposes. Additionally, the list of ethnicities
recognized by Treeratpituk and Giles (2012) is incomplete without those associated
with Scandinavia, Africa, and Oceania. Although Treeratpituk and Giles predict a
mix of three ethnicities for a given name. For the sake of simplicity, in this study,
only the dominant (first) ethnicity identified by their algorithm is retained; and
an author’s ethnicity is considered dominant only if it has ≥ 80% probability—a
threshold obtained from visual inspection of distributions—otherwise, the ethnicity
is marked “unknown”.
The data show that authors are more often male than female; but when co-author
genders are mixed, females tend to be first authors more often than males (Figure
3.22). Authors of unknown or English ethnicity have the greatest representation
(Figure 3.23). As with gender, authors of identical ethnicity are more frequent co-
authors. Germans and the English appear to share duties as first and last authors
(a symmetric relationship); but Indians and Chinese are more often first authors
when collaborating with English authors. A multidimensional view of the com-
bined frequency of author position, gender, ethnicity, and year provides another
perspective (Figure 3.24). Vietnamese authors are few in number and more likely
to be first authors in recent years. While gender ambiguity appears to be stable or
decreasing, generally, the same is not true for authors of Middle Eastern, Chinese,
or Korean ethnicity.
Among extracted entities, the US clearly dominates (Table 3.8). This dominance
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has ebbed in recent years with the rise of authorship in countries such as China
and Spain. For US states, little has changed (Table 3.9). California (CA) and New
York (NY) continue to lead in authorships. Texas (TX) and Illinois (IL) lost a
slight early edge to Pennsylvania (PA); otherwise, the top-10 ranking of US states
remains unchanged.5 Additionally, common city affiliations between co-authors
suggest the importance of co-location to collaboration (Table 3.10). The rarer
events are not simply intercontinental, but hemispheric (Table 3.11). As with gen-
der and ethnicity, authors collaborate more often with others from their own coun-
try or state, particularly the US and UK (Figures 3.25 and 3.26). Where this is
not the case, relationships between author position and country or state are largely
symmetric. Notable exceptions follow. Authors from Belgium are more often last
authors when collaborating with authors from France or the UK. Authors from
New York (NY) are more likely first authors when collaborating with authors from
Missouri (MO) or Washington (WA). The same type of asymmetry is true for Cal-
ifornia (CA) versus Colorado (CO); CA versus the District of Columbia (DC);
Michigan (MI) versus Texas (TX); and Minnesota versus Massachusetts (MA) or
Maryland (MD).
Although symmetry among author affiliations might be expected, it is also trou-
bling, given NLM®’s indexing policy about affiliations (Table 3.2). Because affil-
iations have been tied to first authors, historically, and because not every author
was a first author in the past, authors of interest to this study may acquire affil-
iations that are not truly their own. Thus, the co-occurrence of countries, states,
and cities may be an artifact. Ethnicity is not derived from affiliations and thus
not susceptible to such bias, which means that it may be used to test for bias. A
simplistic plot provides such a test (Figure 3.27). While the US appears to man-
age its reputation for having a diverse mix of ethnicities, given a generally higher
proportion of ethnicities overall, ethnicity and affiliation are clearly correlated for
certain other countries. The combinations China/Chinese, France/French, Ger-
5The dominance of certain US states is not due to semantic warrant alone. It is explained in
part by employment statistics of both state and Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA). For
example, see U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2009).
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many/German, India/Indian, Italy/Italian, Japan/Japanese, UK/English, and Tai-
wan/Chinese make intuitive sense, and each has a higher proportion relative to
other ethnicities for the country. Adding to the evidence, the dramatic uptick in
unknown gender for Middle Eastern, Chinese, and Korean ethnicities noted earlier
also corresponds to the uptick in papers from probable country affiliations (Table
3.12). In sum, the observed correlations between affiliation and ethnicity suggest
that the restrictive indexing policy applied to affiliations should not jeopardize in-
terpretation of the data.
3.5 Epilogue
PubMed® represents a significant achievement in data curation. Analysis of PubMed®’s
holdings is justified by their variety and volume, and in the present case partic-
ularly, the disambiguated author names provided by Author-ity. A characteris-
tic holding is an academic/scholarly paper from a journal in the applied sciences
(primarily medicine and health) that publishes 8 issues a year. For collaboration,
among other things, the data show evidence of (a) homophily about gender and
ethnicity, (b) multiform heterogeneity (see Section 2.3) about professional age and
affiliation, and (c) complex, idiosyncratic, and time-variant relationships involving
gender, ethnicity, affiliation, and author count.
This chapter did not aim to explore all possible aspects of the data, and it did not
seek to address the matter of the formation and success of collaborations directly.
Instead, it attempted to uncover important mechanisms in collaboration generally,
using descriptive metadata and descriptive statistics together. It also corroborated
evidence from related studies discussed in Chapter 2. The effort applied here has
limits—the most important of which is the challenge of expressing conditional ef-
fects (in this case, the effect of multiple dimensions on one another). The next two
chapters focus on disentangling and interpreting the complex relationships that
lurk within the data.
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3.6 Tables and Figures
Table 3.1: A brief history of MEDLINE® (U.S. National Center for Biotechnology
Information, 2014; U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014g, 2014d).
Year Description
1964 NLM® begins using the Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval
System (MEDLARS®) to produce Index Medicus®.
1971 MEDLINE® introduced—an online interface to Index Medi-
cus® [1966,+∞), at the time.
1996 PubMed® introduced, of which MEDLINE® is a subset.
2003 OLDMEDLINE (period of coverage, [1946,1965]) added to
PubMed® (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2003). Mapping
of old subject headings to current MeSH® is ongoing.
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Table 3.2: Highlights of NLM®’s indexing policy about descriptive metadata fields
Affiliation [AD], Author [AU], Full Author Name [FAU], Grant Number [GR]. Source:
U.S. National Center for Biotechnology Information (2014); U.S. National Library of
Medicine (2014f). See also U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2014g regarding MeSH®
and OLDMEDLINE.
Year(s) Field Description
(-∞,1990] AU Up to 5 authors’ names were romanized from Cyrillic and
Japanese alphabets.
[1966,1983] AU Enumerated authors unlimited.
[1981,1999] GR Research grant and/or contract numbers introduced;
limited to 3.
[1984,1995] AU Enumerated authors limited to 10, with “et al” to cap-
ture all others.
[1988,+∞) AD First author’s affiliation entered, when available, subject
to editing, with country if outside the US.
[1990,+∞) AU The first 10 Cyrillic or Japanese authors’ names are ro-
manized.
[1992,+∞) AU Letters (as a publication type) are no longer anonymous.
[1995,2013] AD Designation “USA” appended to affiliations associated
with one of the 50 United States or District of Columbia.
[1996,1999] AU Author limit increased from 10 to 25.
[1996,+∞) AD Email address of first author, when available, appended
to affiliation.
[2000,+∞) AU Enumerated authors unlimited.
[2002,+∞) FAU Full author names entered (some available for earlier
publication years due to data conversion).
[2002,+∞) GR Enumerated research grant and/or contract numbers
unlimited.
[2003,+∞) AD Complete first author address entered “as-is”.
[2005,+∞) AU A citation previously subject to author number limits
may be edited to include all authors, on an individual
basis.
[2014,+∞) AD Affiliations allowed for more than one author.
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Table 3.3: Distribution of author counts (authors per paper) in PubMed® for the pe-
riod [1865,2009]. Digits in the stem of the plot (digits to the left of the decimal point)
give the lower bound of the binned author count; each digit in the leaf represents a
separate observation, with + signaling the number of additional observations not shown.
The decimal point is 2 digit(s) to the right of the |
0 | 00000000+18549147
0 | 55555555+1467
1 | 00000000+191
1 | 55555555+162
2 | 00000000+46
2 | 55555566+1
3 | 00000000+27
3 | 55666666+26
4 | 00111122
4 | 55566666+5
5 | 00011111+41
5 | 55555555+92
6 | 00000000+171
6 | 555555
7 | 4
percentiles:
0% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% 99% 100%
1 1 3 4 6 8 11 743
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Table 3.4: Distribution of the number of co-authors per author in Author-ity for the
period [1865,2009]. Digits in the stem of the plot (digits to the left of the decimal point)
give the lower bound of the binned counts; each digit in the leaf represents a separate
observation, with + signaling the number of additional observations not shown.
The decimal point is 2 digit(s) to the right of the |
0 | 00000000+8486888
2 | 00000000+62937
4 | 00000000+13779
6 | 00000000+5400
8 | 00000000+2193
10 | 00000000+1017
12 | 00000000+724
14 | 00000000+285
16 | 00000000+92
18 | 00000111+43
20 | 13446667
22 | 00122344
24 | 25556780
26 | 01122368
28 | 0585
30 | 24
32 | 2
percentiles:
0% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% 99% 100%
1 3 6 14 36 65 196 3220
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Table 3.5: Distribution of the number of MeSH® terms (main headings only) per paper
captured in Author-ity for the period [1865,2009]. Digits in the stem of the plot (digits
to the left of the decimal point) give the lower bound of the binned counts; each digit
in the leaf represents a separate observation, with + signaling the number of additional
observations not shown.
The decimal point is 1 digit(s) to the right of the |
0 | 00000000+3594441
0 | 55555555+6042412
1 | 00000000+5696271
1 | 55555555+2451558
2 | 00000000+634601
2 | 55555555+110315
3 | 00000000+17471
3 | 55555555+3460
4 | 00000000+690
4 | 55555555+156
5 | 00000000+36
5 | 56778
6 | 22
6 | 8
7 |
7 |
8 |
8 |
9 |
9 | 7
percentiles:
0% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% 99% 100%
0 6 9 13 17 19 24 97
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Table 3.6: Top 10 most frequent Dewey Decimal Classification® numbers reported by Ulrichsweb.comwithin
subject areas “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and Health” for each of three
separate units of analysis, denoted by column labels A, B, and C. Column A represents journals in Ulrich-
sweb.comwith starting or ending years in the range (-∞,2009] and with status other than “Announced Never
Published” or “Forthcoming”. Filtering criteria reflected in columns B and C is the same as for column A except
that the underlying tally is by paper in Author-ity: all papers, column B; papers with the author count range [2,2],
column C. Percentages indicate the representation by frequency of the associated Dewey number about all Dewey
numbers for each unit of analysis, severally; percentages for only the top 10 Dewey numbers are shown. The distri-
bution for A reflects the population at large; for B and C, more specifically, the semantic warrant of the NLM®,
the editorial warrant of journals, and the research output of scientists. Percentages appearing in more than one
column indicate highly-conserved (enduring) areas of publication activity.
A B C Dewey Nbr Taxonomic Hierarchy
2% - - 150 Philosophy & psychology → Psychology
2% - - 540 Science → Chemistry
2% - 2% 570 Science → Biology
- 5% 6% 572 Science → Biology → Biochemistry
8% 14% 14% 610 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health
2% 2% 2% 610.73 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Education, re-
search, nursing, related topics → Nursing and services of allied health
personnel
2% - - 615 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Pharmacology and
therapeutics
- 2% 2% 615.1 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Pharmacology and
therapeutics → Drugs (Materia medica)
- 2% - 616.1 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Diseases → Dis-
eases of cardiovascular system
3% 5% 5% 616.8 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Diseases → Dis-
eases of nervous system & mental disorders
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Table 3.6 (continued): Top 10.
A B C Dewey Nbr Taxonomic Hierarchy
- 2% - 616.994 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Diseases → Other
diseases → Tumors and miscellaneous communicable diseases → Cancers
2% 5% 5% 617 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Surgery, regional
medicine, dentistry, ophthalmology, otology, audiology
2% 2% 2% 617.6 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Surgery, regional
medicine, dentistry, ophthalmology, otology, audiology → Dentistry
- - 2% 617.7 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Surgery, regional
medicine, dentistry, ophthalmology, otology, audiology → Ophthalmology
- 2% 2% 618.92 Technology (Applied sciences) → Medicine & health → Gynecology, ob-
stetrics, pediatrics, geriatrics → Pediatrics
3% - - 630 Technology (Applied sciences) → Agriculture → Agriculture & related
technologies
Table 3.7: Summary comparison of Ulrichsweb.com and Author-ity about journals
(serial publications). Ulrichsweb.com is filtered by subject area (namely “Biological Sci-
ences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and Health”) and serial publication
activity in the years [1867,2009]. Author-ity is restricted to years [1867,2009]. Of 111,470
records (representing unique serial publications) in Ulrichsweb.com, only 105,883 satisfy
the filtering criteria. The “Errors” category highlights certain types of discrepancies
between the sources. All other categories show the tally of serial publications in Ulrich-
sweb.com that were found (or not found) among journals in PubMed®, MEDLINE®,
and the union thereof (indicated by “Combined”). Note that the “found” counts for
“Combined” and PubMed® reconcile as follows: 0 = 18561− 17433− 1101− 34 + 7,
where 7 represents the difference between the number of missing records identified as
MEDLINE® (238) and the number of missing records identified as both PubMed® and
MEDLINE® (231, not shown).
Category Count Description
Errors
1,164 Mismatching ISSNs [that is, ISSNs recoverable from
PubMed® given historical metadata from Ulrich-
sweb.com].
34 MEDLINE® identified as abstracting/indexing database,
but not PubMed®[an error, because MEDLINE® is a
proper subset of PubMed®.]
1,101 Found in Author-ity, but not tagged as MEDLINE® or
PubMed® in Ulrichsweb.com.
PubMed®
17,433 78.8% found
4,693 21.2% not found
22,126 Total
MEDLINE®
11,914 98% found
238 2% not found
12,152 Total
Combined
18,561 17.5% found
87,322 82.5% not found
105,883 Total
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Table 3.8: Top 10 countries ranked by frequency of mention in PubMed® by period
and sorted by percentage of total for [1865,2009]. Countries were inferred from author
affiliations in papers (Torvik, 2015). Countries with non-numeric entries were not among
the top 10 for the given period; China and Spain only became prominent in the period
[1988,2009]. For “USA”, the count is of instances for which only the country could be
inferred; the count excludes instances for which a US state could be inferred.
[1865,1988) [1988,2009] [1865,2009]
Country # % # % # %
USA 83,537 44.8 3,169,514 34.4 3,253,051 34.6
JAPAN 9,948 5.3 756,182 8.2 766,130 8.1
UK 23,571 12.6 704,906 7.6 728,477 7.7
GERMANY 10,054 5.4 562,748 6.1 572,802 6.1
FRANCE 7,695 4.1 398,095 4.3 405,790 4.3
ITALY 5,280 2.8 352,107 3.8 357,387 3.8
CANADA 7,062 3.8 339,446 3.7 346,508 3.7
CHINA - - 271,177 2.9 271,737 2.9
AUSTRALIA 3,915 2.1 208,364 2.3 212,279 2.3
SPAIN - - 217,816 2.4 219,671 2.3
NETHERLANDS 3,278 1.8 - - - -
SWEDEN 3,288 1.8 - - - -
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Table 3.9: Top 10 US states ranked by frequency of mention in PubMed® by period
and sorted by percentage of total for [1865,2009]. States were inferred from author affili-
ations in papers (Torvik, 2015).
[1865,1988) [1988,2009] [1865,2009]
State # % # % # %
CA 12,110 14.6 386,858 12.2 398,968 12.3
NY 9,370 11.3 284,348 9.0 293,718 9.1
MA 6,266 7.5 225,703 7.1 231,969 7.2
MD 4,786 5.8 202,482 6.4 207,268 6.4
PA 3,790 4.6 181,755 5.8 185,545 5.7
TX 3,955 4.8 181,361 5.7 185,316 5.7
IL 4,273 5.1 127,020 4.0 131,293 4.1
OH 2,559 3.1 117,679 3.7 120,238 3.7
NC 2,294 2.8 113,162 3.6 115,456 3.6
MI 2,790 3.4 99,940 3.2 102,730 3.2
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Table 3.10: Top 20 co-occurring cities (out of ≈ 7.4 million) among first-time co-
authors on papers with [2,5] authors in Author-ity for period [1988,2009]. Cities were
inferred from author affiliations (Torvik, 2015) and are ranked here by frequency of
mention.
City Freq
BOSTON, MA, USA 14,425
LONDON, UK 12,446
NEW YORK, NY, USA 9,770
PHILADELPHIA, PA, USA 7,809
BALTIMORE, MD, USA 7,496
PARIS, FRANCE 7,196
HOUSTON, TX, USA 5,919
TORONTO, ON, CANADA 5,919
CHICAGO, IL, USA 5,889
TOKYO, JAPAN 5,662
BETHESDA, MD, USA 5,478
BEIJING, CHINA 5,427
SEATTLE, WA, USA 5,032
SAN FRANCISCO, CA, USA 4,522
ATLANTA, GA, USA 4,315
ROCHESTER, MN, USA 4,273
CLEVELAND, OH, USA 4,091
MONTREAL, QC, CANADA 4,051
ANN ARBOR, MI, USA 3,852
ANKARA, TURKEY 3,849
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Table 3.11: Distribution of minimum geodesic distances (haversine distance in miles)
between first-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) on pa-
pers with [2,5] authors in years [1988,2009]. Only geolocations within the last five years
of an author’s publishing history and for which cities have been identified are consid-
ered. Digits in the stem of the plot (digits to the left of the decimal point) give the lower
bound of the binned counts; each digit in the leaf represents a separate observation, with
+ signaling the number of additional observations not shown.
The decimal point is 3 digit(s) to the right of the |
0 | 0000+879098
1 | 0000+39706
2 | 0000+16905
3 | 0000+23027
4 | 0000+21505
5 | 0000+20189
6 | 0000+10792
7 | 0000+6576
8 | 0000+3451
9 | 0000+2740
10 | 0000+2537
11 | 0000+663
12 | 0112
percentiles:
0% 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% 99% 100%
0.0 0.0 1.6 337.4 2217.1 4741.7 7814.2 12214.7
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Table 3.12: The most prominent countries and states in PubMed®. Country/state labels were inferred from
author affiliation strings in papers; only labels at the 95th percentile of proportion of mentions for the period
[1988,2009] are shown. “Frequency” regards the number of mentions; “proportion”, frequency divided by total
frequency. Lowest (min) and highest (max, median) values for respective columns are rendered in red. Sparklines
reflect change of magnitude diachronically about each row, not column; minimum values of zero (non-mention) in
the plots are indistinguishable from non-zero minimums and have no bearing on the calculation of min, max, or
median values. Changes in magnitude may reflect large-scale competitive pressures, beyond semantic warrant and
editorial policy.
Country/state Frequency Min Max Median Proportion Min Max Median
AUSTRALIA 9,412 15,687 11,551 0.017 0.020 0.017
CA, USA 12,501 23,528 16,275.5 0.028 0.038 0.031
CANADA 9,670 24,031 14,498 0.026 0.030 0.027
CHINA 10,264 39,433 26,104 0.017 0.049 0.035
FRANCE 11,967 23,920 18,059 0.028 0.037 0.034
GERMANY 15,548 36,033 25,048 0.042 0.050 0.046
ITALY 8,098 23,969 15,303 0.024 0.030 0.028
JAPAN 17,489 42,632 34,886.5 0.048 0.068 0.065
MA, USA 6,644 14,702 9,744 0.017 0.020 0.018
MD, USA 7,033 9,639 8,390 0.016 0.021 0.018
NETHERLANDS 6,811 9,862 7,786 0.016 0.018 0.017
NY, USA 10,063 16,402 12,294.5 0.020 0.030 0.023
PA, USA 7,188 7,188 7,188 0.016 0.016 0.016
SPAIN 8,428 17,645 11,833.5 0.017 0.021 0.019
SWEDEN 5,533 5,533 5,533 0.017 0.017 0.017
TX, USA 5,657 5,657 5,657 0.016 0.016 0.016
UK 20,450 42,662 31,439 0.051 0.062 0.059
USA 97,736 196,321 136,191.5 0.231 0.295 0.258
Period Feature Min Max Median Total
[1865,1947]
papers 3 16,823 830 100,743
new authors 3 16,032 301 53,657
new journals 0 1,032 0 1,106
(1947,2009]
papers 60,689 715,020 264,676 18,450,897
new authors 34,541 380,957 120,785 9,234,833
new journals 56 983 367 22,713
Figure 3.1: Distribution of papers, newly indexed journals, and new authors in Author-
ity by year. Unique journals are determined by the combination of ISSN, where avail-
able, and a representation of the journal’s name (as abbreviated; see U.S. National
Library of Medicine, 2014a), normalized by lowercasing and removing any punctuation
(including whitespace). The dramatic increase in all counts in 1947 follows the addi-
tion of OLDMEDLINE records in 2003 (U.S. National Library of Medicine, 2003). The
relatively flat line for journals in the period [1947,2009] may indicate capacity limits of
NLM®’s indexing enterprise.
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Figure 3.2: Authors per paper by year. Source: Author-ity, years [1865,2009].
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Figure 3.3: Publishing behavior of first-time authors with previous publishing history
in Author-ity for years [1865,2004]. Labels atop facets and along x-axes indicate author-
ship categories. “To-date” regards an author’s publishing history up to and including
the point of a first-time authorship, as indicated by facet label; “after” regards all of an
author’s publishing history after that point.
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Figure 3.4: Publishing behavior of first-time co-authors with previous publishing his-
tory in Author-ity for years [1950,1954]. Labels atop facets and along x-axes indicate
authorship categories. “To-date” regards an author’s publishing history up to and in-
cluding the point of a first-time authorship, as indicated by facet label; “after” regards
all of an author’s publishing history after that point.
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Figure 3.5: Publishing behavior of first-time co-authors with previous publishing his-
tory in Author-ity for years [2000,2004]. Labels atop facets and along x-axes indicate
authorship categories. “To-date” regards an author’s publishing history up to and in-
cluding the point of a first-time authorship, as indicated by facet label; “after” regards
all of an author’s publishing history after that point.
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Figure 3.6: Proportion of papers in Author-ity at the given percentile rank of citations
for year of publication (vintage-adjusted) for years [1865,2009]. Citations to papers were
obtained exclusively from PubMed Central® (PMC) via PubMed®and thus represent a
subset of all citations (see “PMC FAQs,” 2014).
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Figure 3.7: Papers acknowledging research grants and/or contracts in Author-ity (funding). The first such ac-
knowledgment occurs in 1951. Funding sources are almost exclusively within the NIH (≈ 14.3 million or 96%;
68,887 acknowledge the US Public Health Service; only 28 papers acknowledge NSF as a source). The dramatic
increase in frequency of acknowledgment evident in 1980 coincides with a change in NLM®’s indexing policy in
1981 (see Table 3.2). Acknowledgment of funding becomes more pronounced in papers with (5,10] authors in later
years.
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Figure 3.8: Papers with MeSH® terms in Author-ity. The first such assignment occurs in 1902. The true increase
in assignment occurs in 1947 due in part to the addition of OLDMEDLINE records in 2003 (U.S. National Library
of Medicine, 2003).
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Figure 3.9: Representation of select abstracting/indexing databases in Ulrichsweb.com, when filtered by sub-
ject area (namely “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and Health”) and serial
publication activity in the years [1867,2009].
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Figure 3.10: Representation of content type about select abstracting/indexing databases in Ulrichsweb.com,
when filtered by subject area (namely “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and
Health”) and serial publication activity in the years [1867,2009].
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Figure 3.11: Top 10 most common publication frequency categories about select abstracting/indexing databases
in Ulrichsweb.com, when filtered by subject area (namely “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”,
and “Medicine and Health”) and serial publication activity in the years [1867,2009].
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Figure 3.12: Top 10 most common serial types about select abstracting/indexing databases in Ulrichsweb.com,
when filtered by subject area (namely “Biological Sciences and Agriculture”, “Chemistry”, and “Medicine and
Health”) and serial publication activity in the years [1867,2009].
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Figure 3.13: Top 10 Dewey Decimal Classification® (DDC) numbers by frequency of occurrence in the query
results obtained from Ulrichsweb.com . The descriptive metadata for each serial (or journal) bears a single DDC
number and identifies the abstracting/indexing databases in which the serial is expected to appear.
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Figure 3.14: Top 10 Dewey Decimal Classification® numbers by frequency of occurrence for papers in Author-ity
with matching journals in Ulrichsweb.com. Facet labels reflect the range of authors per paper considered in each
respective plot.
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Figure 3.15: Representation of content type for papers in Author-ity with matching journals in Ulrichsweb.com.
Facet labels reflect the range of authors per paper considered in each respective plot.
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Figure 3.16: Representation of serial type for papers in Author-ity with matching journals in Ulrichsweb.com.
Facet labels reflect the range of authors per paper considered in each respective plot.
Figure 3.17: Distribution of co-authorship category proportions in Author-ity per
journal per year for years (1947,2009]. Each frame (facet) is labeled and grouped by
the number of authors on a given paper (“authorship category”). The y-axis shows the
number of journals in a given year for which the authorship category lies within a given
range of proportions. Counts are binned by year. The dramatic decline in journal count
in 2009 reflects partial-year data. Proportions are calculated based on all authorship
types (including sole authorship), even if not shown. Journal counts for each proportion
may be summed. Note that both [2,2] and (5,10] follow different patterns.
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Figure 3.18: Overall distribution of co-authorship category proportions in Author-ity
for years (1947,2009]. Proportions are relative to the authorship categories shown.
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Figure 3.19: Number of first papers per year of author pairs grouped by publication
history. Source: Author-ity, years [1867,2009]. “No prior co-authorship” indicates that
both authors have mutually exclusive publishing histories; conversely, “previous co-
authorship” indicates that both authors appeared on the byline of a prior paper having 3
or more authors.
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Figure 3.20: Proportion of first papers per year of author pairs grouped by publica-
tion history; each year sums to 1.0. Source: Author-ity, years [1867,2009]. “No prior
co-authorship” indicates that both authors have mutually exclusive publishing histories;
conversely, “previous co-authorship” indicates that both authors appeared on the byline
of a prior paper having 3 or more authors.
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Figure 3.21: Frequency of future dyadic co-authorship between first-time co-authors
with mutually exclusive publishing histories. Source: Author-ity, years [1867,2009]. Only
papers published in years after the year of first-time dyadic co-authorship are repre-
sented. The group labeled “(5,+inf)” is not a special case; its trajectory simply shows
the increasingly arched pattern, and lower frequency, characteristic of higher future
co-authorships of existing author pairs.
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Figure 3.22: Frequency of co-occurring genders (Female, Male, Unknown) between
first-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) on papers with
[2,5] authors in years [1988,2009], based on the work of B. N. Smith, Singh, and Torvik
(2013).
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Figure 3.23: Frequency of co-occurring ethnicities between first-time co-authors (with
mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) on papers with [2,5] authors in years
[1988,2009], based on the work of Treeratpituk and Giles (2012). “OTH” denotes au-
thors for whom a dominant ethnicity could not be determined. “UNK” means that no
results were available due to missing information. Higher frequencies for blocks along the
diagonal (bottom left to upper right) suggest the degree to which authors collaborate
with others of their own ethnicity. The mass of darker color in the heatmap indicates the
rarity of the ethnicity and/or the rarity of the ethnic pairings.
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Figure 3.24: Distribution of ethnicities by gender and author position over time for
first-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) on papers
with [2,5] authors in years [1988,2009]. Facet labels denote both gender (Female, Male,
Unknown) and author position (1 = first, 2 = last).
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Figure 3.25: Frequency of co-occurring countries (where available, at the 99th per-
centile of frequencies) between first-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive prior
publishing histories) on papers with [2,5] authors in years [1988,2009].
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Figure 3.26: Frequency of co-occurring US states (where available, at the 95th per-
centile of frequencies) between first-time co-authors (with mutually exclusive prior
publishing histories) on papers with [2,5] in years [1988,2009].
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Figure 3.27: Proportion of authors by country and ethnicity among first-time co-
authors (with mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) on papers with [2,5] authors
in years [1988,2009].
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Chapter 4
Probabilistic Models of Formation
A single question drives this chapter: What factors lead scientists to strike up new
collaborations? An answer is sought via statistical inference.
4.1 Materials and Methods
The foregoing research question is operationalized as a binary outcome regressed
against a set of predictors. The binary outcome indicates whether the observa-
tion is an event (an actual co-authorship) or a non-event (a fictitious co-authorship
used as a control). The outcome is modeled as the log odds of a pair of authors
co-authoring a paper with logistic regression as the modeling framework. Some
predictors are transformed or expanded to ensure a better fit of the model to the
data. The general approach to statistical modeling used here is elaborated in Ap-
pendix C.
Inputs were chosen with the following criteria aforethought: each had to align with
the factors identified in Table 1.1; each had to be intuitively relevant and inter-
pretable as a mechanism of formation; each had to be relatively easy to compute.
The resulting dataset (the formation dataset) is described in detail in Appendix A.
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This dataset is used for all modeling activities herein unless otherwise indicated.
In these data, three-author papers are highest in number and account for the most
co-authorships (Figure 4.1). Authors with multiple first-time co-authorships tend
to gain or lose only one collaborator at a time, not multiple.
The predictors au1 both ind and au1 none ind exist to help identify where infor-
mation about affiliations is not available or possibly linked to other authors (recall
Table 3.2). The predictor has msh ind serves as a trap for missing MeSH® data.
The intrinsic contribution of each factor may be understood by constructing (or
deconstructing) a model comprising all of them one factor at a time, selecting (or
deselecting) the factor that minimizes information loss at each step (greedy one-
step forward selection presently). This approach also provides a natural test for
confounding (a risk described in Table C.1). For ease of reference, the name of
each nested model bears the label of the factor or factors it contains (TPACN, for
example). The number of labels in the name denotes the step in constructing the
model with all factors. The order of labels in the name denotes a factor’s contribu-
tion to model performance—the most important factor appearing first, from left to
right.
Predictors in all models are interacted with publication year centered at 2000 (pub -
yr2000 ) and author count (ac ge3 ) separately as two-way interactions. These par-
ticular interactions are justified to avoid confounding, because all inputs conceiv-
ably vary over time and author count for all factors.1 Given their use as main ef-
fects and in interactions in every model, publication year and author count are as-
signed to the miscellaneous factor “Other” (O).
The final, complete model includes additional two-way interactions. The selection
1Personal characteristics such as gender and ethnicity are assumed to be unchanging per author
over time and author count. This makes sense for the level of observation (Table 1.1). It does
not make sense for the level of analysis (the collaboration). For analysis, gender is encoded in
a way that combines the genders of two different authors, rendering them same or different.
This type of encoding applies to ethnicity as well. Thus, for analysis, gender and ethnicity
may be expected to vary over time and author count.
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of predictors to interact for this model was systematic. Local intercepts, indicators,
and categorical predictors (for example, co-authors have MeSH® terms in com-
mon: true/false) were interacted within and across factors to identify additional
important effects. Professional age (experience; a continuous input) is the only ex-
ception to the categorical restriction, due to its use in expressing asymmetry be-
tween co-authors.
Events (positive examples; actual co-authorships) were obtained by filtering the
snapshot of PubMed® on which Author-ity 2009 is based for papers with [2,5] au-
thors whose first and last authors had mutually exclusive prior publishing histo-
ries. These events were subsequently filtered by period [1988,2009] to mitigate the
amount of missing data, specifically for metrics within Topical and Affiliation fac-
tors. Additionally, Vietnamese (VIE), the ethnicity, was ultimately reassigned to
Unknown (UNK) during model fitting due to perfect separation (in this case, rare
events).
The ratio of papers to events is ≈ 8 : 1 given the foregoing filtering criteria (Ta-
ble 4.1). This imbalance reflects the inherent difficulty in finding people with whom
to collaborate. Maintaining this imbalance for modeling was important for two rea-
sons. First, predicted probabilities are closest to true probabilities when the dis-
tribution of the sample matches the distribution of the population (sampling bias
has greater affect on model performance than class imbalance; Oommen, Baise, &
Vogel, 2011). Second, similarities between authors are likely to be rare among non-
events. Generating more non-events than events decreases the likelihood of class-
specific data patterns leading to algorithmic failures in modeling (Allison, 2008).
Nine non-events were generated for each event (a ratio of 9 : 1, illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.2). This approach errs slightly toward underprediction; it also means that
the prior probability—the base rate or baseline accuracy—of an event in the for-
mation dataset is 10%. Non-events (negative examples) were generated by ran-
domly pairing and assigning authors to papers from the pool of events for a given
author count and publication year. First and last author positions were assigned
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randomly as well. Generating non-events in this way controlled for both the act
and the time of co-authoring. Each author in the pool of candidates was guaran-
teed to be a first-time co-author of at least one other author in the pool in a given
year. This meant that the pool was not tainted by authors who did not otherwise
have motivation, advantage, or serendipity to be present (see King & Zeng, 2001,
p. 142).
4.2 Results and Discussion
Factor effects
Tables 4.2 and 4.3 enumerate steps in the construction of the final model, TPACNx
(where the suffix “x” indicates additional interactive effects). Possible models in
each step are shown along with select performance characteristics. For results in
columns labeled AUC, H, and KS, higher numbers mean better discriminatory
power. (See Section C.2 for explanation of these metrics.) Results in columns la-
beled Precision, TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity), FPR
(False Positive Rate), TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Neg-
atives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a 0.5 probability
threshold. Steps 1–4 represent nested models. Step 5 represents all factors and the
endpoint in construction. Step 6 is an interim step in which statistically insignifi-
cant, highly variable interactions (p≥ 0.05, not main effects) were removed before
introducing additional interactions in Step 7. Step 6 slightly degrades model per-
formance, because the removal of statistically insignificant interactions increases
variance in the remaining terms of the model and decreases the likelihood of over-
fitting as well.
Model T is the top-performing model (AUC ≈ 85%) in Step 1, because it strikes
the best balance between precision and recall. N has the best precision of all single-
factor models but low recall. N lacks the refinement of T but serves as the final ad-
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justment to model TPACN (Figure 4.3). The data suggest reasons for this result.
Scientists rarely (2%) form collaborations with people who have never published
on the same or similar topics or journals. Scientists also more often (73%) form
collaborations with those outside their overlapping co-authorship networks—an ex-
planation for the low recall of N.
Selection of TP over TA as best model in Step 2 seems counterintuitive. When
ranked by “optimal” measures of model quality (AIC and H), the order of mod-
els in Step 1 is T–A–P, not T–P–A. Precision-Recall curves suggest that, overall,
T and A each correctly classify more cases than P (Figure 4.3a). However, ROC
curves (TPR versus FPR) suggest that P has better recall and is less prone to false
alarms than A.2 The better recall of P over A is likely due to P’s capture not only
of personal characteristics but of geography too, indirectly through ethnicity. Re-
gardless, the instability of order suggests the presence of unspecified interactive
(multiplicative) effects and, as will be shown, confounding effects. The combina-
tion of features in model TP is simply more effective than TA at minimizing classi-
fication error.
Main effects and interactive effects
Tables 4.4 to 4.7 detail main effects. The effects occur at the intersection of fac-
tor (row) and model (column), where applicable. Due to interactions, the main
effects reported here are unconditioned effects only when publication year is 2000
(pub yr2000 = 0) and author count is 2 (ac ge3 = FALSE). This is true for all mod-
els except TPACNx, for which additional interactions must be controlled. More-
over, because no predictor has been standardized, the magnitudes of main effects
are not comparable within models, except for categorical predictors expressed as
dummy variables (namely gen same str, eth same str, geo5 mtch typ, and inst -
same str). For example, the estimate of eth same strARA is comparable to eth -
2The performance indicated by ROC curves may be inflated due to a skewed class distribution
(Davis & Goadrich, 2006).
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same strCHI within each model, but it is not comparable to au1 both indTRUE.
Additionally, the “Intercept” assigned to factor “Other” corrects for some of the
unobserved variance in the model. The intercept of a model represents the overall
effect when all predictors are zero. It is not a useful estimate for present purposes
due to the focus on individual mechanisms of collaborative formation.
Major changes between effect estimates of models in Tables 4.4 to 4.7 suggest con-
founding; sign flips (change of direction or slope), extreme confounding. About the
latter, for example, the effect estimate for gen FMTRUE in model P changes di-
rection in models TP and following. The same occurs for inst same strCOM in
model A versus models TPA and following. When sign flips occur among more
complex models, two conditions apply: (a) the predictors are either local intercepts
(such as mm sum zp0TRUE ) or exponentiated terms (such as mm sum zpˆ2 ),
both of which interoperate with a main term (mm sum zp) to provide a better fit
to the data; and (b) explicit interaction among predictors which, about TPACNx
specifically, go well beyond publication year and author count.
Statistically significant main effects with sign flips between TPACNt and TPACNx
include mm sum zp and eth known diffTRUE. Predictor eth known diffTRUE was
interacted explicitly with terms other than publication year and author count in
TPACNx; hence, a change in its behavior is unsurprising. Predictor mm sum zp
was not interacted with terms other than publication year and author count; but
the additional interactions (conditioned effects) in TPACNx clearly complicate its
interpretation.
The case of mm sum zp cautions us that estimated effects, as conditioned effects,
may be interpretable only in the context of the models in which they appear. This
is not true universally, however. Some estimated effects are remarkably stable within
and across models. The top 10% by smallest SD relative to average effect are au1 -
none indTRUE, geo5 mtch frq zp, geo5 mtch typ, inst same strMIL, and ref frq -
zp. The top 10% by smallest individual SD are au1 none indTRUE, eth same -
strUNK, pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3, pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3, geo5 dist min zp, ref -
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frq zp, and pub yr2000. In these cases, the predictors are also statistically signif-
icant in each model, with few exceptions (pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 in TP; pub -
yr2000 in C, TPAC, and TPACN); and none of them are involved in extra inter-
actions in TPACNx. Additionally, distributions for each have a dramatic spike
attributable to missing data (Appendix A, au1 none indTRUE and pub yr2000
excepted). Generally, each changes marginally over time, author count (except for
geo5 mtch frq zp particularly), and in interactions among other predictors. These
results suggest that the effect of these particular predictors is diluted only mini-
mally. Figure 4.4 shows a breakdown for matching geolocations (geo5 mtch typ)
that supports this assertion. Regardless, by choice of modeling framework, none
of the estimated effects are likely to be pure effects, because latent error is spread
among all terms in a model.
Effects of explicit two-way interactions involving publication year, author count,
and other predictors are detailed in Tables 4.8 to 4.17. For TPACNt, the effect
of time generally has greatest effect only on local intercepts and exponentiated
terms; exceptions for which the effect is greater than 10% include mm sum zp,
inst known diffTRUE, and inst same str{COM,EDU,GOV}. The effect of author
count is more dramatic than time, in part, due to trimming of 36 interactions with
author count versus 28 with publication year; the greatest changes occur for inst -
known diffTRUE, inst same str{COM,EDU,GOV,HOS,MIL,ORG}, and gen FMTRUE.
For TPACNx, publication year (pub yr2000 ) is statistically insignificant as a main
effect due to interactions.
Adequacy of models
The viability of models TPACNt and TPACNx is reaffirmed by Figures 4.5 and 4.6.
The plots of the continuous predictors reflect the contribution of all terms. Ex-
pected values and observed values are closely aligned, generally, indicating that the
choice of modeling framework (a linear model) is appropriate. Where misalignment
occurs (in the tail of some distributions), events are sparse and variable, suggesting
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that prediction in this region would be difficult in any case. The extra interactions
in TPACNx facilitate a closer fit to the data, as suggested by the statistics in Ta-
bles 4.2 and 4.3. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 illustrate the fit for professional age by period
and author count.
The effect of missing data on estimates was assessed by refitting the specification
for model TPACN to a version of the formation dataset that excludes all obser-
vations in which one or both authors have (a) missing MeSH® terms, (b) miss-
ing affiliations, or (c) unknown gender. The complete model was fit using greedy
one-step forward selection, as before. Results are shown in summary in Tables 4.18
and 4.19 and in comparative detail in Tables 4.20 to 4.22. For the detail, coeffi-
cients (logits, “before” and “after”) are converted to probabilities; and the delta
of those probabilities appears in the column Pr ∆. Generally, the deltas indicate
the degree to which missing data cause underestimation (positive change) or over-
estimation (negative change) of effects. Due to interactions, like main effects, the
deltas are only unique when all other effects are zero.
Missing data clearly affects estimates, some dramatically. Overall, the precedence
of factors changes from T-P-A-C-N to A-P-T-C-N; precision and recall increase
from 88% and 75% to 90% and 80%, respectively (following a 10% reduction in the
ratio of non-events to events from 9 : 1 to ≈ 8 : 1); and AUC increases from 97% to
98%. While the reordering of factors does not alter the roles of T-P-A as driving
forces of collaborative formation, Affiliation is important if it exists. The reorder-
ing suggests that the roles of P and C could change if, for example, the coverage
of ethnicities were broader or the record of citations were more complete (beyond
what PMC contains).
The greater concern posed by missing data is whether the slope of an estimate
flips sign for an inexplicable reason, raising the specter of misspecification. In Ta-
bles 4.20 to 4.22, most signs do not flip. Where sign flips do occur, the associated
term typically functions as local intercept or exponentiated term, or is otherwise
weakened (p≥ 0.001) due to interaction with other predictors in the model. This
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result was observed earlier and is not troublesome here either, because the terms
in question are generally components of expanded predictors. The only exceptions
are the interactions pub yr2000:inst same strCOM and ac ge3TRUE:inst known -
diffTRUE. The change of sign for these interactions is due to the culling of obser-
vations missing gender that are not otherwise missing affiliation strings or MeSH®
terms. Missing gender accounts for ≈ 77% (≈ 4.5 million of ≈ 5.8 million) observa-
tions culled.
Interpretability of models
Unobserved heterogeneity and collinearity complicate the interpretation of effect
estimates. The unique contribution of a predictor to an outcome cannot be deter-
mined in the presence of either condition. The situation is exacerbated by overlap
in the scope of inputs (such as bibliographic coupling and direct citation). Detect-
ing the actual portion of a predictor’s effect on an outcome is infeasible; but some
insight is possible into the matter. (See Section C.4 for specifics.)
The extent of unobserved heterogeneity among models identified in Tables 4.2
and 4.3 may be understood by comparing their Main (conditional) effects (MFX)
and Average Partial (population-averaged) Effects (APE). In Table 4.23, each pre-
dictor in each model is conditioned on the mean of the other terms in the model.
The effect is strongest for predictors jj same indTRUE and m same indTRUE,
respectively, in models T through TPACNt. In TPACNx, however, mm sum -
zp0TRUE becomes dominant; jj same indTRUE and m same indTRUE become
weaker. In Table 4.24, estimated effects are strongest, generally, for model TP and
then weaken with the nesting of more models. Conversely, the weakest predictors
in TP, local intercepts jj sum zp0TRUE and mm sum zp0TRUE, become stronger
gradually with nesting; by TPACNx, they are the strongest predictors, in part, due
to their involvement in additional interactions within that model. Results show,
generally, that unobserved heterogeneity decreases with model complexity.
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The extent of collinearity among model terms and across models is shown in Ta-
ble 4.25. The dramatic inflation of some predictors in TPACNx versus other mod-
els is, again, due to interactions. Predictors involved in the most interactions ap-
pear in Table 4.26. By design, no predictor defined as a main effect is collinear
with another. Some inputs overlap in coverage, however. Predictors of the Cita-
tion factor are notable examples. Because an increase in explicit interactions is
known to increase variance, and because excessive inflation has no agreed-upon
cutoff value, the values presented serve only as a warning that some effects are not
pure effects.
Individual cases
Tables 4.27 and 4.28 show where TPACNx succeeds and fails in its predictions
from among the top 10 most highly-cited events in the dataset. For present pur-
poses, a successful prediction for an actual co-authorship has a probability greater
than 0.5 (50%). (Probabilities appear in the last row of each table.) In this set of
10, all co-authors are males with MeSH® terms in common, all were first authors
on prior papers, and nearly all co-authors have indeterminate or common (English)
ethnicity. The model succeeds in predicting 8 out of the 10 co-authorships. Of the
two event for which prediction fails, PMIDs 11846609 and 2659436, only the co-
authors of the latter paper (Philip Hieter and Robert Sikorski) distinguish them-
selves by (a) not having journals in common and (b) missing institutional affilia-
tions, to which a missing first authorship for one may be a contributing factor.3
The other pair of co-authors (Kenneth Livak and Thomas Schmittgen) are not os-
tensibly different in their characteristics from the pairs predicted successfully.
These failures have at least two explanations. First, the papers of unrelated au-
thors may have been attributed incorrectly to one or both authors in Author-ity
3Information about individual authors may be obtained currently (as of 2016-05) from a public-
facing version of Author-ity at Web address http://abel.lis.illinois.edu/cgi-bin/PAGe/search.
pl?au=<auid>, where <auid> is a placeholder representing the author identifier of interest.
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due to missing information (a condition known as “lumping”). Second, the co-
authorship may represent an event so unusual that it would be difficult to predict
in any case. Although this second explanation may follow from the first, it stands
as a separate cause as well.
From manual inspection of observations, many events with low predicted probabil-
ities (false negatives; Type II error) are due to lumping errors in Author-ity. The
unexpected predictions suggest the attribution of characteristics atypical of one
or both co-authors in a pair. These predictions demonstrate the robustness of the
model to data that is flawed in some cases. Non-events with high predicted prob-
abilities (false positives; Type I error) are simply co-authorships that could have
formed, but did not. These situations are expected. The best model will exhibit
the best balance between Type I error and Type II, which is what TPACNx does
(Tables 4.2 and 4.3).
Interpretation of effects
The foregoing account gives reasonable assurance that TPACN, TPACNt, and
TPACNx are adequate models. The additional two-way interactions in TPACNx
adjust local intercepts primarily—a recalibration to better fit the data. These ad-
justments can effect changes in the sign of coefficients, with the unfortunate result
that the effects themselves lack straightforward interpretation (noted previously).
TPACNt does not have the complexity of TPACNx; and having been trimmed of
statistically insignificant interactions, its effects are better generalized than those
of TPACN. Thus, TPACNt will be used for interpreting the effects discussed here-
inafter.
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Main effects
The main effects of TPACNt (Table 4.7) regard 2-author papers published in the
year 2000, interpreted and summarized as follows:
 Topical: Similarity scores for MeSH® and journals show that (topical) simi-
larity boosts the likelihood of collaborative formation. (Predictor has msh in-
dTRUE might appear to be a counterexample; but it effectively tempers the
other measures of topical affinity related to MeSH®.)
 Personal: First authors tend to be younger than last authors. However, for
both first and last authors, the effect of professional age (experience) is neg-
ative, suggesting that the odds of collaborative formation favor co-authors
who have few prior papers apiece. Topical characteristics are driving this
effect, because authors with many papers have a larger pool of potential
collaborators—the more papers, the greater the potential for broader topi-
cal coverage.
 Affiliation: Increasing geographical distance and being associated with a hos-
pital or miscellaneous organization dampens the likelihood of first-time col-
laboration.
 Citation:
– When two authors cite the same papers (bibliographic coupling) they
decrease the likelihood (odds ratio) of collaborative formation by a fac-
tor of exp(−0.3997) or 0.67. Bibliographic coupling implies conscious
decision-making by the citing authors. A citation acknowledges an “in-
tellectual base” (Persson, 1994). A shared citation implies overlap of
intellectual bases, and hence, greater cognitive affinity among citing au-
thors. In this sense, the authors situate themselves. In co-citation, in
contrast, other authors do the situating; and for this, the likelihood of
collaborative formation increases by a factor of 2.28.
– The likelihood of collaborative formation increases by a factor of 4.62
when one or both of the authors have cited the other (direct citation).
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Direct citation and bibliographic coupling overlap conceptually. Each
represents a conscious act; each acknowledges an intellectual base; yet
the effect of each is opposite in slope. The strong positive effect of di-
rect citation suggests that authors are more closely allied topically than
their topical similarity scores imply—an effect possibly undercounted
given available citation data (from PMC only).
 Network: Having only one common co-author increases the likelihood of col-
laborative formation by a factor of 1.07; having 10 common co-authors in-
creases the likelihood by only 0.83. Thus, only one common co-author is suf-
ficient to drive this effect. However, not having a common co-author is not
a strong predictor of non-collaboration, because the effect is not statistically
significant and recall is low (see Table 4.2).
Temporal effects
The effects of time on collaborative formation (Table 4.11) are summarized as fol-
lows; likelihood is described in terms of change over 10 years, holding publication
year at zero (year 2000), unless otherwise indicated:
 Topical: MeSH® similarity scores increase by a factor of exp(10×−0.0333) or
1.40; and journal similarity scores decrease by a factor of 0.69. The changes
are due ostensibly to the indexing activity of the NLM®: expansion of the
set of MeSH® terms and papers tagged with them as well as an increasing
number of journals indexed (Figure 3.1).
 Personal:
– Last author age increases by a factor of 1.84.
– Authors with only one or two prior papers increases the likelihood of
collaborative formation for both first and last authors; but the increase
is greater for last authors.
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– Collaborative formation is more likely by a factor of 1.29 when neither
author has been a first author in the past.
– Ethnicity is more likely to be the same between co-authors in more re-
cent years, due to the dampening effect of publication year. (The like-
lihood of eth known diffTRUE increases by a factor of 1.04 over a 10-
year period; but when publication year is allowed to vary, likelihood de-
creases after year 2000.)
– Although not apparent from the model, the data to which it was fit (the
formation dataset) shows that the professional ages of first and last au-
thors have reflection symmetry (Figure 4.9, particularly in later years,
because authors may change positions on a byline from one paper to an-
other. The highest likelihood of age for first and last authors occurs at
separate points. The persistent age differential between authors over
time suggests that first and last author positions truly reflect an in-
equality (Zuckerman, 1968). It also suggests that maintaining this social
inequality trumps alphabetical name-ordering in practice. Regardless,
the overall effect of age remains negative—ceteris paribus, odds of col-
laborative formation favor co-authors with only one prior paper apiece.
 Affiliation: Geographical co-location matters less; its effect decreases by a
factor of 0.58. Institutional affiliation, whether the same or different, is af-
fected similarly.
 Citation: Direct citation is unaffected by time; but bibliographic coupling
and co-citation increase by a factor of ≈ 1.37.
 Network: The effect of having no common co-authors increases by a factor of
1.37, suggesting that common co-authors have become less relevant in match-
making.
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Group size effects
Group size effects were noted in Section 3.3; but TPACNt elicits more (Table 4.15).
Compared with co-authors of papers with [3,5] authors, co-authors of 2-author pa-
pers are more likely to . . .
 Topical:
– operate in the same discipline and on the same subject matter (given
shared journal titles and MeSH® terms); and
– collaborate when the journal titles they have in common are less com-
mon, due to publication frequency and/or time since debut.
 Personal:
– have different ethnicities; and
– have more than one paper, if first author.
 Affiliation: prefer working in closer proximity, but better able to interact at
slightly greater geographical distances (Figure 4.10; the negative effect of dis-
tance itself is offset by matching type of geolocation).
 Citation: have been co-cited.
 Network: have no common co-authors.†4
The interpretation given is true in a relative sense only, because the related coefficients are sim-
ply less negative for dyadic co-authorships. The corollary is that the odds favor the opposite
interpretation regardless of author count, ceteris paribus. For example, although co-authors of
2-author papers are more likely to have different ethnicities, the odds of collaboration favor
co-authors with the same or unknown ethnicity.
4The role of common co-authors in collaborative formation may be biased culturally. For ex-
ample, common co-authors were found to have little influence on triadic closure for physicists
(Martin, Ball, Karrer, & Newman, 2013, 1).
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4.3 Summary and Conclusion
Topical, Personal, and Affiliation factors, in that order, play the biggest roles in
the formation of collaborations. Scientists are more likely to collaborate with one
another for the first time when they have greater topical affinity (higher implicit
similarity scores for MeSH® terms and journals), identical personal characteristics
(gender and ethnicity), and less geographical separation. From this angle, assor-
tative mixing (homophily specifically) would appear to be the general organizing
principle in forming collaborations.
Homophily provides an appealing touchstone; but a label does not provide a com-
plete accounting. The mechanisms driving the formation of collaborations between
biomedical scientists are complicated. Direct citation is a striking example; sci-
entists appear more likely to collaborate with competitors. Common co-authors
provide another example. Ceteris paribus, a single common co-author is enough
to change the odds of collaboration dramatically from negative to positive. Direct
citation and common co-authors are examples of Citation and Network factors, re-
spectively. Although modest in their individual contributions, these factors boost
performance of the complete model—affirming that each of the five factors is nec-
essary and complementary in some way. The necessity of multiple factors is rein-
forced graphically in Figure 4.3b where the larger, nested models are the better-
specified models. This makes sense mechanistically. The greater the dimensional-
ity of a model, the greater the separation among the units it attempts to fit. The
greater separation allows more room for the decision boundary of the classifier and
thus improves the discriminatory power of the model.
Time and author count affect the mechanisms driving collaborative formation.
Professional age (a proxy for experience) is one example of change over time: the
negative effect of last author age is weaker in recent years. Dyads appear to be less
sensitive to geographic separation (although they prefer co-location), have greater
topical affinity, and benefit from at least one common co-author. In contrast, first
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and last authors of papers with [3,5] authors are more likely to be more heteroge-
neous in topical and personal characteristics, more sensitive to geographic separa-
tion, and less likely to have common geographic ties. The topical heterogeneity ex-
hibited here is due in part to less common journal titles and slightly less MeSH®
term similarity, suggesting that the work that brought the authors together re-
quired greater division of labor (complementary expertise; overspecialization).
Missing data was observed to have greatest impact on the precedence of factors,
not their overall roles. That is, Topical, Personal, and Affiliation still drove collab-
orative formation when data was purged of observations missing MeSH® terms,
gender, or affiliations. Citation and Network continued to provide marginal im-
provements to the discriminatory power and accuracy of the complete model. For
example, Citation boosted both precision and recall by ≈ 1%; Network boosted
precision by an additional 0.7%. Nevertheless, because citation activity was ob-
tained from PubMed Central® (PMC) only, citations are probably underrepre-
sented. A more complete record of citations could alter the role of Citation, the
factor.
Why is a model that contains all factors, like TPACN, a better choice for under-
standing the data than a single-factor model, N, for example? For N, precision is
≈ 94%, recall ≈ 27%, and AUC ≈ 64%. Setting aside the matter of low recall, N
simply lacks the expressive power of TPACN. Moreover, the extent of confounding
is not apparent until other factors, and predictors, are added (or removed); the in-
terpretation of predictors is suspect otherwise. An entire community of researchers
(notably those involved with link prediction and link recommendation) continues
to focus on network measures, in part because such measures provide a reasonable
balance between effort, statistical performance, and interpretability. However, in
having such narrow focus, this community risks drawing incorrect conclusions and
missing opportunities for enlightenment.
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4.4 Tables and Figures
Table 4.1: Distribution by year of first-time collaborations between pairs of authors
with prior publishing histories (events) versus all papers in Author-ity, regardless of
author count, for the period [1988,2009]. “Ratio” is Events divided by Papers.
Year Events Papers Ratio
1988 54,543 369,655 0.148
1989 56,232 386,708 0.145
1990 56,376 393,803 0.143
1991 55,494 395,139 0.140
1992 55,297 400,932 0.138
1993 54,904 409,162 0.134
1994 55,845 419,203 0.133
1995 55,849 429,300 0.130
1996 56,553 439,207 0.129
1997 54,994 439,053 0.125
1998 56,166 455,417 0.123
1999 57,637 472,756 0.122
2000 62,565 512,587 0.122
2001 63,612 526,872 0.121
2002 67,390 542,182 0.124
2003 71,728 568,007 0.126
2004 76,797 602,574 0.127
2005 82,234 637,913 0.129
2006 86,810 664,235 0.131
2007 91,028 686,857 0.133
2008 95,020 715,020 0.133
2009 57,939 461,446 0.126
Total 1,425,013 10,928,028 0.130
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Table 4.2: Fit statistics for models nested within the formation model, part 1. Each nested model is labeled
according to the factor or factors it comprises. These labels may contain additional characters, where applicable
— specifically, “t” indicating whether the model was trimmed of statistically insignificant two-way interactions
(p≥ 0.05); “x” indicating whether the model contains two-way interactions in addition to year and author count.
Generally, each successive step in modeling begins with the best-performing model from the previous step. For
present purposes, the best-performing models are those with the largest Area Under the receiver operating charac-
teristic Curve (AUC). Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contri-
bution of factors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total
number of events (“positive” observations) is 1,425,013; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is
12,825,117, a ninefold increase, by design. Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity)
were each calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold. Degrees of freedom (df) indicates the number of predictors
in a model, excluding main intercept.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Topical 6440406 37 -3220166 0.8498 0.4444 0.5695 0.7117 0.3483
1 Personal 6901114 97 -3450460 0.8470 0.3431 0.5355 0.6846 0.1247
1 Affiliation 6533512 43 -3266713 0.8237 0.4014 0.4840 0.7519 0.3866
1 Network 7533784 10 -3766882 0.6433 0.2256 0.2726 0.9384 0.2746
1 Citation 8825753 44 -4412832 0.5603 0.0651 0.0897 0.7687 0.0818
2 TP 3926815 130 -1963278 0.9548 0.6927 0.7685 0.8239 0.6493
2 TA 5013563 76 -2506706 0.9159 0.5966 0.6976 0.7891 0.5174
2 TC 5876806 77 -2938326 0.8709 0.5040 0.6142 0.7675 0.4331
2 TN 5806792 43 -2903353 0.8648 0.4942 0.5972 0.8389 0.4125
3 TPA 3144657 169 -1572160 0.9706 0.7612 0.8217 0.8656 0.7212
3 TPN 3680515 136 -1840121 0.9583 0.7074 0.7774 0.8550 0.6589
3 TPC 3854702 170 -1927181 0.9560 0.6973 0.7716 0.8312 0.6523
4 TPAC 3067058 209 -1533320 0.9717 0.7665 0.8249 0.8725 0.7287
4 TPAN 3055151 175 -1527401 0.9717 0.7663 0.8248 0.8774 0.7241
5 TPACN 2993478 215 -1496524 0.9725 0.7709 0.8277 0.8819 0.7312
6 TPACNt 2996841 152 -1498268 0.9725 0.7707 0.8275 0.8818 0.7307
7 TPACNx 2855812 325 -1427581 0.9749 0.7847 0.8393 0.8833 0.7464
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Table 4.3: Fit statistics for models nested within the formation model, part 2. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP
(True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a
0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Topical 0.0157 496,330 201,073 12,624,044 928,683
1 Personal 0.0064 177,672 81,873 12,743,244 1,247,341
1 Affiliation 0.0142 550,938 181,762 12,643,355 874,075
1 Network 0.0020 391,309 25,692 12,799,425 1,033,704
1 Citation 0.0027 116,636 35,086 12,790,031 1,308,377
2 TP 0.0154 925,271 197,800 12,627,317 499,742
2 TA 0.0154 737,348 197,023 12,628,094 687,665
2 TC 0.0146 617,237 186,934 12,638,183 807,776
2 TN 0.0088 587,842 112,926 12,712,191 837,171
3 TPA 0.0124 1,027,667 159,513 12,665,604 397,346
3 TPN 0.0124 938,900 159,211 12,665,906 486,113
3 TPC 0.0147 929,480 188,721 12,636,396 495,533
4 TPAC 0.0118 1,038,402 151,801 12,673,316 386,611
4 TPAN 0.0112 1,031,907 144,203 12,680,914 393,106
5 TPACN 0.0109 1,041,964 139,532 12,685,585 383,049
6 TPACNt 0.0109 1,041,325 139,550 12,685,567 383,688
7 TPACNx 0.0110 1,063,678 140,573 12,684,544 361,335
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Table 4.4: Main effects by factor and formation model, part 1. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
T has msh indTRUE -0.6421 (0.0155) - -
jj sum zpˆ2 0.1398 (0.0038) - -
mm sum zpˆ2 -0.2375 (0.0024) - -
jj sum zp 0.9078 (0.0168) - -
jj sum zp0TRUE -0.1518 (0.0185) - -
j same frq agg zp -0.5756 (0.0038) - -
j same indTRUE 2.9771 (0.0163) - -
mm sum zp 0.3990 (0.0146) - -
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0477 (0.0221) * - -
m same frq agg zp -0.2611 (0.0021) - -
m same indTRUE 1.7799 (0.0186) - -
P au1 both indTRUE - 0.0876 (0.0049) -
au1 none indTRUE - -3.9453 (0.0124) -
eth known diffTRUE - -0.5299 (0.0055) -
eth same strARA - 2.8433 (0.0711) -
eth same strCHI - 2.6714 (0.0245) -
eth same strENG - 0.5797 (0.0075) -
eth same strFRN - 2.1035 (0.0267) -
eth same strGER - 1.1556 (0.0119) -
eth same strIND - 2.2110 (0.0254) -
eth same strITA - 2.5668 (0.0342) -
eth same strJAP - 3.3137 (0.0289) -
eth same strKOR - 4.8867 (0.1191) -
eth same strRUS - 2.5627 (0.0325) -
eth same strSPA - 2.9063 (0.0488) -
eth same strUNK - 0.1599 (0.0046) -
gen FMTRUE - 0.1055 (0.0054) -
gen same strF - 0.6839 (0.0086) -
gen same strM - 0.3324 (0.0047) -
gen same strU - 0.5574 (0.0077) -
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Table 4.4 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.8470 (0.0655) -
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.2318 (0.0162) -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - 0.5161 (0.0616) -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - -0.1450 (0.0147) -
pos1 age pprs1TRUE - 0.1243 (0.0303) -
pos1 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0167 (0.0130) X -
pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0091 (0.0320) X -
pos1 age pprs c300 z - 0.4469 (0.0809) -
pos2 age pprs1TRUE - 0.1454 (0.0317) -
pos2 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0715 (0.0149) -
pos2 age pprs300TRUE - 0.0932 (0.0231) -
pos2 age pprs c300 z - -0.0625 (0.0798) X -
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -0.6438 (0.0209)
geo5 dist min zp - - -0.4496 (0.0050)
geo5 mtch frq zp - - -1.6009 (0.0068)
geo5 mtch typC - - 11.2666 (0.0446)
geo5 mtch typL - - 10.8854 (0.0360)
geo5 mtch typS - - 9.7532 (0.0412)
inst known diffTRUE - - -0.5406 (0.0159)
inst same strCOM - - 0.0968 (0.0321) .
inst same strEDU - - -0.2525 (0.0146)
inst same strGOV - - 0.8985 (0.0781)
inst same strHOS - - -0.2970 (0.0150)
inst same strMIL - - 1.3791 (0.1810)
inst same strORG - - -0.4107 (0.0170)
C bibcp frq zp - - -
bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
bibcp sum zp - - -
cby coa frq zp - - -
cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 4.4 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
cit frq0TRUE - - -
cit frq zp - - -
cocit sum0TRUE - - -
cocit sum zp - - -
ref frq0TRUE - - -
ref frq zp - - -
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
comcoau cnt zp - - -
O (Intercept) -2.9775 (0.0275) -2.0826 (0.0434) -1.6784 (0.0209)
pub yr2000 -0.0171 (0.0023) -0.0330 (0.0037) 0.0323 (0.0018)
ac ge3TRUE -0.2636 (0.0326) -0.1774 (0.0516) -1.9779 (0.0242)
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Table 4.5: Main effects by factor and formation model, part 2. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
T has msh indTRUE - - -1.6640 (0.0176)
jj sum zpˆ2 - - 0.2928 (0.0050)
mm sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0279 (0.0031)
jj sum zp - - 0.5414 (0.0213)
jj sum zp0TRUE - - -0.5788 (0.0226)
j same frq agg zp - - -0.2844 (0.0052)
j same indTRUE - - 1.5019 (0.0223)
mm sum zp - - 0.4980 (0.0180)
mm sum zp0TRUE - - -0.0695 (0.0258) .
m same frq agg zp - - -0.1690 (0.0025)
m same indTRUE - - 1.3162 (0.0218)
P au1 both indTRUE - - -0.1793 (0.0067)
au1 none indTRUE - - -4.0722 (0.0139)
eth known diffTRUE - - -0.4496 (0.0073)
eth same strARA - - 3.0601 (0.0882)
eth same strCHI - - 2.6427 (0.0305)
eth same strENG - - 0.4197 (0.0110)
eth same strFRN - - 1.7132 (0.0397)
eth same strGER - - 0.9851 (0.0176)
eth same strIND - - 2.3842 (0.0333)
eth same strITA - - 2.5330 (0.0467)
eth same strJAP - - 3.2115 (0.0358)
eth same strKOR - - 5.0494 (0.1312)
eth same strRUS - - 2.1176 (0.0453)
eth same strSPA - - 2.8478 (0.0660)
eth same strUNK - - 0.1283 (0.0066)
gen FMTRUE - - -0.0568 (0.0074)
gen same strF - - 0.2502 (0.0124)
gen same strM - - 0.0835 (0.0066)
gen same strU - - 0.4410 (0.0108)
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Table 4.5 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -1.2519 (0.0919)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.2993 (0.0227)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0638 (0.0862) X
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.0388 (0.0206) X
pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.1874 (0.0426)
pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0512 (0.0182) .
pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.2978 (0.0426)
pos1 age pprs c300 z - - -1.2475 (0.1141)
pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.1950 (0.0437)
pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0758 (0.0202)
pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.2190 (0.0319)
pos2 age pprs c300 z - - -1.3904 (0.1112)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
geo5 dist min zp - - -
geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
geo5 mtch typC - - -
geo5 mtch typL - - -
geo5 mtch typS - - -
inst known diffTRUE - - -
inst same strCOM - - -
inst same strEDU - - -
inst same strGOV - - -
inst same strHOS - - -
inst same strMIL - - -
inst same strORG - - -
C bibcp frq zp -0.7453 (0.0116) - -
bibcp sum0TRUE -1.4434 (0.0740) - -
bibcp sum zp -0.4496 (0.0594) - -
cby coa frq zp -0.9731 (0.0596) - -
cby coa sum0TRUE -1.6785 (0.1301) - -
cby coa sum zp 0.9111 (0.2179) - -
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Table 4.5 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
cit frq0TRUE -0.3198 (0.0068) - -
cit frq zp -0.1713 (0.0029) - -
cocit sum0TRUE 0.8287 (0.0613) - -
cocit sum zp 1.6847 (0.0568) - -
ref frq0TRUE -0.7947 (0.0188) - -
ref frq zp -0.2252 (0.0058) - -
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - -3.6160 (0.0372) -
comcoau cnt zp - 3.3667 (0.0942) -
O (Intercept) 5.1061 (0.1351) 1.1620 (0.0372) 0.0220 (0.0686) X
pub yr2000 0.0001 (0.0109) X -0.0239 (0.0033) -0.0518 (0.0057)
ac ge3TRUE -0.3572 (0.1506) * 0.0610 (0.0438) X -0.2952 (0.0806)
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Table 4.6: Main effects by factor and formation model, part 3. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
T has msh indTRUE -1.5830 (0.0181) -1.4674 (0.0181) -1.4268 (0.0181)
jj sum zpˆ2 0.2431 (0.0055) 0.1067 (0.0058) 0.0399 (0.0060)
mm sum zpˆ2 0.0942 (0.0034) 0.1155 (0.0037) 0.0950 (0.0037)
jj sum zp 0.5634 (0.0233) 1.0458 (0.0243) 1.2545 (0.0250)
jj sum zp0TRUE -0.5510 (0.0246) -0.1541 (0.0254) 0.0256 (0.0259) X
j same frq agg zp -0.3294 (0.0058) -0.2322 (0.0062) -0.2364 (0.0063)
j same indTRUE 1.6032 (0.0249) 1.4043 (0.0262) 1.4191 (0.0269)
mm sum zp 0.2081 (0.0191) 0.1788 (0.0203) 0.2577 (0.0205)
mm sum zp0TRUE -0.3378 (0.0269) -0.2492 (0.0279) -0.1700 (0.0281)
m same frq agg zp -0.1603 (0.0028) -0.1363 (0.0028) -0.1341 (0.0028)
m same indTRUE 1.2200 (0.0235) 1.0076 (0.0237) 0.9929 (0.0238)
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1649 (0.0072) -0.1654 (0.0072) -0.1521 (0.0072)
au1 none indTRUE -4.0509 (0.0147) -4.0201 (0.0148) -4.0110 (0.0151)
eth known diffTRUE -0.3318 (0.0080) -0.3386 (0.0082) -0.3340 (0.0082)
eth same strARA 2.8412 (0.0985) 2.7977 (0.0986) 2.7888 (0.0987)
eth same strCHI 2.4887 (0.0338) 2.4936 (0.0339) 2.4920 (0.0339)
eth same strENG 0.2945 (0.0121) 0.3209 (0.0124) 0.3245 (0.0125)
eth same strFRN 1.2348 (0.0445) 1.2136 (0.0450) 1.1621 (0.0459)
eth same strGER 0.7176 (0.0198) 0.7057 (0.0201) 0.7026 (0.0203)
eth same strIND 2.2743 (0.0363) 2.2371 (0.0365) 2.2350 (0.0365)
eth same strITA 2.0478 (0.0511) 1.9592 (0.0515) 1.9183 (0.0523)
eth same strJAP 2.5934 (0.0371) 2.5040 (0.0371) 2.4887 (0.0374)
eth same strKOR 4.2440 (0.1427) 4.1893 (0.1425) 4.2174 (0.1427)
eth same strRUS 1.9226 (0.0459) 1.7663 (0.0462) 1.7604 (0.0467)
eth same strSPA 2.4584 (0.0719) 2.3919 (0.0720) 2.3648 (0.0726)
eth same strUNK 0.0838 (0.0072) 0.0818 (0.0073) 0.0797 (0.0074)
gen FMTRUE -0.0513 (0.0082) -0.0273 (0.0083) . -0.0255 (0.0084) .
gen same strF 0.2193 (0.0137) 0.2468 (0.0139) 0.2485 (0.0139)
gen same strM 0.1179 (0.0073) 0.1413 (0.0074) 0.1419 (0.0075)
gen same strU 0.3655 (0.0115) 0.3518 (0.0116) 0.3496 (0.0117)
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Table 4.6 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -1.1878 (0.1012) -1.0368 (0.1047) -0.9076 (0.1070)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.2523 (0.0250) 0.2219 (0.0260) 0.1834 (0.0267)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.0325 (0.0944) X 0.2451 (0.0970) * 0.3394 (0.0984)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0845 (0.0226) -0.1288 (0.0233) -0.1524 (0.0236)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1045 (0.0466) * 0.1159 (0.0477) * 0.0861 (0.0484) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0274 (0.0198) X 0.0296 (0.0201) X 0.0218 (0.0203) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.4037 (0.0477) -0.3693 (0.0512) -0.3564 (0.0543)
pos1 age pprs c300 z -1.1948 (0.1253) -1.0854 (0.1290) -1.1876 (0.1313)
pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1466 (0.0475) . 0.1412 (0.0484) . 0.1164 (0.0489) *
pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0661 (0.0218) . 0.0695 (0.0221) . 0.0630 (0.0222) .
pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.2908 (0.0352) -0.2540 (0.0371) -0.2448 (0.0385)
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.3708 (0.1216) -1.3825 (0.1244) -1.4685 (0.1260)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.2059 (0.0316) -0.2798 (0.0322) -0.2919 (0.0325)
geo5 dist min zp -0.3125 (0.0073) -0.3431 (0.0075) -0.3357 (0.0076)
geo5 mtch frq zp -1.5007 (0.0110) -1.4393 (0.0113) -1.4103 (0.0115)
geo5 mtch typC 10.2573 (0.0721) 9.9428 (0.0741) 9.7458 (0.0753)
geo5 mtch typL 9.6621 (0.0573) 9.5355 (0.0586) 9.2579 (0.0594)
geo5 mtch typS 9.0093 (0.0659) 8.8222 (0.0677) 8.6511 (0.0688)
inst known diffTRUE -0.4447 (0.0238) -0.4376 (0.0239) -0.4358 (0.0239)
inst same strCOM -0.3078 (0.0478) -0.2178 (0.0501) -0.2299 (0.0512)
inst same strEDU -0.4044 (0.0224) -0.3968 (0.0224) -0.3831 (0.0225)
inst same strGOV 0.5057 (0.1232) 0.4894 (0.1292) 0.4912 (0.1311)
inst same strHOS -0.7128 (0.0232) -0.7400 (0.0233) -0.7381 (0.0234)
inst same strMIL 1.4296 (0.2849) 1.3833 (0.2918) 1.3480 (0.2970)
inst same strORG -0.7367 (0.0261) -0.6470 (0.0266) -0.6438 (0.0269)
C bibcp frq zp - -0.4593 (0.0172) -0.4431 (0.0176)
bibcp sum0TRUE - -1.0045 (0.1035) -0.9523 (0.1064)
bibcp sum zp - -0.4866 (0.0829) -0.4259 (0.0852)
cby coa frq zp - -0.8492 (0.0790) -0.7996 (0.0804)
cby coa sum0TRUE - -1.3567 (0.1653) -1.1892 (0.1692)
cby coa sum zp - 1.4237 (0.2626) 1.5897 (0.2699)
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Table 4.6 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
cit frq0TRUE - -0.2418 (0.0123) -0.2296 (0.0124)
cit frq zp - -0.3776 (0.0055) -0.3641 (0.0056)
cocit sum0TRUE - 0.5703 (0.0846) 0.4174 (0.0873)
cocit sum zp - 1.2838 (0.0760) 0.8969 (0.0790)
ref frq0TRUE - -0.5603 (0.0305) -0.5332 (0.0311)
ref frq zp - -0.2458 (0.0091) -0.2378 (0.0093)
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -2.0245 (0.0489)
comcoau cnt zp - - -0.0055 (0.1147) X
O (Intercept) 0.7259 (0.0809) 4.7954 (0.1919) 6.3566 (0.2021)
pub yr2000 0.0799 (0.0067) 0.0196 (0.0159) X -0.0082 (0.0168) X
ac ge3TRUE -2.2670 (0.0957) -2.0928 (0.2192) -1.8200 (0.2312)
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Table 4.7: Main effects by factor and formation model, part 4. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
T has msh indTRUE -1.4473 (0.0101) 4.4254 (17.6609) X
jj sum zpˆ2 0.0324 (0.0033) 0.1992 (0.0036)
mm sum zpˆ2 0.0954 (0.0022) 0.2703 (0.0025)
jj sum zp 1.2748 (0.0141) 0.7113 (0.0154)
jj sum zp0TRUE 0.0434 (0.0140) . 2.3020 (0.7377) .
j same frq agg zp -0.2415 (0.0060) -0.2215 (0.0063)
j same indTRUE 1.4410 (0.0248) 1.3272 (0.0261)
mm sum zp 0.2675 (0.0113) -0.4306 (0.0124)
mm sum zp0TRUE -0.1614 (0.0177) 10.5287 (17.6409) X
m same frq agg zp -0.1263 (0.0015) -0.1245 (0.0015)
m same indTRUE 0.9369 (0.0127) 0.8547 (0.0129)
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1558 (0.0071) -0.0810 (0.0073)
au1 none indTRUE -3.9843 (0.0149) -3.9957 (0.0155)
eth known diffTRUE -0.3363 (0.0079) 0.2683 (0.0787)
eth same strARA 2.5523 (0.0471) 2.5905 (0.0474)
eth same strCHI 1.3930 (0.0126) 1.4187 (0.0130)
eth same strENG 0.4183 (0.0074) 0.4144 (0.0076)
eth same strFRN 1.0573 (0.0208) 1.0994 (0.0212)
eth same strGER 0.6523 (0.0106) 0.6891 (0.0109)
eth same strIND 2.0022 (0.0187) 2.0391 (0.0187)
eth same strITA 1.7085 (0.0214) 1.8172 (0.0215)
eth same strJAP 1.7268 (0.0132) 1.7898 (0.0133)
eth same strKOR 2.7390 (0.0448) 2.7212 (0.0453)
eth same strRUS 1.5210 (0.0234) 1.4583 (0.0239)
eth same strSPA 2.2293 (0.0295) 2.2355 (0.0295)
eth same strUNK 0.1107 (0.0040) 0.1119 (0.0042)
gen FMTRUE -0.0338 (0.0075) -0.0617 (0.0078)
gen same strF 0.2531 (0.0081) -0.3678 (0.1921) X
gen same strM 0.1434 (0.0040) 0.6879 (0.0666)
gen same strU 0.3285 (0.0064) 0.5108 (0.2434) *
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Table 4.7 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.8741 (0.0605) -1.0393 (0.0619)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.1756 (0.0157) 0.2610 (0.0160)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.4191 (0.0532) 0.4164 (0.0554)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.1751 (0.0132) -0.1572 (0.0136)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0760 (0.0276) . 1.2592 (0.3962) .
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0279 (0.0109) * 0.9810 (0.3204) .
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.4229 (0.0336) -1.9854 (0.9721) *
pos1 age pprs c300 z -1.2196 (0.0725) -2.5021 (0.1117)
pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1036 (0.0266) 1.5093 (0.4533)
pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0625 (0.0123) 0.4333 (0.3953) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.1919 (0.0192) -1.4871 (0.6104) *
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.5442 (0.0675) -2.3539 (0.1066)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.3095 (0.0323) -2.3423 (0.0795)
geo5 dist min zp -0.3384 (0.0075) -0.3521 (0.0078)
geo5 mtch frq zp -1.4320 (0.0114) -1.5127 (0.0117)
geo5 mtch typC 9.8854 (0.0744) 10.4086 (0.0764)
geo5 mtch typL 9.3711 (0.0588) 9.7949 (0.0607)
geo5 mtch typS 8.7345 (0.0680) 9.1644 (0.0700)
inst known diffTRUE -0.4331 (0.0238) -0.2285 (0.1734) X
inst same strCOM -0.2264 (0.0511) -0.0056 (0.0530) X
inst same strEDU -0.3791 (0.0224) -0.3004 (0.0235)
inst same strGOV 0.4709 (0.1310) 0.6959 (0.1378)
inst same strHOS -0.7409 (0.0233) -0.5512 (0.0244)
inst same strMIL 1.3078 (0.2970) 1.4921 (0.2985)
inst same strORG -0.6370 (0.0268) -0.4896 (0.0280)
C bibcp frq zp -0.4300 (0.0101) -0.3762 (0.0104)
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.8706 (0.0867) -0.7645 (0.0887)
bibcp sum zp -0.3997 (0.0510) -0.6243 (0.0527)
cby coa frq zp -0.7578 (0.0577) -1.1097 (0.0611)
cby coa sum0TRUE -1.1765 (0.1116) 4.1589 (17.2479) X
cby coa sum zp 1.5297 (0.1600) 1.1902 (0.1629)
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Table 4.7 (continued): Main effects by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
cit frq0TRUE -0.2332 (0.0122) -0.1780 (0.0126)
cit frq zp -0.3668 (0.0055) -0.2275 (0.0057)
cocit sum0TRUE 0.3538 (0.0810) 1.5425 (3.8264) X
cocit sum zp 0.8227 (0.0574) 1.3540 (0.0609)
ref frq0TRUE -0.5020 (0.0299) -0.5673 (0.0312)
ref frq zp -0.2285 (0.0088) -0.2227 (0.0092)
N comcoau cnt0TRUE -1.9998 (0.0306) -2.6451 (0.3464)
comcoau cnt zp 0.0640 (0.0605) X 1.8836 (0.0672)
O (Intercept) 6.3065 (0.1324) 2.9838 (17.6629) X
pub yr2000 -0.0505 (0.0082) -0.0192 (0.0085) *
ac ge3TRUE -1.7265 (0.0570) -2.0620 (0.0600)
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Table 4.8: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 1. Format: logit (SE) signif.,
where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE -0.0042 (0.0013) . - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0115 (0.0003) - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0098 (0.0002) - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.0427 (0.0014) - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0169 (0.0015) - -
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0038 (0.0003) - -
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.0199 (0.0013) - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0494 (0.0012) - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0405 (0.0018) - -
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp -0.0029 (0.0002) - -
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.0274 (0.0015) - -
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE - 0.0041 (0.0004) -
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE - 0.0276 (0.0009) -
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE - 0.0061 (0.0005) -
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - 0.0119 (0.0066) X -
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - -0.0714 (0.0022) -
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - 0.0044 (0.0007) -
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - 0.0034 (0.0021) X -
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - 0.0119 (0.0010) -
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - -0.0333 (0.0024) -
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - -0.0008 (0.0022) X -
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - 0.0186 (0.0016) -
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - -0.1338 (0.0123) -
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - 0.0179 (0.0024) -
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - -0.0198 (0.0034) -
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - 0.0089 (0.0004) -
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - -0.0020 (0.0005) -
pub yr2000:gen same strF - -0.0007 (0.0008) X -
pub yr2000:gen same strM - 0.0031 (0.0004) -
pub yr2000:gen same strU - 0.0046 (0.0006) -
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Table 4.8 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.0264 (0.0058) -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0103 (0.0015) -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.0326 (0.0051) -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0048 (0.0012) -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - 0.0008 (0.0026) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - -0.0007 (0.0011) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0072 (0.0034) * -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - 0.0038 (0.0070) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - 0.0214 (0.0027) -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0065 (0.0013) -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0002 (0.0019) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z - 0.0636 (0.0067) -
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -0.0337 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - - 0.0043 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - - 0.0078 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - - -0.0484 (0.0041)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - - -0.0270 (0.0031)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - - -0.0577 (0.0038)
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - - -0.0480 (0.0012)
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - - -0.0652 (0.0023)
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - - -0.0494 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - - -0.0697 (0.0055)
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - - -0.0509 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - - -0.0557 (0.0117)
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - - -0.0671 (0.0012)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 4.8 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cit frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0123 (0.0004) -0.0007 (0.0004) X 0.0028 (0.0004)
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Table 4.9: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 2. Format: logit (SE) signif.,
where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE - - 0.0196 (0.0015)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0050 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0052 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp - - -0.0322 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -0.0071 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp - - -0.0029 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE - - 0.0096 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp - - 0.0251 (0.0015)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0290 (0.0021)
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - - -0.0002 (0.0002) X
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE - - -0.0089 (0.0017)
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE - - -0.0023 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE - - 0.0272 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE - - 0.0016 (0.0006) .
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - - 0.0078 (0.0083) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - - -0.0490 (0.0028)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - - 0.0061 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - - 0.0287 (0.0029)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - - 0.0244 (0.0014)
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - - -0.0148 (0.0031)
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - - 0.0195 (0.0029)
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - - 0.0396 (0.0020)
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - - -0.1190 (0.0141)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - - 0.0852 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - - -0.0017 (0.0045) X
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - - 0.0077 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - - 0.0052 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:gen same strF - - 0.0037 (0.0012) .
pub yr2000:gen same strM - - 0.0120 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:gen same strU - - 0.0121 (0.0008)
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Table 4.9 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0154 (0.0078) *
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0075 (0.0020)
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0185 (0.0070) .
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0014 (0.0017) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.0034 (0.0035) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0010 (0.0015) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0061 (0.0043) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0053 (0.0095) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0143 (0.0036)
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0047 (0.0017) .
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0013 (0.0026) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0662 (0.0090)
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - - -
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - - -
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp -0.0022 (0.0010) * - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0105 (0.0043) * - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0063 (0.0052) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp -0.0089 (0.0052) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0065 (0.0103) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp -0.0135 (0.0192) X - -
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Table 4.9 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0033 (0.0006) - -
pub yr2000:cit frq zp 0.0014 (0.0002) - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0162 (0.0025) - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0607 (0.0054) - -
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE -0.0035 (0.0016) * - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0025 (0.0005) - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - 0.0207 (0.0033) -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - -0.0204 (0.0084) * -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0020 (0.0003) 0.0044 (0.0003) 0.0051 (0.0005)
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Table 4.10: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE 0.0093 (0.0016) 0.0092 (0.0016) 0.0060 (0.0016)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0104 (0.0005) 0.0061 (0.0005) 0.0061 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0078 (0.0003) -0.0059 (0.0003) -0.0061 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.0548 (0.0020) -0.0391 (0.0020) -0.0378 (0.0021)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0170 (0.0020) -0.0054 (0.0021) * -0.0053 (0.0022) *
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0005 (0.0005) X 0.0034 (0.0005) 0.0036 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.0031 (0.0021) X -0.0130 (0.0021) -0.0127 (0.0022)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0364 (0.0016) 0.0315 (0.0017) 0.0331 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0382 (0.0023) 0.0353 (0.0023) 0.0369 (0.0023)
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp -0.0005 (0.0002) * 0.0005 (0.0002) * 0.0002 (0.0002) X
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE -0.0072 (0.0019) -0.0132 (0.0019) -0.0103 (0.0019)
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE -0.0040 (0.0006) -0.0046 (0.0006) -0.0052 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0248 (0.0011) 0.0252 (0.0011) 0.0264 (0.0011)
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE 0.0041 (0.0007) 0.0048 (0.0007) 0.0049 (0.0007)
pub yr2000:eth same strARA -0.0317 (0.0096) -0.0298 (0.0096) . -0.0281 (0.0096) .
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0829 (0.0032) -0.0905 (0.0032) -0.0879 (0.0032)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG 0.0021 (0.0011) X -0.0008 (0.0011) X -0.0005 (0.0012) X
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN 0.0206 (0.0033) 0.0226 (0.0033) 0.0213 (0.0034)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0145 (0.0016) 0.0171 (0.0017) 0.0154 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:eth same strIND -0.0266 (0.0034) -0.0267 (0.0035) -0.0259 (0.0035)
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0101 (0.0033) . 0.0110 (0.0033) 0.0104 (0.0033) .
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP 0.0229 (0.0021) 0.0214 (0.0021) 0.0215 (0.0022)
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.1766 (0.0150) -0.1749 (0.0149) -0.1789 (0.0149)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0744 (0.0034) 0.0739 (0.0034) 0.0726 (0.0034)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA -0.0033 (0.0050) X -0.0032 (0.0050) X -0.0021 (0.0050) X
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0040 (0.0006) 0.0034 (0.0006) 0.0034 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE 0.0005 (0.0007) X -0.0005 (0.0007) X -0.0011 (0.0007) X
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0032 (0.0013) * -0.0035 (0.0013) . -0.0039 (0.0014) .
pub yr2000:gen same strM 0.0083 (0.0006) 0.0061 (0.0006) 0.0055 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0060 (0.0008) 0.0058 (0.0009) 0.0065 (0.0009)
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Table 4.10 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0103 (0.0088) X -0.0177 (0.0091) X -0.0207 (0.0093) *
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0061 (0.0022) . 0.0084 (0.0023) 0.0090 (0.0024)
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0093 (0.0078) X -0.0123 (0.0079) X -0.0141 (0.0081) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0017 (0.0019) X -0.0006 (0.0019) X -0.0003 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0099 (0.0039) * -0.0076 (0.0040) X -0.0058 (0.0041) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0031 (0.0016) X -0.0027 (0.0017) X -0.0019 (0.0017) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0070 (0.0050) X -0.0089 (0.0053) X -0.0098 (0.0057) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.0088 (0.0107) X 0.0023 (0.0110) X 0.0059 (0.0113) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0091 (0.0040) * 0.0108 (0.0040) . 0.0116 (0.0041) .
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0037 (0.0018) * 0.0041 (0.0019) * 0.0041 (0.0019) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0013 (0.0029) X -0.0007 (0.0030) X -0.0018 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0501 (0.0100) 0.0557 (0.0102) 0.0572 (0.0104)
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0876 (0.0025) -0.0873 (0.0026) -0.0857 (0.0026)
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp -0.0042 (0.0006) -0.0039 (0.0007) -0.0040 (0.0007)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0045 (0.0010) 0.0061 (0.0010) 0.0061 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0241 (0.0063) -0.0336 (0.0064) -0.0331 (0.0065)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL 0.0102 (0.0047) * 0.0038 (0.0048) X 0.0034 (0.0049) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS -0.0417 (0.0058) -0.0494 (0.0059) -0.0485 (0.0061)
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE -0.0667 (0.0017) -0.0658 (0.0018) -0.0654 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0468 (0.0033) -0.0477 (0.0034) -0.0504 (0.0035)
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0591 (0.0015) -0.0583 (0.0015) -0.0588 (0.0015)
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0872 (0.0083) -0.0842 (0.0086) -0.0870 (0.0087)
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0640 (0.0015) -0.0627 (0.0015) -0.0633 (0.0016)
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0681 (0.0173) -0.0661 (0.0175) -0.0671 (0.0176)
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0590 (0.0018) -0.0567 (0.0018) -0.0576 (0.0019)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp - 0.0034 (0.0015) * 0.0032 (0.0015) *
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE - 0.0322 (0.0065) 0.0332 (0.0068)
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp - 0.0307 (0.0076) 0.0331 (0.0079)
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp - -0.0135 (0.0071) X -0.0193 (0.0073) .
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - -0.0057 (0.0135) X -0.0140 (0.0139) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - -0.0252 (0.0232) X -0.0243 (0.0240) X
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Table 4.10 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE - -0.0115 (0.0010) -0.0105 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:cit frq zp - -0.0045 (0.0005) -0.0047 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE - 0.0308 (0.0036) 0.0276 (0.0038)
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp - 0.0480 (0.0073) 0.0336 (0.0077)
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - -0.0006 (0.0026) X 0.0014 (0.0027) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - 0.0002 (0.0008) X 0.0007 (0.0008) X
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - 0.0319 (0.0040)
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -0.0017 (0.0096) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0007 (0.0006) X -0.0006 (0.0006) X -0.0001 (0.0006) X
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Table 4.11: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 4. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE 0.0062 (0.0016) 0.0176 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0063 (0.0005) 0.0052 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0062 (0.0003) -0.0029 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.0375 (0.0021) -0.0353 (0.0022)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0051 (0.0021) * -0.0155 (0.0022)
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0040 (0.0005) 0.0018 (0.0006) .
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.0146 (0.0022) -0.0059 (0.0023) .
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0333 (0.0017) 0.0176 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0372 (0.0023) 0.0256 (0.0024)
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - -
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE -0.0090 (0.0011) -0.0067 (0.0012)
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE -0.0053 (0.0006) -0.0053 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0258 (0.0011) 0.0268 (0.0011)
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE 0.0036 (0.0007) -0.0014 (0.0007) *
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - -
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - -
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - -
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - -
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - -
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - -
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - -
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - -
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - -
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - -
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - -
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - -
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - -
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0029 (0.0013) * -0.0025 (0.0014) X
pub yr2000:gen same strM 0.0065 (0.0006) 0.0037 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0045 (0.0008) 0.0078 (0.0009)
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Table 4.11 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0146 (0.0014) -0.0213 (0.0014)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0073 (0.0006) 0.0095 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0159 (0.0010) -0.0124 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0077 (0.0009) -0.0090 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0025 (0.0010) . -0.0038 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0131 (0.0018) 0.0035 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0046 (0.0013) 0.0007 (0.0015) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0608 (0.0027) 0.0359 (0.0028)
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0542 (0.0009) -0.0465 (0.0009)
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0016 (0.0001) 0.0012 (0.0001)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - -
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE -0.0507 (0.0014) -0.0443 (0.0015)
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0366 (0.0033) -0.0295 (0.0034)
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0442 (0.0010) -0.0471 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0738 (0.0086) -0.0720 (0.0088)
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0486 (0.0011) -0.0501 (0.0011)
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0543 (0.0176) . -0.0538 (0.0181) .
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0427 (0.0015) -0.0426 (0.0015)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp 0.0030 (0.0015) * 0.0044 (0.0016) .
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE 0.0312 (0.0067) 0.0319 (0.0068)
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp 0.0319 (0.0076) 0.0334 (0.0079)
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp -0.0152 (0.0038) -0.0081 (0.0040) *
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - -
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Table 4.11 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE -0.0096 (0.0010) -0.0036 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:cit frq zp -0.0045 (0.0004) -0.0031 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0274 (0.0037) 0.0319 (0.0038)
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0313 (0.0075) 0.0475 (0.0075)
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE 0.0317 (0.0016) 0.0145 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE - -
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Table 4.12: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE -0.0367 (0.0185) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 -0.0113 (0.0045) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0521 (0.0028) - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp 0.0442 (0.0197) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.0135 (0.0217) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0721 (0.0045) - -
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.3457 (0.0189) - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp 0.2701 (0.0172) - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.3040 (0.0262) - -
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp 0.0089 (0.0024) - -
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE -0.0361 (0.0217) X - -
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE - 0.0337 (0.0057) -
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE - 0.5192 (0.0138) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE - -0.1439 (0.0064) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - -0.0754 (0.0770) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - -0.1843 (0.0238) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - 0.1864 (0.0093) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - -0.0520 (0.0303) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - 0.0926 (0.0139) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - 0.1475 (0.0286) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - 0.0442 (0.0374) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - -0.5436 (0.0307) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - -0.0869 (0.1047) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - 0.0298 (0.0365) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - -0.0771 (0.0531) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - 0.0714 (0.0055) -
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE - 0.0614 (0.0063) -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - -0.1176 (0.0102) -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - -0.0291 (0.0056) -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - -0.0369 (0.0087) -
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Table 4.12 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.3965 (0.0789) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0400 (0.0197) * -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - 0.2392 (0.0726) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - -0.0596 (0.0173) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - 0.1665 (0.0360) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0518 (0.0153) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - 0.0286 (0.0411) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - 0.4384 (0.0968) -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - -0.0140 (0.0377) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - -0.0033 (0.0178) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - 0.0354 (0.0267) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - -0.1360 (0.0943) X -
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - 1.8547 (0.0241)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - - -0.0943 (0.0059)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - - 0.0006 (0.0080) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - - -0.0557 (0.0520) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - - -1.8918 (0.0416)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - - -0.1544 (0.0484) .
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - - 1.3707 (0.0183)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - - 3.1041 (0.0351)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - - 2.1896 (0.0161)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - - 3.6501 (0.0863)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - - 2.2129 (0.0166)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - - 3.9962 (0.1963)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - - 2.5902 (0.0188)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 4.12 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 1.
Fac Predictor Topical (T) Personal (P) Affiliation (A)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp - - -
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0123 (0.0004) -0.0007 (0.0004) X 0.0028 (0.0004)
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Table 4.13: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 2. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - - -0.0299 (0.0210) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0053 (0.0059) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0185 (0.0036)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp - - 0.0242 (0.0250) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0579 (0.0265) *
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp - - 0.0499 (0.0061)
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE - - -0.2711 (0.0260)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - - 0.0858 (0.0211)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.1668 (0.0305)
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - - 0.0003 (0.0029) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - - 0.0407 (0.0254) X
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE - - 0.0892 (0.0078)
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE - - 0.5248 (0.0155)
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE - - -0.1409 (0.0085)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - - -0.0787 (0.0949) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - - -0.4344 (0.0295)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - - 0.1854 (0.0134)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - - -0.0635 (0.0444) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - - 0.0455 (0.0204) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - - -0.0550 (0.0371) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - - -0.0150 (0.0509) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - - -0.6645 (0.0381)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - - -0.2925 (0.1128) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - - -0.0974 (0.0508) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - - -0.0280 (0.0714) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - - 0.0731 (0.0077)
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE - - 0.0616 (0.0086)
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - - -0.0112 (0.0144) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - - 0.0101 (0.0077) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - - -0.0132 (0.0121) X
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Table 4.13 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.1686 (0.1089) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0046 (0.0270) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - 0.3096 (0.1004) .
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.0713 (0.0239) .
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0936 (0.0501) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0181 (0.0213) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0070 (0.0530) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0999 (0.1345) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.0330 (0.0513) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0007 (0.0238) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - 0.0767 (0.0367) *
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - -0.1585 (0.1300) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - - -
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp -0.0142 (0.0134) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE 0.1371 (0.0592) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp 0.0273 (0.0708) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp 0.0905 (0.0710) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.1118 (0.1434) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp 0.1493 (0.2602) X - -
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Table 4.13 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) TP
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.0802 (0.0079) - -
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0398 (0.0034) - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0161 (0.0327) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp -0.3285 (0.0697) - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0397 (0.0223) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0019 (0.0069) X - -
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - -0.1486 (0.0439) -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - 0.4581 (0.1110) -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0020 (0.0003) 0.0044 (0.0003) 0.0051 (0.0005)
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Table 4.14: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE -0.0451 (0.0218) * -0.0643 (0.0218) . -0.0234 (0.0219) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 -0.0253 (0.0065) 0.0005 (0.0069) X -0.0100 (0.0071) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0114 (0.0040) . -0.0098 (0.0044) * -0.0113 (0.0044) *
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp 0.0401 (0.0278) X -0.0619 (0.0289) * -0.0504 (0.0297) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.1006 (0.0292) 0.0075 (0.0301) X 0.0230 (0.0307) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0614 (0.0069) 0.0488 (0.0073) 0.0532 (0.0075)
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.3002 (0.0294) -0.2774 (0.0309) -0.2971 (0.0318)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp 0.0515 (0.0227) * 0.0225 (0.0240) X 0.0127 (0.0243) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.1265 (0.0322) 0.0703 (0.0332) * 0.0648 (0.0335) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp 0.0146 (0.0033) 0.0074 (0.0033) * 0.0106 (0.0033) .
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE -0.1108 (0.0277) -0.0517 (0.0279) X -0.0768 (0.0281) .
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0949 (0.0084) 0.1134 (0.0085) 0.1175 (0.0086)
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.5213 (0.0166) 0.5308 (0.0167) 0.5263 (0.0170)
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.1004 (0.0094) -0.0992 (0.0096) -0.0942 (0.0097)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA -0.1803 (0.1083) X -0.1676 (0.1084) X -0.1643 (0.1085) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.7624 (0.0327) -0.7660 (0.0329) -0.7430 (0.0328)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.1233 (0.0150) 0.1464 (0.0153) 0.1486 (0.0155)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN -0.1733 (0.0500) -0.1572 (0.0505) . -0.1235 (0.0515) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER -0.0666 (0.0232) . -0.0585 (0.0235) * -0.0521 (0.0238) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.2015 (0.0411) -0.1963 (0.0413) -0.1976 (0.0414)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.2428 (0.0561) -0.2513 (0.0565) -0.2499 (0.0574)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP -0.8597 (0.0397) -0.8619 (0.0397) -0.8603 (0.0401)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR -0.6963 (0.1247) -0.6526 (0.1252) -0.6412 (0.1250)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS 0.0135 (0.0517) X 0.0130 (0.0520) X 0.0084 (0.0527) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA -0.1579 (0.0784) * -0.1567 (0.0785) * -0.1584 (0.0791) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0488 (0.0085) 0.0529 (0.0087) 0.0515 (0.0088)
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE 0.0559 (0.0096) 0.0619 (0.0098) 0.0654 (0.0099)
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF -0.0055 (0.0161) X 0.0052 (0.0163) X 0.0049 (0.0165) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM -0.0064 (0.0086) X -0.0086 (0.0087) X 0.0000 (0.0088) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU 0.0030 (0.0130) X -0.0024 (0.0131) X -0.0143 (0.0132) X
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Table 4.14 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.1282 (0.1218) X -0.1129 (0.1257) X -0.0533 (0.1289) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0245 (0.0303) X -0.0319 (0.0314) X -0.0549 (0.0323) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.2670 (0.1113) * 0.2218 (0.1141) X 0.2153 (0.1159) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0613 (0.0266) * -0.0525 (0.0273) X -0.0511 (0.0278) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0887 (0.0555) X 0.0836 (0.0568) X 0.0742 (0.0577) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0112 (0.0234) X 0.0120 (0.0238) X 0.0087 (0.0241) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0869 (0.0602) X -0.0788 (0.0642) X -0.0963 (0.0688) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0136 (0.1499) X -0.0204 (0.1541) X -0.0371 (0.1573) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0305 (0.0565) X -0.0273 (0.0575) X -0.0149 (0.0582) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0051 (0.0261) X -0.0051 (0.0264) X 0.0005 (0.0266) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0729 (0.0407) X 0.0663 (0.0427) X 0.0715 (0.0443) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.1320 (0.1438) X -0.1316 (0.1469) X -0.0991 (0.1490) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 2.0012 (0.0361) 1.9900 (0.0367) 1.9712 (0.0371)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp -0.0906 (0.0085) -0.0851 (0.0088) -0.0812 (0.0089)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0583 (0.0127) 0.0611 (0.0131) 0.0795 (0.0133)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC -0.3761 (0.0830) -0.4037 (0.0852) -0.5172 (0.0867)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL -2.2705 (0.0653) -2.2991 (0.0667) -2.4163 (0.0678)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS -0.2903 (0.0763) -0.3183 (0.0783) -0.4249 (0.0797)
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE 1.5612 (0.0269) 1.5305 (0.0270) 1.5210 (0.0271)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM 3.6628 (0.0521) 3.6250 (0.0545) 3.6579 (0.0556)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU 2.4292 (0.0246) 2.3929 (0.0247) 2.3769 (0.0248)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV 4.0966 (0.1352) 4.1218 (0.1412) 4.1244 (0.1432)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS 2.5749 (0.0255) 2.5555 (0.0256) 2.5520 (0.0257)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL 4.0851 (0.3056) 4.0987 (0.3125) 4.1320 (0.3177)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG 3.0979 (0.0288) 3.0522 (0.0293) 3.0515 (0.0296)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - 0.0105 (0.0201) X 0.0189 (0.0207) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - 0.1042 (0.0892) X 0.1206 (0.0921) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - 0.0625 (0.1012) X 0.0414 (0.1045) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp - 0.0922 (0.0964) X 0.1605 (0.0986) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - -0.0353 (0.1849) X 0.0155 (0.1890) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - -0.1174 (0.3156) X -0.1010 (0.3247) X
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Table 4.14 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 3.
Fac Predictor TPA TPAC TPACN
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE - 0.1230 (0.0145) 0.1228 (0.0147)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp - 0.0986 (0.0065) 0.1053 (0.0066)
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - -0.0582 (0.0478) X -0.0953 (0.0498) X
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp - -0.2313 (0.0944) * -0.3908 (0.0986)
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE - -0.1189 (0.0367) . -0.1027 (0.0375) .
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp - -0.0441 (0.0109) -0.0379 (0.0112)
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -0.3677 (0.0572)
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - 0.0899 (0.1343) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0007 (0.0006) X -0.0006 (0.0006) X -0.0001 (0.0006) X
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Table 4.15: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 4. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0118 (0.0012) -0.0185 (0.0013)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp -0.0802 (0.0051) -0.0435 (0.0050)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0599 (0.0070) 0.0707 (0.0074)
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.3240 (0.0282) -0.4095 (0.0295)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0553 (0.0124) 0.0482 (0.0132)
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - -
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - -
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.1242 (0.0084) 0.1337 (0.0086)
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.4912 (0.0169) 0.5087 (0.0175)
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0928 (0.0092) -0.1086 (0.0097)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE 0.0794 (0.0085) 0.0884 (0.0088)
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - -
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Table 4.15 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0940 (0.0164) 0.0083 (0.0165) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0455 (0.0073) -0.0735 (0.0073)
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.1094 (0.0128) 0.1371 (0.0131)
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0207 (0.0055) -0.0332 (0.0056)
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0871 (0.0108) 0.0569 (0.0113)
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - -
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 1.9780 (0.0369) 1.9442 (0.0382)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp -0.0827 (0.0088) -0.0794 (0.0091)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.1181 (0.0132) 0.1229 (0.0135)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC -0.7776 (0.0859) -0.8142 (0.0881)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL -2.6153 (0.0672) -2.6203 (0.0691)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS -0.6164 (0.0791) -0.6334 (0.0812)
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE 1.5209 (0.0270) 1.5259 (0.0284)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM 3.6527 (0.0555) 3.5285 (0.0574)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU 2.3752 (0.0247) 2.3149 (0.0257)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV 4.1520 (0.1431) 4.0534 (0.1500)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS 2.5578 (0.0256) 2.4759 (0.0267)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL 4.1783 (0.3177) 4.1404 (0.3203)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG 3.0449 (0.0295) 2.9578 (0.0306)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp 0.0947 (0.0482) * 0.1006 (0.0508) *
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - -
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Table 4.15 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and formation model, part 4.
Fac Predictor TPACNt TPACNx
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.1286 (0.0144) 0.1456 (0.0148)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.1107 (0.0065) 0.1119 (0.0067)
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp -0.2748 (0.0501) -0.3173 (0.0521)
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE -0.1468 (0.0357) -0.0746 (0.0371) *
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp -0.0507 (0.0104) -0.0310 (0.0108) .
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.4029 (0.0226) -0.1373 (0.0258)
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE - -
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Table 4.16: Explicit interactions beyond year and author count across models. Format: logit (SE) signif., where
X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Predictor Citation (C) TPAC
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.3255 (0.0562) -0.2391 (0.0762) .
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -1.8543 (0.0816) -0.5893 (0.1134)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.6475 (0.0798) -0.5560 (0.1105)
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -1.1584 (0.0556) -0.6837 (0.0762)
Predictor TPACN TPACNt
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.2425 (0.0785) . -0.2418 (0.0784) .
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.5717 (0.1168) -0.5663 (0.1167)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.5541 (0.1137) -0.5574 (0.1136)
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.5887 (0.0785) -0.5886 (0.0784)
Predictor TPACNx
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.2134 (0.0804) .
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.3219 (0.1217) .
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.6098 (0.1186)
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.2478 (0.0845) .
Table 4.17: Explicit interactions beyond year and author count in model TPACNx.
Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001
otherwise.
Predictor TPACNx
cby coa sum0TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.9716 (0.0647)
cby coa sum0TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0529 (0.0650) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:gen same strF 0.2031 (0.1765) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:gen same strM -0.1185 (0.0564) *
cby coa sum0TRUE:gen same strU -0.0625 (0.2423) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.5946 (0.0647)
cby coa sum0TRUE:has msh indTRUE -5.9946 (17.2460) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.1075 (0.1489) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -2.1485 (0.7120) .
cby coa sum0TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -6.4381 (17.2297) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.1086 (0.3708) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0563 (0.2992) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0701 (0.1417) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.4238 (0.0628)
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.4878 (0.4296) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0598 (0.3813) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1840 (0.1174) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0291 (0.0664) X
cocit sum0TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.6731 (0.0354)
cocit sum0TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0503 (0.0300) X
cocit sum0TRUE:gen same strF 0.0688 (0.0733) X
cocit sum0TRUE:gen same strM -0.1007 (0.0259)
cocit sum0TRUE:gen same strU 0.2139 (0.1061) *
cocit sum0TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 1.2708 (0.0299)
cocit sum0TRUE:has msh indTRUE -1.2917 (3.8242) X
cocit sum0TRUE:inst known diffTRUE 0.0676 (0.0675) X
cocit sum0TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -1.1280 (0.1851)
cocit sum0TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -3.1266 (3.8041) X
cocit sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0391 (0.1316) X
cocit sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.2098 (0.1147) X
cocit sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0758 (0.0822) X
cocit sum0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.3403 (0.0277)
cocit sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.6337 (0.1714)
cocit sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.3343 (0.1591) *
cocit sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.2086 (0.0633)
cocit sum0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.1141 (0.0301)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.2936 (0.0303)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:gen same strF 0.0786 (0.0658) X
comcoau cnt0TRUE:gen same strM 0.0052 (0.0238) X
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Table 4.17 (continued): Explicit interactions beyond year and author count in model
TPACNx.
Predictor TPACNx
comcoau cnt0TRUE:gen same strU -0.1898 (0.0551)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.4152 (0.0235)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:has msh indTRUE 0.4323 (0.3329) X
comcoau cnt0TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.1797 (0.0688) .
comcoau cnt0TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -1.6584 (0.0831)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -1.5099 (0.3029)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.8046 (0.0840)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.5093 (0.0827)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.2147 (0.0745) .
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.7896 (0.0249)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.6854 (0.0944)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.3620 (0.0925)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.3043 (0.0606)
comcoau cnt0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.7910 (0.0251)
eth known diffTRUE:gen same strF 0.0586 (0.0214) .
eth known diffTRUE:gen same strM 0.0071 (0.0094) X
eth known diffTRUE:gen same strU -0.2777 (0.0197)
eth known diffTRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.3783 (0.0096)
eth known diffTRUE:has msh indTRUE -0.1761 (0.0279)
eth known diffTRUE:inst known diffTRUE 0.0050 (0.0193) X
eth known diffTRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.1830 (0.0110)
eth known diffTRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.0362 (0.0235) X
eth known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.1236 (0.0165)
eth known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0486 (0.0166) .
eth known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.1566 (0.0740) *
eth known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.0215 (0.0116) X
eth known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0022 (0.0195) X
eth known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0144 (0.0213) X
eth known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0728 (0.0399) X
eth known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.1973 (0.0099)
gen same strF:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.1931 (0.0162)
gen same strF:has msh indTRUE 0.0403 (0.0526) X
gen same strF:inst known diffTRUE 0.0525 (0.0310) X
gen same strF:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.1676 (0.0179)
gen same strF:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.1125 (0.0320)
gen same strF:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0116 (0.0291) X
gen same strF:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0296 (0.0282) X
gen same strF:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.2997 (0.2464) X
gen same strF:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0175 (0.0228) X
gen same strF:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0435 (0.0308) X
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Table 4.17 (continued): Explicit interactions beyond year and author count in model
TPACNx.
Predictor TPACNx
gen same strF:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0099 (0.0324) X
gen same strF:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0477 (0.1545) X
gen same strF:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0874 (0.0190)
gen same strM:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0176 (0.0078) *
gen same strM:has msh indTRUE -0.1100 (0.0233)
gen same strM:inst known diffTRUE -0.0118 (0.0161) X
gen same strM:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.0821 (0.0093)
gen same strM:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.0749 (0.0190)
gen same strM:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0274 (0.0139) *
gen same strM:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0373 (0.0141) .
gen same strM:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0754 (0.0577) X
gen same strM:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1415 (0.0094)
gen same strM:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0571 (0.0162)
gen same strM:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0183 (0.0176) X
gen same strM:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0021 (0.0335) X
gen same strM:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.1121 (0.0082)
gen same strU:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0637 (0.0142)
gen same strU:has msh indTRUE 0.1283 (0.0277)
gen same strU:inst known diffTRUE -0.0212 (0.0287) X
gen same strU:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.2478 (0.0135)
gen same strU:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.1566 (0.0207)
gen same strU:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1949 (0.0223)
gen same strU:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.1486 (0.0220)
gen same strU:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.3625 (0.1702) *
gen same strU:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.2192 (0.0173)
gen same strU:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1599 (0.0225)
gen same strU:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0695 (0.0231) .
gen same strU:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1377 (0.1075) X
gen same strU:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.3647 (0.0155)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:has msh indTRUE 0.2443 (0.0238)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.7607 (0.0230)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.2288 (0.0088)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.0476 (0.0181) .
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.1213 (0.0134)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0794 (0.0135)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.3571 (0.0563)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.0093 (0.0095) X
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1557 (0.0153)
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0234 (0.0164) X
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0961 (0.0343) .
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Table 4.17 (continued): Explicit interactions beyond year and author count in model
TPACNx.
Predictor TPACNx
geo5 dist min0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.1709 (0.0081)
has msh indTRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.0691 (0.0441) X
has msh indTRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE 1.3115 (0.0230)
has msh indTRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1219 (0.0430) .
has msh indTRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0233 (0.0377) X
has msh indTRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 1.5471 (0.9545) X
has msh indTRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0752 (0.0443) X
has msh indTRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.6005 (0.0385)
has msh indTRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.3185 (0.0373)
has msh indTRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 1.0619 (0.5941) X
has msh indTRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.3665 (0.0329)
inst known diffTRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0518 (0.0172) .
inst known diffTRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.0778 (0.0330) *
inst known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0256 (0.0279) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0520 (0.0272) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.1318 (0.1952) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.3635 (0.0208)
inst known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0457 (0.0297) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0295 (0.0307) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1387 (0.1208) X
inst known diffTRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0255 (0.0178) X
jj sum zp0TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.5708 (0.0186)
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.3807 (0.0152)
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.1279 (0.0145)
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.2325 (0.1552) X
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 1.0586 (0.0130)
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.2130 (0.0160)
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0345 (0.0167) *
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1701 (0.0655) .
jj sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.7878 (0.0100)
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0795 (0.0355) *
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0506 (0.0299) X
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 1.2636 (0.9157) X
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.6508 (0.0386)
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0153 (0.0312) X
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0107 (0.0287) X
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.9566 (0.5825) X
mm sum zp0TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.6949 (0.0287)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1499 (0.0263)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.1055 (0.0282)
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Table 4.17 (continued): Explicit interactions beyond year and author count in model
TPACNx.
Predictor TPACNx
pos1 age pprs1TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1661 (0.0629) .
pos1 age pprs1TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.3279 (0.0144)
pos1 age pprs2TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0229 (0.0266) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0073 (0.0287) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0664 (0.0638) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.1729 (0.0143)
pos1 age pprs300TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.5249 (0.1211)
pos1 age pprs300TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.1375 (0.1307) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.4172 (0.1804) *
pos1 age pprs300TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.1913 (0.0651) .
pos1 age pprs c300 z:pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1634 (0.0181)
pos1 age pprs c300 z:pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0410 (0.0193) *
pos1 age pprs c300 z:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0963 (0.0429) *
pos1 age pprs c300 z:pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.8820 (0.0106)
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Table 4.18: Fit statistics for models fit to the version of the formation dataset scrubbed of missing data, part
1. Each nested model is labeled according to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in
modeling begins with the best-performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing
models are those with the largest Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC). Steps 1–4 are
not required to obtain the model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contribution of factors (individually and in
combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total number of events (“positive” observa-
tions) is 672,695; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is 5,511,354. Precision and TPR (True
Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold. Degrees of
freedom (df) indicates the number of predictors in a model, excluding intercept.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Affiliation 2675076 43 -1337495 0.8694 0.5020 0.6023 0.7420 0.5048
1 Topical 2960337 34 -1480134 0.8574 0.4381 0.5701 0.6958 0.3480
1 Personal 3109256 91 -1554537 0.8531 0.3549 0.5475 0.6765 0.1079
1 Network 3316326 10 -1658153 0.6718 0.2725 0.3265 0.9213 0.3300
1 Citation 3939172 44 -1969542 0.5990 0.1015 0.1335 0.7738 0.1258
2 AP 1979759 130 -989749 0.9432 0.6307 0.7163 0.8188 0.6009
2 AT 2139505 73 -1069679 0.9316 0.6300 0.7270 0.7880 0.5738
2 AC 2395221 83 -1197528 0.8891 0.5720 0.6609 0.8001 0.5603
2 AN 2415553 49 -1207728 0.8861 0.5538 0.6452 0.8253 0.5305
3 APT 1152762 160 -576221 0.9814 0.8195 0.8693 0.8832 0.7950
3 APC 1788296 170 -893978 0.9527 0.6759 0.7489 0.8447 0.6555
3 APN 1774363 136 -887045 0.9515 0.6691 0.7418 0.8643 0.6434
4 APTC 1112897 200 -556248 0.9824 0.8252 0.8728 0.8904 0.8026
4 APTN 1122327 166 -560998 0.9821 0.8229 0.8711 0.8920 0.7966
5 APTCN 1090103 206 -544845 0.9828 0.8279 0.8745 0.8970 0.8034
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Table 4.19: Fit statistics for models fit to the version of the formation dataset scrubbed of missing data, part
2. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False
Negatives) were each calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Affiliation 0.0214 339,585 118,072 5,393,282 333,110
1 Topical 0.0186 234,078 102,343 5,409,011 438,617
1 Personal 0.0063 72,563 34,692 5,476,662 600,132
1 Network 0.0034 221,962 18,954 5,492,400 450,733
1 Citation 0.0045 84,649 24,742 5,486,612 588,046
2 AP 0.0162 404,240 89,479 5,421,875 268,455
2 AT 0.0188 386,022 103,846 5,407,508 286,673
2 AC 0.0171 376,887 94,141 5,417,213 295,808
2 AN 0.0137 356,845 75,549 5,435,805 315,850
3 APT 0.0128 534,798 70,727 5,440,627 137,897
3 APC 0.0147 440,960 81,067 5,430,287 231,735
3 APN 0.0123 432,821 67,928 5,443,426 239,874
4 APTC 0.0121 539,902 66,481 5,444,873 132,793
4 APTN 0.0118 535,886 64,857 5,446,497 136,809
5 APTCN 0.0113 540,455 62,090 5,449,264 132,240
Table 4.20: Change in main effects for model specification TPACN when observations
missing certain data are removed. The dataset after filtering contains observations for
which both authors have (a) MeSH® terms, (b) affiliations and (c) known gender (fe-
male or male). Sign = 1 if flipped. Only statistically significant effects (p< 0.001), before
and after, are shown.
Fac Predictor Before After Sign Pr ∆
T jj sum zpˆ2 0.0399 (0.0060) 0.1404 (0.0089) 0 4.916
mm sum zpˆ2 0.0950 (0.0037) 0.1381 (0.0064) 0 2.050
jj sum zp 1.2545 (0.0250) 0.6962 (0.0394) 0 -14.232
j same frq agg zp -0.2364 (0.0063) -0.2678 (0.0085) 0 -1.751
j same indTRUE 1.4191 (0.0269) 1.6185 (0.0369) 0 3.650
mm sum zp 0.2577 (0.0205) 0.5669 (0.0386) 0 13.115
m same frq agg zp -0.1341 (0.0028) -0.1367 (0.0046) 0 -0.139
m same indTRUE 0.9929 (0.0238) 1.0208 (0.0434) 0 0.749
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1521 (0.0072) -0.1671 (0.0139) 0 -0.806
au1 none indTRUE -4.0110 (0.0151) -5.2653 (0.0355) 0 -71.105
eth known diffTRUE -0.3340 (0.0082) -0.2079 (0.0134) 0 7.416
eth same strARA 2.7888 (0.0987) 2.3505 (0.1649) 0 -3.088
eth same strCHI 2.4920 (0.0339) 1.9923 (0.1410) 0 -4.720
eth same strENG 0.3245 (0.0125) 0.1622 (0.0193) 0 -6.885
eth same strFRN 1.1621 (0.0459) 0.8736 (0.0684) 0 -7.381
eth same strGER 0.7026 (0.0203) 0.4613 (0.0320) 0 -8.290
eth same strIND 2.2350 (0.0365) 2.1131 (0.0713) 0 -1.237
eth same strITA 1.9183 (0.0523) 1.4771 (0.0808) 0 -6.631
eth same strJAP 2.4887 (0.0374) 1.9518 (0.0625) 0 -5.166
eth same strKOR 4.2174 (0.1427) 3.8386 (0.5729) 0 -0.664
eth same strRUS 1.7604 (0.0467) 1.7660 (0.1808) 0 0.082
eth same strSPA 2.3648 (0.0726) 2.0918 (0.1145) 0 -2.626
eth same strUNK 0.0797 (0.0074) 0.0631 (0.0125) 0 -0.797
gen same strF 0.2485 (0.0139) 0.2056 (0.0193) 0 -1.885
gen same strM 0.1419 (0.0075) 0.1723 (0.0106) 0 1.411
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.9076 (0.1070) -0.7278 (0.1638) 0 13.283
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.1834 (0.0267) 0.1707 (0.0400) 0 -0.577
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.3394 (0.0984) 0.6038 (0.1580) 0 10.698
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.1524 (0.0236) -0.1910 (0.0370) 0 -2.073
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.3564 (0.0543) -0.5517 (0.0729) 0 -11.257
pos1 age pprs c300 z -1.1876 (0.1313) -2.2425 (0.2063) 0 -58.920
pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.2448 (0.0385) -0.4111 (0.0519) 0 -9.213
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.4685 (0.1260) -2.4127 (0.2089) 0 -56.078
A geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.2919 (0.0325) -0.8347 (0.0520) 0 -29.211
geo5 dist min zp -0.3357 (0.0076) -0.4107 (0.0097) 0 -4.344
geo5 mtch frq zp -1.4103 (0.0115) -1.4431 (0.0150) 0 -2.610
geo5 mtch typC 9.7458 (0.0753) 9.9750 (0.0985) 0 0.001
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Table 4.20 (continued): Change in main effects for model specification TPACN when
observations missing certain data are removed.
Fac Predictor Before After Sign Pr ∆
geo5 mtch typL 9.2579 (0.0594) 9.8679 (0.0862) 0 0.004
geo5 mtch typS 8.6511 (0.0688) 8.8083 (0.0891) 0 0.003
inst known diffTRUE -0.4358 (0.0239) -0.3101 (0.0418) 0 7.727
inst same strEDU -0.3831 (0.0225) -0.2244 (0.0401) 0 9.560
inst same strGOV 0.4912 (0.1311) 0.6943 (0.1623) 0 7.501
inst same strHOS -0.7381 (0.0234) -0.4566 (0.0409) 0 19.904
inst same strMIL 1.3480 (0.2970) 1.6501 (0.3689) 0 5.682
inst same strORG -0.6438 (0.0269) -0.4371 (0.0442) 0 13.951
C bibcp frq zp -0.4431 (0.0176) -0.4549 (0.0218) 0 -0.718
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.9523 (0.1064) -1.0787 (0.1281) 0 -8.861
bibcp sum zp -0.4259 (0.0852) -0.5606 (0.1020) 0 -8.022
cby coa frq zp -0.7996 (0.0804) -0.9190 (0.0974) 0 -8.045
cby coa sum0TRUE -1.1892 (0.1692) -1.5009 (0.2023) 0 -21.898
cby coa sum zp 1.5897 (0.2699) 1.3742 (0.3127) 0 -3.915
cit frq0TRUE -0.2296 (0.0124) -0.3347 (0.0198) 0 -5.815
cit frq zp -0.3641 (0.0056) -0.3471 (0.0082) 0 1.005
cocit sum0TRUE 0.4174 (0.0873) 0.3713 (0.1061) 0 -1.839
cocit sum zp 0.8969 (0.0790) 0.9713 (0.0929) 0 2.121
ref frq0TRUE -0.5332 (0.0311) -0.8440 (0.0446) 0 -18.681
ref frq zp -0.2378 (0.0093) -0.3110 (0.0129) 0 -4.074
N comcoau cnt0TRUE -2.0245 (0.0489) -1.5385 (0.0610) 0 51.519
O (Intercept) 6.3566 (0.2021) 5.6782 (0.2610) 0 -0.168
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Table 4.21: Change in interactive effects with year for model specification TPACN when observations missing
certain data are removed. The dataset after filtering contains observations for which both authors have (a) MeSH®
terms, (b) affiliations and (c) known gender (female or male). Sign = 1 if flipped. Only statistically significant
effects (p< 0.001), before and after, are shown.
Fac Predictor Before After Sign Pr ∆
T pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0061 (0.0003) -0.0115 (0.0006) 0 -0.271
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0331 (0.0017) 0.0442 (0.0037) 0 0.546
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0369 (0.0023) 0.0465 (0.0060) 0 0.471
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE -0.0103 (0.0019) -0.0223 (0.0042) 0 -0.603
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE -0.0052 (0.0006) -0.0090 (0.0013) 0 -0.190
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0264 (0.0011) 0.0919 (0.0031) 0 3.229
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN 0.0213 (0.0034) 0.0262 (0.0053) 0 0.242
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0154 (0.0017) 0.0256 (0.0029) 0 0.506
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP 0.0215 (0.0022) 0.0366 (0.0040) 0 0.747
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.1789 (0.0149) -0.2553 (0.0664) 0 -4.145
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0857 (0.0026) -0.0287 (0.0052) 0 2.975
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp -0.0040 (0.0007) -0.0063 (0.0009) 0 -0.115
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0061 (0.0010) 0.0078 (0.0014) 0 0.085
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0331 (0.0065) -0.0431 (0.0089) 0 -0.508
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS -0.0485 (0.0061) -0.0491 (0.0082) 0 -0.031
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0504 (0.0035) 0.0252 (0.0060) 1 3.877
C pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE -0.0105 (0.0010) -0.0098 (0.0019) 0 0.035
pub yr2000:cit frq zp -0.0047 (0.0005) -0.0057 (0.0008) 0 -0.050
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0276 (0.0038) 0.0208 (0.0048) 0 -0.335
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0336 (0.0077) 0.0329 (0.0094) 0 -0.034
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Table 4.22: Change in interactive effects with author count for model specification TPACN when observations
missing certain data are removed. The dataset after filtering contains observations for which both authors have
(a) MeSH® terms, (b) affiliations and (c) known gender (female or male). Sign = 1 if flipped. Only statistically
significant effects (p< 0.001), before and after, are shown.
Fac Predictor Before After Sign Pr ∆
T ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.2971 (0.0318) -0.2287 (0.0436) 0 3.943
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.1175 (0.0086) 0.1335 (0.0160) 0 0.753
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.5263 (0.0170) 0.6758 (0.0387) 0 5.437
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.7430 (0.0328) -0.5827 (0.1329) 0 11.157
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.1486 (0.0155) 0.1523 (0.0236) 0 0.171
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.1976 (0.0414) -0.2707 (0.0749) 0 -3.999
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP -0.8603 (0.0401) -0.7906 (0.0666) 0 4.966
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp -0.0812 (0.0089) -0.0393 (0.0114) 0 2.182
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE 1.5210 (0.0271) -0.4958 (0.0506) 1 -53.877
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM 3.6579 (0.0556) 1.3931 (0.0783) 0 -17.826
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU 2.3769 (0.0248) 0.1840 (0.0480) 0 -40.345
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV 4.1244 (0.1432) 1.7951 (0.1809) 0 -12.858
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS 2.5520 (0.0257) 0.3031 (0.0489) 0 -37.998
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL 4.1320 (0.3177) 1.8351 (0.3993) 0 -12.379
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG 3.0515 (0.0296) 0.7684 (0.0523) 0 -28.452
C ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.1228 (0.0147) 0.1351 (0.0233) 0 0.577
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.1053 (0.0066) 0.0855 (0.0097) 0 -0.938
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp -0.3908 (0.0986) -0.3938 (0.1160) 0 -0.179
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.3677 (0.0572) -0.3824 (0.0715) 0 -0.867
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Table 4.23: Main (conditional) effects (MFX) of select predictors common to the named formation models. Ef-
fects are multiplied by 100 for display.
Predictor T TP TPA TPAC TPACN TPACNt TPACNx
ac ge3TRUE -1.672 -1.172 -7.064 -6.314 -5.334 -5.066 -5.678
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.458 0.198 0.191 0.147 0.156 0.176 0.195
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -2.193 -1.076 -0.935 -0.837 -0.871 -0.951 -1.128
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp 0.281 0.096 0.125 -0.187 -0.148 -0.235 -0.120
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.331 -0.074 -0.036 -0.030 -0.033 -0.035 -0.051
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 1.928 0.662 0.394 0.212 0.190 0.162 0.133
has msh indTRUE -4.074 -6.607 -4.933 -4.427 -4.181 -4.247 12.186
j same frq agg zp -3.652 -1.129 -1.026 -0.701 -0.693 -0.709 -0.610
j same indTRUE 18.887 5.963 4.996 4.237 4.159 4.229 3.655
jj sum zp 5.759 2.150 1.755 3.155 3.677 3.741 1.959
jj sum zpˆ2 0.887 1.163 0.758 0.322 0.117 0.095 0.549
jj sum zp0TRUE -0.963 -2.298 -1.717 -0.465 0.075 0.127 6.339
m same frq agg zp -1.656 -0.671 -0.499 -0.411 -0.393 -0.371 -0.343
m same indTRUE 11.292 5.226 3.801 3.040 2.910 2.749 2.354
mm sum zp 2.532 1.977 0.648 0.540 0.755 0.785 -1.186
mm sum zpˆ2 -1.507 0.111 0.294 0.348 0.278 0.280 0.744
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.303 -0.276 -1.053 -0.752 -0.498 -0.474 28.993
pub yr2000 -0.109 -0.206 0.249 0.059 -0.024 -0.148 -0.053
pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE -0.027 0.078 0.029 0.028 0.017 0.018 0.048
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.024 -0.012 0.001 0.010 0.011 0.012 0.005
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.126 0.038 -0.010 -0.039 -0.037 -0.043 -0.016
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.271 -0.128 -0.171 -0.118 -0.111 -0.110 -0.097
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.073 0.020 0.032 0.018 0.018 0.018 0.014
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.107 -0.028 -0.053 -0.016 -0.016 -0.015 -0.043
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.174 -0.035 -0.022 -0.040 -0.030 -0.026 -0.018
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.313 0.100 0.113 0.095 0.097 0.098 0.049
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.062 -0.021 -0.024 -0.018 -0.018 -0.018 -0.008
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.257 0.115 0.119 0.106 0.108 0.109 0.070
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Table 4.24: Average Partial (population-averaged) Effects (APE) of select predictors common to the named
formation models. Effects are multiplied by 1,000 for display.
Predictor T TP TPA TPAC TPACN TPACNt TPACNx
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp 2.611 5.139 2.769 -0.103 -0.020 -0.034 -0.423
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -3.077 -3.942 -0.789 -0.016 -0.004 -0.005 -0.180
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 17.947 35.455 8.722 0.117 0.026 0.024 0.469
jj sum zp 53.650 115.050 38.867 1.744 0.495 0.548 6.919
jj sum zpˆ2 8.255 62.228 16.768 0.178 0.016 0.014 1.937
jj sum zp0TRUE -8.961 -122.976 -38.011 -0.257 0.010 0.019 22.523
mm sum zp 23.562 105.827 14.354 0.298 0.102 0.115 -4.187
mm sum zpˆ2 -14.020 5.929 6.499 0.192 0.037 0.041 2.628
mm sum zp0TRUE 2.817 -14.770 -23.300 -0.415 -0.067 -0.069 112.888
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -2.518 -6.833 -3.778 -0.065 -0.015 -0.016 -0.343
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.678 1.055 0.718 0.010 0.002 0.003 0.051
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -1.000 -1.499 -1.174 -0.009 -0.002 -0.002 -0.151
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 2.913 5.335 2.511 0.052 0.013 0.014 0.171
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.579 -1.113 -0.537 -0.010 -0.002 -0.003 -0.029
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 2.392 6.166 2.632 0.059 0.015 0.016 0.249
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Table 4.25: Top 25 highest Generalized Variance Inflation Factors (GVIFs) in model TPACNx about other for-
mation models. Label “df” indicates the degrees of freedom of each predictor.
Predictor df T TP TPA TPAC TPACN TPACNt TPACNx
mm sum zp0 1 35.44 6.03 5.97 6.17 6.16 3.89 3542.35
cby coa sum0:mm sum zp0 1 - - - - - - 3459.72
cby coa sum0:has msh ind 1 - - - - - - 2585.88
has msh ind 1 10.79 3.15 3.08 3.09 3.05 1.70 2565.30
cocit sum0:mm sum zp0 1 - - - - - - 763.82
cby coa sum0 1 - - - 6.99 6.95 4.59 682.19
cocit sum0:has msh ind 1 - - - - - - 640.86
cocit sum0 1 - - - 8.09 7.99 7.42 340.34
jj sum zp0 1 48.64 7.47 7.47 7.68 7.77 4.20 218.18
cby coa sum0:jj sum zp0 1 - - - - - - 210.56
pos1 age pprs1 1 - 12.92 12.84 13.04 13.11 7.50 103.41
cby coa sum0:pos1 age pprs1 1 - - - - - - 96.78
pos2 age pprs1 1 - 10.61 10.64 10.80 10.82 5.88 96.45
cby coa sum0:pos2 age pprs1 1 - - - - - - 91.40
pos1 age pprs2 1 - 4.27 4.17 4.20 4.21 2.26 63.63
pos2 age pprs2 1 - 3.77 3.69 3.72 3.71 2.05 62.98
comcoau cnt0:mm sum zp0 1 - - - - - - 60.79
cby coa sum0:pos2 age pprs2 1 - - - - - - 60.74
cby coa sum0:pos1 age pprs2 1 - - - - - - 59.41
comcoau cnt0:has msh ind 1 - - - - - - 56.67
cocit sum0:jj sum zp0 1 - - - - - - 54.75
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 1 - 102.78 100.46 100.69 99.86 54.06 54.62
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 1 - 89.83 86.58 86.45 84.78 47.95 48.85
pos2 age pprs c300 z 1 - 57.52 56.52 56.85 56.57 30.33 46.34
pos1 age pprs c300 z 1 - 55.29 53.67 53.87 53.29 29.47 44.53
Table 4.26: Variable names having a frequency of occurrence greater than 5 in the
specification of model TPACNx.
Variable Freq
pub yr2000 36
ac ge3 28
comcoau cnt0 20
inst known diff 20
eth known diff 20
cby coa sum0 20
cocit sum0 20
geo5 dist min0 20
jj sum zp0 19
gen same str 19
mm sum zp0 19
has msh ind 18
pos1 age pprs1 17
pos2 age pprs c300 z 16
pos1 age pprs2 16
pos2 age pprs2 16
pos2 age pprs1 16
pos1 age pprs300 15
pos1 age pprs c300 z 15
pos2 age pprs300 15
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Table 4.27: Predictions from model TPACNx along with supporting units and detail for the top 5 most-cited
events in the formation dataset. Citations are given by PMC as of 2009. Co-author identifiers (IDs) are unique to
Author-ity; their ordering is irrelevant. The predicted probability of each co-authorship is given in the last row.
PMID 11846609 2659436 2025413 9843981 15572765
co-author IDs 103099 1
1898521 1
4419683 2
6345509 3
4138920 7
6371250 3
1729702 5
4892003 1
15299555 1
1973824 2
cby cnt 3,411 2,955 2,310 2,184 1,896
au1 both ind TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
au1 none ind FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs c300 z 1.5911 0.3010 1.5052 0.4771 1.0000
pos2 age pprs c300 z 1.0000 1.3979 0.9542 2.3345 1.0414
pos1 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs2 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
gen same str M M M M M
gen FM FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
eth same str ZZZ UNK ZZZ ZZZ ZZZ
eth known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
mm sum zp 3.8929 3.4434 3.7480 3.8600 3.3033
jj sum zp 2.1874 1.1637 2.7653 3.0111 2.5143
mm sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
jj sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
m same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
j same ind TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
m same frq agg zp 4.1505 3.5261 3.4178 3.5709 3.3491
j same frq agg zp 3.8067 0.0000 4.1544 2.2695 2.2577
has msh ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp sum zp 0.0000 0.4771 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
bibcp sum0 TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
cby coa sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 4.27 (continued): Predictions from model TPACNx along with supporting units and detail for the top 5
most-cited events in the formation dataset.
PMID 11846609 2659436 2025413 9843981 15572765
co-author IDs 103099 1
1898521 1
4419683 2
6345509 3
4138920 7
6371250 3
1729702 5
4892003 1
15299555 1
1973824 2
cby coa sum0 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
cocit sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cocit sum0 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp frq zp 0.0000 3.4965 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cby coa frq zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cit frq zp 4.7326 3.7826 3.8356 5.0803 4.2874
cit frq0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
ref frq zp 0.0000 3.7080 3.3107 4.6453 0.0000
ref frq0 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE
comcoau cnt zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.0000 0.0000
comcoau cnt0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE
geo5 dist min zp 2.8361 0.0000 2.4132 2.3981 2.2672
geo5 mtch frq zp 6.6194 0.0000 6.6194 6.6194 5.9658
geo5 mtch typ C X C C C
geo5 dist min0 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
inst same str EDU ZZZ ORG EDU EDU
inst known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pub yr2000 1 -11 -9 -2 4
ac ge3 FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE
probability 0.0802 0.3559 0.8656 0.5521 0.6836
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Table 4.28: Predictions from model TPACNx along with supporting units and detail for the last 5 of the top 10
most-cited events in the formation dataset. Citations are given by PMC as of 2009. Co-author identifiers (IDs) are
unique to Author-ity; their ordering is irrelevant. The predicted probability of each co-authorship is given in the
last row.
PMID 2199796 10069079 10647931 2744487 9521319
co-author IDs 14068561 4
2948952 1
16535550 1
16665087 2
364479 3
5233837 1
3029093 2
312555 1
5654501 1
756824 1
cby cnt 1,618 1,601 1,592 1,476 1,205
au1 both ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
au1 none ind FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs c300 z 1.7559 0.4771 2.0212 0.6990 2.3997
pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0000 1.0414 2.3598 1.3802 2.2878
pos1 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs1 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
gen same str M M M M M
gen FM FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
eth same str UNK ENG UNK ZZZ ZZZ
eth known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
mm sum zp 3.8126 3.3322 5.3977 3.8775 5.5623
jj sum zp 1.9012 2.1669 4.2443 2.4142 4.3881
mm sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
jj sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
m same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
j same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
m same frq agg zp 2.7396 4.2096 1.3424 2.4265 1.2041
j same frq agg zp 4.7328 4.4803 2.7093 2.5250 1.0414
has msh ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp sum zp 0.0000 0.6990 1.6128 0.0000 1.7924
bibcp sum0 TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
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Table 4.28 (continued): Predictions from model TPACNx along with supporting units and detail for the last 5
of the top 10 most-cited events in the formation dataset.
PMID 2199796 10069079 10647931 2744487 9521319
co-author IDs 14068561 4
2948952 1
16535550 1
16665087 2
364479 3
5233837 1
3029093 2
312555 1
5654501 1
756824 1
cby coa sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.9031 0.0000 1.4914
cby coa sum0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
cocit sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 2.1399 0.0000 2.0043
cocit sum0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
bibcp frq zp 0.0000 1.3802 1.1461 0.0000 0.8451
cby coa frq zp 0.0000 0.0000 1.2788 0.0000 0.3010
cit frq zp 4.1222 3.2636 7.4753 2.6928 6.8034
cit frq0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
ref frq zp 0.0000 4.1264 6.4116 4.0201 6.6281
ref frq0 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
comcoau cnt zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.8451 0.6021 0.6021
comcoau cnt0 TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
geo5 dist min zp 0.0000 2.7011 0.0000 0.0000 1.7080
geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0000 6.6194 4.8390 4.6612 5.2276
geo5 mtch typ X C L L C
geo5 dist min0 TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE
inst same str EDU EDU HOS HOS ORG
inst known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pub yr2000 -10 -2 0 -11 -2
ac ge3 TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
probability 0.9201 0.7889 0.9879 0.9993 0.9989
Figure 4.1: Unique authors on the byline by author count. Numeric labels along the
upper x-axis reflect the number of papers per author count (1,425,013 papers, ergo col-
laborations, overall). Numbers in neutral-colored squares reflect unique authors per
author count (1,208,242 unique authors overall). The mixing ratio (the rate at which
authors in one authorship category appear in another) is depicted for each authorship
combination by colored squares; it is calculated by combination by column with the
number in the neutral-colored square as denominator. The dataset spans the years
[1988,2009] and contains only those papers for which both first and last authors have
mutually exclusive publishing histories.
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Figure 4.2: Experimental setup. For each instance of first-time co-authorship (“ob-
served”, event) there exist nine instances of first-time co-authorship that could have
happened but did not (“negative control”, non-event). The negative controls arise from
the random pairing of individuals from the pool of positive instances for a given year.
The imbalance between observed instances and negative controls mirrors the class imbal-
ance in the population.
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(a) Single-factor models (Step 1).
(b) Best-performing models by AUC (Step 5 excluded).
Figure 4.3: Performance characteristics of models of formation via ROC and Precision-
Recall (PR) plots. Points denote the cutoff value (0.5) for calculating precision, recall
(TPR), and related terms in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. A model that fit the data perfectly
would hug the upper left and upper right corners of the ROC and PR plots, respectively.
A model no better than random would hug the thin gray diagonal line.
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(a) faceted by period. (b) faceted by author count.
Figure 4.4: Fit of same geolocation (geo mtch typ) given all other terms in model TPACNt. Black points repre-
sent fitted values; other points represent observations. Author count is represented in model specifications by the
dummy variable ac ge3. Type of geolocation includes city (L), US state (S), country (C), and non-matching or
undefined (X). In subfigure (b), author count is expressed in its natural form to highlight invariance in the range
[3,5].
Figure 4.5: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model TPACNt. Lines represent
expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 4.6: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model TPACNx. Lines represent
expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 4.7: Fit of professional age of last author by period given all other terms in
model TPACNt. Lines represent fitted values; points represent observations binned using
100 breaks.
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Figure 4.8: Fit of professional ages (pos1 age pprs c300 z and pos2 age pprs c300 z )
by author count (ac ge3 ) given all other terms in model TPACNt. Lines represent fitted
values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 4.9: Juxtaposition of fitted values for author ages over time from model
TPACNt. On average, the lines intersect consistently where logit10(p)≈−0.96 and
age is [16, 17] papers. Excepting points of intersection, the plots show that authors of the
same age occupy different positions on a byline.
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Figure 4.10: Effect of author count and geodesic distance (in miles) on the likelihood of
an event in model TPACNt. The lower and upper edges of each box mark the first and
third quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles), respectively. The minimum geodesic distance
of zero captures identical address (exact co-location) as well as unknown distance.
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Chapter 5
Probabilistic Models of Success
What factors drive the formation of “successful” collaborations? “Success” is a
subjective term. In this study, it embodies two fundamentally different concepts:
relative impact and longevity. Relative impact (hereinafter impact) is measured
by the number of citations the paper marking the formation of a collaboration ac-
crues relative to citations accrued by all other papers in the same year and jour-
nal. Longevity is measured by the straight count of future papers co-authored by
a given pair of authors. Impact regards benefits that accrue to a collaborative ef-
fort through exogenous forces (self-citation notwithstanding). Longevity results
from endogenous forces. A collaboration may form without the express purpose of
achieving either goal, which hints at the elusiveness of success itself.
5.1 Materials and Methods
An answer to the opening question of this chapter was sought via multiple statisti-
cal models. These models were constructed using a binary outcome in the manner
described in Section 4.1. Inputs and predictors described in that chapter remain
the same for this chapter as well. The difference lies in the way the datasets were
filtered and modeled for success.
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The dataset for “impact” was derived by removing all non-events from the forma-
tion dataset (described in Appendix A). The datasets for “longevity” were derived
in the same way but further filtered for authors (not co-authors) who had at least
n papers following an event, where n∈{1, 3, 5}. All four datasets are described in
Appendix B, including inputs used to obtain new binary outcomes. These datasets
provided a way to test model robustness.
Impact was operationalized in two ways differing only by unit of averaging, as de-
picted in Equations (5.1) and (5.2).1 The left-hand side of each equation has the
form <model:outcome>. For model I1, impact may be regarded as field-specific or
disciplinary; for I2, success has no disciplinary bounds but is flawed inherently for
giving equal weight to all journals.
I1:imp above avg1 =

TRUE, if the paper about which a collaboration forms
has an above-average number of citations (cit -
cnt) about year and journal
FALSE, otherwise.
(5.1)
I2:imp above avg2 =

TRUE, if the paper about which a collaboration forms
has an above-average number of citations (cit -
cnt) about year
FALSE, otherwise.
(5.2)
Longevity was operationalized in three different ways by applying a threshold on
the number of future papers between co-authors, as depicted in Equations (5.3)
to (5.5).
1Numerous methods for normalizing citations have been proposed. For example, Santangelo,
Hutchins, and Chan (2014) used the co-citation network of the target paper. Motivation for
normalizing by year and journal is offered by Petersen, Wang, and Stanley (2010, 3).
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L1:fut ge1 =

TRUE, if the number of future papers by a pair of first-
time co-authors (fut ppr cnt) is ≥ 1
FALSE, otherwise.
(5.3)
L3:fut ge3 =
TRUE, if fut ppr cnt ≥ 3FALSE, otherwise. (5.4)
L5:fut ge5 =
TRUE, if fut ppr cnt ≥ 5FALSE, otherwise. (5.5)
For all success models, observations for which the outcome of interest is true are
events; the remainder are non-events. Additionally, the only explicit two-way inter-
actions among predictors involve publication year centered at 2000 (pub yr2000 )
and author count (ac ge3 ).
Models I1 and L1 are the primary success models. Secondary models I2, L3, and
L5 serve as checks on the robustness of related primary models—a means to verify
model stability. I1 is preferred over I2, because removing the constraint on journal
biases results toward the most highly-cited journals. L1 is preferred over L3 and
L5, because it represents the minimum threshold for longevity, and because the
number of observations decreases with future paper count.
Use of a binary outcome is less obvious for success than for formation. A multi-
variate model (a model with multiple correlated outcomes) could be used to pre-
dict the likelihood of first-time co-authors producing n future papers. However, the
selection of such an outcome requires more pointed research questions (regarding
degree of success), rather than the basic question considered presently (whether
success was achieved).
In this study, none of the probabilistic models of success were expected to outper-
form probabilistic models of formation. Success is uncommon (Figure 3.21); its
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mechanisms are likely to be highly variable and fundamentally different from for-
mation. Nevertheless, using the same predictors as main effects in both domains
(success and formation) permits direct comparison of those domains and better
understanding of mechanisms underlying human social behavior.
5.2 Results and Discussion
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and Figure 5.1 highlight the overall performance characteris-
tics of the complete models for impact (I1, I2) and longevity (L1, L3, L5). Met-
rics AUC, H, and KS are explained in Section C.2. Results in columns labeled
Precision, TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity), FPR (False
Positive Rate), TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives),
and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Column headings P and N denote total positive observations and total negative
observations, respectively. The AIC statistic and log-likelihood are provided for
completeness; but they are not meaningful comparative measures here due to the
use of different datasets and different outcomes in model specification. The results
show that all models of success have marginal predictive power.
The performance of the impact models reflects the difficulty in distinguishing a
highly-variable set of events. Model I1 is able to recall only 3% of all cases; I2,
27%. The imbalance between positive and negative observations in both cases is
due to citations with highly-skewed distributions, which an arithmetic mean can-
not capture (Table 5.3).
For longevity models, AUC and H appear to be synchronized, suggesting similar
treatment of misclassification costs. Although L5 has the best performance of the
three models (given AUC, H, and KS), its precision and recall are uncomfortably
low. The model captures nearly all non-events (TN versus N), but misses most
events (TP versus P). Simply, for L5, events are uncommon (6 in 1,000) and highly
variable (given that only ≈ 0.6% have better than 50% probability). For L3, events
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have better odds (1 in 25) and less variability (≈ 3.8% recall). For longevity, events
and non-events are nearly balanced and recall improves to 66%.
The marginal performance noted above is a caution against overinterpretation.
The models clearly do not explain everything. However, the better-than-random
performance of the models (given AUC) indicates that the predictors they share
with formation have explanatory power. The success models will be useful after
all.
Factor effects
Each model of success may be construed as a nest of other models (as described
in Section 4.1). Tables 5.4 to 5.13 show the intrinsic contribution of each factor to
the complete models identified in Step 5. Unsurprisingly, Citation matters most for
impact. Remarkably, Personal characteristics matter most for longevity. Regardless
of nested model, Network is the least influential of factors.
Using AUC as a guide, models of impact become asymptotic after the first three
factors—Citation, Personal, Topical. These are the most influential factors for im-
pact overall. Their ordering by model depends on the method of normalization:
C-P-T for I1, C-T-P for I2. Personal characteristics become more influential when
journals are treated differentially.
Citation’s performance for I1 and I2 may be an artifact due to its relationship to
the binary outcome (citations above-average or not). The underlying distribution
of citations per year (and per journal) is highly skewed; and observations above
the mean are relatively few and likely highly variable. Most of the discriminatory
power of the models is not achieved without Personal and Topical factors, however,
for which the increase by factor in model I1 is 2.5% and 0.8%, respectively.
Models of longevity become asymptotic after the first two factors: Personal and
Topical, in that order. The final ordering of factors for longevity is consistently P-
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T-A-C-N. Additionally, for models L3 and L5, Network effects are activated only
when the Personal factor is combined with another. For L3, only Personal and
Citation, separately, are able to activate all other factors; for L5, only the Per-
sonal factor activates all others. Thus, Personal characteristics appear to be key
to longer-lived collaborations.
Adequacy and interpretability of models
Plots of select predictors provide evidence that a linear modeling framework is ap-
propriate for each of the complete success models (Figures 5.2 to 5.6). Secondary
models I2, L3, and L5 represent more extreme versions of their respective primary
models I1 and L1. The plots show that each model is able to handle variance in
the data reasonably well.
The plots also show highly skewed, even bimodal, coverage of events. Although in-
tercepts and slopes differ, the point mass of events is relatively consistent across
models. For example, nearly all events have a minimum geodesic distance of zero
in all figures. This means that regardless of model, successful co-authors are either
co-located (in the same city) or have missing affiliations. Additionally, MeSH®
similarity scores for events are concentrated primarily at zero, and secondarily, in
a mid- to upper-range of values. This consistency suggests that even different con-
ceptions of success may have common driving mechanisms. This matter will be
addressed later.
Evidence of confounding among statistically significant main effects (via sign flips)
is limited in model I1 to predictors mm sum zpˆ2, cby coa frq zp, cocit sum zp, and
pub yr2000 and in model L1 to the main intercept and predictor ac ge3TRUE.
(For I1, see Tables 5.14 to 5.23; for L1, see Tables 5.24 to 5.33.) Predictors pub -
yr2000 and ac ge3TRUE are interacted with all other predictors in each nested
model; mm sum zpˆ2 and the main intercept permit adjustments to better fit the
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data; cby coa frq zp is statistically weak, generally; and the sign of cocit sum zp be-
comes stable when it has more than marginal statistical significance. The sign flips
are understandable in these contexts and do not recommend abandonment of the
complete success models. (Sign flips were considered extensively in Section 4.2 and
will not be explored further here.)
Individual cases
Tables 5.34 and 5.35 provide details of individual cases where the primary models
of success succeed and fail in their predictions. (These are the same cases high-
lighted in Section 4.2 about Tables 4.27 and 4.28.) For I1, only one of the most
highly-cited papers have better-than-average probability, and even that is marginal:
PMID 9843981. This particular collaboration appears unremarkable in individual
detail to other collaborations in the sample—an unsurprising result given the rela-
tively low precision and recall of I1 (52% and 3%, respectively). Because Citation
matters most for impact, the only other record with similar measures about Cita-
tion is also the second highest-ranked (by probability) of the lot, again unsurpris-
ingly: PMID 2744487.
For L1, all but two of the top 10 most-cited papers have better-than-average prob-
ability. These eight cases contain the single better-than-average case from I1 above.
In each co-authorship, the authors have never cited one another and share MeSH®
terms that vary wildly in frequency. Common co-authors are rare and, when present,
few in number. Bibliographic coupling is rare too. However, in these eight first-
time collaborations, neither co-author has been co-cited and neither co-author has
cited the other.
The effects shared by impact and longevity will be considered in due course; but
from evidence so far, the results are not robust.
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Interpretation of effects
Main effects and their interactions with publication year and author count are de-
tailed for each complete success model in Tables 5.36 to 5.42. The slope and sta-
tistical significance of effects are comparable across models, because, despite use of
different outcomes and different data filtering criteria, each model uses the same
complete set of predictors and interactions.
Main effects
The following discussion of main effects regards 2-author papers published in the
year 2000. Effects of [3,5] authors and time are discussed in separate subsections.
The main effects of I1 about model CPTAN (Table 5.36) are summarized as fol-
lows:
 Citation:
– Direct citation and co-citation increase the likelihood of impact by fac-
tors of 1.38 and 1.24, respectively.
– Bibliographic coupling decreases likelihood by a factor of 0.86; but its
statistical significance is marginal.
– The unexpected slope of predictor cit frq zp suggests some confound-
ing. (This matter is discussed below about model L1, where evidence of
confounding among predictors of Citation is more pronounced.)
 Personal:
– The age of the first author is less important than the age of the last au-
thor. The likelihood of impact decreases by a factor of 0.54 as last au-
thor age increases.
– Female co-authors increase likelihood by a factor of 1.19.
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– Co-authors with known and different ethnicities increase the likelihood
of impact by 1.10. In contrast, shared Slavic ethnicity decreases the like-
lihood of impact by 0.34; but shared Korean ethnicity increases it by
1.63.
 Topical: Simply having MeSH® terms increases the likelihood of impact by
1.26. A journal similarity score greater than zero carries increases the likeli-
hood by a factor of 1.27; and having journal titles in common, by a factor of
1.22.
 Affiliation: Geographical distance lacks statistical power. Institutional affilia-
tion, when known, has the greatest positive effect.
 Network: Having any common co-authors decreases the likelihood of impact
by a factor of 0.71.
Model L1, about the complete model PTACN (Table 5.37), exhibits the following
traits:
 Personal:
– As with impact, age of first author is less important than age of last
author. For longevity, likelihood decreases by a factor of 0.31 with in-
creases in last author age. Thus, the penalty of age is more acute for
longevity than for impact.
– Known and same ethnicity between co-authors generally outweighs known
and different ethnicity, although both increase the likelihood of longevity.
 Topical: Unlike impact, having MeSH® terms decreases the likelihood of
longevity by a factor of 0.66. Moreover, the negative effect of sharing MeSH®
terms is statistically stronger for longevity than impact and decreases the
likelihood of longevity by a factor of 0.68. Both of these conditions offset the
MeSH® term similarity score that otherwise increases likelihood by a factor
of 1.68. What makes this interesting is that a MeSH® term similarity score
of zero increases likelihood by a factor of 1.90, meaning that a relatively high
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MeSH® term similarity score would be needed to reach or surpass it. This
suggests an advantage for topical diversity between co-authors.
 Affiliation: Characteristics of affiliation have no, or minimal, statistical sig-
nificance generally; the exception: when the shared institutional affiliation is
educational or miscellaneous, likelihood of longevity increases by a factor of
at least 1.14.
 Citation:
– Direct citation increases the likelihood of longevity by a factor of 1.32,
although it has only marginal statistical significance. Co-citation de-
creases likelihood by a factor of 0.59. Bibliographic coupling has no sta-
tistical significance.
– Despite the foregoing account of citations, the continuous predictors
representing citation frequencies (bibcp frq zp, cby coa frq zp, cit frq -
zp, and ref frq zp) all have positive slopes, which are opposite the ones
expected. These predictors control for popularity: the more popular a
particular citation, the less likely its influence in determining a collab-
oration’s success. The change of sign suggests confounding in this par-
ticular factor; the model is compensating for something not adequately
expressed therein. Thus, the effects of Citation should be taken with
caution.
 Network: Unlike impact, having more than one common co-author increases
the likelihood of longevity by a factor of 1.55.
Temporal effects
Notable effects of time are summarized from Tables 5.36 to 5.39 as follows; likeli-
hood is described in terms of change over 10 years, holding publication year at zero
(year 2000), unless otherwise indicated:
 Personal: The likelihood of longevity increases by a factor of 1.63 with each
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increase in last author age; the effect is not statistically significant for im-
pact. Additionally, regardless of impact or longevity, (a) the effect of known
gender, same or mixed, decreases while unknown gender increases over time,
and (b) the effect of co-authors with same Chinese, English, or Korean eth-
nicity decreases as well. These results suggest that (a) long-lived collabora-
tions are more likely with more senior last authors, (b) author name ambigu-
ity is increasing, and (c) successful collaborations are becoming more diverse,
ethnically.
 Topical: A situation similar to that observed for longevity among main ef-
fects plays out for impact over time. Specifically, MeSH® similarity scores
increase the likelihood of impact by a factor of 1.12 for scores greater than
zero; but this gain is offset by a factor of 0.75 when both co-authors have
MeSH® terms. A factor of 1.21 for scores equal to zero means that over
time, for impact, higher MeSH® similarity scores are needed to overcome a
score of zero. Additionally, simply having the same journal titles in common
decreases the likelihood of impact. These results suggest that topical diver-
sity plays a role for impact too, although that role diminishes when publica-
tion year is allowed to vary. Time exhibits only marginal effects on longevity.
 Affiliation: Increasing geographical distance over time has marginal effect on
the likelihood of impact and none on the likelihood of longevity.
 Citation: Co-citation increases the likelihood of impact by a factor of 1.17;
bibliographic coupling decreases it by a factor of 0.85. The likelihood of longevity
is effectively unchanged due to marginal or non-existent statistical signifi-
cance.
 Network: Common co-authors are statistically insignificant for impact and,
over time, decrease the likelihood of longevity.
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Group size effects
Is the success of a first-time collaboration sensitive to the number of authors on
the paper marking collaborative formation? Tables 5.36, 5.37 and 5.40 to 5.42 help
answer this question. In the itemized summary that follows, “author count” de-
notes predictor ac ge3TRUE ; the focus remains on models I1 and L1:
 Personal: The interaction of professional age (experience) and author count
is statistically insignificant for impact and longevity, generally. The interac-
tion with last author age in model L1 is the only exception; but even here,
statistical significance is marginal. Nevertheless, this interaction increases
the likelihood of older last authors on papers with [3,5] authors by a factor of
exp(−0.1770 + 0.4208) or 1.28.
 Topical:
– For impact, the effect of having MeSH® terms in common is statis-
tically significant and positive for papers with [3,5] authors only. For
longevity, the interplay of effects about MeSH® similarity scores mimics
the situation described earlier about main effects in model L1; presently,
the effects are weaker for papers with [3,5] authors than 2-author pa-
pers. The implication: impact favors topical identity between co-authors
of papers with [3,5] authors particularly; longevity favors topical diver-
sity, regardless of author count.
– For papers with [3,5] authors, journal similarity scores greater than zero
decrease the likelihood of impact by a factor of 0.71. For longevity, the
decrease is by a factor of 0.67. In their respective contexts, about jour-
nal similarity scores and with main effects considered, these adjustments
give more weight to (a) scores equal to zero for impact and (b) scores
greater than zero for longevity. The result is unremarkable for longevity.
For impact, the relatively high journal similarity score required to over-
come the effect of a score of zero suggests that impact is more likely
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when collaborations are cross-disciplinary on papers with [3,5] authors
and intradisciplinary on 2-author papers.
 Affiliation:
– Of the matching types of geolocation interacted with author count, the
only predictors with even marginal statistical significance are country
and city, and only for impact. The effect is negative in both cases, with
authors of 2-author papers more likely to have a common city, and less
likely a common country, than co-authors on papers with [3,5] authors.
– First and last authors of papers with [3,5] authors are less likely than
those of 2-author papers to have impact when they share commercial,
educational, or miscellaneous institution types. They are also less likely
to achieve longevity when they share educational, hospital, or miscella-
neous institution types.
 Citation: Of the predictors bibcp sum zp, cby coa sum zp, and cocit sum -
zp, only co-citation is statistically significant, and then, only for longevity—
increasing likelihood of longevity by a factor of 1.06 for papers with [3,5] au-
thors. However, as noted above, not much should be inferred from this result
due to confounding.
 Network: Common co-authors are not statistically significant for impact
and marginally so for longevity. Nevertheless, they decrease the likelihood
of longevity for first and last authors of papers with [3,5] authors.
Shared effects
In what ways can a first-time collaboration achieve impact and longevity? An an-
swer may be found by identifying statistically significant main effects with the
same positive (or negative) slope. Models I1 and L1 (Tables 5.36 and 5.37) share
the following main effects; specifically, the likelihood of impact and longevity in-
crease when . . . :
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 co-authors have published in the same journals;
 one, and only one, author was a first author in the past;
 co-authors are either female and male or both male;
 co-authors have either Korean ethnicity or are of known and different ethnici-
ties;
 the last author is relatively young; and
 co-authors are affiliated with the same type of institution, specifically educa-
tional or miscellaneous;
5.3 Summary and Conclusion
First-time collaborations can be successful in different ways; this chapter explored
two: (a) relative impact, above-average citations by year and journal accrued by
the paper marking the formation of a collaboration and (b) longevity, future pa-
pers. Among factors, impact is driven by Citation, Personal, and Topical; longevity,
by Personal and Topical.
Among findings:
 Relative impact becomes more likely when the co-authors have (a) cited one
another (or at least one of them has), (b) been co-cited by other authors, (c)
topical similarity, and (d) few, if any, common co-authors.
 Achieving the minimum threshold for longevity (a single future paper) be-
comes more likely when first-time co-authorships have topical dissimilarity
and common co-authors.
In either case, the younger the last author (by count of prior paper), the more
likely the success.
Despite highly varied observations, the results show that successful collaborations
are predictable, to an extent. Each model of success achieved better-than-random
discriminatory power with just one factor; but each achieved this performance with
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relatively low recall. More complex models are likely necessary to properly classify
more observations. Identifying and quantifying relevant inputs to build such mod-
els remains a challenge.
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5.4 Tables and Figures
Table 5.1: Fit statistics for relative impact (for which an above-average number of citations are relative to year
and journal, I1, or year alone, I2) and longevity (Ln, where n≥{1, 3, 5} future papers), part 1. Statistics include
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), degrees of freedom (df; number of terms in model), log-likelihood (logLik),
Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC), H measure (Hand, 2009), Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) statistic, and True Positive Rate (TPR; equivalently, recall, sensitivity). Precision and recall were each calcu-
lated using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
I1 1523724 215 -761647 0.6466 0.0731 0.2064 0.5185 0.0290
I2 1198416 215 -598993 0.7753 0.2565 0.4064 0.6511 0.2738
L1 1468649 215 -734109 0.6068 0.0415 0.1557 0.5830 0.6568
L3 971862 215 -485716 0.6153 0.0478 0.1684 0.5255 0.0380
L5 672641 215 -336106 0.6203 0.0496 0.1743 0.4800 0.0057
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Table 5.2: Fit statistics for relative impact and longevity, part 2. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP (True Positives),
FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a 0.5 probabil-
ity threshold. P and N represent the total number of events (“positive” observations) and the total number of
non-events (“negative” observations), respectively.
Model FPR TP FP TN FN P N
I1 0.0089 10,268 9,537 1,060,989 344,219 354,487 1,070,526
I2 0.0381 80,402 43,081 1,088,323 213,207 293,609 1,131,404
L1 0.5096 371,850 265,922 255,921 194,320 566,170 521,843
L3 0.0154 9,505 8,582 549,294 240,682 250,187 557,876
L5 0.0018 842 912 500,697 145,708 146,550 501,609
Table 5.3: Distribution by year of citations to papers of first-time co-authors (with
mutually exclusive prior publishing histories) for papers with [2,5] authors in years
[1988,2009].
Percentile
Year Citations 75 90 95 99 100 Mean
1988 140,097 1 5 11 40 929 2.57
1989 145,163 1 5 11 39 2,955 2.58
1990 146,696 1 5 11 40 1,618 2.60
1991 147,153 2 6 12 41 2,310 2.65
1992 145,596 2 6 12 40 623 2.63
1993 154,554 2 6 12 41.97 1,131 2.81
1994 146,885 2 6 12 39 694 2.63
1995 152,814 2 6 12 39 801 2.74
1996 150,650 2 6 12 39 463 2.66
1997 160,702 2 7 13 41 1,154 2.92
1998 164,619 2 7 13 39 2,184 2.93
1999 163,858 2 7 13 40 561 2.84
2000 183,087 2 7 13 38 1,592 2.93
2001 175,981 2 7 12 35.89 3,411 2.77
2002 185,231 2 7 12 36 431 2.75
2003 185,979 2 6 12 32 587 2.59
2004 185,947 2 6 11 30 1,896 2.42
2005 174,435 2 5 10 27 298 2.12
2006 157,130 2 5 8 22 432 1.81
2007 131,263 1 4 7 17 272 1.44
2008 87,450 1 3 4 11 199 0.92
2009 33,144 1 2 3 7 99 0.57
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Table 5.4: Fit statistics for models nested within impact model I1, normalized by year and journal, part 1. Each
nested model is labeled according to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in modeling
begins with the best-performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing models
are those with the greatest discriminatory power as measured by the Area Under the receiver operating character-
istic Curve (AUC). Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the complete model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic
contribution of factors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the
total number of events (“positive” observations) is 354,487; the total number of non-events (“negative” observa-
tions) is 1,070,526. Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated
using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Citation 1556820 44 -778366 0.6090 0.0459 0.1713 0.4951 0.0120
1 Personal 1561254 97 -780530 0.6022 0.0363 0.1486 0.5000 0.0000
1 Topical 1567014 37 -783470 0.5966 0.0322 0.1401 0.1020 0.0000
1 Affiliation 1575425 43 -787670 0.5856 0.0252 0.1265 - 0.0000
1 Network 1596208 10 -798094 0.5258 0.0034 0.0496 - 0.0000
2 CP 1536469 137 -768098 0.6338 0.0625 0.1883 0.5139 0.0202
2 CT 1544766 77 -772306 0.6255 0.0557 0.1761 0.5167 0.0187
2 CA 1548745 83 -774290 0.6234 0.0532 0.1790 0.4913 0.0164
2 CN 1554719 50 -777309 0.6116 0.0479 0.1736 0.5142 0.0167
3 CPT 1528165 170 -763912 0.6421 0.0691 0.1990 0.5111 0.0246
3 CPA 1531227 176 -765438 0.6396 0.0671 0.1967 0.5146 0.0235
3 CPN 1535573 143 -767644 0.6349 0.0634 0.1904 0.5211 0.0229
4 CPTA 1524222 209 -761902 0.6462 0.0726 0.2056 0.5122 0.0274
4 CPTN 1527523 176 -763586 0.6428 0.0697 0.2001 0.5196 0.0267
5 CPTAN 1523724 215 -761647 0.6466 0.0731 0.2064 0.5185 0.0290
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Table 5.5: Fit statistics for models nested within impact model I1, normalized by year and journal, part 2. FPR
(False Positive Rate), TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives)
were each calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Citation 0.0041 4,268 4,353 1,066,173 350,219
1 Personal 0.0000 3 3 1,070,523 354,484
1 Topical 0.0001 15 132 1,070,394 354,472
1 Affiliation 0.0000 0 0 1,070,526 354,487
1 Network 0.0000 0 0 1,070,526 354,487
2 CP 0.0063 7,154 6,767 1,063,759 347,333
2 CT 0.0058 6,625 6,197 1,064,329 347,862
2 CA 0.0056 5,820 6,025 1,064,501 348,667
2 CN 0.0052 5,928 5,600 1,064,926 348,559
3 CPT 0.0078 8,718 8,339 1,062,187 345,769
3 CPA 0.0073 8,324 7,853 1,062,673 346,163
3 CPN 0.0070 8,113 7,457 1,063,069 346,374
4 CPTA 0.0086 9,706 9,245 1,061,281 344,781
4 CPTN 0.0082 9,456 8,742 1,061,784 345,031
5 CPTAN 0.0089 10,268 9,537 1,060,989 344,219
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Table 5.6: Fit statistics for models nested within impact model I2, normalized by year, part 1. Each nested model
is labeled according to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in modeling begins with
the best-performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing models are those
with the greatest discriminatory power as measured by the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve
(AUC). Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the complete model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contribu-
tion of factors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total
number of events (“positive” observations) is 293,609; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is
1,131,404. Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated using a 0.5
probability threshold.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Citation 1290111 44 -645012 0.7155 0.1834 0.3517 0.5932 0.1739
1 Topical 1339427 37 -669676 0.6935 0.1230 0.2821 0.4998 0.0449
1 Personal 1372364 97 -686085 0.6600 0.0808 0.2345 0.4038 0.0001
1 Affiliation 1391944 43 -695929 0.6416 0.0693 0.2169 0.5066 0.0005
1 Network 1447034 10 -723507 0.5297 0.0040 0.0469 - 0.0000
2 CT 1241634 77 -620740 0.7514 0.2214 0.3721 0.6283 0.2326
2 CP 1236196 137 -617961 0.7492 0.2283 0.3752 0.6542 0.2410
2 CA 1269847 83 -634840 0.7370 0.2005 0.3611 0.6012 0.1939
2 CN 1278573 50 -639237 0.7230 0.1939 0.3580 0.6102 0.1898
3 CTP 1210017 170 -604839 0.7683 0.2465 0.3943 0.6502 0.2644
3 CTA 1227335 116 -613552 0.7611 0.2341 0.3882 0.6304 0.2456
3 CTN 1238120 83 -618977 0.7535 0.2243 0.3747 0.6306 0.2366
4 CTPA 1199936 209 -599759 0.7745 0.2553 0.4051 0.6497 0.2721
4 CTPN 1206966 176 -603307 0.7698 0.2490 0.3968 0.6517 0.2677
5 CTPAN 1198416 215 -598993 0.7753 0.2565 0.4064 0.6511 0.2738
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Table 5.7: Fit statistics for models nested within impact model I2, normalized by year, part 2. FPR (False Pos-
itive Rate), TP (True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each
calculated using a 0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Citation 0.0309 51,051 35,005 1,096,399 242,558
1 Topical 0.0117 13,194 13,202 1,118,202 280,415
1 Personal 0.0000 21 31 1,131,373 293,588
1 Affiliation 0.0001 153 149 1,131,255 293,456
1 Network 0.0000 0 0 1,131,404 293,609
2 CT 0.0357 68,282 40,400 1,091,004 225,327
2 CP 0.0331 70,764 37,407 1,093,997 222,845
2 CA 0.0334 56,924 37,763 1,093,641 236,685
2 CN 0.0315 55,737 35,610 1,095,794 237,872
3 CTP 0.0369 77,628 41,757 1,089,647 215,981
3 CTA 0.0374 72,113 42,287 1,089,117 221,496
3 CTN 0.0360 69,454 40,694 1,090,710 224,155
4 CTPA 0.0381 79,879 43,068 1,088,336 213,730
4 CTPN 0.0371 78,588 41,994 1,089,410 215,021
5 CTPAN 0.0381 80,402 43,081 1,088,323 213,207
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Table 5.8: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L1, part 1. Each nested model is labeled ac-
cording to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in modeling begins with the best-
performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing models are those with the
greatest discriminatory power as measured by the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC).
Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the complete model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contribution of fac-
tors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total number of
events (“positive” observations) is 566,170; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is 521,843.
Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated using a 0.5 probabil-
ity threshold.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Personal 1480959 97 -740383 0.5887 0.0285 0.1298 0.5701 0.6713
1 Topical 1495053 37 -747489 0.5586 0.0129 0.0835 0.5462 0.7274
1 Affiliation 1501747 43 -750830 0.5381 0.0060 0.0590 0.5367 0.7209
1 Citation 1502052 44 -750982 0.5353 0.0057 0.0505 0.5337 0.8040
1 Network 1505381 10 -752680 0.5172 0.0026 0.0268 0.5240 0.9624
2 PT 1471618 130 -735679 0.6028 0.0384 0.1498 0.5802 0.6603
2 PA 1478700 136 -739214 0.5925 0.0311 0.1363 0.5723 0.6675
2 PC 1478653 137 -739189 0.5923 0.0312 0.1355 0.5716 0.6697
2 PN 1480325 103 -740059 0.5898 0.0292 0.1317 0.5711 0.6718
3 PTA 1470012 169 -734837 0.6050 0.0400 0.1536 0.5818 0.6579
3 PTC 1470806 170 -735233 0.6038 0.0393 0.1514 0.5808 0.6591
3 PTN 1471102 136 -735415 0.6036 0.0389 0.1515 0.5808 0.6605
4 PTAC 1469204 209 -734393 0.6061 0.0410 0.1545 0.5823 0.6566
4 PTAN 1469523 175 -734586 0.6058 0.0405 0.1548 0.5824 0.6579
5 PTACN 1468649 215 -734109 0.6068 0.0415 0.1557 0.5830 0.6568
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Table 5.9: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L1, part 2. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP
(True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a
0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Personal 0.5492 380,096 286,597 235,246 186,074
1 Topical 0.6558 411,855 342,203 179,640 154,315
1 Affiliation 0.6751 408,144 352,305 169,538 158,026
1 Citation 0.7621 455,227 397,687 124,156 110,943
1 Network 0.9483 544,892 494,881 26,962 21,278
2 PT 0.5184 373,820 270,518 251,325 192,350
2 PA 0.5411 377,923 282,384 239,459 188,247
2 PC 0.5445 379,168 284,163 237,680 187,002
2 PN 0.5474 380,347 285,672 236,171 185,823
3 PTA 0.5130 372,477 267,705 254,138 193,693
3 PTC 0.5162 373,167 269,384 252,459 193,003
3 PTN 0.5171 373,967 269,868 251,975 192,203
4 PTAC 0.5110 371,749 266,685 255,158 194,421
4 PTAN 0.5117 372,464 267,040 254,803 193,706
5 PTACN 0.5096 371,850 265,922 255,921 194,320
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Table 5.10: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L3, part 1. Each nested model is labeled
according to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in modeling begins with the best-
performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing models are those with the
greatest discriminatory power as measured by the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC).
Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the complete model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contribution of fac-
tors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total number of
events (“positive” observations) is 250,187; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is 557,876.
Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated using a 0.5 probabil-
ity threshold.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Personal 979229 97 -489517 0.5996 0.0359 0.1456 0.5292 0.0175
1 Topical 993395 37 -496660 0.5535 0.0113 0.0761 - 0.0000
1 Affiliation 996935 43 -498424 0.5368 0.0061 0.0538 - 0.0000
1 Citation 996690 44 -498301 0.5359 0.0062 0.0545 0.5000 0.0000
1 Network 999163 10 -499571 0.5162 0.0025 0.0281 - 0.0000
2 PT 973646 130 -486693 0.6117 0.0449 0.1630 0.5231 0.0321
2 PA 978057 136 -488893 0.6024 0.0379 0.1507 0.5280 0.0201
2 PC 977999 137 -488863 0.6020 0.0380 0.1494 0.5283 0.0190
2 PN 978979 103 -489386 0.6001 0.0363 0.1467 0.5270 0.0179
3 PTA 972637 169 -486150 0.6139 0.0466 0.1670 0.5219 0.0358
3 PTC 973116 170 -486388 0.6125 0.0457 0.1636 0.5257 0.0336
3 PTN 973352 136 -486540 0.6123 0.0453 0.1637 0.5230 0.0329
4 PTAC 972122 209 -485852 0.6148 0.0474 0.1677 0.5256 0.0372
4 PTAN 972400 175 -486025 0.6144 0.0470 0.1676 0.5226 0.0367
5 PTACN 971863 215 -485716 0.6153 0.0478 0.1684 0.5255 0.0380
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Table 5.11: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L3, part 1. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP
(True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a
0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Personal 0.0070 4,378 3,895 553,981 245,809
1 Topical 0.0000 0 0 557,876 250,187
1 Affiliation 0.0000 0 0 557,876 250,187
1 Citation 0.0000 1 1 557,875 250,186
1 Network 0.0000 0 0 557,876 250,187
2 PT 0.0131 8,042 7,331 550,545 242,145
2 PA 0.0081 5,032 4,499 553,377 245,155
2 PC 0.0076 4,750 4,241 553,635 245,437
2 PN 0.0072 4,482 4,023 553,853 245,705
3 PTA 0.0147 8,965 8,212 549,664 241,222
3 PTC 0.0136 8,408 7,587 550,289 241,779
3 PTN 0.0135 8,242 7,517 550,359 241,945
4 PTAC 0.0151 9,312 8,406 549,470 240,875
4 PTAN 0.0150 9,181 8,386 549,490 241,006
5 PTACN 0.0154 9,505 8,582 549,294 240,682
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Table 5.12: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L5, part 1. Each nested model is labeled
according to the factor or factors it comprises. Generally, each successive step in modeling begins with the best-
performing model from the previous step. For present purposes, the best-performing models are those with the
greatest discriminatory power as measured by the Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC).
Steps 1–4 are not required to obtain the complete model in Step 5, but highlight the intrinsic contribution of fac-
tors (individually and in combination) in representing the underlying data. For each model, the total number of
events (“positive” observations) is 146,550; the total number of non-events (“negative” observations) is 501,609.
Precision and TPR (True Positive Rate; equivalently, recall, sensitivity) were each calculated using a 0.5 probabil-
ity threshold.
Step Model AIC df logLik AUC H KS Precision TPR
1 Personal 677218 97 -338512 0.6062 0.0391 0.1540 0.4700 0.0028
1 Topical 689102 37 -344514 0.5478 0.0092 0.0662 - 0.0000
1 Citation 690058 44 -344985 0.5394 0.0071 0.0544 - 0.0000
1 Affiliation 690725 43 -345319 0.5360 0.0063 0.0499 - 0.0000
1 Network 692270 10 -346125 0.5173 0.0024 0.0323 - 0.0000
2 PT 673987 130 -336864 0.6164 0.0465 0.1696 0.4712 0.0047
2 PA 676556 136 -338142 0.6084 0.0407 0.1580 0.4642 0.0031
2 PC 676532 137 -338129 0.6078 0.0405 0.1557 0.4612 0.0027
2 PN 677040 103 -338417 0.6066 0.0395 0.1546 0.4465 0.0027
3 PTA 673254 169 -336458 0.6188 0.0482 0.1726 0.4788 0.0055
3 PTC 673494 170 -336577 0.6176 0.0475 0.1700 0.4706 0.0047
3 PTN 673777 136 -336752 0.6170 0.0469 0.1705 0.4633 0.0048
4 PTAC 672816 209 -336199 0.6198 0.0492 0.1735 0.4755 0.0055
4 PTAN 673090 175 -336370 0.6192 0.0486 0.1729 0.4735 0.0057
5 PTACN 672641 215 -336106 0.6203 0.0496 0.1743 0.4800 0.0057
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Table 5.13: Fit statistics for models nested within longevity model L5, part 2. FPR (False Positive Rate), TP
(True Positives), FP (False Positives), TN (True Negatives), and FN (False Negatives) were each calculated using a
0.5 probability threshold.
Step Model FPR TP FP TN FN
1 Personal 0.0009 408 460 501,149 146,142
1 Topical 0.0000 0 0 501,609 146,550
1 Citation 0.0000 0 0 501,609 146,550
1 Affiliation 0.0000 0 0 501,609 146,550
1 Network 0.0000 0 0 501,609 146,550
2 PT 0.0015 687 771 500,838 145,863
2 PA 0.0010 454 524 501,085 146,096
2 PC 0.0009 392 458 501,151 146,158
2 PN 0.0010 401 497 501,112 146,149
3 PTA 0.0017 803 874 500,735 145,747
3 PTC 0.0015 689 775 500,834 145,861
3 PTN 0.0016 706 818 500,791 145,844
4 PTAC 0.0018 806 889 500,720 145,744
4 PTAN 0.0018 830 923 500,686 145,720
5 PTACN 0.0018 842 912 500,697 145,708
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Table 5.14: Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
T has msh indTRUE - - 0.2277 (0.0430)
jj sum zpˆ2 - - -0.1643 (0.0062)
mm sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0703 (0.0044)
jj sum zp - - 0.4349 (0.0313)
jj sum zp0TRUE - - 0.2876 (0.0388)
j same frq agg zp - - -0.0407 (0.0053)
j same indTRUE - - 0.2477 (0.0226)
mm sum zp - - 0.0117 (0.0290) X
mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0217 (0.0520) X
m same frq agg zp - - 0.0180 (0.0035)
m same indTRUE - - -0.1517 (0.0376)
P au1 both indTRUE - 0.0349 (0.0105) -
au1 none indTRUE - -0.1818 (0.0351) -
eth known diffTRUE - 0.1539 (0.0117) -
eth same strARA - -0.2150 (0.0933) * -
eth same strCHI - -0.0179 (0.0373) X -
eth same strENG - 0.1071 (0.0149) -
eth same strFRN - -0.5572 (0.0453) -
eth same strGER - -0.3027 (0.0238) -
eth same strIND - -0.2023 (0.0400) -
eth same strITA - -0.5666 (0.0522) -
eth same strJAP - -0.5943 (0.0346) -
eth same strKOR - 0.5726 (0.0860) -
eth same strRUS - -1.3853 (0.0827) -
eth same strSPA - -0.7840 (0.0721) -
eth same strUNK - -0.0389 (0.0101) -
gen FMTRUE - 0.2807 (0.0114) -
gen same strF - 0.2423 (0.0173) -
gen same strM - 0.1839 (0.0101) -
gen same strU - -0.5425 (0.0193) -
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Table 5.14 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.2092 (0.1392) X -
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0325 (0.0347) X -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - 0.5253 (0.1293) -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - -0.1416 (0.0304) -
pos1 age pprs1TRUE - 0.0562 (0.0637) X -
pos1 age pprs2TRUE - -0.0073 (0.0272) X -
pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -0.1732 (0.0718) * -
pos1 age pprs c300 z - 0.3258 (0.1711) X -
pos2 age pprs1TRUE - -0.0254 (0.0695) X -
pos2 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0067 (0.0338) X -
pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0235 (0.0440) X -
pos2 age pprs c300 z - -0.2820 (0.1706) X -
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
geo5 dist min zp - - -
geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
geo5 mtch typC - - -
geo5 mtch typL - - -
geo5 mtch typS - - -
inst known diffTRUE - - -
inst same strCOM - - -
inst same strEDU - - -
inst same strGOV - - -
inst same strHOS - - -
inst same strMIL - - -
inst same strORG - - -
C bibcp frq zp -0.0467 (0.0156) . - -
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0775 (0.0580) X - -
bibcp sum zp 0.0634 (0.0522) X - -
cby coa frq zp 0.1069 (0.0416) * - -
cby coa sum0TRUE 0.1407 (0.0700) * - -
cby coa sum zp 0.4412 (0.0919) - -
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Table 5.14 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
cit frq0TRUE -0.2243 (0.0152) - -
cit frq zp 0.1231 (0.0061) - -
cocit sum0TRUE -0.0321 (0.0405) X - -
cocit sum zp -0.1255 (0.0399) . - -
ref frq0TRUE -0.1706 (0.0370) - -
ref frq zp -0.0359 (0.0110) . - -
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
comcoau cnt zp - - -
O (Intercept) -0.9366 (0.0786) -1.6472 (0.0932) -2.3021 (0.0638)
pub yr2000 0.0048 (0.0069) X -0.0225 (0.0076) . 0.0076 (0.0052) X
ac ge3TRUE -0.0444 (0.0922) X 0.1236 (0.1087) X 0.2995 (0.0744)
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Table 5.15: Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
T has msh indTRUE - - -
jj sum zpˆ2 - - -
mm sum zpˆ2 - - -
jj sum zp - - -
jj sum zp0TRUE - - -
j same frq agg zp - - -
j same indTRUE - - -
mm sum zp - - -
mm sum zp0TRUE - - -
m same frq agg zp - - -
m same indTRUE - - -
P au1 both indTRUE - - 0.0300 (0.0107) .
au1 none indTRUE - - -0.3219 (0.0352)
eth known diffTRUE - - 0.1246 (0.0119)
eth same strARA - - -0.1496 (0.0935) X
eth same strCHI - - -0.0111 (0.0375) X
eth same strENG - - 0.0737 (0.0151)
eth same strFRN - - -0.4615 (0.0456)
eth same strGER - - -0.2406 (0.0240)
eth same strIND - - -0.0983 (0.0401) *
eth same strITA - - -0.4212 (0.0525)
eth same strJAP - - -0.5136 (0.0348)
eth same strKOR - - 0.5695 (0.0860)
eth same strRUS - - -1.1787 (0.0830)
eth same strSPA - - -0.6681 (0.0724)
eth same strUNK - - -0.0269 (0.0102) .
gen FMTRUE - - 0.2212 (0.0115)
gen same strF - - 0.2105 (0.0175)
gen same strM - - 0.1356 (0.0102)
gen same strU - - -0.4926 (0.0194)
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Table 5.15 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0077 (0.1414) X
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.0167 (0.0353) X
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - 0.4844 (0.1308)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.1286 (0.0307)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.0148 (0.0645) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0132 (0.0275) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.1666 (0.0731) *
pos1 age pprs c300 z - - -0.2327 (0.1737) X
pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.0706 (0.0701) X
pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0104 (0.0340) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0300 (0.0448) X
pos2 age pprs c300 z - - -0.5647 (0.1725) .
A geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.2680 (0.0413) - -
geo5 dist min zp 0.0136 (0.0093) X - -
geo5 mtch frq zp 0.2542 (0.0089) - -
geo5 mtch typC -1.6815 (0.0587) - -
geo5 mtch typL -0.9986 (0.0525) - -
geo5 mtch typS -1.2372 (0.0575) - -
inst known diffTRUE 0.2329 (0.0356) - -
inst same strCOM 0.6120 (0.0499) - -
inst same strEDU 0.4291 (0.0325) - -
inst same strGOV 0.5641 (0.0889) - -
inst same strHOS 0.2566 (0.0331) - -
inst same strMIL 0.3546 (0.1683) * - -
inst same strORG 0.5085 (0.0351) - -
C bibcp frq zp - - -0.0645 (0.0158)
bibcp sum0TRUE - - -0.1296 (0.0584) *
bibcp sum zp - - -0.0596 (0.0527) X
cby coa frq zp - - -0.0358 (0.0422) X
cby coa sum0TRUE - - -0.0221 (0.0706) X
cby coa sum zp - - 0.3680 (0.0924)
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Table 5.15 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
cit frq0TRUE - - -0.1636 (0.0162)
cit frq zp - - 0.1742 (0.0068)
cocit sum0TRUE - - -0.0245 (0.0407) X
cocit sum zp - - 0.0305 (0.0405) X
ref frq0TRUE - - -0.1214 (0.0376) .
ref frq zp - - -0.0192 (0.0112) X
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - -0.0956 (0.0198) -
comcoau cnt zp - -0.1514 (0.0382) -
O (Intercept) -1.3769 (0.0413) -1.1562 (0.0193) -0.5764 (0.1239)
pub yr2000 0.0071 (0.0030) * 0.0088 (0.0016) -0.0199 (0.0103) X
ac ge3TRUE 0.3178 (0.0464) 0.1536 (0.0219) -0.1055 (0.1447) X
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Table 5.16: Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
T has msh indTRUE 0.2327 (0.0437) 0.2410 (0.0438) 0.2340 (0.0438)
jj sum zpˆ2 -0.1206 (0.0066) -0.1109 (0.0067) -0.1028 (0.0067)
mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0279 (0.0050) -0.0309 (0.0050) -0.0259 (0.0050)
jj sum zp 0.3584 (0.0327) 0.3219 (0.0328) 0.2924 (0.0328)
jj sum zp0TRUE 0.2868 (0.0399) 0.2646 (0.0400) 0.2395 (0.0400)
j same frq agg zp -0.0617 (0.0055) -0.0554 (0.0055) -0.0547 (0.0055)
j same indTRUE 0.2167 (0.0233) 0.2008 (0.0233) 0.2019 (0.0234)
mm sum zp 0.3927 (0.0319) 0.3778 (0.0320) 0.3570 (0.0320)
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.3802 (0.0545) 0.3679 (0.0546) 0.3483 (0.0546)
m same frq agg zp 0.0061 (0.0036) X 0.0078 (0.0036) * 0.0073 (0.0036) *
m same indTRUE -0.0808 (0.0382) * -0.0774 (0.0382) * -0.0763 (0.0382) *
P au1 both indTRUE 0.0468 (0.0108) 0.0409 (0.0108) 0.0338 (0.0109) .
au1 none indTRUE -0.2113 (0.0356) -0.2171 (0.0356) -0.2142 (0.0356)
eth known diffTRUE 0.1145 (0.0119) 0.0974 (0.0120) 0.0960 (0.0120)
eth same strARA -0.1543 (0.0935) X -0.1407 (0.0937) X -0.1413 (0.0937) X
eth same strCHI -0.0220 (0.0377) X -0.0677 (0.0379) X -0.0688 (0.0379) X
eth same strENG 0.0662 (0.0151) 0.0736 (0.0151) 0.0717 (0.0152)
eth same strFRN -0.4202 (0.0458) -0.3985 (0.0459) -0.3782 (0.0459)
eth same strGER -0.2202 (0.0241) -0.1993 (0.0242) -0.1951 (0.0242)
eth same strIND -0.0690 (0.0403) X -0.0615 (0.0404) X -0.0598 (0.0404) X
eth same strITA -0.4007 (0.0526) -0.3663 (0.0527) -0.3472 (0.0527)
eth same strJAP -0.5436 (0.0349) -0.5299 (0.0351) -0.5158 (0.0351)
eth same strKOR 0.5488 (0.0864) 0.4921 (0.0865) 0.4912 (0.0865)
eth same strRUS -1.1495 (0.0832) -1.0675 (0.0833) -1.0653 (0.0833)
eth same strSPA -0.6611 (0.0726) -0.6254 (0.0727) -0.6135 (0.0727)
eth same strUNK -0.0228 (0.0102) * -0.0176 (0.0102) X -0.0175 (0.0102) X
gen FMTRUE 0.1932 (0.0116) 0.1732 (0.0116) 0.1728 (0.0116)
gen same strF 0.1964 (0.0176) 0.1782 (0.0176) 0.1769 (0.0176)
gen same strM 0.1330 (0.0102) 0.1119 (0.0103) 0.1118 (0.0103)
gen same strU -0.4547 (0.0195) -0.4127 (0.0196) -0.4117 (0.0196)
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Table 5.16 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.0213 (0.1416) X 0.0325 (0.1418) X 0.0249 (0.1419) X
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0082 (0.0353) X -0.0104 (0.0354) X -0.0069 (0.0354) X
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.4139 (0.1313) . 0.4354 (0.1315) 0.4204 (0.1316) .
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0963 (0.0308) . -0.0974 (0.0309) . -0.0931 (0.0309) .
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0212 (0.0647) X 0.0390 (0.0648) X 0.0385 (0.0648) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0047 (0.0276) X 0.0005 (0.0276) X 0.0008 (0.0276) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.1375 (0.0729) X -0.1250 (0.0730) X -0.1250 (0.0730) X
pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.2836 (0.1742) X -0.2885 (0.1745) X -0.2844 (0.1746) X
pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0299 (0.0703) X -0.0356 (0.0705) X -0.0324 (0.0705) X
pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0016 (0.0342) X -0.0037 (0.0342) X -0.0032 (0.0342) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0168 (0.0448) X -0.0059 (0.0448) X -0.0062 (0.0449) X
pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.5676 (0.1733) . -0.6270 (0.1736) -0.6106 (0.1736)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - -0.0988 (0.0421) * -0.0878 (0.0421) *
geo5 dist min zp - 0.0146 (0.0095) X 0.0132 (0.0096) X
geo5 mtch frq zp - 0.0875 (0.0091) 0.0808 (0.0091)
geo5 mtch typC - -0.6084 (0.0603) -0.5620 (0.0604)
geo5 mtch typL - -0.3505 (0.0536) -0.2929 (0.0537)
geo5 mtch typS - -0.4392 (0.0586) -0.3983 (0.0587)
inst known diffTRUE - 0.1803 (0.0362) 0.1806 (0.0362)
inst same strCOM - 0.3315 (0.0509) 0.3525 (0.0509)
inst same strEDU - 0.2669 (0.0332) 0.2643 (0.0332)
inst same strGOV - 0.3014 (0.0904) 0.3067 (0.0904)
inst same strHOS - 0.1492 (0.0338) 0.1520 (0.0338)
inst same strMIL - 0.0645 (0.1707) X 0.0681 (0.1706) X
inst same strORG - 0.2266 (0.0361) 0.2309 (0.0361)
C bibcp frq zp -0.0800 (0.0158) -0.0809 (0.0158) -0.0856 (0.0159)
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.1829 (0.0586) . -0.1855 (0.0587) . -0.1964 (0.0588)
bibcp sum zp -0.1364 (0.0530) * -0.1382 (0.0530) . -0.1491 (0.0531) .
cby coa frq zp -0.0857 (0.0424) * -0.0846 (0.0425) * -0.0987 (0.0426) *
cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0832 (0.0709) X -0.0730 (0.0710) X -0.0916 (0.0711) X
cby coa sum zp 0.3064 (0.0928) 0.3094 (0.0929) 0.3200 (0.0930)
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Table 5.16 (continued): Main effects by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
cit frq0TRUE -0.1140 (0.0164) -0.0988 (0.0165) -0.1058 (0.0165)
cit frq zp 0.1566 (0.0069) 0.1533 (0.0070) 0.1502 (0.0070)
cocit sum0TRUE -0.0241 (0.0409) X -0.0186 (0.0409) X -0.0032 (0.0410) X
cocit sum zp 0.1634 (0.0410) 0.1703 (0.0411) 0.2115 (0.0414)
ref frq0TRUE -0.1518 (0.0378) -0.1606 (0.0380) -0.1769 (0.0380)
ref frq zp -0.0254 (0.0112) * -0.0303 (0.0113) . -0.0355 (0.0113) .
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -0.0391 (0.0207) X
comcoau cnt zp - - -0.3435 (0.0413)
O (Intercept) -1.6514 (0.1404) -1.6474 (0.1466) -1.5172 (0.1484)
pub yr2000 -0.0036 (0.0116) X -0.0241 (0.0121) * -0.0199 (0.0122) X
ac ge3TRUE -0.1179 (0.1636) X -0.1730 (0.1704) X -0.1854 (0.1724) X
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Table 5.17: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE - - -0.0303 (0.0036)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0058 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0025 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp - - -0.0116 (0.0025)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -0.0076 (0.0031) *
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp - - 0.0052 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE - - -0.0263 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp - - 0.0134 (0.0023)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0212 (0.0041)
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - - 0.0002 (0.0003) X
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE - - 0.0077 (0.0030) .
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE - -0.0014 (0.0008) X -
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE - -0.0058 (0.0023) * -
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE - -0.0022 (0.0010) * -
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - 0.0134 (0.0086) X -
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - -0.0231 (0.0032) -
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - -0.0103 (0.0013) -
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - -0.0020 (0.0032) X -
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - 0.0083 (0.0019) -
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - 0.0118 (0.0034) -
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - 0.0157 (0.0033) -
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - -0.0056 (0.0020) . -
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - -0.0592 (0.0081) -
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - 0.0519 (0.0061) -
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - 0.0131 (0.0048) . -
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - -0.0001 (0.0008) X -
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - -0.0160 (0.0009) -
pub yr2000:gen same strF - -0.0140 (0.0016) -
pub yr2000:gen same strM - -0.0176 (0.0008) -
pub yr2000:gen same strU - 0.0188 (0.0013) -
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Table 5.17 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.0261 (0.0118) * -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0070 (0.0030) * -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.0165 (0.0104) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0038 (0.0024) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - 0.0070 (0.0052) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0011 (0.0022) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0115 (0.0074) X -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - 0.0358 (0.0142) * -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - 0.0100 (0.0057) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0042 (0.0028) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0038 (0.0034) X -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z - 0.0313 (0.0138) * -
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - - -
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - - -
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp -0.0039 (0.0013) . - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0158 (0.0045) - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0174 (0.0049) - -
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp -0.0007 (0.0038) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0012 (0.0057) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp 0.0049 (0.0087) X - -
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Table 5.17 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0145 (0.0012) - -
pub yr2000:cit frq zp 0.0040 (0.0005) - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0021 (0.0023) X - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0062 (0.0040) X - -
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE -0.0005 (0.0031) X - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0028 (0.0009) . - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE -0.0011 (0.0007) X -0.0011 (0.0007) X -0.0008 (0.0007) X
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Table 5.18: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE - - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 - - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp - - -
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE - - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - - -
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE - - -
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE - - -0.0007 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE - - -0.0039 (0.0023) X
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE - - -0.0021 (0.0010) *
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - - 0.0111 (0.0086) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - - -0.0148 (0.0032)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - - -0.0075 (0.0013)
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - - -0.0048 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - - 0.0045 (0.0019) *
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - - 0.0109 (0.0034) .
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - - 0.0132 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - - -0.0071 (0.0020)
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - - -0.0560 (0.0081)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - - 0.0518 (0.0060)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - - 0.0141 (0.0048) .
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - - 0.0005 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - - -0.0141 (0.0009)
pub yr2000:gen same strF - - -0.0133 (0.0016)
pub yr2000:gen same strM - - -0.0146 (0.0008)
pub yr2000:gen same strU - - 0.0185 (0.0013)
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Table 5.18 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0184 (0.0120) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0042 (0.0030) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0150 (0.0104) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0025 (0.0024) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0065 (0.0053) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0014 (0.0022) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0123 (0.0075) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0256 (0.0144) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0113 (0.0057) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0047 (0.0028) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0044 (0.0035) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0291 (0.0139) *
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0026 (0.0030) X - -
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp -0.0031 (0.0008) - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0003 (0.0007) X - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0007 (0.0048) X - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL -0.0066 (0.0036) X - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS 0.0067 (0.0048) X - -
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE -0.0188 (0.0023) - -
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0076 (0.0029) . - -
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0090 (0.0016) - -
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0081 (0.0051) X - -
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0043 (0.0017) * - -
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0273 (0.0082) - -
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0079 (0.0019) - -
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp - - -0.0031 (0.0013) *
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -0.0146 (0.0046) .
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp - - -0.0163 (0.0049)
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp - - -0.0022 (0.0038) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - - -0.0021 (0.0057) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - - 0.0045 (0.0088) X
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Table 5.18 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE - - 0.0126 (0.0013)
pub yr2000:cit frq zp - - 0.0053 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE - - 0.0028 (0.0023) X
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp - - 0.0082 (0.0041) *
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - - -0.0014 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - - -0.0024 (0.0009) *
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - -0.0007 (0.0015) X -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - 0.0109 (0.0029) -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE -0.0003 (0.0007) X -0.0049 (0.0007) 0.0003 (0.0008) X
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Table 5.19: Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE -0.0330 (0.0037) -0.0291 (0.0037) -0.0292 (0.0037)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0019 (0.0005) 0.0017 (0.0005) . 0.0020 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0020 (0.0004) -0.0016 (0.0004) -0.0014 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.0025 (0.0026) X -0.0016 (0.0026) X -0.0025 (0.0026) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0028 (0.0032) X -0.0023 (0.0032) X -0.0031 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0035 (0.0005) 0.0034 (0.0005) 0.0035 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.0150 (0.0019) -0.0148 (0.0019) -0.0148 (0.0019)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0122 (0.0026) 0.0125 (0.0026) 0.0114 (0.0026)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0193 (0.0043) 0.0200 (0.0044) 0.0188 (0.0044)
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp 0.0001 (0.0003) X 0.0006 (0.0003) * 0.0006 (0.0003) *
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.0029 (0.0030) X 0.0023 (0.0030) X 0.0021 (0.0030) X
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE -0.0011 (0.0008) X -0.0008 (0.0008) X -0.0009 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE -0.0043 (0.0024) X -0.0036 (0.0024) X -0.0036 (0.0024) X
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE -0.0016 (0.0010) X -0.0016 (0.0010) X -0.0016 (0.0010) X
pub yr2000:eth same strARA 0.0112 (0.0086) X 0.0142 (0.0087) X 0.0139 (0.0087) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0136 (0.0032) -0.0111 (0.0032) -0.0114 (0.0032)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG -0.0068 (0.0013) -0.0061 (0.0013) -0.0062 (0.0013)
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN -0.0075 (0.0032) * -0.0060 (0.0032) X -0.0054 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0026 (0.0019) X 0.0043 (0.0019) * 0.0047 (0.0019) *
pub yr2000:eth same strIND 0.0094 (0.0034) . 0.0103 (0.0034) . 0.0102 (0.0034) .
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0127 (0.0033) 0.0135 (0.0033) 0.0139 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP -0.0067 (0.0021) . -0.0049 (0.0021) * -0.0047 (0.0021) *
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.0551 (0.0081) -0.0444 (0.0082) -0.0444 (0.0082)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0523 (0.0060) 0.0490 (0.0061) 0.0490 (0.0061)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA 0.0136 (0.0048) . 0.0146 (0.0049) . 0.0148 (0.0049) .
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0002 (0.0008) X 0.0004 (0.0008) X 0.0004 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE -0.0129 (0.0009) -0.0106 (0.0009) -0.0105 (0.0009)
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0123 (0.0016) -0.0097 (0.0016) -0.0097 (0.0016)
pub yr2000:gen same strM -0.0134 (0.0008) -0.0117 (0.0008) -0.0117 (0.0008)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0164 (0.0013) 0.0143 (0.0014) 0.0143 (0.0014)
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Table 5.19 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0138 (0.0120) X -0.0127 (0.0120) X -0.0130 (0.0121) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0030 (0.0030) X 0.0028 (0.0031) X 0.0030 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0110 (0.0105) X -0.0108 (0.0105) X -0.0108 (0.0105) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0015 (0.0024) X 0.0015 (0.0025) X 0.0016 (0.0025) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0064 (0.0053) X 0.0066 (0.0053) X 0.0066 (0.0053) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0014 (0.0022) X 0.0015 (0.0022) X 0.0016 (0.0022) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0118 (0.0075) X -0.0116 (0.0075) X -0.0115 (0.0075) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0201 (0.0145) X 0.0193 (0.0145) X 0.0194 (0.0145) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0117 (0.0057) * 0.0123 (0.0057) * 0.0124 (0.0057) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0049 (0.0028) X 0.0053 (0.0028) X 0.0053 (0.0028) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0036 (0.0035) X -0.0038 (0.0035) X -0.0036 (0.0035) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0236 (0.0139) X 0.0233 (0.0140) X 0.0234 (0.0140) X
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - 0.0090 (0.0030) . 0.0092 (0.0030) .
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - 0.0017 (0.0008) * 0.0017 (0.0008) *
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - 0.0009 (0.0008) X 0.0006 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - -0.0033 (0.0049) X -0.0015 (0.0049) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - -0.0092 (0.0037) * -0.0073 (0.0037) *
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - 0.0032 (0.0049) X 0.0048 (0.0049) X
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - -0.0063 (0.0024) . -0.0062 (0.0024) .
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - -0.0045 (0.0030) X -0.0041 (0.0030) X
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - -0.0038 (0.0017) * -0.0038 (0.0017) *
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - -0.0098 (0.0052) X -0.0094 (0.0052) X
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - -0.0059 (0.0017) -0.0059 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - -0.0230 (0.0083) . -0.0228 (0.0083) .
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - -0.0060 (0.0019) . -0.0059 (0.0019) .
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp -0.0032 (0.0013) * -0.0033 (0.0013) * -0.0035 (0.0013) .
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0158 (0.0046) -0.0150 (0.0046) . -0.0158 (0.0046)
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0163 (0.0049) -0.0160 (0.0049) . -0.0168 (0.0049)
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp -0.0048 (0.0039) X -0.0048 (0.0039) X -0.0049 (0.0039) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0058 (0.0057) X -0.0061 (0.0058) X -0.0066 (0.0058) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp 0.0031 (0.0088) X 0.0020 (0.0088) X 0.0016 (0.0088) X
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Table 5.19 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0126 (0.0013) 0.0109 (0.0013) 0.0107 (0.0013)
pub yr2000:cit frq zp 0.0050 (0.0006) 0.0044 (0.0006) 0.0043 (0.0006)
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0024 (0.0023) X 0.0027 (0.0023) X 0.0034 (0.0023) X
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0119 (0.0041) . 0.0126 (0.0041) . 0.0155 (0.0041)
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE -0.0001 (0.0032) X 0.0010 (0.0032) X 0.0003 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0021 (0.0009) * -0.0015 (0.0009) X -0.0017 (0.0009) X
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -0.0011 (0.0016) X
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -0.0061 (0.0031) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0009 (0.0008) X 0.0032 (0.0008) 0.0033 (0.0008)
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Table 5.20: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - - -0.0387 (0.0505) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0629 (0.0073)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0031 (0.0051) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp - - -0.2303 (0.0363)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -0.1383 (0.0448) .
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp - - 0.0251 (0.0062)
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE - - -0.1148 (0.0263)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - - -0.0358 (0.0338) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE - - -0.0079 (0.0605) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - - -0.0192 (0.0040)
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - - 0.3229 (0.0437)
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE - 0.0358 (0.0121) . -
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE - -0.0036 (0.0386) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE - -0.0380 (0.0136) . -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - -0.0025 (0.0994) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - -0.1872 (0.0387) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - 0.1246 (0.0177) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - 0.1483 (0.0502) . -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - 0.0694 (0.0270) * -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - -0.0111 (0.0446) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - -0.0281 (0.0566) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - 0.1831 (0.0371) -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - -0.0736 (0.0837) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - 0.0365 (0.0935) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - 0.0389 (0.0781) X -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - 0.0153 (0.0117) X -
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE - -0.0286 (0.0131) * -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - 0.0454 (0.0202) * -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - -0.0158 (0.0116) X -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - 0.0662 (0.0216) . -
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Table 5.20 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - 0.0616 (0.1644) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0130 (0.0412) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - -0.3259 (0.1497) * -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - 0.0885 (0.0351) * -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - -0.0202 (0.0743) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - -0.0143 (0.0315) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - 0.1039 (0.0890) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - -0.1310 (0.2007) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - 0.1361 (0.0812) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - 0.0503 (0.0398) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - -0.0006 (0.0498) X -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - 0.3361 (0.1983) X -
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - - -
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp -0.0451 (0.0179) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0533 (0.0615) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp -0.0818 (0.0647) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp 0.0756 (0.0510) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.1011 (0.0772) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp -0.2261 (0.1141) * - -
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Table 5.20 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Personal (P) Topical (T)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.1469 (0.0176) - -
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0699 (0.0071) - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0482 (0.0296) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp 0.1539 (0.0500) . - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0131 (0.0437) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0101 (0.0130) X - -
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE -0.0011 (0.0007) X -0.0011 (0.0007) X -0.0008 (0.0007) X
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Table 5.21: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - - -
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE - - 0.0164 (0.0122) X
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE - - 0.0196 (0.0387) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE - - -0.0427 (0.0138) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - - 0.0112 (0.0996) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - - -0.1953 (0.0388)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - - 0.1064 (0.0179)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - - 0.1257 (0.0505) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - - 0.0655 (0.0273) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - - -0.0113 (0.0447) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - - -0.0222 (0.0569) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - - 0.2004 (0.0373)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - - -0.0944 (0.0838) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - - 0.0420 (0.0938) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - - 0.0451 (0.0785) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - - 0.0116 (0.0118) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE - - -0.0288 (0.0133) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - - 0.0160 (0.0204) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - - -0.0081 (0.0117) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - - 0.0632 (0.0217) .
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Table 5.21 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - 0.0871 (0.1670) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0077 (0.0419) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.2639 (0.1515) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0747 (0.0355) *
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.0522 (0.0752) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0247 (0.0318) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - 0.0851 (0.0908) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - -0.1641 (0.2038) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0979 (0.0818) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0406 (0.0400) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0193 (0.0507) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - 0.2896 (0.2005) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0977 (0.0461) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp 0.0203 (0.0108) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0403 (0.0102) - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC -0.1490 (0.0670) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL 0.0662 (0.0579) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS -0.0283 (0.0662) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.2838 (0.0399) - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM -0.3436 (0.0534) - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU -0.3144 (0.0345) - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV -0.3270 (0.0952) - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS -0.1818 (0.0352) - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL -0.1854 (0.1757) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG -0.3343 (0.0375) - -
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - - -0.0244 (0.0181) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -0.0183 (0.0619) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - - -0.0060 (0.0652) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp - - 0.1459 (0.0515) .
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - - 0.1767 (0.0777) *
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - - -0.2068 (0.1146) X
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Table 5.21 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Affiliation (A) Network (N) CP
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE - - 0.0972 (0.0188)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp - - 0.0326 (0.0079)
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - - 0.0413 (0.0298) X
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp - - 0.0916 (0.0507) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE - - -0.0108 (0.0444) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp - - 0.0009 (0.0132) X
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - 0.0465 (0.0225) * -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - 0.0549 (0.0432) X -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE -0.0003 (0.0007) X -0.0049 (0.0007) 0.0003 (0.0008) X
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Table 5.22: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE 0.0040 (0.0514) X -0.0029 (0.0514) X -0.0040 (0.0514) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0515 (0.0077) 0.0468 (0.0078) 0.0456 (0.0078)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0114 (0.0058) X -0.0117 (0.0059) * -0.0126 (0.0059) *
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp -0.1815 (0.0379) -0.1613 (0.0380) -0.1548 (0.0381)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.1053 (0.0461) * -0.0916 (0.0461) * -0.0849 (0.0462) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0113 (0.0064) X 0.0067 (0.0064) X 0.0062 (0.0064) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.0595 (0.0271) * -0.0471 (0.0271) X -0.0452 (0.0271) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp -0.0076 (0.0371) X 0.0006 (0.0373) X 0.0064 (0.0373) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0263 (0.0634) X 0.0378 (0.0635) X 0.0443 (0.0635) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp -0.0191 (0.0041) -0.0193 (0.0041) -0.0198 (0.0042)
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE 0.3097 (0.0444) 0.2993 (0.0445) 0.3023 (0.0445)
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0143 (0.0124) X 0.0101 (0.0124) X 0.0110 (0.0124) X
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE -0.0092 (0.0391) X 0.0003 (0.0391) X 0.0001 (0.0391) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0362 (0.0139) . -0.0346 (0.0140) * -0.0349 (0.0140) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA 0.0063 (0.0998) X 0.0296 (0.1001) X 0.0307 (0.1001) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.1769 (0.0391) -0.1651 (0.0392) -0.1643 (0.0392)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.1012 (0.0180) 0.0946 (0.0180) 0.0940 (0.0180)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN 0.1122 (0.0507) * 0.1223 (0.0508) * 0.1117 (0.0509) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER 0.0573 (0.0274) * 0.0583 (0.0275) * 0.0566 (0.0275) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.0092 (0.0449) X 0.0081 (0.0451) X 0.0104 (0.0451) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.0280 (0.0570) X -0.0293 (0.0571) X -0.0352 (0.0572) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP 0.2187 (0.0374) 0.2283 (0.0376) 0.2238 (0.0376)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR -0.0923 (0.0842) X -0.0571 (0.0843) X -0.0553 (0.0843) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS 0.0361 (0.0940) X 0.0416 (0.0942) X 0.0418 (0.0942) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA 0.0538 (0.0787) X 0.0673 (0.0788) X 0.0616 (0.0788) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0099 (0.0119) X 0.0083 (0.0119) X 0.0085 (0.0119) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE -0.0197 (0.0133) X -0.0161 (0.0134) X -0.0165 (0.0134) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF 0.0066 (0.0205) X 0.0084 (0.0205) X 0.0093 (0.0205) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM -0.0024 (0.0118) X 0.0004 (0.0118) X -0.0010 (0.0118) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU 0.0502 (0.0219) * 0.0397 (0.0220) X 0.0395 (0.0220) X
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Table 5.22 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.0784 (0.1671) X 0.0917 (0.1674) X 0.0987 (0.1675) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0033 (0.0419) X -0.0027 (0.0420) X -0.0055 (0.0420) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.1948 (0.1520) X -0.2142 (0.1522) X -0.2037 (0.1523) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0545 (0.0356) X 0.0562 (0.0357) X 0.0531 (0.0357) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0511 (0.0755) X -0.0567 (0.0756) X -0.0582 (0.0756) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0236 (0.0319) X -0.0258 (0.0320) X -0.0265 (0.0320) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0765 (0.0905) X 0.0752 (0.0906) X 0.0763 (0.0906) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1430 (0.2044) X -0.1495 (0.2048) X -0.1573 (0.2048) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0690 (0.0821) X 0.0785 (0.0823) X 0.0750 (0.0823) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0324 (0.0401) X 0.0353 (0.0402) X 0.0343 (0.0402) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0283 (0.0507) X -0.0345 (0.0507) X -0.0359 (0.0508) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.2050 (0.2013) X 0.2539 (0.2017) X 0.2415 (0.2017) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - 0.0599 (0.0471) X 0.0606 (0.0472) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - 0.0254 (0.0111) * 0.0258 (0.0111) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - 0.0435 (0.0104) 0.0434 (0.0105)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - -0.1806 (0.0688) . -0.1824 (0.0689) .
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - -0.1137 (0.0591) X -0.1210 (0.0593) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - -0.1000 (0.0675) X -0.1008 (0.0675) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - -0.1142 (0.0407) . -0.1137 (0.0407) .
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - -0.1509 (0.0546) . -0.1695 (0.0547) .
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - -0.1410 (0.0353) -0.1385 (0.0353)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - -0.1383 (0.0968) X -0.1412 (0.0968) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - -0.0382 (0.0360) X -0.0384 (0.0360) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - 0.0572 (0.1781) X 0.0588 (0.1781) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - -0.1101 (0.0386) . -0.1129 (0.0386) .
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp -0.0173 (0.0182) X -0.0144 (0.0182) X -0.0136 (0.0183) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0034 (0.0622) X -0.0025 (0.0622) X 0.0012 (0.0623) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp 0.0193 (0.0654) X 0.0233 (0.0655) X 0.0276 (0.0656) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp 0.1602 (0.0518) . 0.1581 (0.0518) . 0.1633 (0.0519) .
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.2019 (0.0780) . 0.1877 (0.0781) * 0.1914 (0.0782) *
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp -0.1728 (0.1149) X -0.1818 (0.1151) X -0.1834 (0.1152) X
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Table 5.22 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor and subsets of model I1, part 3.
Fac Predictor CPT CPTA CPTAN
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.1030 (0.0190) 0.0911 (0.0191) 0.0920 (0.0191)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0477 (0.0081) 0.0442 (0.0081) 0.0435 (0.0081)
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0396 (0.0301) X 0.0285 (0.0302) X 0.0263 (0.0302) X
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp 0.0450 (0.0513) X 0.0382 (0.0514) X 0.0274 (0.0517) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0063 (0.0446) X 0.0064 (0.0448) X 0.0102 (0.0448) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0051 (0.0132) X 0.0060 (0.0133) X 0.0072 (0.0133) X
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -0.0045 (0.0235) X
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - 0.0673 (0.0467) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0009 (0.0008) X 0.0032 (0.0008) 0.0033 (0.0008)
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Table 5.23: Explicit interactions beyond year and author count across subsets of model I1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Predictor Citation (C) CP
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0034 (0.0358) X 0.0253 (0.0359) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.3000 (0.0520) -0.2727 (0.0522)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0042 (0.0470) X 0.0013 (0.0472) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0058 (0.0376) X 0.0066 (0.0378) X
Predictor CPT CPTA
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0315 (0.0360) X 0.0262 (0.0361) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.2616 (0.0523) -0.2561 (0.0523)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0057 (0.0473) X 0.0038 (0.0473) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0046 (0.0378) X 0.0047 (0.0378) X
Predictor CPTAN
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0271 (0.0361) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.2603 (0.0524)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0011 (0.0474) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0015 (0.0379) X
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Table 5.24: Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
T has msh indTRUE - -0.2699 (0.0397) -
jj sum zpˆ2 - -0.1458 (0.0059) -
mm sum zpˆ2 - -0.0337 (0.0042) -
jj sum zp - 0.4144 (0.0300) -
jj sum zp0TRUE - 0.2267 (0.0378) -
j same frq agg zp - -0.0185 (0.0051) -
j same indTRUE - 0.2301 (0.0218) -
mm sum zp - 0.4438 (0.0280) -
mm sum zp0TRUE - 0.6094 (0.0503) -
m same frq agg zp - 0.0306 (0.0035) -
m same indTRUE - -0.4507 (0.0370) -
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1261 (0.0104) - -
au1 none indTRUE -0.2663 (0.0332) - -
eth known diffTRUE 0.1043 (0.0117) - -
eth same strARA 0.0315 (0.0848) X - -
eth same strCHI 0.3765 (0.0330) - -
eth same strENG -0.0957 (0.0151) - -
eth same strFRN 0.1459 (0.0364) - -
eth same strGER 0.1380 (0.0210) - -
eth same strIND 0.2971 (0.0362) - -
eth same strITA 0.3376 (0.0418) - -
eth same strJAP 0.6116 (0.0291) - -
eth same strKOR 0.3067 (0.0824) - -
eth same strRUS 0.3239 (0.0445) - -
eth same strSPA -0.0038 (0.0540) X - -
eth same strUNK -0.0580 (0.0098) - -
gen FMTRUE 0.1239 (0.0112) - -
gen same strF 0.0342 (0.0172) * - -
gen same strM 0.1313 (0.0098) - -
gen same strU -0.0811 (0.0173) - -
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Table 5.24 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.7373 (0.1324) - -
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.2054 (0.0328) - -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.8995 (0.1241) - -
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.1920 (0.0292) - -
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1299 (0.0615) * - -
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0062 (0.0265) X - -
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0726 (0.0642) X - -
pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.3762 (0.1636) * - -
pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1848 (0.0666) . - -
pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0432 (0.0325) X - -
pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0986 (0.0432) * - -
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.0599 (0.1634) - -
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - - 0.1005 (0.0391) *
geo5 dist min zp - - 0.0287 (0.0090) .
geo5 mtch frq zp - - -0.0218 (0.0082) .
geo5 mtch typC - - -0.0273 (0.0542) X
geo5 mtch typL - - -0.0339 (0.0490) X
geo5 mtch typS - - -0.0208 (0.0540) X
inst known diffTRUE - - 0.0700 (0.0341) *
inst same strCOM - - -0.0087 (0.0490) X
inst same strEDU - - 0.2283 (0.0308)
inst same strGOV - - -0.1132 (0.0878) X
inst same strHOS - - -0.0146 (0.0312) X
inst same strMIL - - 0.0035 (0.1625) X
inst same strORG - - 0.1251 (0.0333)
C bibcp frq zp - - -
bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
bibcp sum zp - - -
cby coa frq zp - - -
cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 5.24 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
cit frq0TRUE - - -
cit frq zp - - -
cocit sum0TRUE - - -
cocit sum zp - - -
ref frq0TRUE - - -
ref frq zp - - -
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
comcoau cnt zp - - -
O (Intercept) 0.4948 (0.0895) -0.4835 (0.0604) 0.0322 (0.0392) X
pub yr2000 0.0065 (0.0078) X -0.0015 (0.0053) X -0.0087 (0.0032) .
ac ge3TRUE -0.4238 (0.1048) 0.1101 (0.0706) X 0.2985 (0.0445)
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Table 5.25: Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
T has msh indTRUE - - -0.4162 (0.0405)
jj sum zpˆ2 - - -0.1276 (0.0061)
mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0315 (0.0044)
jj sum zp - - 0.4239 (0.0308)
jj sum zp0TRUE - - 0.2706 (0.0386)
j same frq agg zp - - -0.0027 (0.0052) X
j same indTRUE - - 0.1479 (0.0224)
mm sum zp - - 0.5200 (0.0291)
mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.6595 (0.0513)
m same frq agg zp - - 0.0273 (0.0035)
m same indTRUE - - -0.4153 (0.0376)
P au1 both indTRUE - - -0.1385 (0.0106)
au1 none indTRUE - - -0.2174 (0.0337)
eth known diffTRUE - - 0.0801 (0.0118)
eth same strARA - - 0.0661 (0.0851) X
eth same strCHI - - 0.3893 (0.0333)
eth same strENG - - -0.1035 (0.0152)
eth same strFRN - - 0.1957 (0.0367)
eth same strGER - - 0.1678 (0.0212)
eth same strIND - - 0.3656 (0.0365)
eth same strITA - - 0.3775 (0.0420)
eth same strJAP - - 0.6019 (0.0292)
eth same strKOR - - 0.3166 (0.0828)
eth same strRUS - - 0.3634 (0.0447)
eth same strSPA - - 0.0269 (0.0542) X
eth same strUNK - - -0.0485 (0.0099)
gen FMTRUE - - 0.1049 (0.0113)
gen same strF - - 0.0556 (0.0174) .
gen same strM - - 0.1201 (0.0098)
gen same strU - - -0.0496 (0.0175) .
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Table 5.25 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.6446 (0.1331)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.2034 (0.0330)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - 0.8211 (0.1249)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.1541 (0.0294)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.1470 (0.0618) *
pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0178 (0.0267) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0393 (0.0646) X
pos1 age pprs c300 z - - 0.1383 (0.1646) X
pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - -0.1542 (0.0670) *
pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0343 (0.0326) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - 0.1133 (0.0438) .
pos2 age pprs c300 z - - -1.1648 (0.1644)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
geo5 dist min zp - - -
geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
geo5 mtch typC - - -
geo5 mtch typL - - -
geo5 mtch typS - - -
inst known diffTRUE - - -
inst same strCOM - - -
inst same strEDU - - -
inst same strGOV - - -
inst same strHOS - - -
inst same strMIL - - -
inst same strORG - - -
C bibcp frq zp 0.0322 (0.0162) * - -
bibcp sum0TRUE 0.0928 (0.0613) X - -
bibcp sum zp 0.1091 (0.0556) * - -
cby coa frq zp 0.2607 (0.0447) - -
cby coa sum0TRUE 0.3683 (0.0744) - -
cby coa sum zp 0.4369 (0.0984) - -
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Table 5.25 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
cit frq0TRUE 0.1030 (0.0147) - -
cit frq zp 0.0283 (0.0060) - -
cocit sum0TRUE -0.0515 (0.0429) X - -
cocit sum zp -0.7803 (0.0425) - -
ref frq0TRUE 0.3751 (0.0369) - -
ref frq zp 0.0772 (0.0110) - -
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - 0.0201 (0.0183) X -
comcoau cnt zp - 0.0110 (0.0345) X -
O (Intercept) -0.4600 (0.0827) 0.1002 (0.0178) -0.1518 (0.1091) X
pub yr2000 -0.0220 (0.0077) . -0.0001 (0.0016) X -0.0098 (0.0095) X
ac ge3TRUE -0.1401 (0.0968) X -0.1193 (0.0205) 0.0017 (0.1276) X
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Table 5.26: Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05,
* = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
T has msh indTRUE -0.4145 (0.0405) -0.4181 (0.0405) -0.4129 (0.0405)
jj sum zpˆ2 -0.1213 (0.0061) -0.1135 (0.0062) -0.1219 (0.0062)
mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0331 (0.0045) -0.0308 (0.0048) -0.0358 (0.0048)
jj sum zp 0.4047 (0.0309) 0.3752 (0.0311) 0.4075 (0.0312)
jj sum zp0TRUE 0.2532 (0.0386) 0.2242 (0.0388) 0.2522 (0.0388)
j same frq agg zp 0.0019 (0.0052) X -0.0016 (0.0053) X -0.0027 (0.0053) X
j same indTRUE 0.1317 (0.0224) 0.1344 (0.0225) 0.1358 (0.0225)
mm sum zp 0.5198 (0.0292) 0.4966 (0.0303) 0.5194 (0.0304)
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.6593 (0.0514) 0.6209 (0.0522) 0.6433 (0.0523)
m same frq agg zp 0.0278 (0.0035) 0.0265 (0.0035) 0.0270 (0.0035)
m same indTRUE -0.4053 (0.0376) -0.3904 (0.0377) -0.3922 (0.0377)
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1402 (0.0106) -0.1395 (0.0106) -0.1333 (0.0106)
au1 none indTRUE -0.2185 (0.0337) -0.2236 (0.0337) -0.2260 (0.0337)
eth known diffTRUE 0.0719 (0.0118) 0.0726 (0.0118) 0.0745 (0.0118)
eth same strARA 0.0298 (0.0853) X 0.0317 (0.0852) X 0.0314 (0.0853) X
eth same strCHI 0.3873 (0.0334) 0.3830 (0.0334) 0.3838 (0.0334)
eth same strENG -0.0980 (0.0152) -0.0947 (0.0152) -0.0926 (0.0152)
eth same strFRN 0.1911 (0.0368) 0.1856 (0.0368) 0.1653 (0.0368)
eth same strGER 0.1727 (0.0213) 0.1695 (0.0213) 0.1664 (0.0213)
eth same strIND 0.3574 (0.0365) 0.3605 (0.0365) 0.3580 (0.0366)
eth same strITA 0.3807 (0.0421) 0.3797 (0.0422) 0.3603 (0.0422)
eth same strJAP 0.6103 (0.0294) 0.6091 (0.0294) 0.5929 (0.0294)
eth same strKOR 0.2964 (0.0830) 0.2954 (0.0830) 0.2945 (0.0830)
eth same strRUS 0.3602 (0.0449) 0.3626 (0.0450) 0.3610 (0.0450)
eth same strSPA 0.0200 (0.0543) X 0.0230 (0.0544) X 0.0112 (0.0544) X
eth same strUNK -0.0460 (0.0099) -0.0459 (0.0099) -0.0460 (0.0099)
gen FMTRUE 0.1050 (0.0114) 0.1025 (0.0114) 0.1035 (0.0114)
gen same strF 0.0553 (0.0174) . 0.0519 (0.0174) . 0.0531 (0.0174) .
gen same strM 0.1221 (0.0099) 0.1215 (0.0099) 0.1223 (0.0099)
gen same strU -0.0406 (0.0175) * -0.0397 (0.0176) * -0.0411 (0.0176) *
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Table 5.26 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.6362 (0.1332) -0.6326 (0.1336) -0.6243 (0.1336)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.2024 (0.0331) 0.2029 (0.0331) 0.1993 (0.0332)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.8321 (0.1251) 0.8045 (0.1254) 0.8175 (0.1255)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.1555 (0.0295) -0.1501 (0.0295) -0.1537 (0.0295)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1462 (0.0619) * 0.1443 (0.0620) * 0.1443 (0.0620) *
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0192 (0.0267) X 0.0196 (0.0267) X 0.0192 (0.0268) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0398 (0.0647) X -0.0364 (0.0649) X -0.0352 (0.0650) X
pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.1309 (0.1648) X 0.1169 (0.1653) X 0.1098 (0.1654) X
pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1596 (0.0670) * -0.1508 (0.0671) * -0.1538 (0.0671) *
pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0350 (0.0327) X -0.0324 (0.0327) X -0.0335 (0.0327) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1181 (0.0438) . 0.1207 (0.0440) . 0.1213 (0.0440) .
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.1804 (0.1646) -1.1512 (0.1651) -1.1672 (0.1651)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0823 (0.0400) * 0.0833 (0.0400) * 0.0699 (0.0401) X
geo5 dist min zp 0.0227 (0.0092) * 0.0222 (0.0092) * 0.0227 (0.0092) *
geo5 mtch frq zp -0.0514 (0.0085) -0.0538 (0.0086) -0.0480 (0.0086)
geo5 mtch typC 0.1848 (0.0561) 0.1998 (0.0564) 0.1591 (0.0565) .
geo5 mtch typL 0.1479 (0.0503) . 0.1572 (0.0505) . 0.1082 (0.0507) *
geo5 mtch typS 0.1834 (0.0556) 0.1977 (0.0557) 0.1620 (0.0558) .
inst known diffTRUE 0.0151 (0.0348) X 0.0140 (0.0348) X 0.0134 (0.0348) X
inst same strCOM 0.0155 (0.0501) X 0.0163 (0.0502) X -0.0050 (0.0502) X
inst same strEDU 0.1721 (0.0315) 0.1692 (0.0315) 0.1717 (0.0315)
inst same strGOV -0.0662 (0.0891) X -0.0552 (0.0892) X -0.0577 (0.0892) X
inst same strHOS 0.0098 (0.0319) X 0.0112 (0.0319) X 0.0088 (0.0320) X
inst same strMIL -0.0453 (0.1646) X -0.0485 (0.1650) X -0.0490 (0.1650) X
inst same strORG 0.1348 (0.0343) 0.1356 (0.0343) 0.1320 (0.0343)
C bibcp frq zp - -0.0020 (0.0164) X 0.0020 (0.0164) X
bibcp sum0TRUE - -0.0161 (0.0621) X -0.0073 (0.0622) X
bibcp sum zp - -0.0371 (0.0566) X -0.0258 (0.0566) X
cby coa frq zp - 0.0944 (0.0455) * 0.1125 (0.0455) *
cby coa sum0TRUE - 0.1603 (0.0756) * 0.1827 (0.0756) *
cby coa sum zp - 0.2860 (0.1001) . 0.2806 (0.1001) .
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Table 5.26 (continued): Main effects by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
cit frq0TRUE - 0.0155 (0.0159) X 0.0208 (0.0160) X
cit frq zp - 0.0218 (0.0069) . 0.0238 (0.0069)
cocit sum0TRUE - -0.0997 (0.0436) * -0.1138 (0.0436) .
cocit sum zp - -0.4931 (0.0436) -0.5332 (0.0437)
ref frq0TRUE - 0.2168 (0.0378) 0.2294 (0.0378)
ref frq zp - 0.0442 (0.0113) 0.0482 (0.0113)
N comcoau cnt0TRUE - - 0.1151 (0.0190)
comcoau cnt zp - - 0.4405 (0.0372)
O (Intercept) -0.2241 (0.1163) X -0.3048 (0.1439) * -0.5048 (0.1455)
pub yr2000 -0.0228 (0.0101) * -0.0179 (0.0127) X -0.0164 (0.0129) X
ac ge3TRUE 0.0527 (0.1356) X -0.1958 (0.1677) X -0.1770 (0.1696) X
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Table 5.27: Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE - -0.0017 (0.0035) X -
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 - -0.0029 (0.0005) -
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 - -0.0034 (0.0004) -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp - 0.0127 (0.0026) -
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE - 0.0157 (0.0032) -
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp - 0.0025 (0.0005) -
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE - -0.0035 (0.0019) X -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp - 0.0072 (0.0024) . -
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE - 0.0129 (0.0044) . -
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - -0.0023 (0.0003) -
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE - 0.0093 (0.0031) . -
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE 0.0006 (0.0009) X - -
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0031 (0.0024) X - -
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE -0.0016 (0.0010) X - -
pub yr2000:eth same strARA -0.0135 (0.0086) X - -
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0625 (0.0030) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strENG -0.0045 (0.0014) . - -
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN -0.0097 (0.0030) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0039 (0.0018) * - -
pub yr2000:eth same strIND -0.0164 (0.0032) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0100 (0.0029) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP 0.0034 (0.0019) X - -
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.0634 (0.0086) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0190 (0.0036) - -
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA -0.0076 (0.0040) X - -
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0020 (0.0009) * - -
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE -0.0264 (0.0010) - -
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0318 (0.0017) - -
pub yr2000:gen same strM -0.0259 (0.0008) - -
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0084 (0.0013) - -
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Table 5.27 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0219 (0.0121) X - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0047 (0.0031) X - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0317 (0.0107) . - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0066 (0.0025) . - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0073 (0.0054) X - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0017 (0.0023) X - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0048 (0.0073) X - -
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0083 (0.0146) X - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0130 (0.0058) * - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0060 (0.0029) * - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0000 (0.0036) X - -
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0380 (0.0142) . - -
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - 0.0217 (0.0031)
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - - -0.0007 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -0.0027 (0.0007)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - - 0.0178 (0.0049)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - - -0.0128 (0.0037)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - - 0.0144 (0.0050) .
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - - 0.0046 (0.0025) X
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - - -0.0209 (0.0032)
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - - -0.0043 (0.0018) *
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - - -0.0099 (0.0055) X
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - - -0.0063 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - - -0.0216 (0.0089) *
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - - -0.0197 (0.0020)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 5.27 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cit frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp - - -
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0028 (0.0008) 0.0026 (0.0007) 0.0069 (0.0008)
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Table 5.28: Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE - - 0.0074 (0.0035) *
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0024 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 - - -0.0015 (0.0004)
pub yr2000:jj sum zp - - 0.0084 (0.0027) .
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0114 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp - - 0.0009 (0.0005) *
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE - - 0.0004 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp - - 0.0010 (0.0025) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE - - 0.0075 (0.0045) X
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp - - -0.0019 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE - - 0.0028 (0.0032) X
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE - - 0.0012 (0.0009) X
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE - - 0.0043 (0.0024) X
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE - - -0.0003 (0.0010) X
pub yr2000:eth same strARA - - -0.0140 (0.0087) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI - - -0.0593 (0.0030)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG - - -0.0034 (0.0014) *
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN - - -0.0135 (0.0030)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER - - 0.0013 (0.0018) X
pub yr2000:eth same strIND - - -0.0182 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:eth same strITA - - 0.0069 (0.0029) *
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP - - 0.0005 (0.0020) X
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR - - -0.0629 (0.0087)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS - - 0.0203 (0.0036)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA - - -0.0107 (0.0040) .
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK - - 0.0020 (0.0009) *
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE - - -0.0239 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:gen same strF - - -0.0285 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:gen same strM - - -0.0237 (0.0008)
pub yr2000:gen same strU - - 0.0074 (0.0013)
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Table 5.28 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0218 (0.0121) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0049 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.0307 (0.0107) .
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0064 (0.0025) *
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0070 (0.0054) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0016 (0.0023) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0029 (0.0074) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0170 (0.0147) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0120 (0.0059) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0062 (0.0029) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - 0.0023 (0.0037) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - 0.0451 (0.0142) .
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL - - -
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS - - -
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL - - -
pub yr2000:inst same strORG - - -
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp 0.0018 (0.0015) X - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0057 (0.0051) X - -
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0068 (0.0056) X - -
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp 0.0207 (0.0043) - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0270 (0.0064) - -
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp 0.0154 (0.0100) X - -
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Table 5.28 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0053 (0.0013) - -
pub yr2000:cit frq zp -0.0052 (0.0005) - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0007 (0.0025) X - -
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp -0.0153 (0.0046) - -
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE 0.0039 (0.0033) X - -
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0014 (0.0010) X - -
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - -0.0010 (0.0015) X -
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - -0.0383 (0.0029) -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0017 (0.0007) * 0.0048 (0.0007) 0.0028 (0.0008)
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Table 5.29: Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE 0.0077 (0.0035) * 0.0076 (0.0036) * 0.0069 (0.0036) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 -0.0024 (0.0005) -0.0024 (0.0005) -0.0022 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0014 (0.0004) -0.0010 (0.0004) * -0.0009 (0.0004) *
pub yr2000:jj sum zp 0.0087 (0.0027) . 0.0085 (0.0027) . 0.0080 (0.0027) .
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.0113 (0.0033) 0.0106 (0.0033) . 0.0102 (0.0033) .
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0009 (0.0005) * 0.0009 (0.0005) X 0.0009 (0.0005) X
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE 0.0000 (0.0019) X 0.0005 (0.0019) X 0.0009 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0017 (0.0026) X -0.0004 (0.0026) X -0.0003 (0.0026) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0082 (0.0045) X 0.0057 (0.0045) X 0.0061 (0.0045) X
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp -0.0016 (0.0003) -0.0017 (0.0003) -0.0018 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.0020 (0.0032) X 0.0021 (0.0032) X 0.0027 (0.0032) X
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE 0.0013 (0.0009) X 0.0013 (0.0009) X 0.0009 (0.0009) X
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0047 (0.0024) X 0.0051 (0.0024) * 0.0053 (0.0024) *
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE -0.0000 (0.0011) X 0.0000 (0.0011) X -0.0001 (0.0011) X
pub yr2000:eth same strARA -0.0120 (0.0087) X -0.0120 (0.0087) X -0.0118 (0.0087) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0562 (0.0030) -0.0555 (0.0030) -0.0557 (0.0030)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG -0.0035 (0.0014) * -0.0030 (0.0014) * -0.0032 (0.0014) *
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN -0.0133 (0.0030) -0.0137 (0.0030) -0.0137 (0.0030)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0021 (0.0018) X 0.0018 (0.0018) X 0.0016 (0.0018) X
pub yr2000:eth same strIND -0.0168 (0.0033) -0.0168 (0.0033) -0.0165 (0.0033)
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0071 (0.0029) * 0.0068 (0.0029) * 0.0075 (0.0029) .
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP 0.0007 (0.0020) X 0.0004 (0.0020) X 0.0009 (0.0020) X
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.0583 (0.0087) -0.0571 (0.0087) -0.0573 (0.0087)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0166 (0.0036) 0.0162 (0.0036) 0.0164 (0.0036)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA -0.0113 (0.0041) . -0.0114 (0.0041) . -0.0109 (0.0041) .
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0019 (0.0009) * 0.0019 (0.0009) * 0.0019 (0.0009) *
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE -0.0232 (0.0010) -0.0229 (0.0010) -0.0230 (0.0010)
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0277 (0.0017) -0.0275 (0.0017) -0.0276 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:gen same strM -0.0233 (0.0008) -0.0230 (0.0008) -0.0231 (0.0008)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0069 (0.0013) 0.0068 (0.0013) 0.0069 (0.0013)
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Table 5.29 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0224 (0.0121) X -0.0235 (0.0121) X -0.0234 (0.0121) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0050 (0.0031) X 0.0053 (0.0031) X 0.0053 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0317 (0.0108) . -0.0319 (0.0108) . -0.0321 (0.0108) .
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0065 (0.0025) . 0.0065 (0.0025) . 0.0066 (0.0025) .
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0072 (0.0054) X 0.0076 (0.0054) X 0.0075 (0.0054) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0014 (0.0023) X -0.0013 (0.0023) X -0.0013 (0.0023) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0022 (0.0074) X -0.0022 (0.0074) X -0.0024 (0.0074) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0191 (0.0147) X 0.0206 (0.0147) X 0.0205 (0.0147) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0125 (0.0059) * 0.0127 (0.0059) * 0.0126 (0.0059) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0065 (0.0029) * 0.0066 (0.0029) * 0.0065 (0.0029) *
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0024 (0.0037) X 0.0025 (0.0037) X 0.0020 (0.0037) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0479 (0.0143) 0.0489 (0.0143) 0.0488 (0.0143)
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0110 (0.0032) 0.0108 (0.0032) 0.0112 (0.0032)
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp 0.0007 (0.0008) X 0.0007 (0.0008) X 0.0005 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0011 (0.0008) X 0.0013 (0.0008) X 0.0011 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0053 (0.0050) X -0.0066 (0.0050) X -0.0049 (0.0050) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL -0.0168 (0.0038) -0.0178 (0.0038) -0.0153 (0.0038)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS -0.0013 (0.0051) X -0.0022 (0.0051) X -0.0006 (0.0051) X
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE 0.0054 (0.0026) * 0.0054 (0.0026) * 0.0053 (0.0026) *
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0076 (0.0032) * -0.0072 (0.0033) * -0.0073 (0.0033) *
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0011 (0.0018) X -0.0011 (0.0018) X -0.0011 (0.0018) X
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0036 (0.0056) X -0.0037 (0.0056) X -0.0038 (0.0056) X
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0018 (0.0019) X -0.0020 (0.0019) X -0.0018 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0139 (0.0090) X -0.0137 (0.0090) X -0.0139 (0.0090) X
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0087 (0.0021) -0.0084 (0.0021) -0.0083 (0.0021)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp - -0.0006 (0.0015) X -0.0007 (0.0015) X
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE - -0.0124 (0.0052) * -0.0125 (0.0052) *
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp - -0.0158 (0.0056) . -0.0153 (0.0056) .
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp - 0.0099 (0.0044) * 0.0092 (0.0044) *
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE - 0.0141 (0.0065) * 0.0126 (0.0065) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp - 0.0114 (0.0101) X 0.0114 (0.0101) X
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Table 5.29 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE - 0.0019 (0.0014) X 0.0017 (0.0014) X
pub yr2000:cit frq zp - 0.0008 (0.0006) X 0.0005 (0.0006) X
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE - -0.0040 (0.0026) X -0.0050 (0.0026) X
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp - -0.0033 (0.0046) X -0.0044 (0.0047) X
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE - -0.0016 (0.0034) X -0.0018 (0.0034) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp - -0.0021 (0.0010) * -0.0022 (0.0010) *
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - 0.0018 (0.0016) X
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp - - -0.0116 (0.0031)
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0058 (0.0008) 0.0055 (0.0008) 0.0060 (0.0008)
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Table 5.30: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - 0.1546 (0.0465) -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - 0.0514 (0.0069) -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 - 0.0264 (0.0049) -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp - -0.2014 (0.0350) -
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - -0.1531 (0.0438) -
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp - 0.0095 (0.0060) X -
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE - -0.0204 (0.0254) X -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - -0.1632 (0.0327) -
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE - -0.2051 (0.0586) -
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - -0.0041 (0.0040) X -
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - 0.0444 (0.0429) X -
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0452 (0.0119) - -
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.1154 (0.0366) . - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0182 (0.0137) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA -0.0750 (0.0958) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.1492 (0.0346) - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.0414 (0.0180) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN -0.0035 (0.0411) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER 0.0919 (0.0242) - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.2112 (0.0417) - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.0425 (0.0457) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP -0.1958 (0.0315) - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR 0.0115 (0.0809) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS -0.1430 (0.0491) . - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA 0.1497 (0.0596) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0113 (0.0114) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE -0.0355 (0.0130) . - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF 0.0741 (0.0205) - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM -0.0005 (0.0112) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU -0.0151 (0.0192) X - -
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Table 5.30 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.1710 (0.1580) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0454 (0.0396) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.2955 (0.1444) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0658 (0.0339) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0270 (0.0721) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0015 (0.0308) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0679 (0.0846) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1092 (0.1935) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1613 (0.0780) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0755 (0.0382) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0528 (0.0496) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.4788 (0.1906) * - -
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -0.2929 (0.0442)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - - -0.0267 (0.0106) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - - 0.0134 (0.0095) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - - -0.0370 (0.0626) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - - 0.1532 (0.0546) .
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - - -0.0690 (0.0631) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - - -0.2831 (0.0386)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - - -0.2424 (0.0530)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - - -0.3216 (0.0331)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - - -0.2446 (0.0944) .
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - - -0.2649 (0.0335)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - - -0.2690 (0.1697) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - - -0.2818 (0.0360)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - - -
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Table 5.30 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 1.
Fac Predictor Personal (P) Topical (T) Affiliation (A)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp - - -
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0028 (0.0008) 0.0026 (0.0007) 0.0069 (0.0008)
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Table 5.31: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE - - 0.2162 (0.0474)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0557 (0.0072)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 - - 0.0352 (0.0052)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp - - -0.2322 (0.0360)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE - - -0.1940 (0.0447)
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp - - 0.0066 (0.0062) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE - - -0.0103 (0.0262) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp - - -0.2360 (0.0339)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE - - -0.2881 (0.0597)
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp - - -0.0045 (0.0041) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE - - 0.0316 (0.0435) X
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE - - 0.0410 (0.0121)
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE - - 0.0741 (0.0371) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE - - -0.0169 (0.0138) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA - - -0.0691 (0.0961) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI - - -0.1452 (0.0348)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG - - 0.0374 (0.0181) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN - - -0.0173 (0.0414) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER - - 0.0844 (0.0243)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND - - -0.2112 (0.0419)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA - - -0.0423 (0.0459) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP - - -0.1860 (0.0317)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR - - 0.0053 (0.0812) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS - - -0.1460 (0.0494) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA - - 0.1685 (0.0599) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK - - 0.0112 (0.0115) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE - - -0.0332 (0.0131) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF - - 0.0441 (0.0207) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM - - 0.0032 (0.0113) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU - - -0.0279 (0.0194) X
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Table 5.31 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - 0.1525 (0.1587) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - -0.0500 (0.0397) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 - - -0.2456 (0.1453) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 - - 0.0449 (0.0342) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.0129 (0.0724) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE - - -0.0038 (0.0309) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE - - 0.0400 (0.0849) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z - - -0.1168 (0.1946) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE - - 0.1287 (0.0784) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE - - 0.0647 (0.0384) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE - - -0.0781 (0.0502) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z - - 0.4107 (0.1917) *
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL - - -
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG - - -
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp -0.0017 (0.0187) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE 0.1020 (0.0649) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp 0.0289 (0.0691) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp -0.1395 (0.0548) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.1624 (0.0817) * - -
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp -0.1273 (0.1223) X - -
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Table 5.31 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 2.
Fac Predictor Citation (C) Network (N) PT
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.0323 (0.0171) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0275 (0.0071) - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0363 (0.0314) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp 0.2504 (0.0542) - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0386 (0.0439) X - -
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0254 (0.0132) X - -
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - 0.0608 (0.0210) . -
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - 0.1871 (0.0397) -
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0017 (0.0007) * 0.0048 (0.0007) 0.0028 (0.0008)
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Table 5.32: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE 0.2246 (0.0474) 0.2232 (0.0475) 0.2192 (0.0475)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0516 (0.0072) 0.0533 (0.0073) 0.0552 (0.0074)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 0.0349 (0.0052) 0.0199 (0.0056) 0.0219 (0.0056)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp -0.2135 (0.0361) -0.2117 (0.0363) -0.2176 (0.0364)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.1810 (0.0448) -0.1702 (0.0449) -0.1765 (0.0450)
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0039 (0.0062) X 0.0022 (0.0062) X 0.0027 (0.0062) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.0025 (0.0262) X -0.0045 (0.0263) X -0.0051 (0.0263) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp -0.2256 (0.0341) -0.1452 (0.0353) -0.1536 (0.0354)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.2807 (0.0598) -0.1881 (0.0607) . -0.1969 (0.0608) .
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp -0.0057 (0.0041) X -0.0062 (0.0041) X -0.0061 (0.0041) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE 0.0392 (0.0436) X 0.0382 (0.0436) X 0.0376 (0.0436) X
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0459 (0.0121) 0.0434 (0.0121) 0.0412 (0.0122)
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.0780 (0.0371) * 0.0749 (0.0372) * 0.0762 (0.0372) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0134 (0.0139) X -0.0159 (0.0139) X -0.0168 (0.0139) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA -0.0481 (0.0963) X -0.0456 (0.0963) X -0.0449 (0.0963) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.1182 (0.0350) -0.1165 (0.0350) -0.1190 (0.0350)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.0390 (0.0181) * 0.0314 (0.0182) X 0.0315 (0.0182) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN -0.0193 (0.0415) X -0.0106 (0.0415) X 0.0017 (0.0415) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER 0.0843 (0.0244) 0.0893 (0.0244) 0.0917 (0.0245)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.2176 (0.0420) -0.2127 (0.0420) -0.2134 (0.0420)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.0476 (0.0460) X -0.0347 (0.0461) X -0.0257 (0.0461) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP -0.1909 (0.0318) -0.1797 (0.0319) -0.1723 (0.0319)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR 0.0355 (0.0814) X 0.0339 (0.0814) X 0.0318 (0.0814) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS -0.1894 (0.0497) -0.1789 (0.0498) -0.1773 (0.0498)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA 0.1606 (0.0600) . 0.1640 (0.0600) . 0.1703 (0.0600) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0097 (0.0115) X 0.0096 (0.0115) X 0.0098 (0.0115) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE -0.0295 (0.0131) * -0.0315 (0.0131) * -0.0318 (0.0131) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF 0.0476 (0.0207) * 0.0455 (0.0207) * 0.0447 (0.0207) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM 0.0079 (0.0113) X 0.0066 (0.0113) X 0.0072 (0.0114) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU -0.0429 (0.0195) * -0.0412 (0.0195) * -0.0406 (0.0195) *
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Table 5.32 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.1507 (0.1589) X 0.1704 (0.1592) X 0.1679 (0.1592) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0507 (0.0398) X -0.0582 (0.0399) X -0.0565 (0.0399) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.2629 (0.1455) X -0.2448 (0.1458) X -0.2517 (0.1458) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0474 (0.0342) X 0.0425 (0.0343) X 0.0447 (0.0343) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0087 (0.0725) X 0.0009 (0.0726) X 0.0008 (0.0726) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0056 (0.0310) X -0.0076 (0.0310) X -0.0072 (0.0310) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0414 (0.0849) X 0.0404 (0.0852) X 0.0383 (0.0852) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1051 (0.1948) X -0.1336 (0.1953) X -0.1335 (0.1954) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1360 (0.0785) X 0.1265 (0.0786) X 0.1280 (0.0786) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0666 (0.0384) X 0.0629 (0.0384) X 0.0638 (0.0384) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0826 (0.0502) X -0.0878 (0.0504) X -0.0870 (0.0504) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.4440 (0.1920) * 0.4148 (0.1925) * 0.4208 (0.1925) *
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0452 (0.0453) X -0.0440 (0.0453) X -0.0404 (0.0454) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp -0.0083 (0.0108) X -0.0079 (0.0108) X -0.0091 (0.0108) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp -0.0000 (0.0098) X -0.0056 (0.0099) X -0.0086 (0.0099) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC 0.0405 (0.0648) X 0.0697 (0.0651) X 0.0912 (0.0653) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL 0.0109 (0.0560) X 0.0326 (0.0563) X 0.0609 (0.0565) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS 0.0044 (0.0648) X 0.0180 (0.0649) X 0.0357 (0.0651) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.0713 (0.0393) X -0.0689 (0.0394) X -0.0691 (0.0394) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM -0.1122 (0.0542) * -0.1189 (0.0543) * -0.0987 (0.0543) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU -0.1692 (0.0338) -0.1655 (0.0338) -0.1677 (0.0338)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV -0.0528 (0.0957) X -0.0669 (0.0958) X -0.0648 (0.0958) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS -0.1348 (0.0344) -0.1303 (0.0344) -0.1291 (0.0344)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL -0.0052 (0.1720) X 0.0013 (0.1723) X -0.0009 (0.1723) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG -0.1462 (0.0370) -0.1526 (0.0370) -0.1496 (0.0370)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp - 0.0189 (0.0189) X 0.0168 (0.0189) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE - 0.1259 (0.0658) X 0.1190 (0.0658) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp - 0.0537 (0.0702) X 0.0484 (0.0702) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp - -0.0797 (0.0556) X -0.0910 (0.0557) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE - -0.0829 (0.0830) X -0.0976 (0.0831) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp - -0.1036 (0.1242) X -0.1077 (0.1242) X
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Table 5.32 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for subsets of model L1, part 3.
Fac Predictor PTA PTAC PTACN
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE - 0.0106 (0.0185) X 0.0088 (0.0185) X
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp - 0.0087 (0.0081) X 0.0086 (0.0081) X
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE - 0.0665 (0.0320) * 0.0685 (0.0321) *
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp - 0.2165 (0.0555) 0.2367 (0.0556)
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE - 0.0503 (0.0449) X 0.0449 (0.0449) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp - 0.0318 (0.0134) * 0.0299 (0.0135) *
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE - - 0.0239 (0.0218) X
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp - - -0.1026 (0.0427) *
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0058 (0.0008) 0.0055 (0.0008) 0.0060 (0.0008)
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Table 5.33: Explicit interactions beyond year and author count across subsets of model L1. Format:
logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Predictor Citation (C) PTAC
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0318 (0.0383) X -0.0127 (0.0387) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.1555 (0.0551) . -0.1129 (0.0558) *
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.1203 (0.0499) * -0.0781 (0.0505) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0478 (0.0400) X 0.0742 (0.0405) X
Predictor PTACN
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0124 (0.0387) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.1131 (0.0558) *
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0714 (0.0505) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0783 (0.0405) X
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Table 5.34: Predictions of relative impact and longevity for the top 5 most-cited papers in the datasets described
in Appendices B.1 and B.2. Citations are given by PMC as of 2009. Co-author identifiers (IDs) are unique to
Author-ity; their ordering is irrelevant. Probabilities are indicated by the row label moniker “prob”.
PMID 11846609 2659436 2025413 9843981 15572765
co-author IDs 103099 1
1898521 1
4419683 2
6345509 3
4138920 7
6371250 3
1729702 5
4892003 1
15299555 1
1973824 2
cby cnt 3,411 2,955 2,310 2,184 1,896
au1 both ind TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
au1 none ind FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs c300 z 1.5911 0.3010 1.5052 0.4771 1.0000
pos2 age pprs c300 z 1.0000 1.3979 0.9542 2.3345 1.0414
pos1 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs2 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
gen same str M M M M M
gen FM FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
eth same str ZZZ UNK ZZZ ZZZ ZZZ
eth known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
mm sum zp 3.8929 3.4434 3.7480 3.8600 3.3033
jj sum zp 2.1874 1.1637 2.7653 3.0111 2.5143
mm sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
jj sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
m same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
j same ind TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
m same frq agg zp 4.1505 3.5261 3.4178 3.5709 3.3491
j same frq agg zp 3.8067 0.0000 4.1544 2.2695 2.2577
has msh ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp sum zp 0.0000 0.4771 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
bibcp sum0 TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE TRUE
cby coa sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Table 5.34 (continued): Predictions of relative impact and longevity for the top 5 most-cited papers in the
datasets described in Appendices B.1 and B.2.
PMID 11846609 2659436 2025413 9843981 15572765
co-author IDs 103099 1
1898521 1
4419683 2
6345509 3
4138920 7
6371250 3
1729702 5
4892003 1
15299555 1
1973824 2
cby coa sum0 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
cocit sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cocit sum0 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp frq zp 0.0000 3.4965 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cby coa frq zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
cit frq zp 4.7326 3.7826 3.8356 5.0803 4.2874
cit frq0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
ref frq zp 0.0000 3.7080 3.3107 4.6453 0.0000
ref frq0 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE
comcoau cnt zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.0000 0.0000
comcoau cnt0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE
geo5 dist min zp 2.8361 0.0000 2.4132 2.3981 2.2672
geo5 mtch frq zp 6.6194 0.0000 6.6194 6.6194 5.9658
geo5 mtch typ C X C C C
geo5 dist min0 FALSE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
inst same str EDU ZZZ ORG EDU EDU
inst known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pub yr2000 1 -11 -9 -2 4
ac ge3 FALSE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE
imp above avg1 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
imp mean1 40.7456 32.8812 193.0000 21.0631 7.3145
prob impact 0.3761 0.3873 0.4010 0.5199 0.3521
fut ge1 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
fut ppr cnt 1 8 1 13 1
prob longevity 0.5135 0.6851 0.5082 0.6655 0.5244
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Table 5.35: Predictions of relative impact and longevity for the bottom 5 of the top 10 most-cited papers in the
datasets described in Appendices B.1 and B.2. Citations are given by PMC as of 2009. Co-author identifiers (IDs)
are unique to Author-ity; their ordering is irrelevant. Probabilities are indicated by the row label moniker “prob”.
PMID 2199796 10069079 10647931 2744487 9521319
co-author IDs 14068561 4
2948952 1
16535550 1
16665087 2
364479 3
5233837 1
3029093 2
312555 1
5654501 1
756824 1
cby cnt 1,618 1,601 1,592 1,476 1,205
au1 both ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
au1 none ind FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs c300 z 1.7559 0.4771 2.0212 0.6990 2.3997
pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0000 1.0414 2.3598 1.3802 2.2878
pos1 age pprs1 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs1 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs2 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos1 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pos2 age pprs300 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
gen same str M M M M M
gen FM FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
eth same str UNK ENG UNK ZZZ ZZZ
eth known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
mm sum zp 3.8126 3.3322 5.3977 3.8775 5.5623
jj sum zp 1.9012 2.1669 4.2443 2.4142 4.3881
mm sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
jj sum zp0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
m same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
j same ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
m same frq agg zp 2.7396 4.2096 1.3424 2.4265 1.2041
j same frq agg zp 4.7328 4.4803 2.7093 2.5250 1.0414
has msh ind TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
bibcp sum zp 0.0000 0.6990 1.6128 0.0000 1.7924
bibcp sum0 TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
cby coa sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.9031 0.0000 1.4914
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Table 5.35 (continued): Predictions of relative impact and longevity for the bottom 5 of the top 10 most-cited
papers in the datasets described in Appendices B.1 and B.2.
PMID 2199796 10069079 10647931 2744487 9521319
co-author IDs 14068561 4
2948952 1
16535550 1
16665087 2
364479 3
5233837 1
3029093 2
312555 1
5654501 1
756824 1
cby coa sum0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
cocit sum zp 0.0000 0.0000 2.1399 0.0000 2.0043
cocit sum0 TRUE TRUE FALSE TRUE FALSE
bibcp frq zp 0.0000 1.3802 1.1461 0.0000 0.8451
cby coa frq zp 0.0000 0.0000 1.2788 0.0000 0.3010
cit frq zp 4.1222 3.2636 7.4753 2.6928 6.8034
cit frq0 FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
ref frq zp 0.0000 4.1264 6.4116 4.0201 6.6281
ref frq0 TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
comcoau cnt zp 0.0000 0.0000 0.8451 0.6021 0.6021
comcoau cnt0 TRUE TRUE FALSE FALSE FALSE
geo5 dist min zp 0.0000 2.7011 0.0000 0.0000 1.7080
geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0000 6.6194 4.8390 4.6612 5.2276
geo5 mtch typ X C L L C
geo5 dist min0 TRUE FALSE TRUE TRUE FALSE
inst same str EDU EDU HOS HOS ORG
inst known diff FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE FALSE
pub yr2000 -10 -2 0 -11 -2
ac ge3 TRUE FALSE FALSE TRUE FALSE
imp above avg1 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
imp mean1 7.7391 20.6116 62.9742 12.8922 30.2060
prob impact 0.4131 0.4483 0.3977 0.4633 0.4196
fut ge1 TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
fut ppr cnt 2 4 1 2 4
prob longevity 0.5853 0.6298 0.3146 0.6511 0.4072
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Table 5.36: Main effects by factor for relative impact. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05,
.= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
T has msh indTRUE 0.2340 (0.0438) -0.0799 (0.0543) X
jj sum zpˆ2 -0.1028 (0.0067) -0.2159 (0.0081)
mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0259 (0.0050) -0.0444 (0.0064)
jj sum zp 0.2924 (0.0328) 0.4473 (0.0389)
jj sum zp0TRUE 0.2395 (0.0400) 0.2253 (0.0466)
j same frq agg zp -0.0547 (0.0055) -0.0529 (0.0063)
j same indTRUE 0.2019 (0.0234) 0.3767 (0.0273)
mm sum zp 0.3570 (0.0320) 0.7961 (0.0417)
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.3483 (0.0546) 0.8824 (0.0738)
m same frq agg zp 0.0073 (0.0036) * 0.0245 (0.0042)
m same indTRUE -0.0763 (0.0382) * -0.5035 (0.0448)
P au1 both indTRUE 0.0338 (0.0109) . 0.0022 (0.0128) X
au1 none indTRUE -0.2142 (0.0356) -0.5581 (0.0488)
eth known diffTRUE 0.0960 (0.0120) 0.1610 (0.0135)
eth same strARA -0.1413 (0.0937) X -1.0856 (0.1598)
eth same strCHI -0.0688 (0.0379) X 0.0113 (0.0462) X
eth same strENG 0.0717 (0.0152) 0.0599 (0.0175)
eth same strFRN -0.3782 (0.0459) -0.1727 (0.0525) .
eth same strGER -0.1951 (0.0242) -0.0988 (0.0282)
eth same strIND -0.0598 (0.0404) X -0.3183 (0.0542)
eth same strITA -0.3472 (0.0527) -0.3754 (0.0661)
eth same strJAP -0.5158 (0.0351) -0.4619 (0.0406)
eth same strKOR 0.4912 (0.0865) 0.1615 (0.1152) X
eth same strRUS -1.0653 (0.0833) -0.6271 (0.0976)
eth same strSPA -0.6135 (0.0727) -0.5573 (0.0888)
eth same strUNK -0.0175 (0.0102) X -0.0626 (0.0121)
gen FMTRUE 0.1728 (0.0116) 0.2732 (0.0134)
gen same strF 0.1769 (0.0176) 0.2463 (0.0206)
gen same strM 0.1118 (0.0103) 0.1671 (0.0120)
gen same strU -0.4117 (0.0196) -0.6113 (0.0265)
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Table 5.36 (continued): Main effects by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.0249 (0.1419) X 0.0699 (0.1635) X
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0069 (0.0354) X -0.0026 (0.0407) X
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.4204 (0.1316) . 0.1111 (0.1537) X
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0931 (0.0309) . -0.0477 (0.0358) X
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0385 (0.0648) X -0.1031 (0.0747) X
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0008 (0.0276) X -0.0527 (0.0318) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.1250 (0.0730) X -0.0419 (0.0807) X
pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.2844 (0.1746) X -0.8583 (0.2015)
pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.0324 (0.0705) X 0.1873 (0.0850) *
pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0032 (0.0342) X 0.0528 (0.0425) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0062 (0.0449) X -0.0102 (0.0493) X
pos2 age pprs c300 z -0.6106 (0.1736) -0.2295 (0.2054) X
A geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0878 (0.0421) * -0.1835 (0.0508)
geo5 dist min zp 0.0132 (0.0096) X 0.0433 (0.0109)
geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0808 (0.0091) 0.1809 (0.0111)
geo5 mtch typC -0.5620 (0.0604) -1.2921 (0.0735)
geo5 mtch typL -0.2929 (0.0537) -0.7499 (0.0658)
geo5 mtch typS -0.3983 (0.0587) -0.9467 (0.0702)
inst known diffTRUE 0.1806 (0.0362) 0.2164 (0.0440)
inst same strCOM 0.3525 (0.0509) 0.3407 (0.0596)
inst same strEDU 0.2643 (0.0332) 0.3668 (0.0407)
inst same strGOV 0.3067 (0.0904) 0.3281 (0.1036) .
inst same strHOS 0.1520 (0.0338) -0.0756 (0.0417) X
inst same strMIL 0.0681 (0.1706) X 0.1426 (0.1969) X
inst same strORG 0.2309 (0.0361) 0.3872 (0.0435)
C bibcp frq zp -0.0856 (0.0159) -0.0702 (0.0163)
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.1964 (0.0588) -0.0721 (0.0619) X
bibcp sum zp -0.1491 (0.0531) . -0.0305 (0.0569) X
cby coa frq zp -0.0987 (0.0426) * 0.0811 (0.0468) X
cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0916 (0.0711) X 0.1588 (0.0772) *
cby coa sum zp 0.3200 (0.0930) 0.5281 (0.1016)
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Table 5.36 (continued): Main effects by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
cit frq0TRUE -0.1058 (0.0165) 0.3776 (0.0200)
cit frq zp 0.1502 (0.0070) 0.5952 (0.0080)
cocit sum0TRUE -0.0032 (0.0410) X 0.1381 (0.0439) .
cocit sum zp 0.2115 (0.0414) 0.1733 (0.0450)
ref frq0TRUE -0.1769 (0.0380) -0.0682 (0.0426) X
ref frq zp -0.0355 (0.0113) . 0.0111 (0.0123) X
N comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.0391 (0.0207) X -0.0016 (0.0243) X
comcoau cnt zp -0.3435 (0.0413) -0.5563 (0.0486)
O (Intercept) -1.5172 (0.1484) -2.9294 (0.1745)
pub yr2000 -0.0199 (0.0122) X -0.0430 (0.0143) .
ac ge3TRUE -0.1854 (0.1724) X -0.2758 (0.2028) X
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Table 5.37: Main effects by factor for longevity. Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05,
.= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
T has msh indTRUE -0.4129 (0.0405) -0.2370 (0.0575) -0.1251 (0.0762) X
jj sum zpˆ2 -0.1219 (0.0062) -0.1352 (0.0081) -0.1343 (0.0101)
mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0358 (0.0048) -0.0548 (0.0064) -0.0562 (0.0081)
jj sum zp 0.4075 (0.0312) 0.4844 (0.0406) 0.4984 (0.0513)
jj sum zp0TRUE 0.2522 (0.0388) 0.3682 (0.0511) 0.3861 (0.0651)
j same frq agg zp -0.0027 (0.0053) X 0.0026 (0.0065) X 0.0017 (0.0079) X
j same indTRUE 0.1358 (0.0225) 0.1188 (0.0280) 0.1201 (0.0345)
mm sum zp 0.5194 (0.0304) 0.6494 (0.0421) 0.6412 (0.0543)
mm sum zp0TRUE 0.6433 (0.0523) 0.8490 (0.0760) 0.8979 (0.0997)
m same frq agg zp 0.0270 (0.0035) 0.0396 (0.0045) 0.0377 (0.0056)
m same indTRUE -0.3922 (0.0377) -0.4120 (0.0507) -0.3088 (0.0661)
P au1 both indTRUE -0.1333 (0.0106) -0.1259 (0.0137) -0.1058 (0.0173)
au1 none indTRUE -0.2260 (0.0337) -0.2090 (0.0488) -0.1984 (0.0640) .
eth known diffTRUE 0.0745 (0.0118) 0.0256 (0.0146) X -0.0147 (0.0182) X
eth same strARA 0.0314 (0.0853) X -0.1938 (0.1138) X -0.4530 (0.1571) .
eth same strCHI 0.3838 (0.0334) 0.2390 (0.0423) 0.2086 (0.0531)
eth same strENG -0.0926 (0.0152) -0.0714 (0.0196) -0.0739 (0.0246) .
eth same strFRN 0.1653 (0.0368) 0.1792 (0.0432) 0.1122 (0.0514) *
eth same strGER 0.1664 (0.0213) 0.2622 (0.0253) 0.3386 (0.0297)
eth same strIND 0.3580 (0.0366) 0.3242 (0.0439) 0.3025 (0.0535)
eth same strITA 0.3603 (0.0422) 0.4659 (0.0479) 0.4847 (0.0560)
eth same strJAP 0.5929 (0.0294) 0.7258 (0.0323) 0.8254 (0.0374)
eth same strKOR 0.2945 (0.0830) 0.2783 (0.0996) . 0.0959 (0.1234) X
eth same strRUS 0.3610 (0.0450) 0.3201 (0.0610) 0.3414 (0.0797)
eth same strSPA 0.0112 (0.0544) X 0.1209 (0.0664) X 0.1950 (0.0795) *
eth same strUNK -0.0460 (0.0099) -0.0497 (0.0129) -0.0630 (0.0163)
gen FMTRUE 0.1035 (0.0114) 0.0331 (0.0145) * -0.0043 (0.0184) X
gen same strF 0.0531 (0.0174) . -0.0644 (0.0230) . -0.1329 (0.0299)
gen same strM 0.1223 (0.0099) 0.0874 (0.0126) 0.0714 (0.0158)
gen same strU -0.0411 (0.0176) * -0.0097 (0.0259) X -0.0182 (0.0350) X
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Table 5.37 (continued): Main effects by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.6243 (0.1336) -0.7088 (0.1677) -1.0246 (0.2059)
pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.1993 (0.0332) 0.2385 (0.0416) 0.3289 (0.0509)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.8175 (0.1255) 1.0575 (0.1580) 1.5545 (0.1969)
pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.1537 (0.0295) -0.1748 (0.0367) -0.2710 (0.0454)
pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.1443 (0.0620) * 0.1066 (0.0777) X 0.2043 (0.0961) *
pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0192 (0.0268) X -0.0051 (0.0336) X 0.0299 (0.0418) X
pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0352 (0.0650) X -0.0537 (0.0799) X -0.1928 (0.0962) *
pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.1098 (0.1654) X 0.1394 (0.2075) X 0.4957 (0.2557) X
pos2 age pprs1TRUE -0.1538 (0.0671) * -0.2225 (0.0880) * -0.4895 (0.1114)
pos2 age pprs2TRUE -0.0335 (0.0327) X -0.0007 (0.0440) X -0.0639 (0.0562) X
pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.1213 (0.0440) . 0.0791 (0.0497) X 0.1372 (0.0575) *
pos2 age pprs c300 z -1.1672 (0.1651) -1.6662 (0.2115) -2.4439 (0.2655)
A geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0699 (0.0401) X -0.0579 (0.0510) X -0.0672 (0.0637) X
geo5 dist min zp 0.0227 (0.0092) * -0.0227 (0.0114) * -0.0457 (0.0141) .
geo5 mtch frq zp -0.0480 (0.0086) -0.0232 (0.0108) * -0.0490 (0.0134)
geo5 mtch typC 0.1591 (0.0565) . -0.0110 (0.0710) X 0.1360 (0.0881) X
geo5 mtch typL 0.1082 (0.0507) * -0.0338 (0.0650) X 0.0405 (0.0818) X
geo5 mtch typS 0.1620 (0.0558) . 0.0005 (0.0700) X 0.1060 (0.0872) X
inst known diffTRUE 0.0134 (0.0348) X -0.0585 (0.0456) X -0.0713 (0.0584) X
inst same strCOM -0.0050 (0.0502) X -0.1668 (0.0656) * -0.3161 (0.0850)
inst same strEDU 0.1717 (0.0315) 0.0831 (0.0410) * 0.0465 (0.0520) X
inst same strGOV -0.0577 (0.0892) X -0.0260 (0.1156) X -0.2453 (0.1536) X
inst same strHOS 0.0088 (0.0320) X -0.0191 (0.0416) X -0.0080 (0.0527) X
inst same strMIL -0.0490 (0.1650) X -0.0826 (0.2045) X -0.1897 (0.2491) X
inst same strORG 0.1320 (0.0343) 0.0594 (0.0441) X 0.0197 (0.0556) X
C bibcp frq zp 0.0020 (0.0164) X 0.0129 (0.0189) X 0.0447 (0.0230) X
bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0073 (0.0622) X -0.0185 (0.0746) X 0.1210 (0.0921) X
bibcp sum zp -0.0258 (0.0566) X 0.0483 (0.0684) X 0.1278 (0.0858) X
cby coa frq zp 0.1125 (0.0455) * 0.0955 (0.0553) X 0.0056 (0.0702) X
cby coa sum0TRUE 0.1827 (0.0756) * 0.1878 (0.0920) * 0.1386 (0.1140) X
cby coa sum zp 0.2806 (0.1001) . 0.2490 (0.1228) * 0.2630 (0.1526) X
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Table 5.37 (continued): Main effects by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
cit frq0TRUE 0.0208 (0.0160) X -0.0096 (0.0203) X -0.0690 (0.0254) .
cit frq zp 0.0238 (0.0069) -0.0164 (0.0085) X -0.0711 (0.0106)
cocit sum0TRUE -0.1138 (0.0436) . -0.1773 (0.0507) -0.2231 (0.0617)
cocit sum zp -0.5332 (0.0437) -0.6144 (0.0546) -0.6576 (0.0691)
ref frq0TRUE 0.2294 (0.0378) 0.2296 (0.0479) 0.2258 (0.0596)
ref frq zp 0.0482 (0.0113) 0.0518 (0.0141) 0.0529 (0.0175) .
N comcoau cnt0TRUE 0.1151 (0.0190) 0.1588 (0.0234) 0.1609 (0.0286)
comcoau cnt zp 0.4405 (0.0372) 0.3981 (0.0449) 0.3571 (0.0543)
O (Intercept) -0.5048 (0.1455) -1.4386 (0.1871) -1.7036 (0.2360)
pub yr2000 -0.0164 (0.0129) X 0.0074 (0.0171) X 0.0735 (0.0220)
ac ge3TRUE -0.1770 (0.1696) X 0.3196 (0.2152) X 0.5599 (0.2680) *
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Table 5.38: Interaction of main effects with year by factor for relative impact. Format: logit (SE) signif., where
X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE -0.0292 (0.0037) -0.0314 (0.0045)
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0020 (0.0005) 0.0037 (0.0007)
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0014 (0.0004) -0.0003 (0.0005) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zp -0.0025 (0.0026) X 0.0037 (0.0031) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0031 (0.0032) X 0.0140 (0.0037)
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0035 (0.0005) 0.0027 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE -0.0148 (0.0019) -0.0227 (0.0022)
pub yr2000:mm sum zp 0.0114 (0.0026) 0.0040 (0.0033) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0188 (0.0044) 0.0045 (0.0058) X
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp 0.0006 (0.0003) * 0.0021 (0.0003)
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.0021 (0.0030) X 0.0095 (0.0035) .
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE -0.0009 (0.0008) X 0.0013 (0.0010) X
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE -0.0036 (0.0024) X -0.0033 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE -0.0016 (0.0010) X -0.0045 (0.0011)
pub yr2000:eth same strARA 0.0139 (0.0087) X 0.1038 (0.0164)
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0114 (0.0032) 0.0075 (0.0042) X
pub yr2000:eth same strENG -0.0062 (0.0013) -0.0021 (0.0015) X
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN -0.0054 (0.0032) X -0.0210 (0.0037)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0047 (0.0019) * 0.0006 (0.0022) X
pub yr2000:eth same strIND 0.0102 (0.0034) . 0.0266 (0.0047)
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0139 (0.0033) 0.0151 (0.0043)
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP -0.0047 (0.0021) * -0.0132 (0.0025)
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.0444 (0.0082) -0.0221 (0.0108) *
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0490 (0.0061) 0.0589 (0.0075)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA 0.0148 (0.0049) . 0.0108 (0.0059) X
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0004 (0.0008) X 0.0000 (0.0010) X
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE -0.0105 (0.0009) -0.0215 (0.0011)
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0097 (0.0016) -0.0239 (0.0018)
pub yr2000:gen same strM -0.0117 (0.0008) -0.0206 (0.0009)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0143 (0.0014) 0.0256 (0.0018)
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Table 5.38 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0130 (0.0121) X -0.0134 (0.0140) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0030 (0.0031) X 0.0045 (0.0036) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0108 (0.0105) X 0.0010 (0.0123) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0016 (0.0025) X -0.0011 (0.0029) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0066 (0.0053) X 0.0105 (0.0061) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE 0.0016 (0.0022) X 0.0018 (0.0025) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0115 (0.0075) X 0.0037 (0.0088) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0194 (0.0145) X 0.0151 (0.0168) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0124 (0.0057) * 0.0058 (0.0069) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0053 (0.0028) X 0.0045 (0.0035) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0036 (0.0035) X -0.0068 (0.0039) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0234 (0.0140) X 0.0048 (0.0166) X
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0092 (0.0030) . -0.0004 (0.0036) X
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp 0.0017 (0.0008) * 0.0017 (0.0009) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0006 (0.0008) X -0.0028 (0.0009) .
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0015 (0.0049) X 0.0225 (0.0060)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL -0.0073 (0.0037) * 0.0248 (0.0045)
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS 0.0048 (0.0049) X 0.0241 (0.0058)
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE -0.0062 (0.0024) . -0.0064 (0.0028) *
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0041 (0.0030) X -0.0033 (0.0034) X
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0038 (0.0017) * -0.0015 (0.0020) X
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0094 (0.0052) X -0.0220 (0.0059)
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0059 (0.0017) 0.0021 (0.0021) X
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0228 (0.0083) . -0.0080 (0.0097) X
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0059 (0.0019) . -0.0070 (0.0023) .
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp -0.0035 (0.0013) . -0.0068 (0.0014)
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0158 (0.0046) -0.0236 (0.0049)
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0168 (0.0049) -0.0298 (0.0055)
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp -0.0049 (0.0039) X -0.0069 (0.0044) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0066 (0.0058) X -0.0057 (0.0063) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp 0.0016 (0.0088) X 0.0014 (0.0098) X
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Table 5.38 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0107 (0.0013) 0.0155 (0.0016)
pub yr2000:cit frq zp 0.0043 (0.0006) 0.0053 (0.0007)
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0034 (0.0023) X 0.0072 (0.0025) .
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp 0.0155 (0.0041) 0.0265 (0.0046)
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE 0.0003 (0.0032) X 0.0039 (0.0035) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0017 (0.0009) X -0.0034 (0.0010)
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.0011 (0.0016) X -0.0000 (0.0019) X
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp -0.0061 (0.0031) X -0.0069 (0.0038) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0033 (0.0008) 0.0012 (0.0010) X
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Table 5.39: Interaction of main effects with year by factor for longevity. Format: logit (SE) signif., where
X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
T pub yr2000:has msh indTRUE 0.0069 (0.0036) X -0.0003 (0.0054) X -0.0174 (0.0073) *
pub yr2000:jj sum zpˆ2 -0.0022 (0.0005) -0.0019 (0.0007) . -0.0015 (0.0009) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0009 (0.0004) * -0.0002 (0.0006) X 0.0005 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zp 0.0080 (0.0027) . 0.0063 (0.0036) X 0.0028 (0.0047) X
pub yr2000:jj sum zp0TRUE 0.0102 (0.0033) . 0.0088 (0.0045) X 0.0027 (0.0060) X
pub yr2000:j same frq agg zp 0.0009 (0.0005) X 0.0015 (0.0006) * 0.0013 (0.0008) X
pub yr2000:j same indTRUE 0.0009 (0.0019) X 0.0015 (0.0025) X 0.0021 (0.0032) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp -0.0003 (0.0026) X -0.0053 (0.0038) X -0.0070 (0.0050) X
pub yr2000:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0061 (0.0045) X 0.0011 (0.0069) X -0.0080 (0.0092) X
pub yr2000:m same frq agg zp -0.0018 (0.0003) -0.0021 (0.0004) -0.0017 (0.0005)
pub yr2000:m same indTRUE 0.0027 (0.0032) X 0.0033 (0.0045) X -0.0006 (0.0060) X
P pub yr2000:au1 both indTRUE 0.0009 (0.0009) X 0.0036 (0.0012) . 0.0047 (0.0015) .
pub yr2000:au1 none indTRUE 0.0053 (0.0024) * 0.0056 (0.0037) X 0.0082 (0.0051) X
pub yr2000:eth known diffTRUE -0.0001 (0.0011) X -0.0002 (0.0014) X -0.0015 (0.0017) X
pub yr2000:eth same strARA -0.0118 (0.0087) X -0.0136 (0.0119) X 0.0044 (0.0162) X
pub yr2000:eth same strCHI -0.0557 (0.0030) -0.0727 (0.0039) -0.0804 (0.0049)
pub yr2000:eth same strENG -0.0032 (0.0014) * -0.0068 (0.0019) -0.0061 (0.0025) *
pub yr2000:eth same strFRN -0.0137 (0.0030) -0.0168 (0.0036) -0.0230 (0.0045)
pub yr2000:eth same strGER 0.0016 (0.0018) X 0.0008 (0.0022) X -0.0006 (0.0027) X
pub yr2000:eth same strIND -0.0165 (0.0033) -0.0126 (0.0041) . -0.0034 (0.0052) X
pub yr2000:eth same strITA 0.0075 (0.0029) . 0.0097 (0.0035) . 0.0097 (0.0041) *
pub yr2000:eth same strJAP 0.0009 (0.0020) X 0.0051 (0.0024) * 0.0112 (0.0029)
pub yr2000:eth same strKOR -0.0573 (0.0087) -0.0519 (0.0107) -0.0573 (0.0131)
pub yr2000:eth same strRUS 0.0164 (0.0036) 0.0277 (0.0053) 0.0476 (0.0072)
pub yr2000:eth same strSPA -0.0109 (0.0041) . -0.0098 (0.0051) X -0.0125 (0.0063) *
pub yr2000:eth same strUNK 0.0019 (0.0009) * 0.0015 (0.0012) X 0.0028 (0.0015) X
pub yr2000:gen FMTRUE -0.0230 (0.0010) -0.0201 (0.0013) -0.0200 (0.0017)
pub yr2000:gen same strF -0.0276 (0.0017) -0.0246 (0.0023) -0.0240 (0.0031)
pub yr2000:gen same strM -0.0231 (0.0008) -0.0203 (0.0011) -0.0173 (0.0014)
pub yr2000:gen same strU 0.0069 (0.0013) 0.0049 (0.0020) * -0.0005 (0.0027) X
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Table 5.39 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0234 (0.0121) X -0.0387 (0.0159) * -0.0211 (0.0199) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0053 (0.0031) X 0.0083 (0.0040) * 0.0041 (0.0050) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.0321 (0.0108) . -0.0367 (0.0143) * 0.0009 (0.0183) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0066 (0.0025) . 0.0081 (0.0033) * 0.0009 (0.0042) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0075 (0.0054) X 0.0148 (0.0071) * 0.0055 (0.0090) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0013 (0.0023) X 0.0017 (0.0030) X -0.0012 (0.0038) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs300TRUE -0.0024 (0.0074) X -0.0012 (0.0092) X -0.0130 (0.0111) X
pub yr2000:pos1 age pprs c300 z 0.0205 (0.0147) X 0.0378 (0.0193) * 0.0135 (0.0243) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0126 (0.0059) * 0.0164 (0.0082) * -0.0117 (0.0107) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0065 (0.0029) * 0.0093 (0.0042) * -0.0006 (0.0056) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs300TRUE 0.0020 (0.0037) X 0.0004 (0.0042) X 0.0042 (0.0050) X
pub yr2000:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.0488 (0.0143) 0.0508 (0.0194) . -0.0110 (0.0250) X
A pub yr2000:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0112 (0.0032) 0.0135 (0.0042) . 0.0070 (0.0054) X
pub yr2000:geo5 dist min zp 0.0005 (0.0008) X 0.0010 (0.0011) X 0.0001 (0.0014) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0011 (0.0008) X 0.0017 (0.0010) X 0.0002 (0.0013) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typC -0.0049 (0.0050) X -0.0116 (0.0066) X -0.0074 (0.0084) X
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typL -0.0153 (0.0038) -0.0233 (0.0051) -0.0170 (0.0066) *
pub yr2000:geo5 mtch typS -0.0006 (0.0051) X -0.0053 (0.0067) X -0.0045 (0.0085) X
pub yr2000:inst known diffTRUE 0.0053 (0.0026) * 0.0018 (0.0036) X -0.0000 (0.0047) X
pub yr2000:inst same strCOM -0.0073 (0.0033) * -0.0101 (0.0045) * -0.0130 (0.0058) *
pub yr2000:inst same strEDU -0.0011 (0.0018) X -0.0044 (0.0026) X -0.0078 (0.0034) *
pub yr2000:inst same strGOV -0.0038 (0.0056) X -0.0046 (0.0077) X 0.0083 (0.0103) X
pub yr2000:inst same strHOS -0.0018 (0.0019) X -0.0039 (0.0027) X -0.0082 (0.0035) *
pub yr2000:inst same strMIL -0.0139 (0.0090) X -0.0143 (0.0121) X -0.0218 (0.0154) X
pub yr2000:inst same strORG -0.0083 (0.0021) -0.0171 (0.0029) -0.0206 (0.0038)
C pub yr2000:bibcp frq zp -0.0007 (0.0015) X -0.0008 (0.0018) X 0.0006 (0.0022) X
pub yr2000:bibcp sum0TRUE -0.0125 (0.0052) * -0.0099 (0.0063) X -0.0029 (0.0079) X
pub yr2000:bibcp sum zp -0.0153 (0.0056) . -0.0041 (0.0068) X 0.0054 (0.0087) X
pub yr2000:cby coa frq zp 0.0092 (0.0044) * 0.0047 (0.0054) X 0.0072 (0.0069) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0126 (0.0065) X 0.0104 (0.0080) X 0.0166 (0.0100) X
pub yr2000:cby coa sum zp 0.0114 (0.0101) X 0.0093 (0.0123) X 0.0133 (0.0154) X
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Table 5.39 (continued): Interaction of main effects with year by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
pub yr2000:cit frq0TRUE 0.0017 (0.0014) X 0.0014 (0.0018) X -0.0020 (0.0024) X
pub yr2000:cit frq zp 0.0005 (0.0006) X 0.0001 (0.0008) X -0.0021 (0.0010) *
pub yr2000:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0050 (0.0026) X -0.0052 (0.0032) X -0.0074 (0.0040) X
pub yr2000:cocit sum zp -0.0044 (0.0047) X -0.0122 (0.0058) * -0.0143 (0.0073) X
pub yr2000:ref frq0TRUE -0.0018 (0.0034) X -0.0022 (0.0045) X 0.0049 (0.0057) X
pub yr2000:ref frq zp -0.0022 (0.0010) * -0.0024 (0.0013) X -0.0003 (0.0017) X
N pub yr2000:comcoau cnt0TRUE 0.0018 (0.0016) X -0.0002 (0.0020) X -0.0026 (0.0025) X
pub yr2000:comcoau cnt zp -0.0116 (0.0031) -0.0154 (0.0038) -0.0214 (0.0048)
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0060 (0.0008) 0.0057 (0.0011) 0.0033 (0.0014) *
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Table 5.40: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for relative impact. Format: logit (SE) signif.,
where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE -0.0040 (0.0514) X 0.0751 (0.0637) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0456 (0.0078) 0.0414 (0.0094)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 -0.0126 (0.0059) * 0.0085 (0.0074) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp -0.1548 (0.0381) -0.1195 (0.0449) .
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.0849 (0.0462) X -0.0415 (0.0536) X
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0062 (0.0064) X 0.0248 (0.0073)
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.0452 (0.0271) X -0.1295 (0.0317)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp 0.0064 (0.0373) X -0.0938 (0.0483) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE 0.0443 (0.0635) X -0.0534 (0.0853) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp -0.0198 (0.0042) -0.0133 (0.0049) .
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE 0.3023 (0.0445) 0.3092 (0.0521)
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0110 (0.0124) X 0.0462 (0.0147) .
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.0001 (0.0391) X 0.0280 (0.0534) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0349 (0.0140) * -0.0216 (0.0156) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA 0.0307 (0.1001) X 0.0743 (0.1530) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.1643 (0.0392) -0.3017 (0.0470)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.0940 (0.0180) 0.0440 (0.0207) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN 0.1117 (0.0509) * 0.0788 (0.0581) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER 0.0566 (0.0275) * -0.0086 (0.0321) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND 0.0104 (0.0451) X -0.0051 (0.0598) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.0352 (0.0572) X -0.1460 (0.0721) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP 0.2238 (0.0376) 0.1400 (0.0437) .
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR -0.0553 (0.0843) X -0.0466 (0.1106) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS 0.0418 (0.0942) X -0.0990 (0.1111) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA 0.0616 (0.0788) X 0.0738 (0.0964) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0085 (0.0119) X -0.0013 (0.0140) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE -0.0165 (0.0134) X 0.0036 (0.0154) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF 0.0093 (0.0205) X 0.0610 (0.0239) *
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM -0.0010 (0.0118) X -0.0206 (0.0138) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU 0.0395 (0.0220) X 0.1267 (0.0296)
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Table 5.40 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.0987 (0.1675) X -0.0911 (0.1932) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0055 (0.0420) X 0.0298 (0.0484) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.2037 (0.1523) X -0.2890 (0.1780) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0531 (0.0357) X 0.0708 (0.0413) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE -0.0582 (0.0756) X 0.0448 (0.0872) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0265 (0.0320) X 0.0120 (0.0368) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0763 (0.0906) X -0.1719 (0.1008) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1573 (0.2048) X 0.0616 (0.2364) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.0750 (0.0823) X 0.1202 (0.0993) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0343 (0.0402) X 0.0630 (0.0499) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0359 (0.0508) X -0.0499 (0.0559) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.2415 (0.2017) X 0.3536 (0.2387) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE 0.0606 (0.0472) X 0.0221 (0.0566) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp 0.0258 (0.0111) * 0.0247 (0.0127) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp 0.0434 (0.0105) 0.0557 (0.0127)
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC -0.1824 (0.0689) . -0.2441 (0.0835) .
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL -0.1210 (0.0593) * -0.1467 (0.0725) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS -0.1008 (0.0675) X -0.1559 (0.0805) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.1137 (0.0407) . -0.1582 (0.0491) .
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM -0.1695 (0.0547) . -0.2208 (0.0640)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU -0.1385 (0.0353) -0.2333 (0.0433)
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV -0.1412 (0.0968) X -0.2368 (0.1110) *
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS -0.0384 (0.0360) X -0.0001 (0.0445) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL 0.0588 (0.1781) X -0.1651 (0.2061) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG -0.1129 (0.0386) . -0.1721 (0.0465)
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp -0.0136 (0.0183) X -0.0359 (0.0189) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE 0.0012 (0.0623) X 0.0213 (0.0660) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp 0.0276 (0.0656) X 0.1588 (0.0714) *
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp 0.1633 (0.0519) . 0.1063 (0.0580) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.1914 (0.0782) * 0.1194 (0.0855) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp -0.1834 (0.1152) X -0.2389 (0.1270) X
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Table 5.40 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for relative impact.
Fac Predictor I1 I2
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.0920 (0.0191) 0.1092 (0.0232)
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0435 (0.0081) 0.0363 (0.0093)
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0263 (0.0302) X -0.0034 (0.0325) X
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp 0.0274 (0.0517) X -0.0334 (0.0566) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0102 (0.0448) X 0.0769 (0.0502) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0072 (0.0133) X 0.0431 (0.0145) .
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE -0.0045 (0.0235) X -0.0075 (0.0276) X
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp 0.0673 (0.0467) X 0.1063 (0.0550) X
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0033 (0.0008) 0.0012 (0.0010) X
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Table 5.41: Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for longevity. Format: logit (SE) signif.,
where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
T ac ge3TRUE:has msh indTRUE 0.2192 (0.0475) 0.0992 (0.0670) X -0.0041 (0.0883) X
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zpˆ2 0.0552 (0.0074) 0.0809 (0.0094) 0.0786 (0.0116)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zpˆ2 0.0219 (0.0056) 0.0404 (0.0074) 0.0421 (0.0092)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp -0.2176 (0.0364) -0.3452 (0.0468) -0.3247 (0.0585)
ac ge3TRUE:jj sum zp0TRUE -0.1765 (0.0450) -0.3311 (0.0586) -0.2934 (0.0739)
ac ge3TRUE:j same frq agg zp 0.0027 (0.0062) X 0.0137 (0.0076) X 0.0211 (0.0092) *
ac ge3TRUE:j same indTRUE -0.0051 (0.0263) X -0.0139 (0.0325) X -0.0239 (0.0397) X
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp -0.1536 (0.0354) -0.2664 (0.0482) -0.2602 (0.0614)
ac ge3TRUE:mm sum zp0TRUE -0.1969 (0.0608) . -0.3931 (0.0869) -0.4438 (0.1127)
ac ge3TRUE:m same frq agg zp -0.0061 (0.0041) X -0.0107 (0.0051) * -0.0031 (0.0063) X
ac ge3TRUE:m same indTRUE 0.0376 (0.0436) X 0.0430 (0.0581) X -0.0391 (0.0750) X
P ac ge3TRUE:au1 both indTRUE 0.0412 (0.0122) 0.0285 (0.0155) X 0.0030 (0.0193) X
ac ge3TRUE:au1 none indTRUE 0.0762 (0.0372) * 0.0171 (0.0536) X -0.0092 (0.0702) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth known diffTRUE -0.0168 (0.0139) X -0.0213 (0.0170) X -0.0068 (0.0210) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strARA -0.0449 (0.0963) X 0.0338 (0.1328) X 0.3420 (0.1815) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strCHI -0.1190 (0.0350) -0.0257 (0.0459) X 0.0065 (0.0585) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strENG 0.0315 (0.0182) X -0.0104 (0.0229) X 0.0034 (0.0282) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strFRN 0.0017 (0.0415) X -0.0459 (0.0481) X -0.0299 (0.0566) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strGER 0.0917 (0.0245) 0.0537 (0.0285) X 0.0386 (0.0331) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strIND -0.2134 (0.0420) -0.1856 (0.0514) -0.1414 (0.0630) *
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strITA -0.0257 (0.0461) X -0.0436 (0.0521) X 0.0293 (0.0605) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strJAP -0.1723 (0.0319) -0.2279 (0.0350) -0.2586 (0.0403)
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strKOR 0.0318 (0.0814) X -0.0437 (0.1027) X 0.1847 (0.1301) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strRUS -0.1773 (0.0498) -0.1654 (0.0675) * -0.0805 (0.0875) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strSPA 0.1703 (0.0600) . 0.1366 (0.0728) X 0.1283 (0.0863) X
ac ge3TRUE:eth same strUNK 0.0098 (0.0115) X 0.0033 (0.0147) X 0.0219 (0.0184) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen FMTRUE -0.0318 (0.0131) * -0.0499 (0.0166) . -0.0633 (0.0208) .
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strF 0.0447 (0.0207) * 0.0601 (0.0271) * 0.0382 (0.0349) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strM 0.0072 (0.0114) X 0.0159 (0.0143) X 0.0180 (0.0178) X
ac ge3TRUE:gen same strU -0.0406 (0.0195) * -0.0873 (0.0288) . -0.1083 (0.0389) .
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Table 5.41 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ2 0.1679 (0.1592) X 0.0335 (0.1985) X 0.1837 (0.2415) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 zˆ3 -0.0565 (0.0399) X -0.0270 (0.0498) X -0.0657 (0.0604) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ2 -0.2517 (0.1458) X -0.0759 (0.1824) X 0.0564 (0.2249) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 zˆ3 0.0447 (0.0343) X -0.0079 (0.0423) X -0.0262 (0.0518) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs1TRUE 0.0008 (0.0726) X 0.0588 (0.0903) X -0.0136 (0.1105) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs2TRUE -0.0072 (0.0310) X 0.0400 (0.0385) X 0.0081 (0.0474) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs300TRUE 0.0383 (0.0852) X 0.1234 (0.1055) X 0.1934 (0.1267) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos1 age pprs c300 z -0.1335 (0.1954) X -0.0644 (0.2431) X -0.2974 (0.2967) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs1TRUE 0.1280 (0.0786) X 0.0953 (0.1022) X -0.0345 (0.1279) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs2TRUE 0.0638 (0.0384) X 0.0099 (0.0514) X -0.0994 (0.0650) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs300TRUE -0.0870 (0.0504) X 0.0101 (0.0567) X 0.0115 (0.0654) X
ac ge3TRUE:pos2 age pprs c300 z 0.4208 (0.1925) * 0.2592 (0.2447) X -0.0125 (0.3039) X
A ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min0TRUE -0.0404 (0.0454) X 0.1477 (0.0575) * 0.1785 (0.0714) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 dist min zp -0.0091 (0.0108) X 0.0288 (0.0133) * 0.0355 (0.0163) *
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch frq zp -0.0086 (0.0099) X -0.0288 (0.0125) * -0.0104 (0.0154) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typC 0.0912 (0.0653) X 0.2675 (0.0817) . 0.1904 (0.1008) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typL 0.0609 (0.0565) X 0.1081 (0.0724) X 0.0263 (0.0905) X
ac ge3TRUE:geo5 mtch typS 0.0357 (0.0651) X 0.1830 (0.0814) * 0.1127 (0.1006) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst known diffTRUE -0.0691 (0.0394) X -0.0386 (0.0513) X -0.0195 (0.0649) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strCOM -0.0987 (0.0543) X 0.0236 (0.0709) X 0.1601 (0.0912) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strEDU -0.1677 (0.0338) -0.1221 (0.0442) . -0.0900 (0.0559) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strGOV -0.0648 (0.0958) X -0.1383 (0.1240) X 0.1253 (0.1634) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strHOS -0.1291 (0.0344) -0.0962 (0.0449) * -0.0950 (0.0567) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strMIL -0.0009 (0.1723) X -0.0054 (0.2115) X 0.0997 (0.2565) X
ac ge3TRUE:inst same strORG -0.1496 (0.0370) -0.1253 (0.0478) . -0.0954 (0.0600) X
C ac ge3TRUE:bibcp frq zp 0.0168 (0.0189) X -0.0008 (0.0213) X -0.0269 (0.0254) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum0TRUE 0.1190 (0.0658) X 0.0279 (0.0767) X -0.0498 (0.0933) X
ac ge3TRUE:bibcp sum zp 0.0484 (0.0702) X -0.0080 (0.0828) X -0.0688 (0.1015) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa frq zp -0.0910 (0.0557) X -0.1037 (0.0660) X -0.0304 (0.0817) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0976 (0.0831) X -0.1561 (0.0991) X -0.1124 (0.1208) X
ac ge3TRUE:cby coa sum zp -0.1077 (0.1242) X -0.1463 (0.1480) X -0.1359 (0.1803) X
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Table 5.41 (continued): Interaction of main effects with author count by factor for longevity.
Fac Predictor L1 L3 L5
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq0TRUE 0.0088 (0.0185) X -0.0121 (0.0234) X -0.0099 (0.0288) X
ac ge3TRUE:cit frq zp 0.0086 (0.0081) X 0.0155 (0.0099) X 0.0294 (0.0121) *
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0685 (0.0321) * 0.0584 (0.0386) X 0.1009 (0.0473) *
ac ge3TRUE:cocit sum zp 0.2367 (0.0556) 0.1937 (0.0689) . 0.2761 (0.0857) .
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq0TRUE 0.0449 (0.0449) X 0.0438 (0.0559) X 0.0684 (0.0687) X
ac ge3TRUE:ref frq zp 0.0299 (0.0135) * 0.0229 (0.0166) X 0.0282 (0.0203) X
N ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt0TRUE 0.0239 (0.0218) X -0.0023 (0.0267) X -0.0065 (0.0324) X
ac ge3TRUE:comcoau cnt zp -0.1026 (0.0427) * -0.1525 (0.0514) . -0.1564 (0.0619) *
O pub yr2000:ac ge3TRUE 0.0060 (0.0008) 0.0057 (0.0011) 0.0033 (0.0014) *
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Table 5.42: Explicit interactions beyond year and author count across models of relative impact and longevity.
Format: logit (SE) signif., where X = p≥ 0.05, * = p< 0.05, .= p< 0.01, and p< 0.001 otherwise.
Predictor I1 I2
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0271 (0.0361) X -0.0607 (0.0385) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.2603 (0.0524) -0.3671 (0.0556)
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0011 (0.0474) X -0.0946 (0.0502) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0015 (0.0379) X -0.0884 (0.0407) *
Predictor L1 L3
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE -0.0124 (0.0387) X 0.0506 (0.0466) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.1131 (0.0558) * -0.1561 (0.0652) *
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.0714 (0.0505) X 0.0011 (0.0592) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0783 (0.0405) X 0.0878 (0.0460) X
Predictor L5
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE 0.0347 (0.0567) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE -0.1511 (0.0785) X
bibcp sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.0010 (0.0711) X
cby coa sum0TRUE:cocit sum0TRUE 0.1068 (0.0551) X
Figure 5.1: Performance characteristics of models of success via ROC and Precision-
Recall (PR) plots. Points denote the cutoff value (0.5) for calculating precision, recall
(TPR), and related terms in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. A model that fit the data perfectly
would hug the upper left and upper right corners of the ROC and PR plots, respectively.
A model no better than random would hug the thin gray diagonal line.
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Figure 5.2: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model I1 (normalized by year,
journal). Lines represent expected values; points represent observations binned using 100
breaks. 284
Figure 5.3: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model I2 (normalized by year).
Lines represent expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 5.4: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model L1. Lines represent
expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 5.5: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model L3. Lines represent
expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Figure 5.6: Fit of select predictors across all factors in model L5. Lines represent
expected values; points represent observations binned using 100 breaks.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Conclusion
What factors lead scientists to strike up new collaborations? What factors drive
the formation of “successful” collaborations? This study answered these questions
by building three statistical models to examine over a million co-authorships in
PubMed® in the period [1988,2009] about five factors: Topical, Personal, Affili-
ation, Citation, and Network. (The factors and the dimensions they encompass
are described in Table 1.1.) The model of collaborative formation reflects how sci-
entists behave, without value judgment. The two models of collaborative success
(relative impact and longevity) reflect how scientists should behave if they want to
“succeed”. The primary finding of this study is that all factors contribute to pre-
dicting collaborative formation and collaborative success. The effect of each factor
is additive. The relative importance of each factor is surprising.
Table 6.1 summarizes the results. For each model, the leftmost factor captures
enough detail to be the primary driving mechanism (given cAUC): topical char-
acteristics drive formation; citations drive relative impact; and personal charac-
teristics drive longevity. All other factors are able to improve the capture rate,
sometimes by more than a few percentage points. However, the improvement (or
refinement of the complete model) is uneven and becomes asymptotic, quicker for
relative impact than for formation or longevity. The shifting rank order of factors
is not due to their composition and unequal size (by term) but to their intrinsic
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contribution to model performance.1 The relatively low performance of relative im-
pact and longevity reflects the difficulty in predicting success.
Directional arrows indicate that collaborations are more likely to form when co-
authors have a high degree of similarity (homogeneity) between them; but first-
time collaborations are more likely to be successful with varying degrees of dissim-
ilarity (heterogeneity). Variation among factors about direction suggests that the
factors are orthogonal to one another—that is, each captures a different aspect of
the composition collaborations and human social behavior. Factors with more than
one arrow indicate the presence of complex, conditional phenomena.
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the lineup of factors in Table 6.1 is the con-
sistent position played by Network. This is striking for two reasons. First, Net-
work is often the only factor of interest in studies of co-authorship networks; but
its effect is minuscule here. Liben-Nowell and Kleinberg (2007) show that common
co-authors suffice for link prediction. Although more complex measures may pre-
dict more links; complexity has a cost—for example, it can occasionally degrade
performance. Second, “cumulative advantage” (Merton, 1988) and “preferential
attachment” (Baraba´si et al., 2002) posit that the process by which human social
networks form and evolve favors early entrants, the ones to whom the greatest ben-
efits accrue. (For a review, see Perc, 2014.) This implies that a collaboration is
more likely to form between a youthful first author, as initiator, and a senior last
author. However, after accounting for topics and citations, among other factors,
odds favor collaborative formation between youthful authors (models TPACNt and
TPACNx, Table 4.7).2 Thus, arguments for cumulative advantage and preferen-
tial attachment cannot be based on structural properties of a network alone. When
multiple strata of human social behavior are taken into account (“multiform het-
1Conceivably, the contribution of Citation could change if the records gathered from PubMed
Central® (PMC) were supplemented by records of citation from other sources; and the con-
tribution of Personal characteristics could change as well with more refined inferences about
ethnicity; but such activity is left of future work.
2Roth (2005) anticipated this is the kind of correction in proposing “generalized preferential
attachment”.
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Table 6.1: Summary of collaborative models. Each complete model nests five factors,
the names of which are abbreviated for convenience. (“Xact” is not a factor but shows
the effect of additional two-way interactions among multiple factors.) Each factor com-
prises dimensions summarized in Table 1.1. The factors are ordered from left to right
according to their contribution to the overall fit of the respective complete model. The
contribution is summarized by the cumulative Area Under the receiver operating char-
acteristic Curve (cAUC), which represents the AUC of the nested model comprised of
the current and all preceding factors. A model performing no better than random has
an AUC of 50% (the baseline). Direction reflects similarity (upward arrow), dissimilarity
(downward arrow), and ambiguity (lateral arrow; statistical insignificance, p≥ 0.05) of
select main effects by factor from complete models (TPACNt for Formation, Table 4.7; I1
and L1 for Relative Impact and Longevity, respectively, Tables 5.36 and 5.37). The size
of the arrow reflects the proportion of similarity measures with the given slope.
Formation
Factor Topic + Pers + Affil + Cit + Net + Xact
cAUC (%) 84.98 95.48 97.06 97.17 97.25 97.49
Direction
Relative Impact (above-average citations normalized by year, journal)
Factor Cit + Pers + Topic + Affil + Net
cAUC (%) 59.66 63.38 64.21 64.62 64.66
Direction
Longevity (multiple future papers)
Factor Pers + Topic + Affil + Cit + Net
cAUC (%) 55.86 60.28 60.50 60.61 60.68
Direction
Measures underpinning assessment of Direction:
 Affil (Affiliation): minimum geodesic distance; matching geolocation
(city, US state, country); institution type (known and different offsets
same).
 Cit (Citation): bibliographic coupling; direct citation; co-citation.
 Net (Network): common co-authors.
 Pers (Personal): professional age (mixture given asymmetry between
first and last authors); ethnicity; gender.
 Topic (Topical): MeSH® terms, same, similar; journal titles, same,
similar.
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erogeneity”, Blau, 1974), the dynamics of human social interaction can change,
raising the specter of Simpson’s paradox. This suggests that studies of human so-
cial behavior that focus exclusively on network properties may be incomplete and
draw incorrect conclusions.
All the models presented here construe human social behavior according to pair-
wise interaction about a substantial number of diverse inputs. The inputs reflect
ways in which collaborations form and thrive and, by proxy, the endogenous forces
(latent motivations) underlying those collaborations. For example, the implicit
similarity of MeSH® terms represents the extent of a pair’s expertise; the implicit
similarity of journal titles, disciplinary focus; professional age, experience. The
models support inferences about human motivation along such lines, not all. For
example, are authors more likely to form a collaboration if one or both have an
above-average number of citations on a past paper? If the paper marking the for-
mation of a collaboration turns out to be a blockbuster, are the collaborators more
likely to publish future papers together? One could posit roles for expertise and
experience as well as affiliation and author count in both cases; but the explana-
tions will be incomplete and unsatisfying. The models do not support the level of
inference implied by such questions. However, if the unexplained is merely an il-
lusion due to the lack of proper constraints (Pearl, 2009, p. 26; see also Laplace,
1840/1902, Chapter II), then one need only find the proper proxies. One could
add predictors to the models to target hypothesized behavioral mechanisms more
specifically—here, for example, about citations, perhaps also roles played by au-
thors relative to their affiliations. This is left for future work.
The mechanisms driving collaborative formation and collaborative success found
here apply to science broadly and may be explained by a number of revolutions
or disruptions to social order. These revolutions are organized in the following
list about the factors considered in this study. The factors are sorted according
to their intrinsic contribution to collaborative formation, the most important first:
 Topical: The amount of available scientific literature has exploded within
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the last several decades, evidenced by the holdings of PubMed®. The nature
of science investigation has changed as well, evidenced in part by the rise of
computational biology (bioinformatics) in the late 1980s (Hogeweg, 2011, 3)
and the proposal for “brain observatories” in more recent years (Alivisatos
et al., 2015). Topical characteristics dominate in models of collaborative for-
mation in this study, because science is so big. The low recall of the Topical
factor (≈ 35%) reflects a degree of topical diversity and interaction among
disciplines and specialties.
 Personal: The massive increase in scientific literature is due in part to an
increase in the number of people conducting science. Importantly, descriptive
metadata reflects contributions from more females and more ethnicities (most
notably from the Far East). Collaborators tend to be homophilous about
both ethnicity and gender. For example, ceteris paribus, the odds of collab-
orative formation are higher for two Korean females than for (a) two females
of different ethnicity or (b) two Koreans of different gender. This finding cor-
responds to sociological studies of human social behavior; but reality is more
complex. For example, while professional age (experience) affects the odds of
collaborative formation, only the age of the last author affects collaborative
success.
 Affiliation: Technological advances in transportation and telecommunica-
tion have changed the way people connect and interact markedly within the
last century (Huang, Shen, & Contractor, 2013). Physical proximity is no
longer measured exclusively in feet (meters) but also in miles (kilometers).
People connect and interact regularly about several dimensions: spatial (geo-
graphic distance); temporal (coincident or overlapping work hours); and con-
figurational (work sites, organizational structures, the Internet) (O’Leary &
Cummings, 2007). The affect of geographic dispersion on distributed work is
attested by the low recall of Affiliation (≈ 39%), indicating that collaborative
formation does occur at considerable physical distance.
 Citation: The revolution in citations and citation analysis is about tools
(technology, applications). Today, scientists and scholars can see who has
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cited who using tools such as Google Scholar, Elsevier’s Scopus® and EMBASE®,
Thomson Reuters’ Web of Knowledge®, and NLM®’s PubMed®. In the
future, citations are likely to play a bigger role. Tools that facilitate cita-
tion have already changed citation behavior. For example, because literature
searches are made more efficient by online (electronic) resources versus print
resources—and perhaps because the literature is so abundant—scientists and
scholars now tend to cite more recent but fewer articles from fewer journals
(Evans, 2008).
 Network: Interest in network science and social network analysis was rekin-
dled in the last several decades by provocative theories and experiments about
network structure and processes of network evolution. The development and
availability of analytical tools has contributed to this interest. In this study,
the high precision of Network (≈ 94%) suggests why researchers have given
network features so much attention. However, the low recall of Network (≈ 27%)
and its last place among other factors suggests that even after accounting
for author name ambiguity, Network handles only borderline cases. Network
measures act as proxy for other things. People connect and interact in ways
that network measures alone cannot capture. Thus, the classic preferential
attachment model of network evolution cannot and does not explain human
collaboration.
This study has shown that the models of collaborative formation and collaborative
success are generic and robust (a) across many different dimensions, (b) to missing
and corrupt data, and (c) about representing many different aspects of collabora-
tion. This result is remarkable given the current state of descriptive metadata; and
it has implications for science policy and link recommendation as well as individual
behavior.
Collaborations clearly cross disciplinary boundaries in modern times; but freely-
accessible bibliographic databases maintain a disciplinary focus—for example,
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PubMed® (biomedicine), dblp3 (computer science), and the ACL Anthology4 (com-
putational linguistics), among others. The publishing behavior of individual scien-
tists and scholars across disciplines is not being captured fully or reliably. Efforts
such as ORCID5 and VIAF6 help; but they are insufficient, because they rely ei-
ther on self-reporting or a limited view of authorship.
A single bibliographic database that effectively unifies all disciplines is implausi-
ble given constraints of time, resources, and politics. A database that links authors
across disciplinary databases is not implausible, however. Given the importance
of topical and personal characteristics to each of the aforementioned models—and
that measures about network structure are the least predictive—such a database
would facilitate discovery of potential collaborators in ways not possible currently.
For example, a researcher with a particular need could apply a model by filtering
on a dimension of interest—institutional affiliation, perhaps. The resulting list of
authors could then be ranked by probability to identify individuals with whom col-
laboration might be advantageous. In a similar way, a funding agency or specula-
tive investor might wish to rank random pairs of authors to find an optimal pair or
hypothetical team in which to invest.
The takeaway of this study for would-be collaborators is this: the collaboration
you want may not be the one you need. Seek out “stars” for their expertise, not
because they are well-connected. Consider collaboration with the friend of a friend
as a bonus rather than an end-goal. The likelihood of collaborative formation does
not depend solely on topical characteristics, nor does collaborative success depend
solely on personal characteristics. Productive and impactful collaborations between
two people are borne of an accumulation of relations about diverse sets of features.
Datasets created for statistical modeling in this study may be downloaded from
the Illinois Data Bank (Fegley, 2016). The datasets exist to facilitate reproducibil-
3http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
4http://aclanthology.info/
5http://orcid.org/
6http://viaf.org/
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ity and experimentation. For example, researchers could experiment with the datasets
by swapping existing inputs for different or more complete data.
This is only a beginning.
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Appendix A
Formation Dataset, Described
The following listing describes the dataset underlying all models of co-authorship
formation in the present study. Each entry regards a single, first-order variable,
sorted alphabetically. Each entry includes a label, a brief definition, and descrip-
tive statistics, including a histogram if the variable is continuous. Editorial com-
ments appear within square brackets; those in a smaller, unbolded font denote the
associated variable’s unit of measurement.
47 Variables 14,250,130 Observations
ac ge3 : The current paper has three or more authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (3930280, 28%), TRUE (10319850, 72%)
au1 both ind : Both co-authors were previously first authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (8897114, 62%), TRUE (5353016, 38%)
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au1 none ind : Neither co-author was previously a first author
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (7601234, 53%), TRUE (6648896, 47%)
au cnt : Number of authors on the current paper
n missing unique Mean
14250130 0 4 3.368
2 (3930280, 28%), 3 (3952330, 28%), 4 (3567000, 25%), 5 (2800520, 20%)
bibcp frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to the
paper(s) coupled by both co-authors before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 2081 0.03174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 4.5264 4.5279 4.5292 4.5306 4.5322
bibcp sum0 : No bibliographic coupling occurs
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (167807, 1%), TRUE (14082323, 99%)
bibcp sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of identical
papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 155 0.005941 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4014 2.4031 2.4048 2.4116 2.4654
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cby coa frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to
the paper(s) of one co-author that were cited by the other before the year of
collaborative formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 481 0.002734 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 3.9366 4.4342 4.4849 4.5019 4.5199
cby coa sum0 : Co-authors have not cited one another
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (45407, 0%), TRUE (14204723, 100%)
cby coa sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of times each
co-author cited the other
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 53 0.001485 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.7482 1.7634 1.8261 1.9345 1.9823
cit frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author received a cita-
tion before the year of collaborative formation
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (6514940, 46%), TRUE (7735190, 54%)
cit frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the cumulative sum
of citations received before the year of collaborative formation by the prior
papers of each co-author, respectively
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 127849 1.082 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.149 3.277 3.864
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.8449 7.8916 7.9249 7.9403 8.5589
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cocit sum0 : No co-citation occurs
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (131783, 1%), TRUE (14118347, 99%)
cocit sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of times a paper by each
co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 246 0.004768 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.7987 2.8663 2.8998 2.9180 2.9763
comcoau cnt0 : No common co-authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (417001, 3%), TRUE (13833129, 97%)
comcoau cnt zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of co-authors that both
authors have in common
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 66 0.01345 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.8261 1.8325 1.9956 2.0645 2.0755
eth known diff : Dominant ethnicity of both co-authors is known, but not the
same
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (10677265, 75%), TRUE (3572865, 25%)
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eth same str : Dominant ethnicity shared by the co-authors (ZZZ = nothing
shared; ARA = Middle Eastern; CHI = Chinese; ENG = English; FRN =
French; GER = German; IND = Indian; ITA = Italian; JAP = Japanese;
KOR = Korean; RUS = Russian [Slavic]; SPA = Spanish [Hispanic]; UNK =
unknown)
n missing unique
14250130 0 13
ZZZ ARA CHI ENG FRN GER IND ITA JAP KOR RUS SPA
Frequency 10466717 6272 96736 493078 38215 187972 38947 32816 75551 7801 24613 17274
% 73 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
UNK
Frequency 2764138
% 19
gen FM : Co-authors are female and male (author position irrelevant)
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (11210442, 79%), TRUE (3039688, 21%)
gen same str : Gender shared by the co-authors (Z = different; F = female;
M = male; U = unknown)
n missing unique
14250130 0 4
Z (8172151, 57%), F (574084, 4%), M (4500003, 32%), U (1003892, 7%)
geo5 dist min0 : No geographical distance between co-authors due to co-
location or missing information
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (9223662, 65%), TRUE (5026468, 35%)
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geo5 dist min zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the minimum haversine distance
between the city or cities associated with each co-author during the prior 5
years, where applicable [miles]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 1565627 2.038 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.632 3.584 3.752 3.829
lowest : 0.00000 0.02391 0.05870 0.05933 0.06007
highest: 4.09327 4.09327 4.09341 4.09350 4.09378
geo5 mtch frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the frequency over all years of the
city, US state, or country shared by the co-authors from their papers in the
prior 5 years, where applicable
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 2209 1.342 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 6.619 6.619
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.7459 5.8706 5.9658 5.9764 6.6194
geo5 mtch typ : Most specific type of geolocation shared by the co-authors
from their papers in the prior 5 years, where applicable (L = city; S = US
state; C = country; X = non-matching or undefined)
n missing unique
14250130 0 4
X (11014975, 77%), C (2324380, 16%), L (675938, 5%), S (234837, 2%)
has msh ind : Each co-author has at least one prior paper with a MeSH®
term
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (783967, 6%), TRUE (13466163, 94%)
inst known diff : Institution type is known, but differs between co-authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12719517, 89%), TRUE (1530613, 11%)
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inst same str : Rarest institution type shared by co-authors (ZZZ = differ-
ent; COM = commercial; EDU = educational; GOV = governmental; HOS =
hospital; MIL = military; ORG = miscellaneous organization; selection ran-
dom if more than one rarest)
n missing unique
14250130 0 7
ZZZ COM EDU GOV HOS MIL ORG
Frequency 5866058 56391 5290711 7955 2374135 2446 652434
% 41 0 37 0 17 0 5
jj sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different journal
titles across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 4452758 0.8626 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.719 2.611 3.016
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 5.1891 5.2109 5.2403 5.7447 5.8163
jj sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two
authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (6280733, 44%), TRUE (7969397, 56%)
j same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of journal
titles in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 15065 0.4278 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.501 3.893
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.4792 5.4888 5.4925 5.5201 5.5379
j same ind : Both authors have at least one journal title in common
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12541835, 88%), TRUE (1708295, 12%)
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mm sum zp : log10(1+x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different MeSH
®
terms across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 10775050 2.373 0.000 0.000 1.563 2.576 3.362 3.952 4.256
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 6.0381 6.0469 6.0478 6.0814 6.1581
mm sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the
two authors
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12178870, 85%), TRUE (2071260, 15%)
m same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of MeSH
®
terms in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 49172 4.542 0.000 0.000 3.165 4.746 6.702 7.509 7.737
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 8.0631 8.0702 8.0838 8.0857 8.1076
m same ind : Both authors have at least one MeSH® term in common
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (1955528, 14%), TRUE (12294602, 86%)
obs : The current record (observation) is an event (“positive” instance vs. a
non-event, “negative” instance)
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12825117, 90%), TRUE (1425013, 10%)
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pos1 age pprs1 : First author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12115189, 85%), TRUE (2134941, 15%)
pos1 age pprs2 : First author has two prior papers
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12991410, 91%), TRUE (1258720, 9%)
pos1 age pprs300 : First author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (14159866, 99%), TRUE (90264, 1%)
pos1 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the first author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 300 0.9793 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771 0.9542 1.4914 1.8865 2.0828
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pos2 age pprs1 : Last author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (12260248, 86%), TRUE (1989882, 14%)
pos2 age pprs2 : Last author has two prior papers
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (13076241, 92%), TRUE (1173889, 8%)
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pos2 age pprs300 : Last author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (14146248, 99%), TRUE (103882, 1%)
pos2 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the last author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 300 1.023 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771 1.0414 1.5563 1.9243 2.1139
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pub yr2000 : Publication year of current paper, centered at year 2000
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 22 -0.5381 -11 -10 -6 0 5 8 8
lowest : -12 -11 -10 -9 -8, highest: 5 6 7 8 9
ref frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author cited any other
paper in PubMed Central® (PMC) before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique
14250130 0 2
FALSE (2138742, 15%), TRUE (12111388, 85%)
ref frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the total number of
papers cited by each co-author, respectively, before the year of collaborative
formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
14250130 0 117352 0.5309 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.164 3.923
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.2940 7.3227 7.3269 7.3606 7.3724
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Appendix B
Success Dataset, Described
Datasets described in the following sections comprise only events from the forma-
tion dataset (Appendix A) with additional filtering as indicated by the section
headings.
Each entry in each listing herein regards a single, first-order variable, sorted alpha-
betically. Each entry includes a label, a brief definition, and descriptive statistics,
including a histogram if the variable is continuous. Editorial comments appear
within square brackets; those in a smaller, unbolded font denote the associated
variable’s unit of measurement.
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B.1 All events (no further filtering)
52 Variables 1,425,013 Observations
ac ge3 : The current paper has three or more authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (393028, 28%), TRUE (1031985, 72%)
au1 both ind : Both co-authors were previously first authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (443866, 31%), TRUE (981147, 69%)
au1 none ind : Neither co-author was previously a first author
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1384771, 97%), TRUE (40242, 3%)
au cnt : Number of authors on the current paper
n missing unique Mean
1425013 0 4 3.368
2 (393028, 28%), 3 (395233, 28%), 4 (356700, 25%), 5 (280052, 20%)
bibcp frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to the
paper(s) coupled by both co-authors before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 1848 0.08967 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 4.5264 4.5279 4.5292 4.5306 4.5322
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bibcp sum0 : No bibliographic coupling occurs
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (71659, 5%), TRUE (1353354, 95%)
bibcp sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of identical
papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 152 0.03158 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.3243 2.4014 2.4048 2.4116 2.4654
cby cnt : Number of PubMed Central® (PMC) citations to the current pa-
per
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 412 2.329 0 0 0 0 2 5 10
lowest : 0 1 2 3 4, highest: 1896 2184 2310 2955 3411
cby coa frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to
the paper(s) of one co-author that were cited by the other before the year of
collaborative formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 374 0.02428 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 3.5582 3.6770 3.7249 3.7624 4.4849
cby coa sum0 : Co-authors have not cited one another
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (41559, 3%), TRUE (1383454, 97%)
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cby coa sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of times each
co-author cited the other
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 52 0.01383 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.7160 1.7482 1.7634 1.8261 1.9345
cit frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author received a cita-
tion before the year of collaborative formation
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (694580, 49%), TRUE (730433, 51%)
cit frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the cumulative sum
of citations received before the year of collaborative formation by the prior
papers of each co-author, respectively
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 44611 1.195 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.334 3.452 4.044
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.6420 7.7308 7.8449 7.9403 8.5589
cocit sum0 : No co-citation occurs
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (95898, 7%), TRUE (1329115, 93%)
cocit sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of times a paper by each
co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 240 0.03727 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.7752 2.7875 2.8998 2.9180 2.9763
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comcoau cnt0 : No common co-authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (391309, 27%), TRUE (1033704, 73%)
comcoau cnt zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of co-authors that both
authors have in common
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 66 0.1278 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.8261 1.8325 1.9956 2.0645 2.0755
eth known diff : Dominant ethnicity of both co-authors is known, but not the
same
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1245024, 87%), TRUE (179989, 13%)
eth same str : Dominant ethnicity shared by the co-authors (ZZZ = nothing
shared; ARA = Middle Eastern; CHI = Chinese; ENG = English; FRN =
French; GER = German; IND = Indian; ITA = Italian; JAP = Japanese;
KOR = Korean; RUS = Russian [Slavic]; SPA = Spanish [Hispanic]; UNK =
unknown)
n missing unique
1425013 0 13
ZZZ ARA CHI ENG FRN GER IND ITA JAP KOR RUS SPA
Frequency 812004 3611 42561 85287 17143 48930 17899 17832 46256 6295 13259 10375
% 57 0 3 6 1 3 1 1 3 0 1 1
UNK
Frequency 303561
% 21
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fut ppr cnt : Number of future papers authored by the co-authors, regardless
of author count or author position
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 337000 184 2.334 0 0 0 1 2 6 10
lowest : 0 1 2 3 4, highest: 261 262 263 331 351
gen FM : Co-authors are female and male (author position irrelevant)
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1136911, 80%), TRUE (288102, 20%)
gen same str : Gender shared by the co-authors (Z = different; F = female;
M = male; U = unknown)
n missing unique
1425013 0 4
Z (706397, 50%), F (77792, 5%), M (497727, 35%), U (143097, 10%)
geo5 dist min0 : No geographical distance between co-authors due to co-
location or missing information
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (518557, 36%), TRUE (906456, 64%)
geo5 dist min zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the minimum haversine distance
between the city or cities associated with each co-author during the prior 5
years, where applicable [miles]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 172648 0.9076 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.156 3.012 3.587
lowest : 0.00000 0.02391 0.05870 0.05933 0.06007
highest: 4.07704 4.07808 4.08145 4.08454 4.08692
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geo5 mtch frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the frequency over all years of the
city, US state, or country shared by the co-authors from their papers in the
prior 5 years, where applicable
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 2209 3.014 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.084 5.101 5.976 6.619
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.7459 5.8706 5.9658 5.9764 6.6194
geo5 mtch typ : Most specific type of geolocation shared by the co-authors
from their papers in the prior 5 years, where applicable (L = city; S = US
state; C = country; X = non-matching or undefined)
n missing unique
1425013 0 4
X (562020, 39%), C (316211, 22%), L (507975, 36%), S (38807, 3%)
has msh ind : Each co-author has at least one prior paper with a MeSH®
term
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (61374, 4%), TRUE (1363639, 96%)
imp above avg1 : Current paper received more than the average number of
citations for the given year and journal
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1070526, 75%), TRUE (354487, 25%)
imp above avg2 : Current paper received more than the average number of
citations for the given year
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1131404, 79%), TRUE (293609, 21%)
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imp mean1 : Average number of citations normalized by journal, year. (See
cby cnt and imp above avg1.)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 28164 2.248 0.01429 0.04651 0.24691 0.81081 2.24031 5.36423 9.98866
lowest : 0.000e+00 6.472e-04 6.536e-04 6.614e-04 7.257e-04
highest: 1.019e+02 1.101e+02 1.146e+02 1.607e+02 1.930e+02
imp mean2 : Average number of citations normalized by year. (See cby cnt
and imp above avg2.)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 22 2.248 1.134 1.134 2.037 2.417 2.720 2.775 2.780
lowest : 0.581 1.134 1.681 1.997 2.037
highest: 2.732 2.737 2.775 2.780 2.789
inst known diff : Institution type is known, but differs between co-authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1377214, 97%), TRUE (47799, 3%)
inst same str : Rarest institution type shared by co-authors (ZZZ = differ-
ent; COM = commercial; EDU = educational; GOV = governmental; HOS =
hospital; MIL = military; ORG = miscellaneous organization; selection ran-
dom if more than one rarest)
n missing unique
1425013 0 7
ZZZ COM EDU GOV HOS MIL ORG
Frequency 402258 22186 556292 5469 319603 2073 117132
% 28 2 39 0 22 0 8
jj sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different journal
titles across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 1058109 2.27 0.000 0.000 1.682 2.535 3.088 3.497 3.726
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 5.1891 5.2109 5.2403 5.7447 5.8163
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jj sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two
authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1244508, 87%), TRUE (180505, 13%)
j same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of journal
titles in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 14933 1.633 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.279 3.234 4.020 4.402
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.4792 5.4888 5.4925 5.5201 5.5379
j same ind : Both authors have at least one journal title in common
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (675558, 47%), TRUE (749455, 53%)
mm sum zp : log10(1+x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different MeSH
®
terms across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 1236565 3.188 0.000 1.521 2.670 3.439 4.031 4.474 4.708
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 6.0381 6.0469 6.0478 6.0814 6.1581
mm sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the
two authors
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1328222, 93%), TRUE (96791, 7%)
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m same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of MeSH
®
terms in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 46720 3.713 0.000 1.322 2.493 3.516 4.881 6.768 7.383
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 8.0631 8.0702 8.0838 8.0857 8.1076
m same ind : Both authors have at least one MeSH® term in common
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (96439, 7%), TRUE (1328574, 93%)
pos1 age pprs1 : First author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1151579, 81%), TRUE (273434, 19%)
pos1 age pprs2 : First author has two prior papers
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1263651, 89%), TRUE (161362, 11%)
pos1 age pprs300 : First author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1420817, 100%), TRUE (4196, 0%)
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pos1 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the first author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 300 0.8007 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.7782 1.2304 1.6628 1.8921
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pos2 age pprs1 : Last author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1295986, 91%), TRUE (129027, 9%)
pos2 age pprs2 : Last author has two prior papers
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1347905, 95%), TRUE (77108, 5%)
pos2 age pprs300 : Last author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (1407395, 99%), TRUE (17618, 1%)
pos2 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the last author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 300 1.232 0.0000 0.3010 0.7782 1.3222 1.7482 2.0569 2.2227
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
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pub yr2000 : Publication year of current paper, centered at year 2000
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 22 -0.5381 -11 -10 -6 0 5 8 8
lowest : -12 -11 -10 -9 -8, highest: 5 6 7 8 9
ref frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author cited any other
paper in PubMed Central® (PMC) before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique
1425013 0 2
FALSE (264275, 19%), TRUE (1160738, 81%)
ref frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the total number of
papers cited by each co-author, respectively, before the year of collaborative
formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1425013 0 46247 0.6748 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.579 4.223
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.1747 7.2875 7.2940 7.3227 7.3606
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B.2 Authors with one or more future papers
48 Variables 1,088,013 Observations
ac ge3 : The current paper has three or more authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (297935, 27%), TRUE (790078, 73%)
au1 both ind : Both co-authors were previously first authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (297045, 27%), TRUE (790968, 73%)
au1 none ind : Neither co-author was previously a first author
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1064899, 98%), TRUE (23114, 2%)
au cnt : Number of authors on the current paper
n missing unique Mean
1088013 0 4 3.377
2 (297935, 27%), 3 (299239, 28%), 4 (273707, 25%), 5 (217132, 20%)
bibcp frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to the
paper(s) coupled by both co-authors before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 1763 0.1036 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7782
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 4.5250 4.5264 4.5279 4.5292 4.5306
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bibcp sum0 : No bibliographic coupling occurs
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (62845, 6%), TRUE (1025168, 94%)
bibcp sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of identical
papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 145 0.03642 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.3181 2.3243 2.4014 2.4048 2.4116
cby coa frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to
the paper(s) of one co-author that were cited by the other before the year of
collaborative formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 354 0.02745 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 3.5523 3.5582 3.6770 3.7624 4.4849
cby coa sum0 : Co-authors have not cited one another
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (36057, 3%), TRUE (1051956, 97%)
cby coa sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of times each
co-author cited the other
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 50 0.01582 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.6902 1.7160 1.7634 1.8261 1.9345
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cit frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author received a cita-
tion before the year of collaborative formation
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (565634, 52%), TRUE (522379, 48%)
cit frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the cumulative sum
of citations received before the year of collaborative formation by the prior
papers of each co-author, respectively
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 40429 1.299 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6021 2.4871 3.5564 4.1251
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.6197 7.6420 7.7308 7.9403 8.5589
cocit sum0 : No co-citation occurs
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (82406, 8%), TRUE (1005607, 92%)
cocit sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of times a paper by each
co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 229 0.04207 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.7716 2.7752 2.7875 2.9180 2.9763
comcoau cnt0 : No common co-authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (317283, 29%), TRUE (770730, 71%)
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comcoau cnt zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of co-authors that both
authors have in common
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 65 0.1374 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6990
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.8261 1.8325 1.9956 2.0645 2.0755
eth known diff : Dominant ethnicity of both co-authors is known, but not the
same
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (945852, 87%), TRUE (142161, 13%)
eth same str : Dominant ethnicity shared by the co-authors (ZZZ = nothing
shared; ARA = Middle Eastern; CHI = Chinese; ENG = English; FRN =
French; GER = German; IND = Indian; ITA = Italian; JAP = Japanese;
KOR = Korean; RUS = Russian [Slavic]; SPA = Spanish [Hispanic]; UNK =
unknown)
n missing unique
1088013 0 13
ZZZ ARA CHI ENG FRN GER IND ITA JAP KOR RUS SPA
Frequency 622922 2345 28924 65475 14691 40570 13095 15064 37260 4657 9051 7990
% 57 0 3 6 1 4 1 1 3 0 1 1
UNK
Frequency 225969
% 21
fut ge1 : The co-authors have at least one future paper together, regardless
of author count
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (521843, 48%), TRUE (566170, 52%)
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fut ppr cnt : Number of future papers authored by the co-authors, regardless
of author count or author position
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 184 2.334 0 0 0 1 2 6 10
lowest : 0 1 2 3 4, highest: 261 262 263 331 351
gen FM : Co-authors are female and male (author position irrelevant)
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (857572, 79%), TRUE (230441, 21%)
gen same str : Gender shared by the co-authors (Z = different; F = female;
M = male; U = unknown)
n missing unique
1088013 0 4
Z (524380, 48%), F (56926, 5%), M (423397, 39%), U (83310, 8%)
geo5 dist min0 : No geographical distance between co-authors due to co-
location or missing information
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (414642, 38%), TRUE (673371, 62%)
geo5 dist min zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the minimum haversine distance
between the city or cities associated with each co-author during the prior 5
years, where applicable [miles]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 141988 0.9516 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.231 3.059 3.601
lowest : 0.00000 0.02391 0.05870 0.05933 0.06007
highest: 4.07493 4.07545 4.07666 4.08454 4.08692
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geo5 mtch frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the frequency over all years of the
city, US state, or country shared by the co-authors from their papers in the
prior 5 years, where applicable
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 2199 3.174 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.204 5.172 5.976 6.619
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.7459 5.8706 5.9658 5.9764 6.6194
geo5 mtch typ : Most specific type of geolocation shared by the co-authors
from their papers in the prior 5 years, where applicable (L = city; S = US
state; C = country; X = non-matching or undefined)
n missing unique
1088013 0 4
X (394741, 36%), C (249626, 23%), L (412909, 38%), S (30737, 3%)
has msh ind : Each co-author has at least one prior paper with a MeSH®
term
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (42445, 4%), TRUE (1045568, 96%)
inst known diff : Institution type is known, but differs between co-authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1052039, 97%), TRUE (35974, 3%)
inst same str : Rarest institution type shared by co-authors (ZZZ = differ-
ent; COM = commercial; EDU = educational; GOV = governmental; HOS =
hospital; MIL = military; ORG = miscellaneous organization; selection ran-
dom if more than one rarest)
n missing unique
1088013 0 7
ZZZ COM EDU GOV HOS MIL ORG
Frequency 270167 17330 440114 4221 258677 1595 95909
% 25 2 40 0 24 0 9
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jj sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different journal
titles across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 839911 2.37 0.000 0.000 1.849 2.615 3.145 3.542 3.764
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 5.1844 5.1851 5.1891 5.7447 5.8163
jj sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two
authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (973903, 90%), TRUE (114110, 10%)
j same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of journal
titles in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 14323 1.757 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.799 3.341 4.084 4.464
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.4622 5.4664 5.4746 5.4925 5.5201
j same ind : Both authors have at least one journal title in common
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (475778, 44%), TRUE (612235, 56%)
mm sum zp : log10(1+x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different MeSH
®
terms across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 949729 3.317 0.000 1.822 2.836 3.554 4.114 4.534 4.757
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 6.0096 6.0248 6.0262 6.0469 6.0814
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mm sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the
two authors
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1026182, 94%), TRUE (61831, 6%)
m same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of MeSH
®
terms in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 43540 3.598 0.000 1.380 2.439 3.411 4.642 6.494 7.227
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 8.0292 8.0493 8.0496 8.0631 8.0857
m same ind : Both authors have at least one MeSH® term in common
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (63540, 6%), TRUE (1024473, 94%)
pos1 age pprs1 : First author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (902146, 83%), TRUE (185867, 17%)
pos1 age pprs2 : First author has two prior papers
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (971643, 89%), TRUE (116370, 11%)
pos1 age pprs300 : First author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1084556, 100%), TRUE (3457, 0%)
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pos1 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the first author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 300 0.8409 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.7782 1.2788 1.6902 1.9138
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pos2 age pprs1 : Last author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1015767, 93%), TRUE (72246, 7%)
pos2 age pprs2 : Last author has two prior papers
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1039845, 96%), TRUE (48168, 4%)
pos2 age pprs300 : Last author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (1072948, 99%), TRUE (15065, 1%)
pos2 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the last author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 300 1.308 0.0000 0.3010 0.9031 1.3979 1.7924 2.0864 2.2455
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
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pub yr2000 : Publication year of current paper, centered at year 2000
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 21 -1.456 -11 -10 -7 -1 4 6 7
lowest : -12 -11 -10 -9 -8, highest: 4 5 6 7 8
ref frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author cited any other
paper in PubMed Central® (PMC) before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique
1088013 0 2
FALSE (223869, 21%), TRUE (864144, 79%)
ref frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the total number of
papers cited by each co-author, respectively, before the year of collaborative
formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
1088013 0 42369 0.752 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.718 4.304
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 6.9965 7.2875 7.2940 7.3227 7.3606
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B.3 Authors with three or more future papers
48 Variables 808,063 Observations
ac ge3 : The current paper has three or more authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (220095, 27%), TRUE (587968, 73%)
au1 both ind : Both co-authors were previously first authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (191038, 24%), TRUE (617025, 76%)
au1 none ind : Neither co-author was previously a first author
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (795205, 98%), TRUE (12858, 2%)
au cnt : Number of authors on the current paper
n missing unique Mean
808063 0 4 3.385
2 (220095, 27%), 3 (220466, 27%), 4 (203721, 25%), 5 (163781, 20%)
bibcp frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to the
paper(s) coupled by both co-authors before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 1690 0.1197 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.9542
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 4.5250 4.5264 4.5279 4.5292 4.5306
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bibcp sum0 : No bibliographic coupling occurs
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (54135, 7%), TRUE (753928, 93%)
bibcp sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of identical
papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 144 0.04259 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.3181 2.3243 2.4014 2.4048 2.4116
cby coa frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to
the paper(s) of one co-author that were cited by the other before the year of
collaborative formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 329 0.03174 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 3.5523 3.5582 3.6770 3.7624 4.4849
cby coa sum0 : Co-authors have not cited one another
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (31106, 4%), TRUE (776957, 96%)
cby coa sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of times each
co-author cited the other
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 48 0.01855 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.6902 1.7160 1.7634 1.8261 1.9345
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cit frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author received a cita-
tion before the year of collaborative formation
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (448531, 56%), TRUE (359532, 44%)
cit frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the cumulative sum
of citations received before the year of collaborative formation by the prior
papers of each co-author, respectively
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 37035 1.421 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.041 2.652 3.678 4.229
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.6197 7.6420 7.7308 7.9403 8.5589
cocit sum0 : No co-citation occurs
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (70272, 9%), TRUE (737791, 91%)
cocit sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of times a paper by each
co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 225 0.04898 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.7716 2.7752 2.7875 2.9180 2.9763
comcoau cnt0 : No common co-authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (249134, 31%), TRUE (558929, 69%)
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comcoau cnt zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of co-authors that both
authors have in common
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 64 0.1475 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6990
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.8261 1.8325 1.9956 2.0645 2.0755
eth known diff : Dominant ethnicity of both co-authors is known, but not the
same
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (699111, 87%), TRUE (108952, 13%)
eth same str : Dominant ethnicity shared by the co-authors (ZZZ = nothing
shared; ARA = Middle Eastern; CHI = Chinese; ENG = English; FRN =
French; GER = German; IND = Indian; ITA = Italian; JAP = Japanese;
KOR = Korean; RUS = Russian [Slavic]; SPA = Spanish [Hispanic]; UNK =
unknown)
n missing unique
808063 0 13
ZZZ ARA CHI ENG FRN GER IND ITA JAP KOR RUS SPA UNK
Frequency 464372 1523 19219 49437 12092 32570 9277 12322 28588 3402 5864 5984 163413
% 57 0 2 6 1 4 1 2 4 0 1 1 20
fut ge3 : The co-authors have at least three future papers together, regard-
less of author count
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (557876, 69%), TRUE (250187, 31%)
fut ppr cnt : Number of future papers authored by the co-authors, regardless
of author count or author position
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 184 2.995 0 0 0 1 3 8 12
lowest : 0 1 2 3 4, highest: 261 262 263 331 351
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gen FM : Co-authors are female and male (author position irrelevant)
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (632153, 78%), TRUE (175910, 22%)
gen same str : Gender shared by the co-authors (Z = different; F = female;
M = male; U = unknown)
n missing unique
808063 0 4
Z (373506, 46%), F (40005, 5%), M (347714, 43%), U (46838, 6%)
geo5 dist min0 : No geographical distance between co-authors due to co-
location or missing information
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (318126, 39%), TRUE (489937, 61%)
geo5 dist min zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the minimum haversine distance
between the city or cities associated with each co-author during the prior 5
years, where applicable [miles]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 113758 0.9858 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.278 3.105 3.613
lowest : 0.00000 0.02391 0.05870 0.05933 0.08411
highest: 4.07493 4.07545 4.07666 4.08454 4.08692
geo5 mtch frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the frequency over all years of the
city, US state, or country shared by the co-authors from their papers in the
prior 5 years, where applicable
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 2185 3.288 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.292 5.217 6.619 6.619
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.7459 5.8706 5.9658 5.9764 6.6194
333
geo5 mtch typ : Most specific type of geolocation shared by the co-authors
from their papers in the prior 5 years, where applicable (L = city; S = US
state; C = country; X = non-matching or undefined)
n missing unique
808063 0 4
X (275259, 34%), C (188338, 23%), L (321091, 40%), S (23375, 3%)
has msh ind : Each co-author has at least one prior paper with a MeSH®
term
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (27331, 3%), TRUE (780732, 97%)
inst known diff : Institution type is known, but differs between co-authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (782323, 97%), TRUE (25740, 3%)
inst same str : Rarest institution type shared by co-authors (ZZZ = differ-
ent; COM = commercial; EDU = educational; GOV = governmental; HOS =
hospital; MIL = military; ORG = miscellaneous organization; selection ran-
dom if more than one rarest)
n missing unique
808063 0 7
ZZZ COM EDU GOV HOS MIL ORG
Frequency 178685 13051 333316 3217 202454 1223 76117
% 22 2 41 0 25 0 9
jj sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different journal
titles across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 643231 2.466 0.000 0.870 1.980 2.693 3.204 3.594 3.811
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 5.1820 5.1844 5.1851 5.1891 5.7447
334
jj sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two
authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (737449, 91%), TRUE (70614, 9%)
j same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of journal
titles in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 14017 1.87 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.072 3.425 4.132 4.506
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.4622 5.4664 5.4746 5.4925 5.5201
j same ind : Both authors have at least one journal title in common
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (324500, 40%), TRUE (483563, 60%)
mm sum zp : log10(1+x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different MeSH
®
terms across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 708465 3.441 0.8625 2.0732 2.9864 3.6640 4.1980 4.5994 4.8119
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7783
highest: 6.0096 6.0248 6.0262 6.0469 6.0814
mm sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the
two authors
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (769857, 95%), TRUE (38206, 5%)
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m same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of MeSH
®
terms in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 40780 3.49 0.4771 1.4150 2.3802 3.3081 4.4460 6.1310 7.0439
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 8.0292 8.0493 8.0496 8.0631 8.0857
m same ind : Both authors have at least one MeSH® term in common
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (39939, 5%), TRUE (768124, 95%)
pos1 age pprs1 : First author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (686956, 85%), TRUE (121107, 15%)
pos1 age pprs2 : First author has two prior papers
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (728668, 90%), TRUE (79395, 10%)
pos1 age pprs300 : First author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (805047, 100%), TRUE (3016, 0%)
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pos1 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the first author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 300 0.8898 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771 0.8451 1.3222 1.7324 1.9494
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pos2 age pprs1 : Last author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (767524, 95%), TRUE (40539, 5%)
pos2 age pprs2 : Last author has two prior papers
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (778793, 96%), TRUE (29270, 4%)
pos2 age pprs300 : Last author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (795366, 98%), TRUE (12697, 2%)
pos2 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the last author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 300 1.375 0.0000 0.4771 1.0000 1.4624 1.8325 2.1173 2.2718
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
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pub yr2000 : Publication year of current paper, centered at year 2000
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 21 -2.203 -11 -10 -7 -2 3 5 6
lowest : -12 -11 -10 -9 -8, highest: 4 5 6 7 8
ref frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author cited any other
paper in PubMed Central® (PMC) before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique
808063 0 2
FALSE (186111, 23%), TRUE (621952, 77%)
ref frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the total number of
papers cited by each co-author, respectively, before the year of collaborative
formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
808063 0 38929 0.8477 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.857 4.399
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 6.9965 7.2875 7.2940 7.3227 7.3606
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B.4 Authors with five or more future papers
48 Variables 648,159 Observations
ac ge3 : The current paper has three or more authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (176419, 27%), TRUE (471740, 73%)
au1 both ind : Both co-authors were previously first authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (139238, 21%), TRUE (508921, 79%)
au1 none ind : Neither co-author was previously a first author
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (639497, 99%), TRUE (8662, 1%)
au cnt : Number of authors on the current paper
n missing unique Mean
648159 0 4 3.388
2 (176419, 27%), 3 (176009, 27%), 4 (163322, 25%), 5 (132409, 20%)
bibcp frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to the
paper(s) coupled by both co-authors before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 1622 0.1312 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.041
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 4.5250 4.5264 4.5279 4.5292 4.5306
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bibcp sum0 : No bibliographic coupling occurs
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (47710, 7%), TRUE (600449, 93%)
bibcp sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of identical
papers cited by both co-authors (bibliographic coupling)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 144 0.04702 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.301
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.3181 2.3243 2.4014 2.4048 2.4116
cby coa frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the cumulative sum of citations to
the paper(s) of one co-author that were cited by the other before the year of
collaborative formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 313 0.03483 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 3.5523 3.5582 3.6770 3.7624 4.4849
cby coa sum0 : Co-authors have not cited one another
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (27491, 4%), TRUE (620668, 96%)
cby coa sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of the number of times each
co-author cited the other
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 47 0.02059 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.6902 1.7160 1.7634 1.8261 1.9345
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cit frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author received a cita-
tion before the year of collaborative formation
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (374230, 58%), TRUE (273929, 42%)
cit frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the cumulative sum
of citations received before the year of collaborative formation by the prior
papers of each co-author, respectively
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 34299 1.501 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.230 2.750 3.755 4.292
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 7.6197 7.6420 7.7308 7.9403 8.5589
cocit sum0 : No co-citation occurs
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (61535, 9%), TRUE (586624, 91%)
cocit sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of times a paper by each
co-author was cited by a third paper (co-citation)
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 222 0.05394 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.7716 2.7752 2.7875 2.9180 2.9763
comcoau cnt0 : No common co-authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (206919, 32%), TRUE (441240, 68%)
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comcoau cnt zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the number of co-authors that both
authors have in common
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 60 0.1543 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.3010 0.6021 0.6990
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 1.7853 1.7993 1.8129 1.8261 1.9956
eth known diff : Dominant ethnicity of both co-authors is known, but not the
same
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (559359, 86%), TRUE (88800, 14%)
eth same str : Dominant ethnicity shared by the co-authors (ZZZ = nothing
shared; ARA = Middle Eastern; CHI = Chinese; ENG = English; FRN =
French; GER = German; IND = Indian; ITA = Italian; JAP = Japanese;
KOR = Korean; RUS = Russian [Slavic]; SPA = Spanish [Hispanic]; UNK =
unknown)
n missing unique
648159 0 13
ZZZ ARA CHI ENG FRN GER IND ITA JAP KOR RUS SPA UNK
Frequency 373373 1053 13985 40186 10308 27503 7125 10360 23117 2654 4233 4782 129480
% 58 0 2 6 2 4 1 2 4 0 1 1 20
fut ge5 : The co-authors have at least five future papers together, regardless
of author count
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (501609, 77%), TRUE (146550, 23%)
fut ppr cnt : Number of future papers authored by the co-authors, regardless
of author count or author position
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 184 3.502 0 0 0 1 4 9 14
lowest : 0 1 2 3 4, highest: 261 262 263 331 351
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gen FM : Co-authors are female and male (author position irrelevant)
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (506507, 78%), TRUE (141652, 22%)
gen same str : Gender shared by the co-authors (Z = different; F = female;
M = male; U = unknown)
n missing unique
648159 0 4
Z (290337, 45%), F (30216, 5%), M (296158, 46%), U (31448, 5%)
geo5 dist min0 : No geographical distance between co-authors due to co-
location or missing information
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (258811, 40%), TRUE (389348, 60%)
geo5 dist min zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the minimum haversine distance
between the city or cities associated with each co-author during the prior 5
years, where applicable [miles]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 95860 1.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.297 3.127 3.617
lowest : 0.00000 0.05870 0.05933 0.08411 0.08673
highest: 4.07476 4.07493 4.07545 4.07666 4.08692
geo5 mtch frq zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the frequency over all years of the
city, US state, or country shared by the co-authors from their papers in the
prior 5 years, where applicable
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 2154 3.343 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.328 5.217 6.619 6.619
lowest : 0.0000 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782 0.8451
highest: 5.7459 5.8706 5.9658 5.9764 6.6194
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geo5 mtch typ : Most specific type of geolocation shared by the co-authors
from their papers in the prior 5 years, where applicable (L = city; S = US
state; C = country; X = non-matching or undefined)
n missing unique
648159 0 4
X (213993, 33%), C (151516, 23%), L (263671, 41%), S (18979, 3%)
has msh ind : Each co-author has at least one prior paper with a MeSH®
term
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (19407, 3%), TRUE (628752, 97%)
inst known diff : Institution type is known, but differs between co-authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (628246, 97%), TRUE (19913, 3%)
inst same str : Rarest institution type shared by co-authors (ZZZ = differ-
ent; COM = commercial; EDU = educational; GOV = governmental; HOS =
hospital; MIL = military; ORG = miscellaneous organization; selection ran-
dom if more than one rarest)
n missing unique
648159 0 7
ZZZ COM EDU GOV HOS MIL ORG
Frequency 134224 10551 268586 2582 167789 993 63434
% 21 2 41 0 26 0 10
jj sum zp : log10(1 + x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different journal
titles across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 523909 2.525 0.000 1.009 2.057 2.742 3.244 3.626 3.840
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782 0.7782
highest: 5.1244 5.1363 5.1844 5.1851 5.1891
344
jj sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different journal titles across the two
authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (597666, 92%), TRUE (50493, 8%)
j same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of journal
titles in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 13694 1.942 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.207 3.471 4.159 4.528
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 5.4622 5.4664 5.4746 5.4925 5.5201
j same ind : Both authors have at least one journal title in common
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (245306, 38%), TRUE (402853, 62%)
mm sum zp : log10(1+x), where x is the sum of odds ratios of different MeSH
®
terms across the two authors
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 569735 3.518 1.233 2.219 3.075 3.731 4.249 4.640 4.846
lowest : 0.0000 0.7782 0.7782 0.7785 0.7786
highest: 6.0046 6.0096 6.0248 6.0262 6.0814
mm sum zp0 : No implicit similarity of different MeSH® terms across the
two authors
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (621463, 96%), TRUE (26696, 4%)
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m same frq agg zp : log10(1+x), where x is the cumulative frequency of MeSH
®
terms in common by author count, including the current year
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 38216 3.425 0.4771 1.4314 2.3404 3.2460 4.3404 5.9161 6.9186
lowest : 0.0000 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990 0.7782
highest: 8.0292 8.0493 8.0496 8.0631 8.0857
m same ind : Both authors have at least one MeSH® term in common
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (28145, 4%), TRUE (620014, 96%)
pos1 age pprs1 : First author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (559193, 86%), TRUE (88966, 14%)
pos1 age pprs2 : First author has two prior papers
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (588233, 91%), TRUE (59926, 9%)
pos1 age pprs300 : First author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (645462, 100%), TRUE (2697, 0%)
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pos1 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the first author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 300 0.923 0.0000 0.0000 0.4771 0.9031 1.3617 1.7634 1.9731
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
pos2 age pprs1 : Last author has only one prior paper
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (620391, 96%), TRUE (27768, 4%)
pos2 age pprs2 : Last author has two prior papers
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (627510, 97%), TRUE (20649, 3%)
pos2 age pprs300 : Last author has 300 or more prior papers
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (637062, 98%), TRUE (11097, 2%)
pos2 age pprs c300 z : log10(x), where x is the age of the last author, capped
at 300 [papers]
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 300 1.414 0.3010 0.4771 1.0414 1.4914 1.8573 2.1367 2.2878
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 2.4713 2.4728 2.4742 2.4757 2.4771
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pub yr2000 : Publication year of current paper, centered at year 2000
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 21 -2.727 -12 -11 -8 -3 2 5 6
lowest : -12 -11 -10 -9 -8, highest: 4 5 6 7 8
ref frq0 : None of the prior papers of at least one co-author cited any other
paper in PubMed Central® (PMC) before the year of collaborative forma-
tion
n missing unique
648159 0 2
FALSE (160062, 25%), TRUE (488097, 75%)
ref frq zp : log10(1 + (x ∗ y)), where x and y represent the total number of
papers cited by each co-author, respectively, before the year of collaborative
formation
n missing unique Mean .05 .10 .25 .50 .75 .90 .95
648159 0 36158 0.9127 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 3.937 4.453
lowest : 0.0000 0.3010 0.4771 0.6021 0.6990
highest: 6.9965 7.2875 7.2940 7.3227 7.3606
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Appendix C
Statistical Modeling, in Practice
The most that can be expected from any model
is that it can supply a useful approximation to
reality: All models are wrong; some
models are useful.
Box, Hunter, and Hunter (2005, p. 440)
Statistical modeling is as much art as science. It is guided by both algorithm and
intuition. It involves tradeoffs between specificity, utility, and interpretability that
require human decision-making. The following sections (vignettes) discuss some of
the salient factors, trials, and reasoning in decision-making for the present study.
C.1 Choice of Modeling Framework
The goal of statistical modeling for this study was simplistic: define a set of pre-
dictors that capture differences and similarities between two genuine co-authors
to predict the probability of their collaboration and/or their collaboration’s suc-
cess. A combination of positive and negative observations (events and non-events
respectively, the latter used as a control) would lead to a binary outcome (yes/no,
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true/false) which, in turn, would suggest binary (binomial) logistic regression as a
modeling framework.
Logistic regression is a special case of a generalized linear model (GLM), which has
the form
g(µ) = βX (C.1)
Here, µ represents the mean of the distribution of the outcome mapped to range
[0,1]; g(.), the link function; and βX, the linear predictor, where β represents an
estimated effect of predictor X, or linear combination thereof. In binary (binomial)
logistic regression, the logistic function (logit) serves as the canonical link, g(.). Al-
though other link functions are possible, the logit has appeal for its intuitive inter-
pretation: ceteris paribus, a one-unit change in X1 effects the log odds of “success”
by β1 and the odds by exp β1. Re-expressing Equation C.1 with more detail and
using the logit as link yields the identities
logit(Pr(yi = 1)) = ln[
Pr(yi = 1)
1− [Pr(yi = 1)] ] = β0 + β1xi1 + . . .+ βJxiJ (C.2)
where i represents an observation; y a binary outcome; β an estimated effect (weight
or coefficient); x, a predictor; and J , the number of predictors in the model. The
term β0 is a constant (“intercept”) representing µ when all other terms, X, are
zero.
Among modeling frameworks, logistic regression (and regression analysis generally)
recommends itself in the present context for several reasons. First, the link func-
tion in logistic regression permits a non-linear relationship between outcome and
linear predictor. Given potentially complex interrelationships among inputs (note
Chapters 2 and 3), a non-linear link function should produce better-fitting mod-
els than a linear link function. Second, each predictor in a regression model has
a weight (effect estimate) for which standard error and possibly statistical signif-
icance (p-value) may be calculated. This means that research questions may be
operationalized and encoded to assess the contribution of inputs to an outcomes
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via one or more predictors. In practice, the expressiveness of regression models ap-
pears limited only by their capacity for being computed and understood. Third,
regression models are computationally tractable even in the presence of millions of
observations and possibly hundreds of predictors.
Obtaining a robust model via regression requires management of numerous risks,
multicollinearity and overfitting among them (Table C.1). Regression trees offer
an alternative, complementary modeling framework that avoids these risks, despite
their name. Whereas regression analysis entails a manual, overtly statistical ap-
proach to modeling, regression trees entails an automatic, algorithmic, data mining
approach. Regression trees partition data recursively to produce a graph (a tree).
The root of the tree is the predictor with the greatest effect (the most variance).
Leaf nodes closest to the root capture the greatest variance at their particular
level. Regression trees work best in the presence of non-linearities and interactions
and may uncover relationships (interactions) that might otherwise escape notice
in regression analysis. The predictive accuracy and interpretability of regression
trees have the potential to exceed those of regression analysis. (See Armstrong and
Andress, 1970; Loh, 2006; and Varian, 2014.)
Despite the advantages, regression trees proved to be impractical for present pur-
poses. The datasets of this study were of a size that logistic regression could han-
dle directly. In contrast, the implementation of regression trees evaluated here
(Chan & Loh, 2004) required multiple 10 samples at 100,000 observations each
(a tractable sample size) to achieve less than 1% coverage. The large number of
inputs produced wide trees. The results of multiple runs were overwhelming, and
their comparison, incomprehensible.
C.2 Assessing Model Adequacy
The adequacy of a logistic regression model and the effects of individual predictors
may be assessed in many different ways, not all of which are accepted universally
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by statisticians (note Mood, 2010; Hosmer, Lemeshow, & Sturdivant, 2013, for ex-
ample). Among measures of classifier performance, the Area Under the receiver
operating characteristic Curve has broad appeal for capturing the tradeoff between
classification error (misclassification) rates, especially when represented graphically.
The AUC is not constrained by a single cutoff value (like precision and recall) but
reflects the entire range of rates. As a comparative measure, however, the AUC is
“incoherent”, because misclassification rates are classifier-dependent (Hand, 2009).
The same caution applies to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic, because it
measures “the maximum vertical distance between the ROC curve and the diago-
nal line of the ROC square” (Hand, 2012, p. 412).
The “H measure” (H) has been proposed as an alternative, classifier-independent
metric (Hand, 2009, 2010, 2012; Hand & Anagnostopoulos, 2014). Like AUC and
KS, H reflects average misclassification cost in the range [0,1], but it does so us-
ing a different underlying distribution. Rather than the Uniform distribution (un-
der which misclassification costs are equally likely), H uses the Beta distribution
parameterized by 1 + the proportion of events in the population and 1 + the pro-
portion of non-events in the population. H is comparable across statistical models.
AUC and KS are comparable across statistical models only if one considers mis-
classification cost irrelevant to model performance.
None of the foregoing measures are optimal, arguably, because they do not account
for maximum likelihood directly. (Logistic regression models are fit using maxi-
mum likelihood estimation.) The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) addresses
this deficiency and is defined by the equation
AIC = 2k − 2 ln(L) (C.3)
Here, k represents the number of predictors in the model (penalizing complexity),
and L, the likelihood estimate of the model. In the present study, the AIC is not
the best choice for model selection due to the penalty on complexity. AIC favors
models with fewer dimensions. Because the factors considered herein have a vary-
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ing number of dimensions (Table 1.1), and because one of the goals of this study
is to understand the contribution of each factor using a stepwise model selection
process, AIC is likely to offer a distorted view.
When metrics of model performance are provided herein, all of the foregoing mea-
sures are reported. For AUC, KS, and H, the higher the score, the better the per-
formance of the associated model. For AIC, the preferred model is the one with
the lowest score.
A single measure, by itself, cannot attest to the adequacy of a model. A single
measure simply loses too much information. Further, a single measure may be mis-
interpreted as well as misapplied. Consider the p-value—the probability of data
more extreme than those observed when no difference is hypothesized to exist be-
tween events and non-events. The p-value has been a contentious measure of sta-
tistical significance for decades and for many reasons; it remains a mis-interpreted
and mis-applied measure today (note Ioannidis (2005b); Beck (2010); Kline (2013,
pp. 74–76); and Cumming (2014)). In this study, the p-value is reported symbol-
ically to qualify the stability of the effect estimate. A statistically insignificant p-
value (p≥ 0.05) suggests overfitting or extreme variance. In either case, the effect
becomes less interpretable, less generalizable. For such reasons, the adequacy of a
statistical model is better appreciated through the manual process of fitting predic-
tors to the data.
C.3 Fitting a Model
The basic approach to statistical modeling is conceptually simple once research
questions are identified and data are gathered. In developing the models of forma-
tion, the tasks were to
1. Inspect the data and filter it, if necessary, to avoid as many missing units of
input as possible;
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2. Build separate models for the inputs of each factor (Topical, Personal, Affilia-
tion, Citation, Network);
3. Plot fitted and observed outcomes to ascertain whether the model fits the
data; and if the model does not fit the data, modify the model by adding in-
dicators or transforming variables, among other mitigation strategies;
4. Combine the models and ask: What’s changed and why?
Tasks 1–3 were largely manual and iterative.
Figures C.1 to C.3 represent a small but typical sample of plots used to under-
stand and assess the distribution of inputs.1 Figure C.3, in particular, gives warn-
ing that VIE (Vietnamese, the ethnicity) could be problematic due to its high
probability. [Ultimately, VIE was relegated to the “unknown” ethnicity due to sep-
arability (Table C.1).] Figure C.4 show to what extent the model (Figure C.5) cap-
tures the distribution of observed values. Although most co-authors here have only
one prior paper apiece, the model shows a better-than-random ability to predict an
age differential when the last author in a co-authorship has 18–19 prior papers.
Transformation and/or expansion of a predictor involved first (a) regressing the
binary outcome against one or more predictors, then (b) binning, plotting, and vi-
sually inspecting both observed and fitted values, and then (c) if the fitted values
did not adequately capture the curvature of the observed values, re-expressing the
predictor and repeating the steps. Figures C.5 to C.7 depict different stages of this
process via the predictor pos1 age pprs. Although a third-degree polynomial (cubic
equation) fit the observed data better than the linear term, only the linear term
1In this document, for plots particularly, individual predictors are assessed using logits in
base 10 to aid interpretation. Let z= logit10(p) = log10(p/(1 + p)), where z represents
the coefficient (log odds) of a particular predictor. The probability p of an event is ob-
tained by formula 10z/(1 + 10z)—equivalently, 1/(1 + 10−z). For example, when z= 0,
p= 100/(1 + 100) = 0.5; when z= 1.0, p≈ 0.90; and when z=−1.0, p≈ 0.09. Thus, in an
absolute sense, as z approaches zero, its probability approaches uncertainty. However, the pre-
dictor represented by z can only be understood in relation to other terms in a model, which
means that direction and rate of change have interpretive value.
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was used in the final models. The linear term fit the data well enough and facili-
tated interpretation. This was the case for all other authorship categories as well
as for the predictor pos2 age pprs (not shown).
C.4 Interpreting a Model
Table C.2 highlights questions guiding the analysis and interpretation of models
in this study. The route to successful analysis and interpretation arguably begins
amongst the details. The following paragraphs address separate challenges in find-
ing the appropriate route.
In principle, inputs chosen for this study needed to be easy to understand and easy
to compute. In practice, not all inputs of interest could satisfy these criteria. Net-
work analysis proved to be particularly challenging in this regard, which is why the
Network factor is represented by only one input. To illustrate, the shortest path
between two co-authors before their first co-authorship may be understood as so-
cial distance, but its computation requires a significant commitment of computer
time and memory when both authors have a significant number of co-authors in
their past. The computational commitment may be acute for non-events due to
random pairing of prolific authors with large networks. Bounding the depth of the
network (the number of hops from one author/vertex to another in the network)
is one way to mitigate this problem. However, bounding imposes an arbitrary con-
straint that not only biases the statistic but makes the statistic difficult to inter-
pret. Ultimately, the most tractable approach to network analysis was simply to
count the number of common co-authors.2
2In implementation, the count of common co-authors was obtained using custom code written in
Perl. More sophisticated network measures were obtained using custom code written in C++
with a wrapper around Leskovec and Sosicˇ (2014). Although deemed unusable in the end, the
more sophisticated measures required months of time to compute.
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Logistic regression does not carry an explicit error term. This means that esti-
mated effects, βJ , must capture an unknown distribution of both “true” and “false”
(unobserved) effects. The relationship between these two components may be ex-
pressed as
βj = αj/σ j = 1, . . . , J (C.4)
where αj represents the “true” effect for predictor j; σ, the true SD of errors. This
relationship presents a difficulty in interpretation. Because αj is unknown and σ
can vary across models, the magnitude of βj can vary too. This means that βj
may not be comparable across models (Mood, 2010, pp. 68–69; “What’s the mat-
ter with logistic regression? — Bad Hessian,” 2012). One way of assessing the ef-
fect of unobserved heterogeneity is to compare main effects and average partial ef-
fects separately across models (Mood, 2010, pp. 75–78). Main (conditional) effects
(MFX) are given by
βx1f(βx¯) (C.5)
where βx1 is the estimated effect of a select predictor; and f(.) is the probability
density function (PDF) of the logit when all predictors are at their mean. Average
Partial (population-averaged) Effects (APE) are given by
1
n
n∑
i=1
βx1f(βxi) (C.6)
where βx1 is the estimated effect of a select predictor, as before; and f(βxi) is the
PDF of the logit of each observation, i, with an exception: for each predictor other
than βx1 , a predictor of interest, f(βxi) is held at a specific value or range of val-
ues. For uncorrelated predictors, whereas MFX is susceptible to unobserved het-
erogeneity, APE is invariant to it. MFX measures predictors at their mean (given
Equation C.5); APE measures predictors in the aggregate. An increase in either
measure suggests an increase in unobserved heterogeneity.
The interpretation of effect estimates is complicated further by correlation among
predictors as well as correlation among their variances. Correlated predictors share
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an effect on the outcome. Finding the proportional share of that effect is typically
infeasible, as suggested above. The Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is one way to
measure the degree of a predictor’s correlation with other predictors and has the
form
VIFi =
1
1−R2i
(C.7)
where R2i represents the coefficient of determination from regression of the ith pre-
dictor on all other predictors. The VIF is not applicable to predictors represent-
ing sets of values—for example, categorical inputs expressed as dummy variables
in regression results. The Generalized Variance Inflation Factor (GVIF) applies
in such cases (Fox & Monette, 1992; Fox, 2008, pp. 320–323); its description is
beyond current scope. The GVIFs reported herein have been reduced to a single
dimension by GVIFdf/2, where df means “degrees of freedom”. If the associated
predictor is categorical, df reflects the number of subcategories; otherwise df = 1,
which is equivalent to the VIF. For both VIF and GVIF, the larger the factor, the
greater the correlation. However, like MFX and APE, the appropriate threshold
for variance inflation is undetermined (Wooldridge, 2012, pp. 95–98).
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C.5 Tables and Figures
(a) Frequency of occurrence. (b) Probability of event.
Figure C.1: Juxtaposition of professional age (in papers) of first and last authors of two-author papers in years
[1965,2009]. Age is limited to less than 20 in both cases. While most co-authors are similar in age, the most likely
collaborations on two-author papers in this early model occur between young first authors (ages 1–5) and older last
authors (ages 17–19).
Figure C.2: Juxtaposition of gender of first and last authors of two-author papers in
years [1965,2009]. While the most likely collaborations in this early model occur between
authors of the same gender, indicated by the diagonal from lower left to upper right, the
likelihood of a female first author and male last author is better than random.
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Figure C.3: Juxtaposition of ethnicity of first and last authors of two-author papers
in years [1965,2009]. The most likely collaborations in this early model occur between
authors of the same ethnicity, indicated by the diagonal from lower left to upper right.
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(a) Observed values. (b) Expected values.
Figure C.4: Juxtaposition of professional age (in papers) of first and last authors of two-author papers in years
[1988,2009]. Age is capped at 100, meaning that any age greater than 100 is set to 100. The high probability of
edges (events) in (a) generally indicates fewer non-events. The model visualized in (b) provides an adequate fit to
the data, because it captures the asymmetry visualized in (a).
Figure C.5: Effect of capping the number of papers for pos1 age pprs at 100. All data
points greater than 100 are set to 100 to address noise observed in Figure C.6.
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Figure C.6: Model of predictor pos1 age pprs as a linear term with publication year in-
teracted. Fitted values are depicted with a red line; observed values with colored points.
The predictor has a skewed distribution and was transformed using the logarithmic func-
tion, base 10, as shown on the x axis; the logit is on the y axis. The model was expanded
by adding a predictor, pos1 age pprs1, to handle the initial curvature of the observed
values. This additional predictor controls for authors who have only one prior paper and
is where most of the probability mass lies.
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Figure C.7: The cube of pos1 age pprs captures the curvature of the observed points.
The cap at 100 papers persists from Figure C.5.
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Table C.1: Risks in modeling data using regression analysis and possible strategies of mitigation.
Risk Identification Mitigation Strategies
Collinearity (mul-
ticollinearity, ill-
conditioning)
Two or more predictors are highly
correlated (as seen in the result-
ing correlation matrix, variance
inflation factors, or via variable
clustering) (Harrell, Jr., 2001; Fox,
2008; Baguley, 2012; Wooldridge,
2012).
(a) remove an offending predictor (by a qual-
itative judgment that it cannot contribute
more information to the model or clarity
to the model’s interpretation); (b) combine
predictors; (c) center a variable (subtracting
its mean); or (c) employ factor analysis to
identify interdependencies systematically.
Confounding (an ex-
treme case of collinear-
ity; Simpson’s para-
dox, an extreme case
of confounding)
Coefficients flip sign or otherwise
change dramatically with the
addition or deletion of a predictor.
Consider what latent variables are not yet
represented or need to be added back.
Separability (complete
or quasi-complete)
Successes and failures for a single
predictor, or pair of predictors,
fail to overlap (Fox, 2008, pp.
350–352).
Respecify, interact, drop one or more prob-
lematic predictors, or do nothing (Lesaffre &
Albert, 1989; Allison, 2008).
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Table C.1 (continued): Risks in modeling data using regression analysis.
Risk Identification Mitigation Strategies
Overdispersion The ratio of the residual de-
viance to the degrees of freedom
is greater than one, meaning that
the observed variance is greater
than expected (some predictors
may be correlated).
Only exists in a binary response model if data
have been clustered (grouped). Only a risk
if the predictors are not truly independent.
Consider the effect of (a) missing predictors
or interactions; (b) the link function; (c) out-
liers and influential observations; (d) scaling
standard errors. Consider introducing a dis-
persion parameter or using a beta-binomial
or quasibinomial model. See McCullagh and
Nelder (1989), Collett (2003), Hilbe (2009).
Heteroscedasticity
(serial correlation or
non-constant error
variance due to unob-
served heterogeneity)
A plot of residuals against fitted
values reveals a pattern. In lo-
gistic regression, the parameters
subsume the variance of unspec-
ified variables, thus complicating
interpretation and comparison of
the parameters (Mood, 2010, pp.
68–69.).
This is not a risk for logistic regression, be-
cause error is not modeled explicitly. If com-
parison of effect sizes between models matter
for analysis, consider solutions proposed by
R. Williams (2009) and Mood (2010).
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Table C.1 (continued): Risks in modeling data using regression analysis.
Risk Identification Mitigation Strategies
Missing data Listwise deletion occurs during re-
gression due to one or more miss-
ing units and/or units encoded
as missing represent a significant
portion of all observations.
If the number of missing cases is not more
than a minimal percentage of the total sample
(a few percentage points), then depending
on the distribution of non-events, remedia-
tion may not be necessary. Risking greater
model complexity, create a related dummy
variable and supply a default value for unob-
served cases. (Dummy encoding is justified
here to facilitate interpretability of results.)
Alternatively, or in addition, if the extent of
“missingness” is an artifact of the data or its
collection, partition the dataset accordingly.
Consider imputing missing data.
Computational limits Algorithms fail to complete due to
limits of computer memory, time,
or design.
(a) find more capable computer(s); (b) re-
duce size of dataset via sampling and/or
partitioning (vertical and/or horizontal); (c)
approximate troublesome metrics; (d) find a
more efficient algorithm; (e) reimplement the
algorithm, using a different tool or program-
ming language if necessary.
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Table C.1 (continued): Risks in modeling data using regression analysis.
Risk Identification Mitigation Strategies
Overfitting The iterative process used to es-
timate the parameters fails to
converge, the standard errors of
some parameters appear unusu-
ally large, the model is under-
dispersed (compare overdisper-
sion), and/or the model produces
poor predictions when presented
with new data.
(a) combine predictors; (b) shrink or penalize
the maximum likelihood estimate; (c) reduce
the complexity of the model. (Harrell, Jr.,
2001; Collett, 2003; Babyak, 2004; Hilbe,
2009; Varian, 2014)
Table C.2: Types of analysis and some related questions envisioned for this study.
Analysis of weights (coefficients):
 What features have significant positive or negative effects?
 How do the effects change over time?
 What interactions can be detected?
 How are probabilities distributed? For example, what percentage of co-authors
shared a topic and/or geography?
Analysis of errors:
 Why did two authors fail to co-author even though the probability of them doing
so was high?
 Why did two authors co-author despite a low probability of them doing so? (Ar-
tifacts? Latent features?)
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